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The Florida House of Representatives

Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

December 30, 2019
The Honorable Jeff Takacs
Clerk, Florida House of Representatives
Room 513, The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
Dear Clerk:
In accordance with Rules 7.6 and 7.23(b), I hereby create the Select Committee on the Integrity of
Research Institutions and direct the select committee to conduct an investigation into research activities
and international relationships of research institutions established by state law or supported with state
funds.
The Select Committee shall have all the authority and powers of a standing committee, and shall
exercise committee powers as authorized bys. 11.143, Florida Statutes. These appointments shall expire
November 3, 2020.
The following members of the House are appointed to serve on the select committee :
Representative Chris Sprowls, Chair
Representative Tom Leek, Vice Chair
Representative Bruce Antone
Representative Colleen Burton
Representative Brad Drake
Representative Fentrice Driskell

Representative Joseph Geller
Representative Erin Grall
Representative Blaise lngoglia
Representative Cary Pigman
Representative Sharon Pritchett
Representative Will Robinson

Jose R. Oliva
Speaker
cc:

Members of the Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions
Don Rubottom, Staff Director
House Administration

420 The Capitol, 402 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1300
(850) 717-5000 Fax: (850) 922-0144

The Florida House of Representatives
Office of the Speaker

Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

December 30, 2019

Mr. Timothy Adams, Chair, Institute Board of Directors
Mr. L. David de la Parte, Esq., Executive Vice President, General Counsel
Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute
12902 USF Magnolia Drive
Tampa, Florida 33612
Re: International Collaboration
Dear Mr. Adams and Mr. de la Parte:
At my direction, the Florida House of Representatives has initiated an investigation into
research activities and international relationships of Florida research institutions. A central
focus for this investigation will be the interactions involving leadership and other personnel at
Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, a corporation created by Florida Statutes, and the
People's Republic of China. The Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions,
chaired by Speaker-Designate Chris Sprowls, has been appointed effective today to conduct the
investigation.
Section 11.143(2), Florida Statutes, establishes the authority for committees of the Legislature to
inspect and investigate the records of any public agency, including confidential information.
Furthermore, Section 11. 0431 (2)(a), Florida Statutes, provides that records in the possession of
the Legislature are exempt from public disclosure if under state law those records are
confidential or exempt from public disclosure while in the possession of any public agency.
To facilitate the investigation, I am requesting you to name a staff member as the primary
contact for arrangements regarding the submission of documents and any other investigative
activities. The primary staff contact for the House of Representatives is Don Rubottom, who
can be reached at 850-717-4881. You may also want to name a board member as a key contact
for interactions involving the governing body of Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute.
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I appreciate your prompt response to this request, and I look forward to your full cooperation
with the House investigation.

cc:

The Honorable Chris Sprowls, Chair, Select Committee on the Integrity of Research
Institutions
Don Rubottom, Staff Director, Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions

The Florida House of Representatives
Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions
Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

Chris Sprowls
Chair

January 3, 2020
Mr. Chip Fletcher, V.P, Dep. Gen. Counsel
Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute
Re: Initial Records Request
Dear Mr. Fletcher,
As you are aware, House Speaker Oliva has appointed the Select Committee on the Integrity of
Research Institutions to investigate research activities and international relationships of certain
Florida research institutions, including interactions involving leadership and other personnel at
Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute and the People’s Republic of China. As chair of the
select committee, I appreciate your full cooperation with this investigation.
Speaker Oliva’s letter of December 30, 2019, which you have acknowledged, described the
authority for committees of the Legislature to inspect and investigate the records of any public
agency and to maintain their confidential and exempt status where applicable.
Today, I am requesting the unredacted copies of the records in the attached listing by close of
business January 17, 2020. Such copies may be emailed to Mr. Don Rubottom at
Don.Rubottom@myfloridahouse.gov. To coordinate alternate delivery of the records requested,
or if you have any other questions, please contact Mr. Rubottom at 850-717-4881.
Respectfully,

Chris Sprowls, Chair
cc:

Speaker Oliva
Rep. Tom Leek, Vice Chair
Timothy Adams, Board Chair

402 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe St., Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850) 717-4881

Records Requested January 3, 2020
1. The full report from which the Investigation Executive Summary (“Summary”) was
derived for consideration at The Special Institute Executive Committee Meeting on
December 18, 2019.
2. The “Unified Detailed Findings” mentioned on page 1 of the Summary.
3. Every related report of the Moffitt internal compliance effort.
4. Transcripts or recordings of interviews conducted of executives, faculty and employees
relating to the investigation.
5. Copies of all records and exhibits used during interviews of executives, faculty, and
employees (listed as “source(s)” in the table of policy violations attached to the
Summary), including but not limited to emails, disclosure forms, talent applications,
videos, contracts, authorization forms, and bank statements noted in the Summary.
6. All documents, notes, summaries and/or reports prepared by the Moffitt Compliance
Office concerning the Moffitt Cancer Center’s collaboration with Tianjin Medical
University Cancer Institute and Hospital.
7. All Moffitt Cancer Center policies, guidelines, Code of Ethics, and related materials
including but not limited to ADM-C028, ADM-F009, and ADM-1007 cited in the
appendix to the Summary or otherwise applicable to the conduct and activities of the
Moffitt executives, faculty, and employees removed or resigning consequent to the
investigation. (Include all updates or revisions adopted following the August 20, 2018
NIH foreign influence (Dear Colleagues) letter.)
8. Employment contracts of all such executives, faculty and employees.
9. All conflict of interest/conflict of commitment or other disclosure forms relating to each
individual investigated.
10. Any records related to any required training for executives, faculty, or employees relating
to NIH or other federal or state regulations related to conflict of interest, conflict of
commitment, and financial disclosure. Records of participation therein by individuals
investigated.
11. Any other documents related to the Moffitt internal compliance investigation.
12. All requests for information from NIH or the FBI following up the August 20, 2018, NIH
letter.
13. All documents provided to federal authorities in response to such requests or as part of
any ongoing investigation related to the matter of foreign influence.
14. Any employment contract or other contract between any foreign institution or
government and any Moffitt executive, faculty or employee.
15. All contracts between any Moffitt related entity and any China-based or controlled entity.
16. Records of all revenues from or expenditures in China.
17. Records of correspondence to and from NIH related to disclosure of foreign ties since
August 2018.
18. Policies adopted under BOG Reg. 10.002 Sponsored Research (if any).
19. All records related to reports of whistleblowers received by any employee of Moffitt
since July 1, 2017, regarding conflicts of interest related to foreign influence or research
activities funded by state or federal funds.

The Florida House of Representatives
Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions
Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

Chris Sprowls
Chair

January 10, 2020

Mr. Tim Adams
Board Chair
Moffitt Cancer Center
Via email
Dear Chair Adams,
As you know, Speaker Oliva has formed the Select Committee on the Integrity of Research
Institutions, which I chair, to look into the integrity of research activities and international
relationships that may compromise such integrity. Committees of the Legislature have the right
and power to inspect and investigate all records of any public agency of this state in order to carry
out its constitutional duties.
Pursuant to lawful authority, the committee has obtained a copy of the document entitled
“Investigation Executive Summary” which purports to summarize the findings of a compliance
investigation involving foreign support and foreign influence in professional activities at Moffitt.
While I understand that your counsel has asserted the document is confidential under s.
1004.43(8)(b), F.S., the Florida House does not agree with that assertion. Moffitt has indicated a
desire to be open and transparent with respect to this investigation. Consequently, we are asking
you to waive any claims to confidentiality applicable to this report by the end of business on
Wednesday, January 15, 2020.
Moffitt’s investigation and publicly announced disciplinary actions are a credit to Moffitt. Along
with many other U.S. research institutions, Moffitt appears to have been victimized by foreign
entities and has taken appropriate action to protect itself. As Moffitt has implicitly acknowledged,
openness and transparency are beneficial to the reputation of Moffitt and its public image. I believe
the disclosure of the Executive Summary will enhance that reputation and we urge you to do the
right thing and voluntarily waive any claims to confidentiality.
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The vast commitments of public funds to Moffitt and other state research institutions is a matter
in the very center of the Legislature’s constitutional responsibilities. The potential for the misuse
of such funds or the corruption of their public purposes demands all Floridians understand the risks
we face and the best means of protecting our shared interests from those risks. The committee does
not believe it can fulfill its responsibilities without full and frank open deliberations over the issues
exemplified in the Executive Summary. Thus, we do not believe Florida is well served by
continued sequestration of the Executive Summary.
I thank you for the cooperation Moffitt has already demonstrated as the committee undertakes this
investigation. I invite your input and advice. If you desire to discuss any matter of shared concern,
I am available to do so.
Respectfully,

Chris Sprowls
Chair
Cc:

Speaker Jose Oliva
Chip Fletcher, Esq.
Members of the Select Committee

The Florida House of Representatives
Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions
Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

Chris Sprowls
Chair

January 20, 2020
SUS Vice Presidents of Research
Via Email
Dear Vice President,
In August of 2018, the National Institute of Health sent a letter to grantees, notifying them of
threats to the integrity of research arising out of foreign influence. The House Select Committee
on the Integrity of Research Institutions has been appointed to investigate research activities and
international relationships of Florida research institutions, including interactions involving your
faculty and other personnel and foreign countries.
Section 11.143(2), Florida Statutes, establishes the authority for committees of the Legislature to
inspect and investigate the records of any public agency, including confidential information.
Furthermore, Section 11.0431(2)(a), Florida Statutes, provides that records in the possession of
the Legislature are exempt from public disclosure if under state law those records are
confidential or exempt from public disclosure while in the possession of any public agency.
Pursuant to s. 11.143(2), the committee is requesting each institution in the State University
System to provide, by January 31, unredacted copies of the records listed in the page attached
hereto. Such copies may be emailed to Mr. Don Rubottom at
Don.Rubottom@myfloridahouse.gov. To coordinate alternate delivery of the records requested,
or if you have any other questions, please contact Mr. Rubottom at 850-717-4881.
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I am also requesting you to name a staff member as the primary contact for arrangements
regarding the submission of documents and any other investigative activities. You may also want
to name a board member as a key contact for interactions involving your Board of Trustees.
I appreciate your prompt response to this request, and I look forward to your full cooperation with
the House investigation.
Respectfully,

Chris Sprowls, Chair
CC:

Syd Kitson, Chair, Board of Governors
Members of the Select Committee

University Vice President of Research
January 20, 2020
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Records requested of Florida State University System institutions

1.
All correspondence from federal agencies identifying concerns specific to the institution
relating to foreign influence on research integrity.
2.

All internal compliance reports since August 1, 2018, relating to such foreign influence.

3.
All records of whistleblower complaints and related investigations active on or after
August 1, 2018, relating to such foreign influence or any other conflicts of interest related to any
scientific research.
4.
All correspondence, emails or records of other contacts with the F.B.I., NIH, NSF or
other federal agencies sponsoring research relating to specific or general risks of such foreign
influence.
5.
All institution policies regulating disclosures of conflicts of interests, disclosures of
financial interests, or conflicts of commitment of research scientists, specifically including
policies adopted under BOG Reg. 10.002, Sponsored Research.
6.

All disclosures of research scientists relating to contracts with foreign entities.

7.

All institution policies governing compliance efforts to enforce disclosure requirements.

8.
All University initiatives to identify, disclose or regulate influence of foreign
governments, foreign institutions or individuals or organizations with significant ties to foreign
entities, specifically including any effort to identify employees or contractors who are
participants in the Thousand Talents program of the People’s Republic of China or similar PRC
recruiting or collaboration programs.
9.
Any records related to any required training for executives, faculty, or employees relating
to the NIH or other federal or state regulations related to conflict of interest, conflict of
commitment, and financial disclosure. Records of participation therein by the individuals
investigated.
10.
Any records of solicitation by, interest in or participation with a Confucius Institute since
January 1, 2015.
11.
Standard or typical contract form used for employee or independent contractor involved
in research.

University Vice President of Research
January 20, 2020
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12.

Standard disclosure forms used for scientific researchers at your institution.

13.
Policies governing the review and scrutiny of disclosures of researchers (if not provided
above).
14.

Organizational chart of your institution.

15.
Organizational chart of each department engaged in sponsored research including
research funded by the State of Florida.
16.

Whistleblower policies.

17.
Documents describing internal controls of conflicts of interest, security of information,
security of research materials and fraud detection.
18.
Documents describing ethical obligations of the institution and researchers with respect
to scientific research.

The Florida House of Representatives
Select Committee on the Integrity of Research Institutions
Jose R. Oliva
Speaker

Chris Sprowls
Chair

January 21, 2020
Mr. Syd Kitson
Chair, Board of Governors
Via email to SydKitson@gmail.com
Dear Chairman Kitson,
As you are aware, the Florida House of Representatives has launched a far-reaching probe into
whether our taxpayer-supported research institutions may have been compromised or vulnerable
to intellectual property theft by foreign governments. The House greatly appreciates the strong
support that you and other members of the Board of Governors have shown for our investigation,
which will include looking into the activities of the research universities under the constitutional
jurisdiction of the Board of Governors.
Attached please find a copy of a letter that the Florida House has sent to all SUS institutions. We
are seeking information related to each university’s policies and procedures regarding
involvement with foreign governments, international organizations, or domestic organizations
with potential ties to foreign governments. We are also asking for specific information as it
relates to China and the Thousand Talents program. Our requests are intended to give us a wellrounded view about what may be happening at our research institutions. We recognize, and
would be gratified to discover, that the problems that have already come to light may be isolated
incidents rather than systemic flaws. However, the spirit of our inquiry demands that we ask the
hard questions and not prejudge the potential answers.
I know you share my view that the SUS institutions should cooperate fully without any
intransigence. Openness and radical candor are necessary if we are going to move forward and
maintain both public and legislative confidence in our institutions. To that end, I am writing to
ask the Board of Governors to help ensure an expeditious and thorough response from our state
universities to the attached requests for information.
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Again, we greatly appreciate the BOG’s leadership and your own personal commitment to
preserving and protecting the integrity of our research universities. We will continue to keep you
apprised on the status of our investigation, and I hope that you will continue to personally
provide me with your good advice and wise counsel as you have already so generously done.
Respectfully,

Chris Sprowls
Chair

Cc:

Marshall Criser, Chancellor
Speaker Jose Oliva
Select Committee Members

Moffitt’s China Investigation
Abstract and Chronology

01/17/2020

MOFFITT’S CHINA INTERNAL INVESTIGATION ABSTRACT
Summary of Foreign Influence Issues
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
supports international collaborative biomedical research to advance science and expand biomedical
knowledge. Scientific cooperation between the U.S. and the People’s Republic of China (“China”) was
initiated over 30 years ago and has grown rapidly in recent years. Recognizing that enhanced
cooperative biomedical research would be of mutual benefit to the U.S. and China, the NIH Director
and the President of the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) in October 2010 and renewed in October 2015. NIH and NSFC signed an
Implementing Arrangement (IA) in December 2010 to develop a new U.S.-China Program for
Biomedical Research Cooperation. A Joint Working Group (JWG), made up of members from both
NIH and NSFC, developed strategic plans for collaboration, review and clearance of proposed U.S.China projects. Both the NIH and NSFC allocated funds to support joint activities pursued under this
program. 1
Over the past few years however, the U.S. government, including the NIH, has become concerned that
U.S. universities and academic medical centers have been the targets of foreign governments,
particularly that of the China, which have developed research and academic collaborations with a goal
of illegally obtaining technology and intellectual property. On February 14, 2018, Federal Bureau of
Investigation (“FBI”) Director Christopher Wray testified to the Senate Intelligence Committee that
universities and other academic institutions have unwittingly enabled foreign powers, in particular
China, to exploit U.S. research and development activities. 2 Alerted to these concerns by law
enforcement and Congressional leaders, the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”) in early 2018 began
a systemic effort to address these risks, insofar as the suspect collaborations and U.S. faculty activities
relate to NIH-funded programs and projects. In April 2019, FBI Director Christopher Wray told the
Council on Foreign Relations “China has pioneered a societal approach to stealing innovation in any
way it can from a wide array of businesses, universities, and organizations,” Wray said. “They’re
doing it through Chinese intelligence services, through state-owned enterprises, through ostensibly
private companies, through graduate students and researchers, through a variety of actors all working
on behalf of China. At the FBI we have economic espionage investigations that almost invariably lead
back to China in nearly all of our fifty-six field offices, and they span just about every industry or
sector.”
In March 2018, NIH clarified its financial conflict of interest rules for investigators whose work is
supported by NIH funding. At that time, NIH highlighted requirements that faculty whose research is
supported by NIH funding report to their home institutions all personal income and research support

1

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Notice of a Change to the Funding Opportunity
Announcement, RFA-A1-16-006, U.S.-China Program for Biomedical Collaborative Research (R01), available:
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-16-018.html, (December 22, 2015).
2
Associated Press, FBI chief says Chinese operatives have infiltrated scores of ‘naive’ U.S. universities, available:
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/2133274/fbi-chief-says-chinese-operatives-have-infiltrated,
(February 14, 2018.); E. Redden, The Chinese Student Threat?, Inside Higher Ed,
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2018/02/15/fbi-director-testifies-chinese-students-and-intelligence-threats, (February
15, 2018.)
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from foreign universities and foreign educational institutions, 3 and that those U.S. institutions in turn
analyze such foreign income and research support to determine whether they implicate conflict of
interest and conflict of commitment concerns. A series of subsequent NIH policy statements have
focused on investigator and institutional failure to report and analyze foreign support and affiliations.
The NIH has undertaken, during 2018 and 2019, a broad-based communications effort to inform the
affected academic community of these concerns and of their various reporting obligations. 4
In August 2018, NIH Director Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., sent a letter to 10,000 U.S. institutions
to warn that foreign entities were mounting “systematic programs to influence NIH researchers and
peer reviewers” leading to “unacceptable breaches of trust.” NIH has expanded its administrative
investigation activities, sending individual inquiry letters to awardee institutions, raising issues about
individual researchers and asking awardees to conduct investigations. 5 Multiple departures and
terminations of scientists from U.S. institutions have followed, including apparent terminations of
faculty at Emory University and MD Anderson Cancer Center that were widely reported in April and
May 2019. 6 As of November 2019, NIH sent letters to more than seventy U.S. academic institutions,
naming hundreds of scientists as possible violators of NIH grant terms and conditions, and has referred
more than twenty-four cases to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector
General (“OIG”) for possible criminal proceedings and debarment from future receipt of NIH grant
support. 7
NIH Director Collins has said that NIH has identified “utterly unacceptable” and “egregious instances
where our funding of grants in this country is being taken advantage of by individuals who are not
following the appropriate rules.” 8 Of particular concern, according to Collins, are the “Talent
Programs” offered and promoted by various portions of the Chinese government, under which U.S.
investigators are awarded significant personal incomes and research funds, in return for the U.S.
investigators fulfilling specific terms and conditions for academic and research collaborations with
Chinese-based institutions. The NIH has indicated that the Chinese Talent Programs are intended to
induce U.S. investigators to share sensitive scientific information with Chinese collaborators and to use
their established expertise to advance China’s scientific and national interests.
China’s government has been recruiting experts and academic leaders from around the globe for more
than a decade through the “Talents” and other academic engagement programs. These efforts provide
financial, professional and personal incentives in exchange for research collaboration, teaching, and
3

National Institutes of Health (NIH), Financial Conflict of Interest: Investigator Disclosures of Foreign Financial Interests,
NOT-OD-18-160, available: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-160.html, (March 20, 2018).
4
Nat’l Inst. of Health, Frequently Asked Questions: Other Support and Foreign Components,
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/faq-other-support-foreign-components.htm#5940 (last visited Nov. 7, 2019).
5
Jeffrey Mervis, U.S. Universities reassess collaboration with foreign scientists in wake of NIH letters, SCIENCE (Apr. 26,
2019), https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/04/us-universities-reassess-collaborations-foreign-scientists-wake-nihletters.
6
Mara Hvistendahl, Major U.S. cancer center ousts ‘Asian’ researchers after NIH flags their foreign ties, SCIENCE (Apr.
19, 2019), https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/04/exclusive-major-us-cancer-center-ousts-asian-researchers-after-nihflags-their-foreign; Mihir Zaveri, Wary of Chinese Espionage, Houston Cancer Center Chose to Fire 3 Scientists, N.Y.
TIMES (Apr. 22, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/22/health/md-anderson-chinese-scientists.html.
7
Jeannie Baumann, Holes Found in NIH Oversight of Conflicts, Foreign Influence, BLOOMBERG LAW (Sep. 27, 2019),
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/pharma-and-life-sciences/holes-found-in-nih-oversight-of-conflicts-foreign-influence;
Gina Kolata, In FBI’s Sights: Stolen Research Flowing to China, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 4, 2019, at A1.
8
Jocelyn Kaiser, Universities will soon announce action against scientists who broke NIH rules, agency head says,
SCIENCE (Apr. 11, 2019), https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/04/universities-will-soon-announce-action-againstscientists-who-broke-nih-rules-agency.
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other activities in China, done in conjunction with Chinese universities and medical centers. U.S.
investigators were asked to share knowledge and skills to enable China to grow its research capacity,
which, in principle, is exactly the kind of scientific exchange the U.S. government has encouraged for
decades.
In the U.S. government’s view, the problem arises when relationships with China are not disclosed
appropriately in research award applications or periodic required reporting to NIH, or when those
relationships with China, such as the Talents programs, include terms and conditions that are at odds
with the U.S. funding agency and/or U.S. institutional commitments. NIH has emphasized that it wants
“transparency and vetting” of all foreign collaborations and arrangements when they relate to NIH
funding. Failure to report and vet such collaborations causes NIH to question institutional competence
to serve as a responsible steward of federal funding. In a conference call with the cancer center
directors from all 71 NCI-designated cancer centers, on December 20, 2019, the NCI Director, Dr. Ned
Sharpless, commended the Compliance Office of Moffitt for identifying and reporting the violations by
their individuals and the need to continue to work closely with the NCI and NIH. 9

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute (“Moffitt”) Collaboration with
Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital (“TMUCIH”)
In 2008, Moffitt began an affiliation with TMUCIH to provide training and consultation in the delivery
of oncology services, education and research. In 2014, as agreed to by Dr. Alan List, Moffitt’s former
President and CEO, TMUCIH pays Moffitt $500,000 annually for Moffitt’s services, including
participation in tumor boards and other activities.
Dr. Sheng Wei, Dr. List’s primary scientific collaborator at Moffitt, is a graduate of Tianjin Medical
University (“TMU”) and a naturalized U.S. citizen. He has been employed at Moffitt since 2008 and
has served as a key interface between Moffitt and TMUCIH for many years. Since the launch of the
Moffitt affiliation, TMUCIH has grown, for example, with the creation of a personalized medicine
center, the International Personalized Cancer Center (“IPCC”).
Following various federal efforts highlighting the risks of foreign influence on NIH-funded research in
2018 and early 2019, including specific concerns raised about China and its Talents programs, the
Moffitt Compliance Office began an informal investigation of the conduct of individuals associated
with Moffitt’s relationship with TMUCIH to determine, based on the most recent national guidance by
the NIH, if there was evidence of predatory activity by the Chinese. Based on information derived
from the informal investigation, the Joint Corporate Compliance Committee of Moffitt’s Board of
Directors began a formal investigation. The internal Moffitt review identified Talents program
participation involving at least six Moffitt faculty members beginning at different time periods over the
last decade.
The earliest known participant is Dr. Wei, who joined a Talents program through TMU in either 2010
or 2011, and through TMUCIH has recruited all Moffitt Talents program participants, except for one
(Dr. Howard McLeod). The recent compliance review indicated that over several years at Moffitt, Dr.
Wei recruited Moffitt faculty into the Talents program. Another faculty member, Dr. Howard McLeod,
began Talents program participation through Central South University in Changsha, China before he

9

Matthew Bin Han Ong, Moffitt CEO Alan List, director Thomas Sellers resign over conflicts of interests involving China,
Cancer Letter NIH (Dec. 20, 2019)
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joined Moffitt in 2013, and did so without Dr. Wei’s involvement. Dr. McLeod maintains an extensive
ongoing research program in China.
It did not violate Moffitt policies, for these individuals to have participated in the Talents programs, or
to have had other academic positions, consulting positions, or research collaborations with Chinese
colleagues or Chinese institutions. However, under Moffitt policies and NIH regulations, such
activities must be timely disclosed and approved in advance after they have been analyzed for possible
conflicts of interest or other compliance risks. Problems also arise when the participation in Chinese
activities specifically conflicts with a Moffitt leader’s or faculty member’s duties to Moffitt and/or to
U.S. government agencies like the NIH, or when a Moffitt official accepts undisclosed personal
compensation from an entity (TMUCIH) with which Moffitt does business, which would represent a
conflict of interest. Other problems arise if a full-time Moffitt leader or faculty member agrees to
spend significant professional time and effort on non-Moffitt activities, without permission, which
would represent a conflict of commitment.
With the possible limited exception of Dr. McLeod, as detailed below, none of the Moffitt faculty who
were Talents program participants properly or timely disclosed their Talents program involvement to
Moffitt, and none disclosed the full extent of their Talents program activities prior to Moffitt’s internal
investigation. Several Moffitt faculty cited the personal participation of Moffitt leadership in the
Talents programs – specifically, the participation of Dr. List – as a reason for their own agreement to
participate, and evidence reflects that in Dr. Wei’s efforts to recruit other Moffitt faculty into the
Talents programs, he cited Dr. List’s personal participation as a means of encouraging others to join.
All Moffitt faculty participants in the Talents programs acknowledged receiving personal payments
that they did not promptly disclose to Moffitt. They also acknowledged having opened or maintained
personal bank accounts in China to receive Talents program compensation.
It is not clear how much personal income or research support each involved individual at Moffitt
received for his or her participation in the Talents programs. However, Chinese media sources indicate
that the national “Recruitment Program for Foreign Experts” (an annual nine-month commitment for
three years) award includes a one-time payment of RMB 1 million (~$142,000 USD) and research
subsidies of RMB 3 to RMB 5 million (~$427,000 to ~$711,000 USD). Chinese media sources also
report that a long-term Tianjin 1000 Talents Program award includes a one-time payment of RMB 1
million (~$142,000 USD), annual salary of RMB 250,000 to RMB 450,000 (~$36,000 to ~$64,000
USD), and research subsidies of RMB 200,000 to RMB 1 million, (~$28,400 to ~$142,000 USD), and
that a short-term Tianjin 1000 Talents Program award includes a one-time payment of RMB 500,000
(~$71,000 USD) and a work allowance of RMB 25,000 to RMB 35,000 (~$3,500 to ~$5,000 USD) per
month, with the awardee required to work at the awarding institution for at least two months annually,
for three years. Aside from these possible Talents program compensation and support, Moffitt
individuals involved received travel benefits (such as escorted tourist trips in China paid for by
TMUCIH), cash honoraria payments for speeches, and cash travel reimbursements while in China;
many of these payments were not disclosed to Moffitt, in violation of Moffitt policies. 10

10

However, evidence suggests that in many cases travel arranged and paid by Moffitt was reimbursed by TMUCIH via
cash payments to Moffitt faculty, and that such cash travel reimbursement amounts were often tendered to Moffitt’s finance
department.
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Summary of Specific Attempts at Foreign Influence
Dr. Sheng Wei
Dr. Wei began pursuing 1000 Talents Program funding and an “Honorary Professorship” at TMU in or
around 2009, shortly after China initiated the 1000 Talents Program. He sought 1000 Talents Program
funding through TMU and another entity, Fudan University. In 2010, he proposed through TMU an
extensive research work plan, committing him to seek grants for TMU and work at least six months in
China. By April 2011, he entered into a 1000 Talents Program through TMU. The arrangement
included RMB 2 million (~$300,000 USD) in salary and other benefits, e.g., research funds and lab
space. Dr. Wei committed to work at least six months per year, for three years, to “conduct personnel
exchanges” with Moffitt and cultivate additional researchers, research, and apply for Chinese grants
for TMU, and he promised to further develop his research in China. On interview, Dr. Wei reported
having received $80,000 for purchasing a $200,000 apartment in Tianjin in or around August 2013,
although he did not report this to Moffitt prior to the recent investigation. Dr. Wei has asserted that he
ceased his 1000 Talents Program participation in or around November 2013, reportedly because he
could not fulfill the Program’s substantial time commitment. Yet contrary evidence indicates that he
continued to obtain Chinese grants for TMU at least into 2014, and for a significant period thereafter.
Further, he recruited Drs. List, Sullivan, Sellers, Epling-Burnette into the Talents program. He
unsuccessfully sought to recruit other Moffitt faculty members. These recruitment efforts came after
his stated voluntary termination of his other 1000 Talents Program participation.
As part of his recruitment efforts, Dr. Wei interfaced with China personnel, supplied forms, collected
materials and videos, all to enable TMUCIH to gain Talents program participants from Moffitt (and at
least a few U.S. scientists from outside Moffitt). Dr. Wei served as intermediary between Moffitt
personnel and TMUCIH, often leading trips to TMUCIH translating communications. Over this period
of time, Dr. Wei maintained contact regarding Talents program applications with TMUCIH personnel,
as well as other apparent Chinese contacts. Determining specifically with whom Dr. Wei
communicated over this time period is difficult because communications were often to various webbased email addresses not directly traceable to individuals or entities and were in Mandarin Chinese.
In November 2018, Dr. Wei assisted Drs. List, Sellers, Sullivan and Epling-Burnette to open bank
accounts in China to receive their personal Talents program monies. For Dr. List, the personal bank
account in China was to receive not only Dr. List’s Talents programs income, but also what Dr. List
had characterized in communications with Dr. Wei as “other funding” in addition to his personal
Talents program payments. Regarding time commitments for the Talents programs, Dr. Wei stated
that the substantial (two or three months per year) time commitments he elicited on recorded videos
from all Moffitt faculty participants, including Dr. List, were an open “lie” necessary to apply for the
Talents programs and to enable the participating Moffitt faculty to receive their Talents programs
payments. Prior to the current inquiry, Dr. Wei never reported to Moffitt his participation in any
Talents program.

Dr. Howard McLeod
Dr. McLeod operates a research program in China through 1000 Talents Program support and his
affiliation with Central South University (“CSU”)/Xiangya Hospital, in Changsha, Hunan Province; he
joined this Talents program before coming to Moffitt. He also appears to have or had at least one other
Talents program award or appointment through a China-based company, and he maintains substantial
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commercial interests in China. Dr. McLeod’s participation in Talents program activities is
independent of Dr. Wei’s efforts. On interview, Dr. McLeod reported having received a Chinese
“green card” (i.e., Chinese domestic work permit) when he began 1000 Talents Program work and
stated that bank accounts in China receive his Talents program funding, which serves to fund his
research, travel and other activities in China. Dr. McLeod reported that he oversees students, advises
on and participates in clinical and other research in China, and assists CSU to grow its capacity and
knowledge base.
Dr. McLeod has a close relationship and supervised Dr. Yijing (Bob) He, who worked as a full-time
Moffitt employee from 2014 to June 2019. Unbeknownst to Moffitt, Dr. He resided and worked
entirely in China, and yet used a Florida mailing address owned by Dr. McLeod for his Moffitt human
resources file. 11 Dr. He appears to have functioned as an agent of Dr. McLeod in China. Dr. He has
facilitated a wide variety of opportunities and activities in China, both commercial and academic, for
himself and Dr. McLeod. They shared clinical trial oversight and design duties, sought research funds
jointly, and engaged in commercial opportunities together.
As a 1000 Talents Program participant, Dr. McLeod reportedly receives an annual salary (which he
describes as approximately “10% of previous salary at UNC”), as well as RMB 1,000,000 (~$142,000
USD) in annual research funding, and ~$149,000 USD in “start-up” funding for every five-year 1000
Talents Program renewal, which would appear to represent personal income under what we know of
the Talents program payment methodology. Dr. McLeod has received Chinese government grants and
has co-authored publications in which he has listed CSU/Xiangya as his only employer. At least one
patent in his name was filed through CSU/Xiangya in 2017. Every year, he has reported to Moffitt his
involvement in a Talents program, but has never disclosed to Moffitt the full extent of his research
funding and personal income from the Talents programs.

Dr. Alan List
Dr. List appears to have been involved in at least two separate Talents program activities, opened a
personal bank account in China to receive Talents program and other funds, and agreed to receive
some additional, non-Talents program payments from TMUCIH while serving as Moffitt’s President
and CEO. In June 2015, at Dr. Wei’s request and Dr. List’s direction, Dr. List’s secretaries compiled
application material for the 1000 Talents Program and sent Dr. List’s electronic signature to Dr. Wei
for the application. The application included an express pledge in English to work in China for nine
months annually for three years and, in Mandarin, referenced his personal compensation as RMB
500,000 (~$71,000 USD) payment and other benefits. Dr. List, with Dr. Wei holding the camera,
recorded a video to support the application, committing to “at least two months of effort” to Talents
program activities. In July 2016, Dr. List participated in a 1000 Talents Program award ceremony in
Tianjin and he received a Tianjin visiting professorship contract in July 2016, which included an
annual one-week commitment for three years in exchange for RMB 10,000 (~$1,420 USD) per visit.
In August 2016, Dr. List signed a form directing that the TMUCIH hematology department receive
RMB 600,000 (~$85,300 USD) from his 1000 Talents Program research funds. In September 2016, Dr.
List received the Tianjin Friendship Award of Haihe River, which may have included RMB 50,000
(~$7,100 USD) payment, although on interview, Dr. List asserted that he could not recall whether he
actually received this compensation. In 2017, another Talents program application appears to have
11

On interview, Dr. McLeod stated that Dr. He’s salary was paid by funds of the State of Florida that had been made
available to Moffitt to support Dr. McLeod’s Moffitt research.
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been submitted by Dr. Wei for Dr. List. In June 2018, Dr. List emailed with Dr. Wei about opening a
personal bank account in China for Talents program funding, stating: “Kim [Dr. List’s spouse] is fine
with opening a bank account. I guess we can deposit the other funds waiting for us there into the
account as well. What are the next steps?” On interview, Dr. List did not recall this email exchange
and could not relate or describe the significance of this email between him and Dr. Wei. Subsequently,
in November 2018, Dr. List, with Dr. Wei’s assistance, opened a personal bank account in Tianjin, at
the same time as personal bank accounts were also opened there by Drs. Sellers, Sullivan and EplingBurnette, which was contemporaneously known to Dr. List. On interview, Dr. List stated that about
$70,000 was deposited into that account but advised that he has not withdrawn any funds from it.
Dr. List admitted signing the 2016 form directing that his 1000 Talents Program funding be directed to
TMUCIH, and he acknowledged having opened the personal bank account in Tianjin in November
2018. The precise compensation accompanying his Talent programs activities is not known and he has
indicated that he did not know the specifics of his Talents programs-related compensation. Dr. List did
not disclose to Moffitt his participation in Chinese Talents programs, any Talents program payments,
or his Chinese personal bank account, until specifically asked by Moffitt’s Compliance Office in late
September 2019.
Dr. List also served on a TMUCIH/IPCC advisory committee, beginning in or around November 2017,
for which he was personally paid $15,000 for 2018 services; his involvement in this advisory
committee, but not his exact compensation, was disclosed as part of the Moffitt faculty disclosure but
was not disclosed as part of Dr. List’s board of directors’ disclosure. On interview, Dr. List stated that
he thought the amount he received was smaller than $15,000, but bank information he later produced
indicated that he indeed had received $15,000.
In summary, there were various failures to report Chinese activities and income, and these activities
and income represent violations of Moffitt’s policies. Dr. List, along with the other three Moffitt
faculty, opened personal bank accounts in China in November 2018 to receive Talents programs
compensation – at a time well after these foreign influence issues had been brought to their attention
by Moffitt and by the NIH through national academic and medical community announcements and
public media reports.

Dr. Tom Sellers
Dr. Sellers was the Principal Investigator and Moffitt lead on the Moffitt’s NCI Core Grant and was
involved in one Talents program. At Dr. Wei’s request in June 2017, Dr. Sellers compiled application
material for the 1000 Talents Program and sent Dr. Wei his electronic signature for the application
(which included an express pledge in English to work in China for two months annually for three years
and, in Mandarin, reference to personal compensation of RMB 50,000 (~$7100 USD) monthly
payment and other benefits). Dr. Sellers also acknowledged having recorded, with Dr. Wei’s
assistance, a video to support his Talents program application, but that video has not been located. In
May 2018, Dr. Wei emailed Dr. Sellers about opening a Chinese bank account in connection with the
Talents program. In July 2018, Dr. Sellers emailed Dr. Sullivan stating that he had received a “1000
talent recognition.”
In November 2018, Dr. Sellers opened a bank account in Tianjin. On interview, Dr. Sellers stated that
$35,000 was deposited into the account, with another $35,000 to be deposited at a later date. Dr.
Sellers also stated that he had not withdrawn any funds from this personal Chinese bank account.
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Sellers disclosed his participation in the 1000 Talents Program and his Chinese bank account in August
2019, after having attended a Moffitt Compliance seminar on the topic of foreign influence on U.S.
academic activities. On interview, Dr. Sellers initially stated that he had not participated in a Talents
program, but then changed his position when confronted with statements in which he had indicated to
others that he had applied for and received a Talents program award.

Dr. Dan Sullivan
Dr. Sullivan was involved in Moffitt/Tianjin activities and in one Talents program. At Dr. Wei’s
request in June 2017, Dr. Sullivan compiled application material for the 1000 Talents Program and
sent Dr. Wei his electronic signature for the application (which included an express pledge in English
to work in China for two months annually for three years and, in Mandarin, reference to personal
compensation of RMB 50,000 (~$7,100 USD) monthly payment and other benefits). With Dr. Wei’s
assistance, Dr. Sullivan also recorded a video to support his Talents program application, in which he
pledged to work two months annually. In June 2018, Dr. Sullivan was honored at a 1000 Talents
Program ceremony in Tianjin. In November 2018, Dr. Sullivan opened a personal bank account in
Tianjin. On interview, Dr. Sullivan stated that $80,000 was deposited into the account. Dr. Sullivan
also stated that he has not withdrawn any funds from his personal Chinese bank account. In January
2019, Dr. Sullivan disclosed to Moffitt Compliance his participation in the 1000 Talents Program and
the existence of his personal Chinese bank account. In February 2019, Dr. Sullivan disclosed to his
financial advisors that he was being paid “500,000 yuan/annually [~$71,000 USD] into an account at
Chinese Merchant Bank” for “research work.” When one of Dr. Sullivan’s subordinates commented to
him in April 2019 about her being “really nervous about going to China” because of “thousand talents”
programs, Dr. Sullivan stated that “[It is] Good to live on the edge;” and when she reiterated her
concern, he joked, “Lawyers make you anxious? That is their job.” Dr. Sullivan also served on an
IPCC advisory committee, beginning in or around November 2017, for which he was paid $15,000 for
2018, and which he reported in the Moffitt 2018 faculty disclosure process.

Dr. Pearlie K. Epling-Burnette
Dr. Epling-Burnette appears to have been involved in at least one Talents program. In 2015, she
compiled application materials for the 1000 Talents Program at Dr. Wei’s request and recorded, with
Dr. Wei’s help, a video to support the application, in which she pledged to work three months annually.
In 2017, Dr. Epling-Burnette directed that funds from her 2015 1000 Talents Program award be
directed to the TMUCIH hematology department (RMB 600,000 (~$85,300 USD)). In November
2018, Dr. Epling-Burnette opened a personal bank account in Tianjin into which $35,000 was
reportedly deposited by TMUCIH, with another $35,000 to be deposited later. On interview, Dr.
Epling-Burnette stated that she had withdrawn $7,000 to $8,000 in $400 increments from this account
through a Tampa Bay credit union. She also stated that she believed the time commitment she made
was for activities at Moffitt supervising Tianjin students. She formally disclosed to Moffitt the
$35,000 award only on the evening before being interviewed as part of the Moffitt investigation.
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Conclusions
The participation by the Moffitt leaders and faculty in the Talents programs and other Chinese
activities violated multiple Moffitt policies and federal grant standards, including:
•

Receiving personal payments from an entity (TMUCIH) with which Moffitt itself does
business, without disclosing those payments to the Moffitt Board of Directors and without
disclosing those payments in the Moffitt faculty financial disclosure process;

•

Agreeing to devote substantial personal time (at least two to three months annually) to these
personally compensated activities in China, in direct conflict with their full-time commitments
to Moffitt;

•

Receiving personal payments and other research support from Tianjin and other Chinese
sources, without disclosing this support as part of federal grant applications and in the course of
financial disclosures for federal grants purposes;

•

Receiving personal cash honoraria and personal travel benefits during their visits to China,
without reporting these to Moffitt; and

•

Opening personal bank accounts in China to receive these unreported funds.

There is no evidence to date that intellectual property has been stolen or that research or patient care
has been compromised.
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Chronology of Events – 2010-2015
• December 2010
• NIH and National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) sign
implementation arrangement for new U.S.–China Program for Biomedical
Research Cooperation.
• April 2014
• Moffitt enters into Collaboration Agreement with Tianjin China Taishan Cancer
Hospital (IPCC).
• October 2015
• NIH and NSFC renew Biomedical Research Cooperation arrangement.

MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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Chronology of Events - 2018
• March 2018
• NIH issues Guidance on disclosing financial interests in connection w/ foreign
institutions.
• August 2018
• NIH Director letter to 10,000 research individuals and entities on PRC risks.
• Compliance provides memo to CCSC (List, Sellers, Sullivan, et al.) about Export
Control compliance and international risks.
• October 2018
• NIH inquiry letters begin (70+ academic institutions).
• Compliance sends email to all Moffitt faculty, senior leadership and directors
(research and clinical) re: COI Disclosure Statements must be current and
accurate.
• December 2018
• Working Group of NIH Advisory Committee issues report entitled, “Foreign
Influences on Research Integrity.”
MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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Chronology of Events - 2019
• January 2019
• Compliance meets w/ Sullivan and others to learn more about Moffitt/Tianjin
relationship.
• Sullivan discloses participation in 1000 Talent Program (but not bank account,
compensation).
• March 2019
• Compliance briefs CCSC on legal, regulatory, compliance and security concerns related
to Moffitt’s international relationships and affiliations.
• April 2019
• Compliance meets w/ Sullivan and others for further details on Moffitt/Tianjin
agreement.
• Compliance learns McLeod has full-time Moffitt employee (Dr. He) working from PRC;
Compliance investigation into matter begins.
• National media on MDA faculty 1000 Talents involvement.
• May 2019
• Compliance briefs JCCCB on legal, regulatory, compliance and security concerns of
Moffitt’s International relationships and affiliations.
MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• June 2019
• Dr. He’s employment terminated.
• Working Group of NIH Advisory Committee update on Foreign Influences on
Research Integrity.
• OGC engages Ropes & Gray (attorneys for many U.S. institutions in these
matters).
• July 2019
• NIH issues additional Guidance on importance of disclosing financial interests,
other support, and foreign components.
• Educational article published in MRI Signals and WHAM advising of recent NIH
guidance and reminding faculty of the need to disclose all financial interests,
other support, and foreign components.
• Compliance attends meeting with Sullivan/Wei and others to discuss planned
Oct. trip to Tianjin, 1000 Talents Program.
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• August 2019
• Foreign influence presentation at MRI Faculty and MMG Quarterly Faculty
Meeting.
• Compliance receives media review results on Dr. He. Based on findings requests
same review for McLeod.
• Compliance meets with Dr. Sellers re: his participation in a Talents program.
• Compliance, OGC and Cybersecurity receive educational briefing on Talent
Recruitment programs from FBI.
• September 2019
• Compliance briefs CCSC on Foreign Talents Recruitment programs and Moffitt
leaders’ participation.
• Compliance performs preliminary email search and finds talent applications for
List, Sellers and Sullivan (including commitments to do future research).
• Compliance forms steering committee to oversee informal investigation (OGC,
Compliance, Tremonti, de la Parte).
MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• September 17, 2019
• OGC briefs Institute Board Chair and Dr. List on informal investigation findings.
• September 23, 2019
• Steering Committee meets to discuss informal investigation.
• OGC engages Greenberg Traurig (for criminal law assistance).
• September 25, 2019
• Compliance email search locates evidence of talent program involvement for
other faculty members.
• OGC briefs H. Lee Moffitt on informal investigation.
• September 30, 2019
• Compliance and OGC meet with Dr. List to brief him on informal investigation
findings, including locating his 1000 Talents application and Wei’s role in Talents
program recruitments.
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• October 3, 2019
• Compliance and OGC brief JCCCB Chair on informal investigation.
• October 8, 2019
• Compliance and OGC brief JCCCB on the specifics of the informal investigation in
Executive Session.
• JCCCB approves the formal investigation workplan and requests to meet every 2
weeks to oversee the formal investigation.
• JCCCB Members: Chair Mark Pizzo, Vice Chair Angela Biever, Robert Perez, John
Tomlin, Celia Ferman, Tim Adams (ex-officio).
• October 14, 2019
• Compliance and OGC brief Dr. List on need to brief law enforcement and
cancellation of October trip to Tianjin.
• October 22, 2019
• Compliance and OGC brief law enforcement.
MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• November 1, 2019
• JCCCB meets in executive session.
• November 6-11, 2019
• Compliance and outside counsel conduct interviews of involved parties and
witnesses.
• November 15, 2019
• JCCCB meets in executive session.
• November 22, 2019
• JCCCB meets in executive session.
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• December 5, 2019
• JCCCB meets in Executive Session to approve Executive Summary of investigation
and related findings.
• December 9, 2019
• JCCCB approves revised Executive Summary findings of investigation.
• December 10-16, 2019
• Individual members of Executive Committee briefed on JCCCB investigation.
• Executive Committee members: Chair Tim Adams, Vice Chair Beth Houghton,
Angela Biever, Joseph Caballero, Steven Currall, Edward Droste, Benjamin Hill,
Alan Levine, Allan Martin, H. Lee Moffitt.
• December 11, 2019
• Institute Board Chair and JCCCB Chair meet with Dr. List to share JCCCB
investigation findings.
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Chronology of Events – 2019 (cont.)
• December 12, 2019
• Mr. Moffitt, Mr. de la Parte, Ms. Tremonti and outside counsel meet with NIH to
disclose JCCCB investigation findings.
• December 13, 2019
• Institute Board Chair and JCCCB Board Chair meet with Dr. Sellers to share JCCCB
investigation findings.
• December 18, 2019
• Executive Committee of the Board meets to receive JCCCB investigation findings
and determine actions.
• All Boards’ meeting held to share Executive Committee actions

MOFFITT CANCER CENTER | January 17, 2020
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UF Investigative Notes, Policies
and table of other records

FACULTY MEMBER 1 FINDINGS

Executive Summary

I.

Faculty 1 was a Professor of Chemistry at University of Florida and served as Principal Investigator on
one active NIH award, prior to his resignation . In January 2019, NIH notified UF that Faculty 1 might not
have disclosed affiliations with foreign institutions, a foreign component on his grant, or foreign sources
of funding. The UF Office of Research gathered information and conducted a thorough review. Pursuant
to that review, UF can confirm the following:
•

Our review shows that Faculty 1 currently serves as a Vice President at a Chinese university. In
his NIH grant application, Faculty 1 listed that he was an Adjunct Distinguished Professor at a
Chinese university in the "Positions and Employment" section of his biosketch. Faculty 1 did not
disclose his Vice President position at the Chinese university to UF or NIH.

•

While affiliated with the Chinese university, Faculty 1 participated in recruitment activities for
China's talent recruitment programs.

•

Faculty 1 also has an affiliation with a second university in China where he has been the Director
of an Institute since 2017. This affiliation was not disclosed to UF or NIH.

•

UF has confirmed that Faculty 1 is the principal investigator or manages the following foreign
awards, which were not disclosed to UF or NIH:
o
o
o

A National Key Scientific Program of China grant
Two National Science Foundation of China grants
A China National Instrumentation Program grant

•

UF has been unable to confirm whether Faculty 1 received the National Science Foundation of
China grant that was referenced in the letter from NIH.

•

As part of Faculty l's efforts at the Chinese universities, UF believes that Faculty 1 also had
several foreign collaborators assisting his research efforts that may qualify as a foreign
component but may not have been appropriately disclosed to NIH.

•

II.

Faculty 1 may have had other undisclosed outside activities including a consulting business as
well as ownership of the business.

Background

Faculty 1 joined UF in 1995. His research focuses on aptamers. Faculty 1 had one grant from NIH at the
time of his resignation. Over the course of his career at UF, Faculty 1 secured numerous grants from
federal agencies, including the NIH.
In January 2019, the University of Florida received a letter from the National Institutes of Health, Office
of Extramural Research . The letter alleged that Faculty 1 may have failed to properly disclose his
affiliations with foreign institutions, receipt of foreign awards, and a foreign component on his active
NIH grant.
Upon receiving the letter, UF sequestered all available electronic materials, including email. The Office
of Research began a review of available resources, including emails and online materials. The review did
not include interviews with Faculty 1, his supervisors or any of his associates.

Ill.

Findings

The findings of the review are described below.
a.

Faculty 1 has been an employee of a Chinese university since at least 2010 and Vice President
of a Chinese university since 2017. While affiliated with the Chinese university, Faculty 1
participated in recruitment activities for China's talent recruitment programs. Faculty 1 did
not disclose the activities to UF or NIH.

A review of recent publications shows that Faculty 1 often lists the Chinese university as his primary
affiliation, and a review of websites within the public domain shows that Faculty 1 is regularly identified
as the Vice President of the Chinese University. In email correspondence, Faculty 1 indicates to a
collaborator that he has been a professor at a Chinese university "for the last 7 years" [since 2010].
Additionally, in correspondence from August 2017, Faculty 1 tells non-UF colleagues that he has been
appointed as the Vice President of a Chinese university.
The Office of Research review found many emails in which Faculty 1 conducts business on behalf of the
Chinese university using his University of Florida email account. In Faculty l's NIH proposal, he listed an
affiliation with the Chinese university on his biosketch and identified himself as an "Adjunct
Distinguished Professor" at the Chinese university. However, Faculty 1 did not indicate his
administrative position or fully disclose his role.

)

Furthermore, Faculty 1 appears to have a significant role in the Chinese government-sponsored talent
recruitment programs. For example, in an application to the Third World Academy of Sciences (TWAS)
Faculty 1 noted that he received the China Outstanding Youth Award in 2000 and that he participated in
the China Recruitment Program of Global Experts from 2009-2014. UF believes that these two awards
demonstrate Faculty l's participation in a Chinese talent program. In addition, a review of Faculty l's
email shows that he is a recruiter of U.S. researchers for Chinese talent programs.
After reviewing Faculty l's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 1 did not disclose his involvement with the
Chinese university or Chinese talent programs to UF or NIH, in violation of their respective policies.

b.

Faculty 1 has been an employee of a second Chinese university since at least 2017. He is a
listed as a professor and the Dean of an Institute.

A review of recent publications shows that Faculty 1 often lists an affiliation with a second Chinese
university, and a press release from 2019 identifies Faculty 1 as a "professor" there. Several emails that
the UF Office of Research reviewed also indicated an affiliation with the university. For example, Faculty
l's signature block in email to a colleague identifies him as Dean of the Institute. In 2018, Faculty 1
submitted what appears to be a progress report for his lab's activities in China.
After reviewing Faculty l's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 1 did not disclose his involvement with this
university to UF or NIH, in violation of their respective policies.

c.

Faculty 1 received and worked on grants from the National Key Scientific Program of China,
National Science Foundation of China and China National Instrumentation Program.

The email record indicates that Faculty 1 received at least four grants from Chinese government
programs. Faculty 1 prepared and submitted a report in January 2019 about the management of his
State Key Lab at the second Chinese university referenced in (b) above. This report contains a list of
grants on which Faculty 1 was Pl, including:
•

A National Key Scientific Program of China grant

•
•

Two National Science Foundation of China grants
A China National Instrumentation Program grant

Faculty 1 submitted similar reports that list the above grants in December 2015 and December 2016.
Faculty 1 also cited these grants as supporting the research reported in recent publications.
After reviewing Faculty l's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 1 did not disclose his involvement in these
foreign grants to UF or NIH, in violation of their respective policies.

d.

Faculty 1 may have participated in other undisclosed outside activities.

During its review, the Office of Research also found indications that Faculty 1 had additional undisclosed
outside activities. In Fall 2017, Faculty 1 had discussions with colleagues about his new company.
Records indicate that Faculty 1 may have also had a consulting business for research services.

)

If Faculty 1 participated in these activities, he did not disclose them to NIH or UF, in violation of their
respective policies.

e.

Faculty 1 may have had an undisclosed foreign component on his NIH grant.

In publications that cited NIH funding, Faculty 1 had co-authors with foreign affiliations, which may
indicate a foreign component as defined in NIH policy. Based on its review, the Office of Research was
unable to confirm that Faculty 1 had a foreign component on the NIH grant, with the caveat that Faculty
1 is a faculty member and administrator at least two universities in China. This might qualify as a foreign
component.

IV.

Conclusion

Based on the findings, the Office of Research referred the review and supporting documentation to
UFHR for a formal investigation. Once Faculty 1 was notified of the UF investigation, he resigned his
employment. Federal investigations are ongoing.

FACULTY MEMBER 2 FINDINGS
I.

Executive Summary

Faculty 2 was an Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering at the University of Florida (UF) and
served as Principal Investigator on one active NIH award prior to his resignation. In January 2019, NIH
notified UF that Faculty 2 might not have disclosed affiliations with foreign institutions or foreign
sources of funding. The UF Office of Research gathered information and conducted a thorough review.
Pursuant to that review, UF can confirm the following:
•

Faculty 2 applied to, and was selected for, the 2017 Chinese Thousand Talents program,
which may have included a stipend from the Chinese government. UF believes Faculty 2 may
have received a position at a university in China as part of his talents program award. If
Faculty 2 accepted the award and/or appointment, he did not disclose that information to
UF or NIH.

•

In the course of the review, UF discovered that Faculty 2 is the owner of a China-based
company, which he did not disclose to UF or NIH.

•

UF was unable to find evidence that Faculty 2 received any foreign awards.

II.

)

Background

Faculty 2 joined UF in 2014. Faculty 2's research focuses on biomedical image computing and
informatics.
In January 2019, the University of Florida received a letter from the National Institutes of Health, Office
of Extramural Research . The letter summarized allegations that Faculty 2 may have failed to properly
disclose his affiliations with a foreign institution, receipt of foreign awards, including the 2017 Chinese
Thousand Talents program, and a foreign component on his active NIH grant.
Upon receiving the letter, UF sequestered all available electronic materials, including email. The Office
of Research began a review of available resources, including emails and online materials. The review did
not include interviews with Faculty 2, his supervisors or any of his associatesl.

Ill.

Findings

The findings of the review are described below.
a.

Faculty 2 is the founder, part owner and CEO of a China-based company. Faculty 2 did not
disclose the company, or his affiliation with it, to UF or NIH.

The email record demonstrates that, as early as 2016, Faculty 2 was working in support of a company he
founded in China. A website refers to Faculty 2 as the founder and CEO. A press release by a firm that
invested in the company in June 2018 outlines Faculty 2's involvement as the co-founder and primary
source of scientific expertise .

)

A variety of emails within Faculty 2's mailbox show his regular involvement with the company. These
emails include an application packet for venture capital investments, conversations with colleagues
regarding the status of the company, and the coordination of meetings regarding investment in the
company. Additionally, Faculty 2 used a company email address in correspondence as recently as
January 2019 and had recurring correspondence about company business, including logo design and
device manufacturing.
In addition to the above emails, UF discovered a video from December 2018 in which Faculty 2 gave a
presentation regarding his company's vision and potential partners.
In January, 2019, the College of Engineering required all faculty to provide updated disclosure of
activities with foreign entities. Faculty 2's response does not include any reference to his company in
China.
After reviewing Faculty 2's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 2 did not disclose his involvement with the
company to UF or NIH, in violation of their respective policies.

b.

Faculty 2 actively pursued an opportunity to participate in a Talent Program and received the
award in 2017. If Faculty 2 accepted the award, he did not disclose the award to NIH or UF.

)

In 2016, Faculty 2 began the process of applying to the Chinese Thousand Talents program. As part of
process, Faculty 2 submitted an application for the program, as well as a recommendation letter. He
received a summary of the talents program requirements in what appears to be minutes of a meeting he
attended. Additionally, Faculty 2 informed a colleague in November 2016 that he, "just arrive[d] at
Beijing and will plan for the thousand people defense." Finally, a website identifying Faculty 2 by his
date of birth and UF affiliation, announces that Faculty 2 is a recipient of the 2017 award and is affiliated
with a university in China.
After reviewing Faculty 2's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 2 did not disclose the receipt of this award
to UF or NIH, in violation of their respective policies.

c.

Faculty 2 may not have disclosed an affiliation with a university in China.

If Faculty 2 accepted the Thousand Talents award, as announced on line, then he also may have accepted
an affiliation with a Chinese university.

d.

Faculty 2 may or may not have had a foreign component on his NIH grant.

In publications that cited NIH funding, Faculty 2 had co-authors with foreign affiliations. However, based
on its review, UF was unable to confirm that Faculty 2's grant had a foreign component.

_)

IV.

Conclusion

Based on the findings, the Office of Research referred the review and supporting documentation to
UFHR for a formal investigation. Upon being notified that he was under investigation, Faculty 2 resigned
from UF. Federal investigations are ongoing.

)

FACULTY MEMBER 3 FINDINGS

I.

Executive Summary

Faculty 3 was a part-time Research Associate Professor in the College of Medicine at the University of
Florida (UF) and served as the Principal Investigator on one active NIH award prior to his termination. He
also served as the co-Pl on a second NIH award. In the course of its review of faculty participation in
undisclosed activities, the UF Office of Research determined that Faculty 3 may have participated in a
Chinese government-sponsored talents program that he did not disclose to NIH. The Office of Research
gathered information and conducted a thorough review. Pursuant to that review, UF can confirm the
following:
•

Faculty 3 has held an appointment of a Chinese university since at least 2017. Faculty 3 did
not disclose this affiliation to NIH.

•

Faculty 3 was the recipient of a Chinese Thousand Talents award, which he did not disclose
to NIH.

•

Faculty 3 received at least one undisclosed grant from the National Natural Science
Foundation of China, grant 31700142, which he did not disclose.
UF believes that Faculty 3's activities at the Chinese university constitute a foreign
component on his grants that Faculty 3 did not disclose to NIH.

•

)

II.

Background

Faculty 3 was appointed as a research faculty in the College of Medicine at UF in 2012; prior to that, he
was a postdoctoral associate and student within the same department. Faculty 3's research focuses on
adeno-associated virus (AAV) virology, gene therapy and traditional Chinese medicine.
In early 2019, the Office of Research received information that immediately led to a review of Faculty 3's
activities at UF. In the course of the review, the UF Office of Research determined the Faculty 3
participated in a China talents program that he did not disclose to NIH. Upon this discovery, UF
sequestered all available electronic materials, including email. The Office of Research began a review of
available resources, including emails and on line materials. The review did not include interviews with
Faculty 3, his supervisors, or any of his associates.

Ill.

Findings

The findings of the review are described below.
a.

Faculty 3 was an employee of the Chinese university since at least 2017. He did not disclose
his affiliation to NIH.

We obtained a copy of the contract Faculty 3 signed in a review of his emails. According to a translation
of the contract, his appointment at a Chinese university is as a full time employee.

_)

After reviewing Faculty 3's NIH proposals and annual reports, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty
3 did not disclose his Chinese employment to NIH, in potential violation of its policies.

b.

Faculty 3 is the recipient of a Chinese Thousand Talent award, which he did not disclose to
NIH.

The contract identified Faculty 3 as a recipient of the Chinese Thousand Talents award and laid out the
requirements related to continuing to receive Talent funding.
After reviewing Faculty 3's NIH proposals and annual reports, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty
3 did not disclose the receipt of this award to NIH, in potential violation of its policies.

c.

Faculty 3 may have inappropriately allocated NIH grant funds.

In December 2017, Faculty 3 had a discussion with a colleague, who was in the process of leaving UF.
The colleague requested that his graduate student, who was also leaving, continue to work on Faculty
3's grant. In response to this request, Faculty 3 replied that, "It is not necessary for [grad student] to
conduct the experiments on my ROl, which I will ask others in my lab to finish My only concern is that
for my future promotion in the [Chinese] university, any publication not as a correspondence/cocorrespondence author or any publication with impact factor less than 5 doesn't count. So I will be very
much appreciated if he could generate high-quality publications under your guidance."

)

The graduate student is listed as a lab member of another US university's website. However, UF payroll
records for the student indicated the student was paid from Faculty 3's NIH grant continuously since
2017.
Based on these findings, the University believes that the payroll expenses for the referenced graduate
student may not be allocable to the grant charged for the period January 2018 to present. In an
abundance of caution, UF has proactively removed payroll and fringe expenses associated with this
charge.

d.

Faculty 3 has received at least one grant from the Chinese government, which he did not
disclose to UF or NIH.

In an email exchange with a colleague (Email-031), Faculty 3 discusses a potential publication on which
he is a co-author. The email exchange and attached paper indicate Faculty 3 is supported by a grant
from the National Natural Science Foundation of China, grant 31700142. Recent publications also cite
this grant as funding Faculty 3's research.
After reviewing Faculty 3's NIH proposals and annual reports, and the outside activity disclosures he
submitted to UF, UF's preliminary conclusion is that Faculty 3 did not disclose the receipt of this award
to UF or NIH, in potential violation of their respective policies.

e.

Faculty 3 likely had a foreign component on his NIH grant.

UF believes that Faculty 3's extensive activities at Chinese constitute a foreign component on his NIH
grants. For example, in January 2018, Faculty 3 received a request from colleague for plasmids (Email035) and responded that, " ... since the plasmid pX601 is in my laboratory in China and the pAAV6 mutant
plasmid is in my laboratory in U.S.A. It may take a month to ship to you together." Additionally, Faculty 3
has several foreign collaborators on his publications. NIH questioned the presence of the collaborators
in December 2017, but Faculty 3 responded at the time that some of the papers were included in error
and no NIH funds were spent in China (Email-009, 010). NIH took the opportunity to remind Faculty 3 of
NIH's definition of a foreign component as well as Faculty 3's obligation to request prior approval for
such activities.
UF's review indicated that Faculty 3's grants likely have a foreign component, which has occurred
without NIH prior approval and is a violation of NIH policy.

IV.

Conclusion

Based on the findings, Faculty 3 was terminated from UF.

)
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David P. Norton. Vice President for Research
As explained in the January3. 2019 administrativemerno .(https://administrativememo.ufl.edu/2019/01/federal-agency-disclosure-requirements-for-grant~~.P..P..9..'1.~9.::!D~.~.~!!.m!~Q.~~-:9.!.~~-~Q.~!.IJ9::~E!~D~.i.~.1.:~~.P..P..9..':H~9.!TI.:f.9.rn!9[t~!J~_m~~D. regarding the disclosure of financial support from foreign entities. U.S.federal
agencies have continued to express heightened concern about foreign influence on university research. lnAugust 2018. Dr. Francis Collins. Director of the
National Institutes of Health(NI H). issued a letter .(http://www. sciencemag .or9/sites/default/files/N IH%20F oreign%201nfluence%20Letter%2oto%20Grantees%
2008-20-1.8.pdf)that expressed serious concerns regarding efforts by foreign entities to exertinappropriate influence on research in the U.S. The National
Science Foundation(NSF). the Department of Defense. and other U.S. government agencies have communicated similar concerns.
Given the importance of this issue to our federal sponsors, we are clarifying points from the January 3, 2019 administrative memo and reminding you of your
obligations to report your activities involving foreign entities. Please review and adhere to the following requirements.
Disclosing Other Support to Federal Agencies
Disclose all financial supportreceived from any foreign entity that supports ongoing or proposed research projects for which you will provide effort
or oversight. This includes financial support you receive from a foreign government, university or other legal entity outside the U.S.
ForNIH awards. you must make this disclosure during the Just-in-Time process onyour Other Support or within the Research Performance
Progress Reports submittedannually.
ForNSF awards. you must make this disclosure in the Current & Pending Supportsection of your submitted proposal.
"Financial Support" that must be disclosed includes. but is not limited to. the following:
Sponsored funding provided to the University that supports your University activities;
Gifts. whether financial and non-financial. provided to the University that supportsyour University activities:
Students.post-docs. or scholars working with you here at UF who are paid or supported (e.g., receive salary, a stipend, travel expenses,
living expenses, etc.)directly from a foreign entity; and
Funding (e.g .. salary, stipend. honorariums. etc.). expense reimbursements. travel orlodging costs provided directly to you as a consultant.
visiting scholar.lecturer, collaborator, or other non-UF activity or appointment. regardless of whether you performed the activities in the U.S.
or abroad. For faculty on nine-month appointments, this includes support received for activities completed over the summer term.
The disclosure requirements include support you receive through UF awards (contractsor grants) or support provided directly to you.
On NIH applications. you must indicate whether the project includes a "foreign component". and, if yes, provide a foreign justification document. A
foreign component is defined as performanceof any significant scientific element or segment of a project outside of the United States. either by the
recipient or by a researcher employed by a foreign organization. whether or not grant funds are expended.
Youcan find NSF and NIH specific guidance at:
https://grants. nih.gov/grants/forms/othersupport. htm (https://grants. nih.gov/grants/forms/othersupport. htm)
https://grants. nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/HTM L5/section _2/2 .5 .1 just-in-time_procedures.htm?Highlight=other%20support
(https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/HTML5/section_2/2.5.1just-in-time_procedures.htm?Highlight=other%20support)
NIH Definition of Foreign Component: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/html5/section_ 1/1.2_definition_of_terms.htm
(https ://grants.nih .gov/grants/policy/nihgps/hlml5/section _ 1/1 .2_definition_of_terms. htm)
NIH Foreign Component Justification: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-applicalion-guide/forms-d/general/g.220-r&r-other-projectinformation-form. htm#6 (https://grants. nih.gov/grants/how-to-apply-application-guide/forms-d/general/g .220-r&r-other-project-informationform. htm#6)
NSF PAPPG: https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappg19_ 1/pappg_2.jsp#IIC2h
(https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappg 19_ 1/pappg_2.jsp#IIC2h)
Disclosing Outside Activities with Foreign Entities to the University
All UF employees must disclose to the university all outside financial relationships and professional activities. whether compensated or
uncompensated.
The disclosure must be made via the UF Outside Activities and Financial lnterestsform.
This ciisr.losurP. must inr.h1ciP. hut is not limitP.rl to lhP. followinff
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Receipt of stipends. honorariums. living expenses. travel reimbursements. or otherpayment from a foreign government or institution: and
This disclosure must include sufficient detail to determine the nature of theactivity and degree of any potential conflict of interest.
Approval for outside activities must occur in advance of the activity.
You can find specific guidance related to UF's outside activities disclosure process at:
http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/conflict-of-interest-and-outside-activities.html (http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/conflict-of-interest-andoutside-activities.html)
http://aa.ufl.edu/media/aaufledu/forms/OAA-GA-L-267-Disclosure-of-Outside-Activities-Out-of-Unit.pdf
(http://aa.ufl.edu/media/aaufledu/forms/OAA-GA-L-267-Disclosure-of-Outside-Activities-Out-of-Unit.pdf)
Complying with Export Control Laws
Comply with U.S. export control regulations in all domestic and international activities.
With few exceptions. the University of Florida will not host visitors. enter into contracts or other agreements. do business. or engage in any activity with
entities listed on a U.S. government restricted party lists.
You must verify that a foreign individual or entity with which you plan to engage is not listed on a restricted party list. For assistance. contact UF's
Divisionof Research Compliance and Global Support at 352-392-9174.
You must obtain Division of Research Compliance and Global Support approval priorto hosting visitors. entering into contracts, or engaging in
activities with anentity or individual listed on any U.S. government restricted party list.
You can find specific guidance related to export control law and restricted partiesat:
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index. php/policy-g uidance/lists-of-parties-of-concern (https://www.bis.doc.gov/index. php/policy-guidance/lists-of-partiesof-concern)
http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/export-controls.html (http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/export-controls.html)
Registering your International Travel
Register your international travel with UF International Center.
For more information: https://internationalcenter.ufl.edu/travel (https://internationalcenter.ufl.edu/travel)and
https://internationalcenter.ufl.edu/travel/online-travel-registration
If you are traveling with UF-owned equipment, you must register your trip with UF Asset Management.
For more information: http://www. fa .ufl.edu/departments/asset-management/annual-inventory-off-site-certifications-foreign-travel-with-equipmentrequest/ (http://www.fa.ufl.edu/departments/asset-management/annual-inventory-off-site-certifications-foreign-travel-with-equipment-request/)
Review and adhere to UF international travel guidance found within these offices:
http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/export-controls/international-travel.html (http://research.ufl.edu/compliance/export-controls/internationaltravel.html)
https://security.ufl.edu/learn-information-security/security-tips-when-traveling-abroad/ (https://security.ufl.edu/learn-information-security/securitytips-when-traveling-abroad/)
https://business.it.ufl.edu/travel/travel-guide/ (https://business.it.ufl.edu/travel/travel-guide/)
Other Disclosures and Requirements
Promptly disclose all inventions and intellectual property to UF Innovate.
For more information: http://innovate. research. ufl. edu/tech-licensing/ (http: //innovate. research. ufl. edu/tech-licensing/)
Comply with the anti-bribery provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
Formore information: https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act (https:/lwww.justice.gov/criminal-fraudlforeign-corruptpractices-acl)
The University of Florida supports and encourages international research. collaboration. and scholarship. Thank you for your help inensuring compliance with
all UF and federal policies. Failure to comply with these requirements can lead lo significant negative consequences for the institution and the individual.
If you have any questions that pertain to sponsored programs policy and procedure. pleasecontact Stephanie Gray, Director of Division of Sponsored Programs
(slgray@ufl.edu .(mailto:slgray@ufl.edu)).
For questions regarding export control or restricted party lists, please contact Terra DuBois, Director of Research Compliance and Global Support
(tdubois@ufl.edu (mailto:tdubois@ufl.edu)). If you have questionsthat are pertinent to the topic, but are confined to non-sponsored academicactivities, please
contact Chris Hass. Associate Provost for Academic and Faculty Affairs (~jt!~.~-~@.~~:~H:~Q~.. (!!!~!!~Q.:~ib.~~~-®~-~. .~~:.~.Q.@·
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Joseph Glover. Provost and Senior Vice President
Please remind faculty in your units of the following university approval process for travel and taking leave.
Faculty who pl an to be abse nt from !heir assignee! campus duties must clo so with Ille knowledge and concurrence of !heir Cl1air/Director. "Assigned campus
duties·· includes assigned classroom instruction. office hours. and olher service activities as assigned. Facully may not cancel assig ned campus duties or
substitute other faculty members to perform lllem wit11oul the concurrence of lhe Chair/Director.
10- and 12-monlh Faculty who plan travel during their appoinlmenl must obtain the permission of !he Chair/Director even if the faculty member uses annual
leave.
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Assistant Vice President for Conflicts of Interest
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Joseph Glover, Provost and Senior Vice President
I am pleased to announce Gary Wimsett. Jr.. JD. has been named Assistant Vice President for Conflicts of Interest for UF. In this role. Gary will oversee the
further development and full implementation of UFOLIO. UF's online interest organizer for outside activity and financial interest disclosures. In addition. Gary's
new office will become a centralized disclosure review office for the University.
Gary has been with the UF for a total of 15 years. most recently serving as the Director of Compliance and Conflicts of Interest for the UF Compliance Office.
Previously. Gary served as the Director of the Conflicts of Interest Program for the College of Medicine, the Interim Director of the Research Administration and
Compliance Office. and as an Associate Director in the Health Science Center's Office of Contracts and Related Services. For the past 1O years. Gary has been
deeply involved in conflicts of interest process improvements and policy development at UF. One of Gary's latest endeavors consisted of collaborating with UF
leadership to redesign the outside activity and financial interest disclosure processes and to implement UFOLIO. On the national level, he is a member of the
Steering Committee for the Association of American Medical College's Forum on Conflict of Interest and is a frequent speaker on COi issues. He was recently
named to a national Working Group on Uniform Disclosure Criteria and Processes for scientific journals.
Gary earned his Juris Doctor from the University of Florida College of Law in 1997 and his B.A. in English Literature from the University of South Florida in 1993.
Please join me in welcoming him to this new role.
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The University of Florida
Policy on Conflicts of Commitment and Interest
1.

Policy Statement and Purpose

The University of Florida encourages its Faculty and Staff to engage in activities supporting their
professional growth, creating new knowledge and ideas, and furthering the University’s mission
of excellence in education, research, and service. University employees’ primary professional
obligation, however, is to act in the best interest of the University and to maintain the highest
ethical and professional standards when conducting affairs on its behalf. Personal gain from
Outside Activates or Financial Interests, as defined below, must not influence—or create the
appearance of influencing—the decisions or actions of the University. Accordingly, this Policy
establishes standards and requirements to protect the University’s financial wellbeing, reputation,
and legal obligations and provides a system for identifying, reporting, and addressing real or
apparent conflicts.
2.

Audience

All University Faculty and Staff as defined below.
3.

Definitions

Conflicts of Commitment: occurs when University Faculty or Staff engage in an Outside
Activity, either paid or unpaid, that could interfere with their professional obligations to the
University.
Conflicts of Interest: occurs when a University Faculty or Staff member’s financial,
professional, or personal matters affect, or it appears such matters could affect, their professional
judgement or fiduciary obligations to the University.
Entity: is any business, company, or other organization, including without limitation any
partnership, corporation, limited liability corporation, unincorporated association, or other
institution or organization, whether for-profit or not-for-profit.
Faculty: Is, for purposes of this Policy, any person possessing either a full- or part-time
academic appointment at the University, including faculty-level research appointees, faculty
librarians, health system clinicians, and contributed service faculty1. SHOULD WE EXCLUDE
ADJUNCT FACULTY?
Financial Interest: Is defined in Section ____ of this Policy.

Adjunct and visiting faculty and others meeting the definition of Investigator as defined in the University’s
Research Integrity Policy are subject to the training, disclosure and other requirements set forth in the Research
Integrity Policy.
1

Immediate Family Member2: Is a Faculty or Staff member’s spouse, dependent child, domestic
or civil union partner, or others as defined in the Faculty or Staff Handbook.
Institutional Responsibilities: Are responsibilities expected of and performed by the Faculty and
Staff of the University.
Outside Activity: Is any paid or volunteer activity undertaken by a Staff or Faculty member
outside the scope of their University employment. Outside Activities may include consulting,
participating in civic or charitable organizations, working as a technical or professional advisor
or practitioner, or holding a part-time job with another employer—whether in one’s University
occupation or another.
Staff: Is, for purposes of this Policy, any regular, non-exempt or exempt staff in research,
academic, or administrative positions, including postdoctoral fellows, research associates,
coaches, non-faculty physicians, and non-faculty veterinarians. ANYONE ELSE? IFAS
COVERED HERE?
4.

Guiding Principles

Faculty and Staff of the University of Florida must conduct their affairs with the highest of
ethical and professional standards. Good judgment is essential and no set of rules can address
adequately the myriad potential conflicts. If Faculty or Staff have questions concerning potential
conflicts of commitment or intertest, they must disclose the situation as soon as practicable to the
_________________ (UF COMPLIANCE OFFICE?). Information the University collects
concerning this Policy with be treated as confidential, limited only to those within the University
with a need to know, and shared outside the University only as required by law.
A.

Conflicts of Commitment

Faculty and Staff have a fiduciary obligation to the University. As such, their primary
professional commitments of time and intellectual energy must be towards supporting the
University’s mission of excellence in education, research and service. A Conflict of
Commitment occurs when a Faculty or Staff member’s time or energy is devoted to
Outside Activities affecting adversely their capacity to satisfy their obligations to the
University of Florida.
Conflicts of Commitment usually involve time allocation. For instance, when a faculty
member attempts to balance their University responsibilities with Outside Activities such
as consulting or volunteering, they may be left with inadequate time to fulfil their
University responsibilities adequately. DOES THEIR HANDBOOK OR
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT SETFORTH THE COMMITMENT EXPECTATIONS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES?
2

To the extent the definitions of Immediate Family Member in the Faculty or Staff handbooks conflict with this
Policy, the definition herein shall control concerning the application of this Policy.

Faculty or Staff wishing to engage in an Outside Activities that may present a Conflict of
Commitment—however insignificant it may seem to the Faculty or Staff member
(ALTERNATIVELY, we can set minimum thresholds??)—must disclose the Outside
Activity as set forth below. When the University determines an Outside Activity will
result in a Conflict of Commitment, the University may, in its sole discretion, prohibit the
individual from engaging in the activity; require the individual take a leave of absence to
participate in the activity; or implement other measures the University deems reasonably
necessary to balance the individual’s University obligations with their commitment to the
Outside Activity.
B.

Conflicts of Interest

Faculty and Staff must avoid situations which interfere with—or reasonably appear to
interfere with—their fiduciary obligation to the University. Such situations might create
an appearance of impropriety and, therefore, must be disclosed as set forth below. No
policy can address adequately the myriad situations in which a conflict may arise. What
follows, however, are examples of common actual or apparent Conflicts of Interest:
1. Seeking undue personal gain utilizing University resources;
2. Using excessively or without authorization University time or resources for
professional, charitable, or community activities;
3. Exploiting students for personal gain;
4. Comprising University priorities for personal financial considerations;
5. Providing otherwise restricted outside parties with access to University
programs, services, information, or technology;
6. Selecting an Entity as a University vendor for personal or financial interests
including engaging a relative as an independent contractor, subcontractor, or
consultant; or
7. Accepting a gift or favor from an Entity (or representative of an Entity)
conducting (or seeking to conduct) business with the University, when the
respective Faculty or Staff member is able (or reasonably appears able) to
influence or inform decision-making concerning the Entity’s engagement with
the University.
When the University determines a Conflict of Interest may exist with a Faculty or Staff
member, the University may, in its sole discretion, prohibit the individual from engaging
in the activity presenting a potential conflict; take actions to limit the individuals activity;
or implement other measures the University deems reasonably necessary to eliminate the
potential conflict.
C.

Intellectual Property

The University's mission includes fostering the invention and development of new
patentable and non-patentable idea, technologies, methodologies and copyrights. The

University attempts to license many of these innovations to commercial entities so the
fruits of this innovation may reach the marketplace for the public good and provide
resources for further innovation. The University, therefore, must be protected from both
real and perceived sharing (NEED BETTER TERM HERE) of innovations to entities in
which University inventors have personal or financial interests.
Faculty and Staff who are University inventors must disclose their Financial Interests and
personal interests, including those of Immediate Family Members as required by the
University's Patent and Invention Policy or Copyright Policy. (CITE CORRECTLY AND
INCLUDE LINK)
5.

Disclosure Requirements
A.

When to Disclose:
Faculty and Staff must disclose Outside Activities and Financial Interest under the
following circumstances:
1.
Upon initial hiring or engagement with the University;
2.
Within 30 days of acquiring a new Financial Interest;
3.
Within 30 days engaging in, or committing to engage in, an Outside
Activity;
4.
Within 30 days of accepting a position or role which could reasonably be
perceived as creating a Conflict of Interest;
5.
Within 30 days of entering a relationship, including a familial relationship,
which could reasonably be perceived as creating a Conflict of Interest; and
6.
At least annually, even if attesting to no change from previous disclosures.
The formal annual disclosure process launches once each year and requires
disclosure of Financial Interests and Outside Activities existing at that time or
existed in the previous calendar year.

B.

What to Disclose
1.
Financial Interests: Financial Interests include any of the following
interests of a Faculty or Staff member or their Immediate Family Member:
i.
Ownership or Equity Interests in a business or investment vehicle;
ii.
Stock, stock options, and other ownership or equity interests in
publicly traded and non-publicly traded entities, regardless of
value. This excludes (i.e., do not disclose) ownership or equity
interests through personal retirement accounts, mutual funds, or
other diversified investment vehicles to the extent the individual
does not control investment decisions
2.

Compensation: Any remuneration for services, such consulting fees,
advisory board compensation, honoraria, speaking fees, and paid
authorship from for-profit and not-for-profit entities. This excludes (i.e.,
do not disclose) WHAT SHOULD BE EXCLUDED??? salary or other

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

remuneration paid through the University, or remuneration for seminars,
lectures, or teaching engagements sponsored by, or from service on
advisory committees or review panels for U.S. federal, state, or local
government agencies; U.S. institutions of higher education; U.S. academic
teaching hospitals; U.S. medical centers; or U.S. research institutes
affiliated with U.S. institutions of higher education.
Gifts: Gifts of any kind are inherently influential to the recipient and
create, at the very least, the appearance of a conflict. Accordingly, Faculty
and Staff must report any offer of gifts, favors, or hospitality from
vendors, third parties, or potential students of the University.
Executive Officer or Director Role: A role at an outside entity that carries
with it a fiduciary duty to the entity or holds with it the responsibility to
make business decisions on behalf of the entity. Examples include,
without limitation, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Scientific Officer, Chief
Operating Officer, Chief Financial Officer, or member of a board of
directors. Faculty and Staff must disclose all officer and director roles
regardless of whether compensation is received.

Intellectual Property Rights and Interests (IP): Faculty and Staff must
disclose any income, from whatever source, related to IP rights.
Moreover, Faculty and Staff must also report interests in IP rights or
licensing, regardless of whether income has been received, concerning
their work or research at the University.
Sponsored or Reimbursed Travel: Investigators working on projects
funded by the Public Health Service must disclose any direct
reimbursements (if an Entity reimbursed the individual) or coverage of
costs (if an Entity paid the costs for the individual) for travel expenses
such as transportation, lodging, and per diem concerning Outside
Activities. DOES THIS NEED TO BE HERE OR PART OF THE
RESEARCH INTGRITY REG?
Foreign Support: Faculty and Staff must disclose any of the following
support not categorized above provided directly from any foreign (nonU.S) government or any organization owned, controlled, or financed in
whole or in part by a foreign government, including institutions of higher
learning, research, or medicine:
i.
Grants, awards, or other research funding;
ii.
Laboratory supplies, equipment, or space;
iii.
Research support staff;
iv.
Faculty or board appointment including adjunct appointments; and
v.
Personal gifts or support such as housing or transportation.

C.

6.

How to Disclose
Include overview of UFolio and some general information about how to use it.

Resolution
Include overawe of the review and adjudication process and the process to appeal an
unfavorable decision.
Include very brief discussion of consequences of violating this policy.

RELATED INFORMATION:
Links to other resources such as the research policies, NIH, etc.

Link to the required disclosure form
Link to Code of Ethics for Pubic Officers and Employees (F.S. 112.311 – 112.326)
Nexus with IP concerns (see mtg notes 12/18/19)

EXAMPLES OF OUTSIDE AND INSIDE ACTIVITIES
Version 1.0

I Created 9 September 2019 for beta testing of UFOLIO

The UFOLIO system is meant to record [1] activities you do outside of work that apply your UF
knowledge, skills and expertise (henceforth "UF expertise") and [2] financial interests you have
that related to your institutional responsibilities that could create conflicts of interest. Outside
activities and financial interests do not necessarily represent conflicts of interest. They are
recorded in UFOLIO to allow chairs, deans and appropriate UF officials to review them in the
context of your UF employment. Activities and/or interests that represent conflicts of interest
will be managed or eliminated.
Your engagement with UFOLIO begins with 11 yes/no screening questions to help you
determine whether you have something to report. The following lists are provided for
additional clarity. It is not an exhaustive list. This document also contains a list of examples of
activities and interests you do not need to disclose in UFOLIO. It also is illustrative and not
exhaustive. Please ask your chair for guidance if you are still unsure about your disclosure
responsibilities.
Outside Activities and Financial Interests that must be reported in UFOLIO:
Definition: An activity you do for an outside entity or individual that is not part of your
assigned UF duties but is related to your UF expertise or a financial interest in an entity that
could create a conflict of interest. Note that "compensation" includes receiving anything of
value.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Compensated outside employment/consulting related to your UF expertise, e.g., a
physician consulting for a pharmaceutical company. These activities usually, but not
always, result in the IRS sending you a 1099 tax form at the end of the calendar year
Compensated or uncompensated service in a business leadership role related to your UF
expertise requiring senior-level operational decisions-e.g., an engineer serving on the
Board of Directors of the National Society of Professional Engineers-or a fiduciary duty
to act in the best interests of the outside entity
Conducting any R&D or business/research development for another institution in a
private capacity
Conducting an outside activity or having a financial interest in an outside entity that
sponsors your work or licenses IP/technology from UF
Expert witness/legal consulting
You (your spouse, partner, or dependent children) having a financial interest in an entity
that:
o licenses UF technology
o sponsors your UF research
o enters into contracts/agreements with UF (sales, services, leases, etc.)
o benefits from your UF affiliation
Having a teaching, research, or service appointment at another institution

EXAMPLES OF OUTSIDE AND INSIDE ACTIVITIES
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

)

Editing a book or scholarly publication related to your UF expertise if compensated,
unless this activity is considered by your chair/dean to be part of your UF assignment,
e.g., certain activities conducted in the College of the Arts and/or for M.F.A. programs
Locum tenens work
Medical advisory board member for a company
Medical record reviewer - legal
National board exam proctor for which you receive payment from an outside entity
National board exam question writer for which you receive payment from an outside
entity
Participating in a focus group related to your UF knowledge, skills, or expertise for a
company for which you receive payment
Receiving intellectual property income and/or royalty payments related to your UF
knowledge, skills, expertise from an outside entity
Requiring students to purchase your educational materials
Running for public office or holding elected office
Serving as an advisory board member for an outside entity in a capacity that requires
your UF expertise.
Speaking or lecturing at any non-UF meeting or conference or industry-sponsored event
unless covered by a UF travel authorization

Outside Activities and Financial Interests that need NOT be reported in UFOLIO:
Definition: An activity you do outside of work that is unrelated to your UF expertise or a

financial interest in an entity that cannot create a conflict of interest. In instances where these
activities might represent potential time commitment conflicts or adversely impact your UF
responsibilities, you should proactively discuss them with your supervisor but you do not
disclose them in UFOLIO.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Volunteer activities/community services, e.g.,
o Coaching youth sports programs (note: this is reportable if you are a UF coach,
for example, as it would be related to your UF expertise)
o Providing services at your church
o Participation in community clubs/service organizations
Paid outside employment, e.g.,
o Working part-time for a local company, e.g. teaching physical fitness
o Selling crafts at a community event
Retirement and other investing that does not create a financial interest that must be
reported
Managing rental properties or other real estate
Jury duty
Military service

EXAMPLES OF OUTSIDE AND INSIDE ACTIVITIES
Inside Activities (You do not report in UFOLIO):

Definition: An activity you do as part of your UF job duties. All activities should be documented
through your faculty activities report or a travel authorization request. Reporting requirements
set by sponsors should also be met.
Note that travel and expense reimbursement and honoraria from an outside entity are
permissible for the activities listed below, however it must be fully documented and approved
through the travel authorization process.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

)

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Attending a scientific/educational conference, colloquia, symposium, workshop, or
seminar representing UF, including serving as an educational
speaker/presenter/panelist, giving an invited lecture/talk, or serving as a chair/organizer
Speaking at a UF-sponsored event
Academic or professional society membership (however, serving on the Board or
carrying a fiduciary role will require you to disclose)
Organizing a UF-sponsored educational event
Serving as a research investigator on UF contracts and grants
Reviewing proposals for a federal or state government sponsor or a domestic non-profit
organization
Reviewing books, journal articles, etc. related to your UF expertise
Serving on a UF committee or board representing one's UF college/department/division
Serving on academic committees as part of department, college, and university service
Teaching UF students or staff in registrar-controlled classes or through UF distance
education
Medical aid trips on behalf of UF
IFAS Extension services
Site visits directly related to your UF research
Evaluation of tenure and promotion applications
Receiving academic awards and honors from non-profit entities
Sabbaticals
Professional development leave
Serving as a program manager for a federal agency, working on assignment through the
lntergovernment Personnel Act or a related program
Participating in the Fulbright (Scholar) Public Policy Fellowship program

\__
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International Risk Assessment
Process

UF Agreements
(Phase 1)
Research agreements
Clinical trial agreements
MTAs
MOUs
Cooperative agreements
Data use agreements
Non-<Jisclosure agreements
Licensing agreements
Gitt agreements'

Level 1 Review
(Assistant Director Level)

Yes

Risk Assessment w/ Matrix

Medium

UFIC Agreement'

Discretionary
Referral

Proceed with Activity

Initial Review

Core Office Review
International?

with mitigation actions as
needed

Does the project:
Occur in a comprehensively
sanctioned country?
Or
Occur in a country that has a
Dept of State Level 4 travel

Advisory Group Review

warning?

Faculty Agreements
(Phase 2)

Or
Involve Restricted Parties?
Or
Include travel for one or more
months/year?
Or
Have other high risk factors?

• Employment agreements
• Consulting agreements
• Service on Board of Directors
• Equity ownership of company
• Agreements that invoke
assignment of intellectual
property
• Agreements to supervise persons
or programs in other countries
• Agreements to host persons from
other countries in UF labs
• Living expense/housing
agreement
• Cooperative agreements
• Non-<Jisclosure agreements
• Assignment of titled position (e.g.
professor) at another institution

not reviewed by DRCGS

I

Medium

Discretionary
Referral

VPR & Provost Review
Acceptable Institutional Risk?

Yes

No
1 Currently

low

Institutional Risk?

Deny Activity

-

t_

Process Narrative
•

Full Risk Assessments will begin
with Level 1 review

•

Advisory Group will handle cases by
email vote as appropriate

•

We anticipate approximately 85% of
final decisions will be made at this
level with some consultation from
individual Advisory Group members
as needed

•

Full standing Advisory Group
meetings will be held monthly for
complex cases

•

VP or Provost will approve or deny
faculty appeals on decisions made
at Level 1 Review or Advisory Group
Review.

•

Process applies to all international
agreements (Phase 1 & 2)

•

~10% of final decisions will be made
by Advisory Group

•

~5% of final decisions will require VP
or Provost review

•

Consultation may be sought at any
point in process from the Advisory
Group, VP, or Provost

-

(_

Initial Review
•

Trained staff will review all international agreements to determine if activities:
-

Occur in a comprehensively sanctioned country; Or

-

Occur in a country that has a Department of State Level 4 travel warning; Or
Involve Restricted Parties; Or
Include travel for one or more months/year; Or
Have other high risk factors.

•

If yes to any of the above, agreement will be fed into the International Risk
Assessment Process.

\.__

International Risk Review Matrix

7/25/2019

Agreement Title & Type

Event:

Unacceptably

Low(l)

Medi um (2)

Country

! High (3)

High (4)

!Comments

Risk Score (auto-populates)

Activity

u>Value

Pl (Federal Fundine, Research
A&enda, ectc.J
Export Control (TCP}

Mitigating Factors, if applicable
Fiekl of Expertise
Personnel {UF travelinc to;

V'Kitors to UF)
OolarValue, (to UF; UF fund$)

Miit.ary Entity or
Government Affmtion

Restricted Party or

.Association
Risk Totals
Total Risk:

Total Risk determines
recommendation
1

I

1

eompleted 9y:

0

I Level 1 Reviewer

Determination:

IMitiptjon:

I

Level 1 Review
•

The Level 1 Reviewer (Assistant Director Level) assigns an activity risk score
based on ten factors
Country
, IP Value

I Export Control

•

Activity
: Pl
Department/ College

Personnel

Dollar Value

Restricted Party

Military Entity or Affiliation

Total risk score determines the risk finding/recommendation
-

Low (< 19): Approve
Medium (20-29): Refer to Advisory Group
High (30+ or any ranking of 'Unacceptably High'): Deny

•

Reviewer will consider mitigating actions when assigning each factor score

--

L

Metric

Examples of High Risk Activities

Examples of Mitigating Factors

Country

• OFAC comprehensively sanctioned countries
• Countries with Level 4 travel warnings

• License from OFAC
• Change country

Activity

• Talent contracts
• Highly restricted work

• None

• Related invention disclosure
IP Value

• High dollar areas (AAV, Artificial Intelligence,
CAR T-cell therapy, etc.)

• Highly controlled research programs
Pl

• Large amounts of U.S. federal funding
• Other known areas of concern

Export
Control

• Current TCPs
• Controlled Shipment

• None

• Change Pl
• Management Plan
• TCP
• Government authorization for
shipment

I

'-

Metric

._.

Examples of High Risk Activities

• Controlled areas
Department/ • Active TCPs
College
• Use biologically controlled materials

Examples of Mitigating Factors
• Department/College risk
acknowledgement
• EH&S Protocol

Personnel

• Large personnel exchange with foreign entity • Minimize student involvement
• Several UF persons traveling to foreign site
• Limit number of visitors
• Student travel and participation in offsite
• Identify alternate work site
activities

Dollar Value

• High dollar-value award
• High dollar UF expenditures

• None

Military
Entity or
Affiliation

• Known military entities or military affiliation

• Identify new collaborator
• Government approval for EC work

Restricted
Party

• Restricted Entity
• Affiliation (e.g. employer) is restricted party

• Identify new collaborator

-

t_

Advisory Group Referral
•

During Level 1 Review, reviewers may consult individual Advisory Group members to:
-

Assist with review

-

Determine appropriate mitigating actions

-

Determine appropriate risk level

•

Standard Referral will only occur if--even with mitigating actions--the activity total risk
score is 20+

•

Discretionary Referral to the Advisory Group may occur if, in the opinion of the
reviewer:
-

The total risk score is below 20, but benefits may not warrant participation in
the agreement

-

The total risk score is above 30, but benefits may warrant participation in the
agreement

-

\ ..__

Advisory Group Members
Standing Members
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director, Division of Research Compliance
and Global Support
Director, Compliance and COi, UF
Compliance Office
Assistant Vice President, Division of
Sponsored Programs
Representative, Office of the General
Counsel
Representative, Provost Office
Representative, UF International Center

Consulting Members
• Assistant Vice President, Contracts and
Grants Accounting
• Representative, Office of the Controller
• Representative, UF Innovated
• Representative, UF Foundation
• Representative, Faculty
• Representative, UF Human Resources

•

Advisory Group members will be appointed by the Vice President for Research and
Provost

•

Any standing or consulting member may be asked to consult during a Level 1 Review

•

Consulting Members will be asked to participate in an Advisory Group review when
the agreement and risk areas fall within the consulting member's area of expertise

J

-

'-

Current AgreemenVAward Review Process

Faculty answers 9yes" to a
DRCGS question

Division of Sponsored Programs
rep identifies red flag

DRCGS review implemented
Global Review

Export Control Review &
Visual Compliance Check

Going forward the Risk
Assessment will entail
International Review Process
Approve

Ad hoc Sr. Level
Involvement
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

American taxpayers contribute over $150 billion each year to scientific
research in the United States. Through entities like the National Science
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health and the Department of Energy’s
National Labs, taxpayers fund innovations that contribute to our national security
and profoundly change the way we live. America built this successful research
enterprise on certain values: reciprocity, integrity, merit-based competition, and
transparency. These values foster a free exchange of ideas, encourage the most
rigorous research results to flourish, and ensure that researchers receive the benefit
of their intellectual capital. The open nature of research in America is manifest; we
encourage our researchers and scientists to “stand on the shoulders of giants.” In
turn, America attracts the best and brightest. Foreign researchers and scholars
travel to the United States just to participate in the advancement of science and
technology.
Some countries, however, seek to exploit America’s openness to advance their
own national interests. The most aggressive of them has been China. China
primarily does this through its more than 200 talent recruitment plans—the most
prominent of which is the Thousand Talents Plan. Launched in 2008, the Thousand
Talents Plan incentivizes individuals engaged in research and development in the
United States to transmit the knowledge and research they gain here to China in
exchange for salaries, research funding, lab space, and other incentives. China
unfairly uses the American research and expertise it obtains for its own economic
and military gain. In recent years, federal agencies have discovered talent
recruitment plan members who downloaded sensitive electronic research files before
leaving to return to China, submitted false information when applying for grant
funds, and willfully failed to disclose receiving money from the Chinese government
on U.S. grant applications.
This report exposes how American taxpayer funded research has contributed
to China’s global rise over the last 20 years. During that time, China openly
recruited U.S.-based researchers, scientists, and experts in the public and private
sector to provide China with knowledge and intellectual capital in exchange for
monetary gain and other benefits. At the same time, the federal government’s
grant-making agencies did little to prevent this from happening, nor did the FBI
and other federal agencies develop a coordinated response to mitigate the threat.
These failures continue to undermine the integrity of the American research
enterprise and endanger our national security.
*

*

*

*

China aims to be the world’s leader in science and technology (“S&T”) by
2050. To achieve its S&T goals, China has implemented a whole-of-government
campaign to recruit talent and foreign experts from around the world. China’s
campaign is well financed. According to an analysis by the FBI, China has pledged
1

to spend 15 percent of its gross domestic product on improving human resources
from 2008 to 2020. That amounts to an investment of more than $2 trillion. For
the Chinese government, international scientific collaboration is not about
advancing science, it is to advance China’s national security interests.
China’s Talent Recruitment Plans. Foreign trained scientists and experts
provide China access to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary
for China’s economic development and military modernization. While China has
created and manages more than 200 talent recruitment plans, this report focuses on
the Thousand Talents Plan. China designed the Thousand Talents Plan to recruit
2,000 high-quality overseas talents, including scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs,
and finance experts. The plan provides salaries, research funding, lab space, and
other incentives to lure experts into researching for China. According to one report,
by 2017, China dramatically exceeded its recruitment goal, having recruited more
than 7,000 “high-end professionals,” including several Nobel laureates.
The Chinese Communist Party (the “Party”) plays a lead role in
administering the Thousand Talents Plan. The Party recognized the need to control
overseas talent recruitment efforts to ensure the program served its priorities. The
Party created a “complex system of administration and oversight to coordinate its
recruitment efforts.” The Party is able to “exert exceptional” levels of control over
the Thousand Talents Plan and other talent recruitment plans. To ensure control,
Thousand Talents Plan members sign legally binding contracts.
Contracting with the Chinese Government. Thousand Talent Plan members
sign legally binding contracts with Chinese institutions, like universities and
research institutions. The contracts can incentivize members to lie on grant
applications to U.S. grant-making agencies, set up “shadow labs” in China working
on research identical to their U.S. research, and, in some cases, transfer U.S.
scientists’ hard-earned intellectual capital. Some of the contracts also contain
nondisclosure provisions and require the Chinese government’s permission to
terminate the agreement, giving the Chinese government significant leverage over
talent recruitment plan members. These provisions are in stark contrast to the
U.S. research community’s basic norms, values, and principles. Annexed to this
report are Chinese talent recruitment plan contracts that illustrate exactly what
talent recruitment plan members agree to when they become members.
Case Examples. This report includes selected examples from U.S. grantmaking agencies involving Chinese talent recruitment plan members. For example,
talent recruitment plan members removed 30,000 electronic files before leaving for
China, submitted false information when applying for grant funds, filed a patent
based on U.S. government-funded research, and hired other Chinese talent
recruitment plan members to work on U.S. national security topics. One Chinese
talent recruitment plan member stole proprietary defense information related to
U.S. military jet engines, and others have contractually agreed to give Chinese
institutions intellectual property rights that overlapped with research conducted at
2

U.S. institutions. Annexed to this report are case examples provided by several
federal agencies.
Talent Plans Go Underground. Following public testimony and U.S.
government scrutiny, the Chinese government started deleting online references to
the Thousand Talents Plan in October 2018. For example, China deleted news
articles featuring Thousand Talents Plan members, Chinese universities stopped
promoting the program on their websites, and the official Thousand Talent Plan site
deleted the names of scientists participating in the program. The Chinese
government has also instructed talent recruitment organizations that “the phrase
‘Thousand Talents Plan’ should not appear in written circulars/notices.” Despite
this censorship, China’s talent recruitment plans continue.
*

*

*

*

The Subcommittee reviewed seven federal agencies’ efforts to mitigate the
threat that Chinese talent recruitment plans pose to the U.S. research enterprise,
including U.S.-funded research. While China has a strategic plan to acquire
knowledge and intellectual property from researchers, scientists, and the U.S.
private sector, the U.S. government does not have a comprehensive strategy to
combat this threat.
The National Science Foundation (“NSF”) funds approximately 27
percent of all federally funded basic research at U.S. colleges and universities,
leading to 12,000 annual awards to more than 40,000 recipients. In light of Chinese
talent recruitment plan members’ misappropriation of NSF funding, NSF has taken
several steps—albeit insufficient ones—to mitigate this risk. As of July 2019, NSF
policy prohibits federal employees from participating in foreign talent recruitment
plans, but the policy does not apply to NSF-funded researchers. These NSF-funded
researchers are the individuals mostly likely to be members of foreign talent
recruitment plans. The NSF also does not vet grantees before awarding them
funding. Instead, NSF relies on sponsoring institutions to vet and conduct due
diligence on potential grantees. NSF has no dedicated staff to ensure compliance
with NSF grant terms.
The National Institutes of Health (“NIH”) invests over $31 billion
annually in medical research through 50,000 competitive grants to more than
300,000 researchers. NIH has recently found instances of talent recruitment plan
members committing grant fraud and transferring intellectual capital and property.
It also found possible malign foreign influence in its peer review process. NIH has
attempted to address these issues, but significant gaps in NIH’s grant integrity
process remain. Much like the NSF, NIH relies on institutions to solicit and review
disclosures of financial conflicts by its employees participating in NIH-funded
research. Unlike the NSF, the NIH has a Division of Grants Compliance and
Oversight that conducts site visits at institutions to advance compliance and
provide oversight. The number of oversight visits to institutions has fallen from 28
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in 2012 to only three last year. NIH officials remain concerned that China’s talent
recruitment plans are more pervasive than what they have uncovered to date.
The Department of Energy (“Energy”) is the largest federal sponsor of basic
research in the physical sciences. Energy awards $6.6 billion in grants and
contracts annually that support over 25,000 researchers at over 300 institutions
and National Labs. Energy’s research funding and prominent role in advanced
research and development make it particularly attractive to the Chinese
government. Energy has recently identified Thousand Talent Plan members
working on sensitive research at National Labs and Thousand Talent Plan
members with security clearances. Energy has been slow to address vulnerabilities
surrounding the openness of its National Labs and its scientific collaboration with
the 35,000 foreign nationals who conduct research at the National Labs each year.
For example, in December 2018, Energy began requiring all foreign nationals’
curricula vitae be included in Foreign Visits and Assignments requests to Energy
facilities as well as in the Foreign Access Central Tracking System database.
Despite 30-year old federal regulations prohibiting U.S. government employees from
receiving foreign compensation, Energy clarified only this year that employees and
contractors are prohibited from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans.
The State Department (“State”) issues nonimmigrant visas (“NIV”) to
foreign nationals seeking to visit the United States to study, work, or conduct
research. It is on the front line in the U.S. government efforts to protect against
intellectual property theft and illicit technology transfers. While State has a
process to review NIV applicants attempting to violate export control laws, State’s
authority to deny visas is limited. State’s review process leads to less than five
percent of reviewed applicants being denied a visa. Nor does State systematically
track visa applicants linked to China’s talent recruitment plans, even though some
applicants linked to Chinese talent recruitment plans have engaged in intellectual
property theft.
The Department of Commerce’s (“Commerce”) Bureau of Industry and
Security conducts assessments of defense-related technologies and “administers
export controls of dual-use items which have both military and commercial
applications.” Commerce is also responsible for issuing deemed export licenses to
firms that employ or host foreign nationals seeking to work on controlled technology
projects. The Subcommittee found that Commerce rarely denies an application for a
deemed export license. Commerce’s denial rate in 2018 for deemed export licenses
was only 1.1 percent. Commerce officials told the Subcommittee that it has not
revoked a deemed export license in the past five years, despite the recent listing of
new entities on Commerce’s Entity List that require additional scrutiny. Commerce
issued deemed export licenses to Chinese nationals who participated in talent
recruitment plans, had ties to Huawei, and were affiliated with other concerning
entities.
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) protects the United States
from foreign intelligence operations and espionage. The FBI, however, has
recognized that it was “was slow to recognize the threat of the Chinese Talent
Plans.” It was not until mid-2018, however, that FBI headquarters in Washington,
D.C. took control of the FBI’s response to the threat. Moreover, after collecting
information on suspected talent plan participants, the FBI waited nearly two years
to coordinate and provide those details to federal grant-making agencies. This
delay likely prevented the federal government from identifying talent recruitment
plan members who engaged in illegal or unethical grant practices or the
unauthorized transfer of technology. The FBI has yet to develop an effective,
nationwide strategy to warn universities, government laboratories, and the broader
public of the risks of foreign talent recruitment plans.
The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (“OSTP”) has
formal authority to convene all research funding agencies on matters of policy
through the National Science and Technology Council. OSTP formally established a
joint committee in May 2019 to begin a policy review to coordinate efforts to adopt
best practices across the federal government to mitigate foreign exploitation of the
U.S. open innovation system. This review is intended to develop a longer-term
strategy for balancing engagement and risk without stifling innovation. The U.S.
government’s vast and varied array of grant-making agencies complicates this
policy review.
*

*

*

*

As American policy makers navigate an increasingly complicated relationship
with China, it is not in our national security interest to fund China’s economic and
military development with taxpayer dollars. China’s talent recruitment plans,
including the Thousand Talents Plan, undermine the integrity of our research
enterprise and harm our economic and national security interests.
U.S. universities and U.S.-based researchers must take responsibility in
addressing this threat. If U.S. universities can vet employees for scientific rigor or
allegations of plagiarism, they also can vet for financial conflicts of interests and
foreign sources of funding. If U.S. researchers can assess potential collaborators’
research aptitude and their past publications, they should know their collaborators’
affiliations and their research intentions.
The U.S. academic community is in the crosshairs of not only foreign
competitors contending for the best and brightest, but also of foreign nation states
that seek to transfer valuable intellectual capital and steal intellectual property. As
the academic community looks to the federal government for guidance and direction
on mitigating threats, the U.S. government must provide effective, useful, timely,
and specific threat information and tools to counter the threats.
Based on this investigation, the Subcommittee finds that the federal
government has failed to stop China from acquiring knowledge and intellectual
5

property from U.S. taxpayer funded researchers and scientists. Nor do federal
agencies have a comprehensive strategy to combat this threat.
The Subcommittee’s Investigations
This investigation continues the Subcommittee’s examination of national
security issues involving China. During the 115th Congress, the Subcommittee
highlighted China’s leading role in the opioid crisis by investigating how illicit
opioids like fentanyl are shipped from China to the United States through
international mail. The Subcommittee held an initial oversight hearing on May 25,
2017, titled Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy
to Combat Illicit Drugs. On January 25, 2018, the Subcommittee held a second
hearing and issued a bipartisan report titled Combatting the Opioid Crisis:
Exploiting Vulnerabilities in International Mail. On October 24, 2018, the
President signed into law the Synthetic Trafficking & Overdose Prevention Act
(“STOP Act”), legislation designed to assist law enforcement in identifying and
stopping fentanyl being shipped into the United States.
In the current 116th Congress, on February 28, 2019, the Subcommittee held
a hearing and issued a bipartisan report titled China’s Impact on the U.S.
Education System. The Subcommittee examined China’s propaganda efforts at U.S.
colleges and universities through Confucius Institutes. The Chinese government
funds Confucius Institutes and hires Chinese teachers to teach language and
culture classes to students and non-student community members. Confucius
Institute funding comes with strings that can compromise academic freedom. The
Chinese government approves all teachers, events, and speakers. Some U.S.
schools contractually agree that both Chinese and U.S. laws will apply. The
Chinese teachers sign contracts with the Chinese government pledging they will not
damage Chinese national interests. The Subcommittee found that these limitations
export China’s censorship of political debate to the United States and prevent the
academic community from discussing topics that the Chinese government believes
are politically sensitive.
Next, the Subcommittee turned to China’s talent recruitment plans. The
Subcommittee focused specifically on China’s most prominent plan, the Thousand
Talents Plan. The Subcommittee reviewed documents, received briefings, or
interviewed individuals from the following agencies: Office of Director of National
Intelligence; Central Intelligence Agency; Department of State; Department of
Commerce; Department of Energy; Federal Bureau of Investigation; Department of
Health and Human Services; National Science Foundation; and the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy. The Subcommittee also met with members
of the academic community, including the American Public and Land Grant
Universities, Association of American Universities, the American Council on
Education, a Chinese American advocacy group, and the JASON independent
scientific advisory group.
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II.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings of Fact

1)

China seeks to become a science and technology (“S&T”) world
leader by 2050. The Chinese government elevated the importance of S&T
as a key national strategic goal in 2006. China seeks to become an
“innovative country” by 2020 and an S&T world leader by 2050. To
accomplish its goals, China systematically targets critical technologies and
advanced S&T capabilities as a way to enhance national strength and achieve
Chairman Xi Jinping’s goal of “national rejuvenation.”

2)

China prioritizes military-civilian fusion as a national goal. In 2016,
Chairman Xi designated a policy known as Military-Civilian Fusion (“MCF”)
as a national strategy. MCF seeks to pool talent and financial resources to
jointly develop technologies, conduct research, and attract talent that
mutually reinforces both the military and civilian sectors. MCF blurs the
lines between China’s defense and civilian sectors, enabling China to
continue international scientific collaboration while obfuscating that this
collaboration also assists in modernizing China’s military.

3)

China aggressively recruits overseas researchers and scientists.
China has a coordinated global campaign to recruit overseas S&T experts as
part of its S&T strategy. These experts provide access to know-how,
expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary for China’s economic
development and military modernization. Chinese recruitment efforts also
have begun to reverse China’s brain drain, as more Chinese students than
before are returning to China after studying abroad.

4)

The Thousand Talents Plan (“TTP”) is China’s most prominent talent
recruitment plan. Launched in 2008 and controlled by the Chinese
Communist Party, the TTP recruits thousands of high-quality overseas
talents. As of 2017, China reportedly has recruited 7,000 researchers and
scientists. The TTP targets U.S.-based researchers and scientists, regardless
of ethnicity or citizenship, who focus on or have access to cutting-edge
research and technology. The TTP is just one of over 200 Chinese talent
recruitment plans over which the Chinese Communist Party is able to “exert
exceptional” levels of control. In response to U.S. government scrutiny,
China has attempted to delete online references to its talent recruitment
plans and reportedly instructed Chinese institutions on how to avoid
additional U.S. scrutiny.
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5)

TTP employment contracts violate U.S. research values. TTP
members sign legally binding contracts with Chinese institutions that
contain provisions that violate U.S. research values, including non-disclosure
provisions related to their research and employment with Chinese
institutions. The contracts require TTP members to undermine fundamental
U.S. scientific norms of transparency, reciprocity, merit-based competition,
and integrity. Fundamentally, these contracts incentivize TTP members to
put China’s interests ahead of U.S. institutions.

6)

Chinese talent plans target unrestricted, basic research. China seeks
access to non-public fundamental research to accelerate its technological
capabilities at the U.S. taxpayer’s expense. The U.S. government may
restrict some research for proprietary or national security reasons but as
fundamental research is generally designed to be openly shared, federal law
enforcement agencies have limited means to thwart China’s extralegal
activities.

7)

TTP members have willfully failed to disclose their TTP
membership. Some TTP members willfully failed to disclose their affiliation
with China’s talent recruitment plans to U.S. institutions and U.S. grantmaking agencies. In some cases, TTP members received both U.S. grants and
Chinese grants for similar research, established “shadow labs” in China to
conduct parallel research, and stole intellectual capital and property. U.S.
government agencies also discovered that some TTP members used their
access to research information to provide their Chinese employer with
important information on early stage research.

8)

Federal agencies are not prepared to prevent China from
transferring taxpayer funded research and stealing intellectual
property. The U.S. government was slow to address the threat of China’s
talent recruitment plans, leading to U.S. government grant dollars and
private sector technologies being repurposed to support China’s economic and
military goals. Though some federal agencies have begun to take action, the
federal government lacks an effective interagency strategy and continues to
have shortfalls in its processes to mitigate the threat that Chinese talent
recruitment plans pose.

9)

Federal grant-making agencies lack standards and coordination.
U.S. grant-making agencies, such as the National Science Foundation
(“NSF”) and the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”), each require grant
applicants to use different forms and processes to apply for federally funded
research grants. This increases administrative burdens on researchers
applying for grants from multiple federal agencies. It also complicates
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effective grant oversight of the more than $150 billion in U.S. funding
awarded annually for research and development.
10)

U.S. grant-making agencies’ policies on foreign talent recruitment
plans differ. For example, the Department of Energy’s new policy
effectively bans both employee and contractor participation in foreign talent
recruitment plans. The NSF’s new policy, however, only applies to NSF
employees, but not researchers. These differences can complicate the
research community’s understanding of the scope and scale of the problem.

11)

The NSF does not have a compliance office to perform grant
oversight functions. Instead, the NSF relies on the institutions submitting
grant applications and the NSF Inspector General to conduct due diligence,
vetting, and oversight. The NSF’s policy on participation in foreign talent
recruitment plans does not extend to the more than 40,000 researchers and
scientists that receive U.S. funding for research and development.

12)

The NIH awards over $31 billion annually in medical research in
50,000 competitive grants to more than 300,000 researchers. The NIH
has not issued new policies addressing talent recruitment programs. Instead,
it relies on existing policies regarding conflict of interest, conflict of
commitment, and disclosure of outside support. The NIH is conducting
additional oversight of potential links between federal funding and foreign
talent recruitment plans. As part of that process, it identified at least 75
individuals potentially linked to foreign talent recruitment plans that also
served as peer reviewers.

13)

The Department of Energy (“Energy”) is the largest federal sponsor
of basic research in the physical sciences, funding $6.6 billion in
grants and contracts that support over 25,000 researchers at over 300
institutions and National Labs. Energy’s research funding and prominent
role in advanced research and development make it particularly attractive to
the Chinese government. Despite 30-year old federal regulations prohibiting
U.S. government employees from receiving foreign compensation that
conflicts with their official duties, Energy clarified only this year that
employees and contractors are prohibited from participating in foreign talent
plans.

14)

The Commerce Department (“Commerce”) granted deemed export
licenses to Chinese nationals associated with talent recruitment
plans, Chinese military affiliated universities, and other entities on
Commerce’s entity list. The entity list includes individuals and entities
“who have engaged in activities that could result in an increased risk of the
diversion of exported, re-exported, and transferred items to weapons of mass
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destruction programs.” The list also includes “activities contrary to U.S.
national security and/or foreign policy interests.” Commerce is responsible
for issuing deemed export licenses to U.S. firms that employ or host foreign
nationals seeking to work on controlled technology projects. Commerce
rarely denies deemed export license applications, denying only 1.3 percent in
2018.
15)

The FBI recognized that it and other federal agencies were “slow to
recognize the threat of the Chinese talent [recruitment] plans” until
recently. Despite the Chinese government publicly announcing in 2008 its
intent to recruit overseas researchers with access to advanced research and
technology, FBI’s headquarters in Washington D.C. did take control of the
response to the threat until mid-2018. The FBI took nearly two years to
coordinate the dissemination of information identifying potential talent
recruitment plan participants to federal grant-making agencies. The FBI has
yet to develop an effective, nationwide strategy to warn universities,
government laboratories, and the broader public of the risks of foreign talent
recruitment plans.

16)

The State Department is on the frontline in the U.S. government
effort to protect against intellectual property theft and illicit
technology transfers. While State has a process to screen for nonimmigrant visa applicants attempting to steal sensitive technologies or
intellectual property, State’s authority to deny visas is limited. This results
in a denial rate of less than five percent of all visa applicants reviewed. State
also does not make available visa applicant files and supporting
documentation to U.S. law enforcement in easily accessible formats to assist
national security investigations.

17)

The White House’s OSTP launched an effort in May 2019 to
coordinate interagency work related to improving the safety,
integrity, and productivity of research settings. Currently, federal
grant-making agencies’ policies and processes are not standardized or
uniform. These differences complicate the grant process for applicants, stifle
U.S. law enforcement’s ability to investigate grant-related crimes, and
frustrate the federal government’s ability to comprehensively understand
grant spending.
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Recommendations
1)

Federal agencies must develop a comprehensive strategy to combat
both illegal and extralegal transfers of U.S. intellectual capital.
China uses illegal and extralegal mechanisms to acquire U.S. intellectual
property, research, and sensitive technologies. Federal agencies should work
with the U.S. research community to balance the need for international
collaboration while securing U.S.-government funded research.

2)

Federal agencies should declassify and disseminate more
information on foreign talent recruitment plans. Additional
information from the U.S. intelligence community, federal law enforcement,
and federal grant-making agencies will help define the scope and scale of the
problem so that U.S. research institutions can effectively mitigate risks
associated with foreign talent recruitment plans.

3)

While taking steps to better protect research and intellectual
property, Congress and the Executive Branch should reaffirm the
critical importance of foreign students and researchers in the United
States and the importance of international research collaboration.
Congress should provide stable and sustained funding for scientific research
sponsored by federal agencies and support programs aimed at keeping
scientists and their work in the United States.

4)

Federal law enforcement agencies and members of the intelligence
community must better tailor engagement with the U.S. research
community to ensure that threat information is accessible and
actionable. The FBI should develop a cohesive strategy to ensure outreach
by its headquarters and 56 field offices is effective, consistent, and timely.

5)

U.S. grant-making agencies should harmonize the grant proposal
process and standardize reporting requirements for disclosing all
foreign conflicts of interest, conflicts of commitment, and all outside
and foreign support. Standardization and harmonization will reduce the
administrative burden on research institutions applying for federal research
funding and promote data sharing across the U.S. research enterprise. A
government-wide standard should require documents be machine readable to
encourage automation to assist with identifying grant fraud.

6)

The U.S. research community should establish a “Know Your
Collaborator” culture. U.S. research institutions should establish best
practices in monitoring scientific and research collaboration with foreign
nationals and determining whether such collaboration adheres to U.S.
scientific research values, especially in the area of research integrity. U.S.
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research institutions also should investigate and adjudicate allegations of
failures to disclose conflicts of interest, commitment, or other outside support.
7)

U.S. grant-making agencies should implement a compliance and
auditing program to ensure grantees accurately report conflicts of
interest and conflicts of commitment. Congress should provide adequate
resources to support agency compliance programs and inspectors general.

8)

U.S. grant-making agencies conducting or funding U.S. government
research should share information regarding grant recipients with
access to U.S. government funding and research facilities. This
information should be made available as appropriate to foster scientific
collaboration and used by funding agencies to assess the qualifications of
researchers.

9)

The Commerce Department should ensure its interagency process
for identifying emerging and foundational technologies that are
essential to the national security of the United States includes a
review of fundamental research. As appropriate and necessary, the
Commerce Department should add foundational technologies and areas of
fundamental research to its export control lists.

10)

The State Department should identify any additional authorities
needed to deny non-immigrant visas for individuals suspected of
engaging in illegal or extralegal transfers of technology, intellectual
property, and fundamental research. State also should include
additional security related questions designed to detect foreign government
sponsorship of research conducted in the United States and whether the visa
applicant intends to legally or illegally transfer research and technology back
to their home country on visa applications. State should automate security
reviews of visa applicants for illicit transfers of technology, intellectual
property, and fundamental research.

11)

The administration should consider updating NSDD-189 and
implement additional, limited restrictions on U.S. government
funded fundamental research. NSDD-189 was issued in 1985 and
established the national policy that products of fundamental research are to
remain unrestricted to the maximum extent possible. Federal agencies must
not only combat illegal transfers of controlled or classified research, but
assess whether openly sharing some types of fundamental research is in the
nation’s interest.
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12)

Federal law enforcement and other relevant agencies should identify
U.S.-based entities that serve as recruitment networks, platforms, or
foreign government proxies that facilitate or broker in statesponsored talent recruitment. Additional investigations and publications
are needed to fully understand the impact of foreign talent recruitment
efforts in the United States. Federal law enforcement and other relevant
agencies should examine the extent of foreign talent recruitment activity in
the private sector for foreign talent recruitment-related programs, including
venture capital contests and entrepreneurial programs.

13)

U.S. grant-making agencies should work with research institutions
to ensure they have the necessary cybersecurity practices in place to
reduce the risk of research data misappropriation. Universities,
research institutions, and other recipients of federal research funding should
periodically demonstrate that they are adhering to cybersecurity best
practices.

14)

Grant-making agencies should not award U.S. funding to
participants of foreign talent recruitment programs absent full
disclosure of the terms and conditions of membership in any talent
recruitment program.
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III.

BACKGROUND

This section discusses China’s goal to be the leader in science and technology
(“S&T”) by 2050. To achieve that goal, China is executing a coordinated global
campaign to recruit S&T experts and foreign talent. These experts provide access
to know-how, expertise, and foreign technology—all necessary for China’s economic
development and military modernization. While the Chinese government manages
more than 200 talent recruitment plans, this section discusses the most prominent
plan—the Thousand Talents Plan—and details the plan’s centrally managed
structure and contracts. Finally, this section highlights recent congressional
testimony by U.S. intelligence and law enforcement officials concerning the threats
posed by foreign talent recruitment plans.
A.

China’s Goal to be the Science and Technology Leader by 2050

In 2006, the Chinese government’s State Council released the National
Medium and Long-Term Program for Science and Technology Development
(“MLP”), elevating the importance of S&T development as a key Chinese strategic
goal.1 First commissioned by the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party
of China (“CPC”) in 2002, Chinese leadership fully endorsed the MLP during the
17th Party Congress in October 2007.2 Former Chinese Chairman Hu Jintao
remarked in his 17th Party Congress address that China would implement the MLP
to make China an innovative country and enhance national strength.3 China aimed
to become an “innovation-oriented country” by 2020 and an S&T world leader by
2050.4
At that time, China’s goals under the MLP were ambitious. China was
known more as the workshop of the world than as a source of innovative research
and technology. In 2007, for example, China filed only a little over 245,000
patents—roughly half the number of patents filed in the United States.5 China also
had a weak domestic base for conducting innovative research and developing
cutting-edge technologies. Only 14 Chinese universities were among the top 500

China’s Program for Sci. and Tech. Modernization: Implications for American Competitiveness,
U.S.−CHINA ECON. AND SECURITY REV. COMMISSION, 17 (Jan. 2011), https://www.uscc.gov/sites/
default/files/Research/USCC_REPORT_China%27s_Program_forScience_and_Technology_Moderniz
ation.pdf [hereinafter SECURITY COMMISSION REPORT (Jan. 2011)].
2 Promoting Sound and Rapid Development of the National Economy, CHINA DAILY (Oct. 24, 2007),
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2007-10/24/content_6204564_6.htm.
3 Id.
4 JAMES MCGREGOR, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHINA’S DRIVE FOR ‘INDIGENOUS INNOVATION’: A
WEB OF INDUS. POLICIES, 6 (2010), https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/documents/
files/100728chinareport_0_0.pdf.
5 WIPO IP Statistics Data Center, WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORG., https://www3.wipo.int/
ipstats.
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universities in the world.6 And China’s highest ranked university, Tsinghua
University, failed to crack the top 150.7 Compounding these problems, some of
China’s best talent and experts were overseas. More than 1.2 million Chinese
nationals left the country to study and conduct research between 1978 and 2007,
but only a quarter had ever returned to China.8
1. From Brain Drain to Brain Gain
Though the Chinese government had initiated several plans designed to
recruit and retain S&T talent in the 1990s, it mainly issued awards to individuals
in China with limited foreign experience.9 As such, those plans failed to attract the
caliber of talent the Chinese government sought in fields deemed critical to
strengthening China.10 For a short period, the Chinese government also attempted
to retain talent by imposing a “service period” on students pursuing overseas
studies.11 Deng Xiaoping, the former paramount leader of China, however, ended
this policy after 1992, recognizing that China would be better served even if it
succeeded in convincing only half of overseas Chinese students to return.12
By the early 2000s, China’s strategy to recruit S&T talent underwent a
paradigm shift. As former CPC General Secretary Zhao Ziyang suggested years
earlier, China was not losing brainpower, but rather it was storing its talent
overseas to tap later.13 Chinese leaders, therefore, determined that it could be more

Academic Ranking of World Universities 2007, ACADEMIC RANKING OF WORLD U.,
http://www.shanghairanking.com/World-University-Rankings-2007/China.html.
7 Id.
8 In 2007, for example, 80,000 Chinese nationals were studying in the United States. Approximately
66 percent of them were pursuing graduate studies, and approximately another 10 percent were
putting their U.S. acquired skills and knowledge to use under the Optional Practical Training. See
Academic Level and Place of Origin: Previous Years, INSTITUTE OF INT’L EDUC.,
https://www.iie.org/Research-and-Insights/Open-Doors/Data/International-Students/Places-ofOrigin/Academic-Level-and-Place-of-Origin/2007-08; Cong Cao, China’s Brain Drain at the High
End: Why Government Policies Have Failed to Attract First-Rate Academics to Return, 4 ASIAN
POPULATION STUD. 331 (2008) (https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240534512).
9 Cong Cao, U. OF NOTTINGHAM, NINGBO. CHINA, China’s Approaches to Attract and Nurture Young
Biomedical Researchers, 6 (2018), http://sites.nationalacademies.org/cs/groups/pgasite/documents/
webpage/pga_184821.pdf.
10 Id. at 8.
11 See Cong Cao, China’s Brain Drain at the High End: Why Government Policies Have Failed to
Attract First-Rate Academics to Return, 4 ASIAN POPULATION STUD. 331, 333 (2008),
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240534512. (Undergraduate students and graduate
students were required to work in China for 5 years and 2 years respectively before pursuing
overseas studies).
12 Id.
13 Id.; David Zweig & Stanley Rosen, How China Trained a New Generation Abroad, SCIDEVNET
(May 22, 2003), https://www.scidev.net/global/migration/feature/how-china-trained-a-newgeneration-abroad.html.
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efficient to allow its nationals to learn how to conduct research and develop cuttingedge technologies overseas and later find ways for these nationals to assist China.14
The CPC soon changed its approach towards overseas Chinese nationals,
emphasizing their role in China’s development.15 Chinese officials even reportedly
changed a political slogan referring to overseas Chinese nationals from “returning
and serving the country” (回国服务) to simply “serve the country” (为国服务).16 Chinese
officials began actively encouraging overseas Chinese nationals to “serve the
country overseas” (海外人才为国服务) through investment, giving lectures, starting
businesses, and transferring technology back to China.17
The MLP reflected this dramatic shift, noting the Chinese government must
“attract high caliber talents from overseas” with a priority on areas where China is
particularly weak.18 The MLP called for the government to formulate plans to
attract overseas talents to return to China to “serve the country,” establish talent
recruitment organizations taking into account the “characteristics” of overseas
talents, increase financial incentives for overseas talents to return to China, and
“establish policy mechanisms for overseas talents to serve the country.”19 According
to the MLP, such “policy mechanisms” would focus on getting overseas talents and
their teams to return to China to work.20

Id.
THE STATE COUNCIL THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, CPC Central Committee and the State
Council Decision on Further Strengthening Talent Work (Dec. 26, 20103), http://www.gov.cn/test/
2005-07/01/content_11547.htm.
16 Cong Cao, China’s Brain Drain at the High End: Why Government Policies Have Failed to Attract
First-Rate Academics to Return, 4 ASIAN POPULATION STUD. 331 (2008),
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240534512.
17 Overseas Talents for the Country’s Service Plan, CHINAQW, http://www.chinaqw.com/node2/
node2796/node2880/node2920/node2989/userobject6ai241511.html. See also David Zweig & Stanley
Rosen, How China Trained a New Generation Abroad, SCIDEVNET (May 22, 2003),
https://www.scidev.net/global/migration/feature/how-china-trained-a-new-generation-abroad.html;
He Finland, “Overseas Talents for the Country's Service Plan” Will Start Next Year, MOFCOM (Sept.
8, 2019), http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/bi/200409/20040900276042.shtml.
18 THE STATE COUNCIL THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, The National Medium-and Long-Term
Program for Science and Technology Development (2006-2020): An Outline, https://www.itu.int/
en/ITUD/Cybersecurity/Documents/National_Strategies_Repository/China_2006.pdf [hereinafter
MLP S&T STRATEGY]. See also James McGregor, China’s Drive for ‘Indigenous Innovation’: A Web of
Industrial Policies U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (2010), https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/
files/documents/files/100728chinareport_0_0.pdf. See also CONG CAO, U. OF NOTTINGHAM, NINGBO.
CHINA, China’s Approaches to Attract and Nurture Young Biomedical Researchers (2018),
http://sites.nationalacademies.org/cs/groups/pgasite/documents/webpage/pga_184821.pdf.
19 Xinhua News Agency, Ten, The Construction of Talent Team, CHINESE GOVERNMENT PORTAL (Feb.
9, 2006), http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-02/09/content_183787_10.htm. See MLP S&T STRATEGY.
20 See MLP S&T STRATEGY.
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2. China’s Systematic Targeting of Critical Technologies
For the Chinese government, the main purpose of international scientific
collaboration is to advance China’s national security interests, not solely to advance
science. According to China’s Ministry of Science and Technology21 (“MOST”),
China’s participation in international S&T cooperation projects strives for a “winwin and mutually beneficial outcome,” but prioritizes Chinese interests under the
premise of safeguarding national security.22 MOST formulates and facilitates the
“implementation of strategies and policies for innovation-driven development, and
plans and policies for S&T development and the attraction of foreign talent.”23
MOST also “coordinates the development of the national innovation system and the
reform of the national S&T management system, and works with relevant
government departments to improve incentive mechanisms for technological
innovation.”24
MOST is responsible for identifying and supporting international S&T
cooperation projects in selected target areas.25 These target areas are publicly well
documented. MOST outlined more than a dozen major S&T projects in the MLP.26
These “National Major S&T Projects” identify China’s top priorities and focus on
strategic technologies and engineering projects with the goal of achieving significant
technological advances.27
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Core Electronic Devices, High-End Chips, and Basic Software Parts
Large-Scale Integrated Circuit Manufacturing
Next Generation Broadband Wireless Mobile Communications
High-End Machine Tools and Manufacturing Equipment
Large-Scale Oil and Gas Fields Development
Large-Scale Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor
Water Pollution and Control
Genetically Modified Organisms
Major New Drug Development
Major Infectious Disease Prevention and Cure

SECURITY COMMISSION REPORT, 22 (Jan. 2011) (MOST “plays a leading role in developing national
science policy and in designing and implementing many of the national funding programs.”).
22 Key International S&T Cooperation Projects, MINISTRY OF SCI. AND TECH., http://www.most.gov.cn/
eng/cooperation/200610/t20061008_36195.htm.
23 Missions of the Ministry of Science and Technology, MINISTRY OF SCI. AND TECH.,
http://www.most.gov.cn/eng/organization.
24 Id.
25 Key International S&T Cooperation Projects, MINISTRY OF SCI. AND TECH., http://www.most.gov.cn/
eng/cooperation/200610/t20061008_36195.htm.
26 Id.
27 JAMES MCGREGOR, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHINA’S DRIVE FOR ‘INDIGENOUS INNOVATION’: A
WEB OF INDUS. POLICIES, 40−42 (2010), https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/documents/
files/100728chinareport_0_0.pdf.
21
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11. Large-Scale Airplanes
12. High Resolution Earth Observation Technology
13. Manned Spaceflight
China has additional blueprints aimed at transforming the country into a
global S&T leader, including the “Made in China 2025 (“MIC 2025”) plan.28
According to a U.S. Chamber of Commerce report on MIC 2025’s goals, the program
targets ten strategic industries—including next-generation information technology,
aviation, rail, new energy vehicles, and agricultural machinery—that are critical to
China’s economic competitiveness and high-tech growth.29 MIC 2025 “appears to
provide preferential access to capital to domestic companies in order to promote
their indigenous research and development capabilities, support their ability to
acquire technology from abroad, and enhance their overall competitiveness.”30 The
U.S. Chamber also found that in concert with China’s state-led development plans,
including the MLP, MIC 2025 constitutes a “broader strategy to use state resources
to alter and create comparative advantage[s] in these sectors on a global scale.”31
3. China’s Military-Civilian Fusion Strategy
China’s efforts to improve its S&T base and leapfrog ahead of the United
States have significant implications for U.S. national security beyond economic and
scientific competition. Since 2013, Chairman Xi Jinping has emphasized MilitaryCivilian Fusion” (“MCF”) (军民融合) as critical to the nation’s economic development
and national security.32 In 2016, he elevated the importance of MCF as one of the
pillars of China’s military modernization and made it a national strategy.33
Unlike prior Chinese military-industrial policies such as Civilian-Military
Integration (军民结合), MCF seeks to move beyond integrating civilian technologies
and management expertise into China’s military industrial complex.34 Now, MCF
See U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, MADE IN CHINA 2025: GLOBAL AMBITIONS BUILT ON LOCAL
PROTECTIONS (2017), https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/final_made_in_china_
2025_report_full.pdf.
29 Id.
30 Id. at 6.
31 Id.
32 Brian Lafferty, Civil-Military Integration and PLA Reforms, in CHAIRMAN XI REMAKES THE PLA:
ASSESSING CHINESE MILITARY REFORMS (Phillip C. Saunders et al eds., 2019),
https://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/Books/Chairman-Xi/Chairman-Xi_Chapter16.pdf?ver=2019-02-08-112005-803.
33 Xi Jinping Talks about the Integration of Military and Civilian: About National Security and
Development, QIUSHI JOURNAL (October 16, 2018), http://www.qstheory.cn/zhuanqu/rdjj/201810/16/c_1123565364.htm.
34 Elsa B. Kania, In Military-Civil Fusion, China is Learning Lessons from the United States and
Starting to Innovate, REAL CLEAR DEFENSE (August 27, 2019), https://www.realcleardefense.com/
articles/2019/08/27/in_military-civil_fusion_china_is_learning_lessons_from_the_united_states_
and_starting_to_innovate_114699.html.
28
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calls for the seamless “fusing” of the military and civilian sectors with resources,
technologies, information, and people.35 This allows China to pool its talent and
resources from the two sectors to jointly develop technologies, conduct research, and
attract talent that mutually reinforces both the military and civilian sector. MCF
significantly blurs the lines between China’s defense and civilian sectors, enabling
China to continue international collaboration with scientists while not disclosing
that such collaboration may be for modernizing China’s military.36
In 2017, the State Council published a MCF policy document detailing how
China planned to promote defense-related science and technology fusion.37 In its
document, the State Council calls for the Chinese military to declassify National
Defense Patents for the civilian sector’s use, the sharing of military and civilian
research centers, including facilities at the China Academy of Sciences and
universities, and the coordination of research efforts.38 The document also calls for
China’s military and its defense industry to rely on higher education institutions to
establish defense research and civilian research institutions as well as a talent
recruitment plan to recruit personnel to work in the defense sector.39 Another key
provision calls for establishing an information sharing platform between civilian
and military research institutions to collect information on frontier and advanced
technologies.40
Chairman Xi’s elevation of MCF as a national strategy encourages China’s
military industrial complex to implement its own “going out” strategy (走出去) to
acquire overseas companies, establish research and development centers, and
attract overseas talent.41 For example, in 2013 China’s Aviation Industry
Corporation (“AVIC”), a Chinese aerospace and defense conglomerate, purchased
the German aircraft engine manufacturer Thielert Aircraft—which makes engines

Id.
Id.
37 See OFFICE OF THE STATE COUNCIL, GUO BAN FA NO. 91, THE GENERAL OFFICE OF THE STATE
COUNCIL PROMOTES THE NAT’L DEFENSE SCI. AND TECH. INDUS. (Dec. 4, 2017), http://www.gov.cn/
zhengce/content/2017-12/04/content_5244373.htm.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Id.
41 Chinese Military Innovation in Artificial Intelligence: Hearing On Tech., Trade, And Military-Civil
Fusion—China’s Pursuit Of Artificial Intelligence, New Materials, And New Energy Before the U.S.China Econ. and Security Review Commission, 116th Cong. (2019) (statement of Elsa B. Kania,
Adjunct Senior Fellow, Tech. and Nat’l Security Program, Center for a New American Security
Research Fellow, Center for Security and Emerging Tech., Georgetown U.); GREG LEVESQUE & MARK
STOKES, POINTE BELLO, BLURRED LINES: MILITARY-CIVIL FUSION AND THE “GOING OUT” OF CHINA’S
DEFENSE STRATEGY, 6–7 (December 2016), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/
569925bfe0327c837e2e9a94/t/593dad0320099e64e1ca92a5/1497214574912/062017_Pointe+Bello_Mil
itary+Civil+Fusion+Report.pdf.
35
36
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for large unmanned aerial vehicles.42 AVIC also established the AVIC Centre for
Structural Design and Manufacture at the Imperial College of London to research
aircraft design and manufacturing technologies.43 Through such research
collaborations, China’s military industrial complex is able to “exploit the openness
of the scientific community” and western academic norms that encourage research
collaborations.44
4. China’s Strategic Plan for Talent Recruitment
Over the past decade, the Chinese government has refined its centrally
organized foreign talent recruitment plans into a strategy to “use talent to
strengthen the country” by targeting the specific technology sectors previously
discussed.45 These plans help facilitate technology transfer and typically include
people-to-people exchanges, international S&T cooperation projects, and the
recruitment and repatriation of S&T experts on a temporary or permanent basis.46
China’s most prominent national talent recruitment plan is the “Recruitment
Program of Global Experts,” more commonly known as the Thousand Talents Plan
(“TTP”).47
Launched in 2008, a year after the adoption of the MLP, China designed the
TTP to recruit 2,000 high-quality overseas talents within five to ten years.48 By
2017, according to one report, China recruited more than 7,000 “high-end
professionals” under the TTP.49

GREG LEVESQUE & MARK STOKES, POINTE BELLO, BLURRED LINES: MILITARY-CIVIL FUSION AND THE
“GOING OUT” OF CHINA’S DEFENSE STRATEGY, 36 (December 2016) (https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/569925bfe0327c837e2e9a94/t/593dad0320099e64e1ca92a5/1497214574912/062017_Pointe+Bel
lo_Military+Civil+Fusion+Report.pdf).
43 AVIC Centre for Structural Design and Manufacture, IMPERIAL LONDON COLLEGE,
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/avic-design/.
44 Elsa B. Kania, In Military-Civil Fusion, China is Learning Lessons from the United States and
Starting to Innovate, REAL CLEAR DEFENSE (August 27, 2019), https://www.realcleardefense.com/
articles/2019/08/27/in_military-civil_fusion_china_is_learning_lessons_from_the_united_states_
and_starting_to_innovate_114699.html.
45 Implementing the Talent Strategy to Strengthen the Country, THE CENTRAL PEOPLE’S GOVERNMENT
OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (Mar. 20, 2007), http://www.gov.cn/ztzl/2007zfgzbgjd/
content_555796.htm.
46 WHITE HOUSE, How China’s Economic Aggression Threatens the Technologies and Intellectual
Property of the United States and the World, 14, (June 18, 2018), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/FINAL-China-Technology-Report-6.18.18-PDF.pdf.
47 U.S. FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, Counter Intelligence, Strategic Partnership Intelligence Note
(SPIN), Chinese Talent Programs, SPIN: 15-007 (Sept. 2015), https://info.publicintelligence.net/FBIChineseTalentPrograms.pdf.
48 The Recruitment Program of Global Experts, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, http://www.1000plan.org/
qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
49 Su Zhou, Returnees finding big opportunities, CHINA DAILY (Feb. 26, 2017),
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-02/25/content_28345785.htm.
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The TTP is just one of China's more t h a n 200 talen t r ecruitment pla n s .50 For
example, a noth er popula r Chinese talent recruit ment pla n is the Ch a n gjiang
Scholar s program. Started in 1998, the Ch angjia n g Scholar s progr a m is run by t h e
Ministry of Edu cation a n d r ecruits in dividu als both in China a n d abroad to work in
Chinese univer sit ies and r esear ch institution s.51 According to one public r eport, as
of June 2014, a tot al of 2,251 Changjiang Scholars had been a ppointed, including
1,546 distinguished professor s a nd 705 visiting professor s.52 China's t alent
recruit ment plans do n ot only tar get U .S . univer sities or r esearcher s; there a r e

Timothy Puko and Kat e O'Keefe, Energy Department to Ban Foreign Talent- Recruitment
Programs, WALLSTREETJ. (F eb. 1, 2019), https://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-depart ment-t o-banforeign-t alent-recruitment-programs-11549052674.
5 1 The P eople's Daily, The Ministry of Education Implemented the Yangtze River Scholars Program
for 16 Years , NATIONAL DEGREE AND GRADUATE EDUCATION DATA CENTER (June 9, 2014),
htt p://web. archive.org/web/20140613205523/http://www.chinadegrees.cn/xwyyjsjyxx/sy/syzhxw/27891
5.shtml (I nternet Archive Wayback Machine reproduction).
52 H epeng J ia, How to find a job in China, NATURE (Jan. 17, 2018), https://www.nature.com/art icles/
d41586-018-00537-0.
50
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venture capital recruitment plans and talent recruitment competitions that engage
entrepreneurs and the private sector directly.53
The Chinese government is investing significant resources in its talent
recruitment plans. According to one 2015 FBI analysis, China pledged to spend 15
percent of the country’s gross domestic product on human resources during the
period covered by the plan, potentially more than $2 trillion.54
i.

Administration

In contrast to other previous talent recruitment plans, the Party, specifically
through the Central Committee’s Organization Department, plays a lead role in
implementing the TTP.55 The Organization Department is one of the most powerful
CPC departments, controlling more than 90 million Party officials’ assignments at
all levels of the Chinese government.56 The CPC recognized the need to control
overseas talent recruitment efforts “to ensure they were in line with Party
priorities, so it created a complex system of administration and oversight to
coordinate its recruitment efforts.”57 This coordination allows the CPC to “exert
exceptional” levels of control over the TTP and other talent recruitment plans.58

North American leg of the 7th 1000 Talents Plan Startup Contest Concludes, Venture Capital
Community, Association of Thousand Talents Program (Aug. 15, 2018), http://1000.sandlake.com/
English/News/2018-08-15/314.html. Rolfe Winkler, Chinese Cash That Powered Silicon Valley Is
Suddenly Toxic, Wall Street J. (June, 11, 2019), https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-cash-issuddenly-toxic-in-silicon-valley-following-u-s-pressure-campaign-11560263302. Press Release, U.S.
DEP’T OF JUSTICE, One American and One Chinese National Indicted in Tennessee for Conspiracy to
Commit Theft of Trade Secrets and Wire Fraud (Feb. 14, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/oneamerican-and-one-chinese-national-indicted-tennessee-conspiracy-commit-theft-trade.
54 U.S. FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, Counter Intelligence, Strategic Partnership Intelligence Note
(SPIN), Chinese Talent Programs, SPIN: 15-007 (Sept. 2015), https://info.publicintelligence.net/FBIChineseTalentPrograms.pdf.
55 Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018).
56 Eleanor Albert and Beina Xu, The Chinese Communist Party, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN REL. (Sept. 27,
2019), https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/chinese-communist-party.
57 Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018).
58 Id.
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Economic Planning and Financing Agencies
National Development and Reform Commission
Minist ry of Industry and Informat ion Tech nology
M inistryof Human Resources and Social Security
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People's Ba nk of China
Minist ry of Finance

Foreign and Political Affairs/Security
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United Work Front Department
Communist Youth league of China
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
M in istry of Public Security

The Organization Departm ent over sees t h e Talent Work Coordination Sm all
Group ("TvVCSG"), t h e Over seas High-Level Talent Recruitment Working Sm all
Group, and the Overseas High-Level Talent Recruit ment Work Special Office
("Special Office").59 The Organization Department's director a nd deputy director
ch air the TWCSG, which is comprised of 18 gover nment agencies, CP C affiliated
entities including the Or ganization Dep artment , and academic ent it ies. 60
In 2008, the Chinese governmen t issued two policy documen t s detailing the
administr a tion and implemen tation of the TTP. On December 23, 2008 t h e
"Gener al Office of t he CP C Central Committee" publish ed the "Central Committee
Talen t Work Coordination Small Group's Advice for Implementing the [TTP]."61
This docu ment provides init ial guidance and or ganizing infrastructure, including by
cr eating leader ship posit ions, defining r oles a nd r esponsibilities, and creating
smaller working gr oups charged wit h mor e discr ete tasks.62
The policy documen t also creat ed the "Over seas High-Level Talent
Int roduction Small Group." Th is gr oup published a n "Interim Measures" guidance
Interim Measures for the Introduction of High-Level Overseas Talent, Organization Department
Document No. 28, MINISTRY OF NAT. RESOURCES (2008), http ://www.mm.gov.cn/zt/kj/kjfz/kjrc/
gjkjrcjh/20181 l /t 20181129_2370185.html.
60 Id .
61 Li F ang Quanjuan, Notice of the General Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
China on Forwarding the Opinions of the Central Talent Work Coordination Group on Implementing
the Overseas High-Level Talents Introduction Program, CHINA COMMUNIST PARTY N EWS N ETWORK
(J une 20, 2012), http :l/cpc.people.com.cn/GB/244800/244856/18246001.html.
62 Id . (The "General Office of the CP C Central Committee" published t he "Central Commit t ee T alent
Work Coordination Small Group's Advice for I mplementing t he [TTP]") .
59
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document designed to implement the overseas high-level talent recruitment plans,
including the TTP.63 The Interim Measures stated TTP’s goals were as follows:
[The TTP] focuses on the national development strategy. Starting from
2008, it will take 5-10 years to focus on national key innovation projects,
key disciplines and key laboratories, central enterprises and stateowned commercial financial institutions, and high-tech industries.
Various types of parks, mainly in the development zone, have introduced
and focused on supporting 2,000 overseas high-level talents to return to
China for innovation and entrepreneurship.64
The TWCSG also develops strategic plans, conducts policy research, and
coordinates 18 participating government agencies, CPC affiliated entities, and
academic entities. These 18 entities and agencies include:65


















CPC Central Committee Organization Department
Chinese Academy of Sciences (“CAS”)
Chinese Academy of Engineering (“CAE”)
National Natural Science Foundation (“NSFC”)
China Association for Science and Technology (“CAST”)
Ministry of Education (“MOE”)
Ministry of Science and Technology (“MOST”)
Foreign Experts Bureau66
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (“MIIT”)
National Development and Reform Commission
Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security (“MHRSS”)
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission
(“SASAC”)
People’s Bank of China
Ministry of Finance
United Work Front Department
Communist Youth League of China (“CYLC”)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Central Organization Department: Interim Measures for Introducing Overseas High-level Talents,
SCHOOL OF OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC INFO. HUST (Mar. 14, 2014), https://web.archive.org/web/
20140323045245/http://oei.hust.edu.cn/Discipline/1/2012-11-09/183257640.html (Internet Archive
Wayback Machine reproduction).
64 Id.
65 Interim Measures for the Introduction of High-Level Overseas Talent, Organization Department
Document No. 28, MINISTRY OF NAT. RESOURCES (2008), http://www.mnr.gov.cn/zt/kj/kjfz/
kjrc/gjkjrcjh/201811/t20181129_2370185.html.
66 The Foreign Experts Bureau is now part of MOST. See Kristin Huang & Alice Yan, New
Immigration Bureau Set Up to Handle Growing Number of Foreigners in China, SOUTH CHINA
MORNING POST (Mar. 13, 2018), https://www.scmp.com/news/china/policiespolitics/article/
2137058/new-immigration-bureau-set-handle-growing-number.
63
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Ministry of Public Security

The participating agencies and entities each fulfill an important role in the
process for targeting, recruiting, financing, and absorption of TTP members’
scientific research and technology as well as identifying China’s scientific,
technological, and industrial needs.67 The Special Office collects information from
these agencies, decides China’s priority technical areas, and approves the TTP
finalists.68
ii.

Application Process

Applicants work through a three-phase application process to be admitted
into the TTP.69 First, the applicant’s future Chinese employer submits an
application to one of the platforms discussed below.70 At this stage, the applicant
must provide documents detailing his or her credentials and scientific
achievements.71 In some cases, U.S.-based applicants have submitted significant
amounts of sensitive information from their institutions to bolster their
credentials.72 Second, the lead organization for the platform evaluates the
application and makes a recommendation.73 Third, the Thousand Talent’s Special
Office, in conjunction with the Overseas High-Level Talent Introduction Small
Group, makes an application decision.74 All TTP applications for the national-level
plans, however, “are ultimately reviewed by the Communist Party’s Organization
Department, which decides whether or not to officially recruit the foreign expert.”75

Interim Measures for the introduction of high-level overseas talent, Organization Department
Document No. 28, MINISTRY OF NAT. RESOURCES (2008), http://www.mnr.gov.cn/zt/kj/kjfz/kjrc/
gjkjrcjh/201811/t20181129_2370185.html.
68 Id.
69 The Recruitment Program of Global Experts, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, (Jan. 19, 2012),
https://web.archive.org/web/20141208104715/http://www.1000plan.org/qrjh/article/18582 (Internet
Archive Wayback Machine reproduction).
70 General Procedure for Reporting Thousands of People, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN,
http://www.1000plan.org.cn/qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
71 Id.
72 See Transcript of Detention Hearing at 18, United States of America v. You, et al (E.D. Tenn. April
24, 2019) (No. 2:19-CR-00014); Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018) (Dr. Long
Yu, a Chinese citizen stole “materials included design information for the F-22 and JSF-35 military
jet engines. Dr. Long later admitted he had taken this information to China in support of his Chinese
Talent Plan position at a Chinese government laboratory.”).
73 General Procedure for Reporting Thousands of People, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN,
http://www.1000plan.org.cn/qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
74 Id.
75 Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 10 (Oct. 12, 2018).
67
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iii.

Implementation

The Chinese government relies on four major platforms for implementing the
TTP.76 These four platforms provide the systematic guidance and structure to
recruit overseas experts for Chinese universities, research labs, business
development parks, and other state-owned enterprises, all with the aim of
modernizing China’s indigenous innovation capabilities.77
1) National Key Innovation Projects Platform. The National Key
Innovation Projects Platform recruits overseas high-level S&T talent as
defined and required under the MLP.78
2) Key Disciplines and Key Laboratories Platform. The Key Disciplines
and Key Laboratories Platform recruits overseas high-level talent for
China’s domestic education system, including universities.79 The Chinese
government intended this platform to increase its research capabilities,
serve as an “important base for training innovative talents and developing
scientific research,” and occupy the “backbone and leading position within
the higher education disciplines system.”80
3) Central Enterprises and State-Owned Commercial and Financial
Organizations Platform. The Central Enterprises and State-Owned
Commercial and Financial Organizations Platform aims to attract
overseas high-level talent for state-owned financial institutions.81
4) Parks or Zones Based at High-Tech Industrial Development Zones
Platform. The Parks or Zones Based at High-Tech Industrial
Development Zones platform aims to attract overseas high-level talents to
return and create or operate businesses in China’s business development
parks.82

The Recruitment Program of Global Experts, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, (Jan. 19, 2012),
https://web.archive.org/web/20141208104715/http://www.1000plan.org/qrjh/article/18582 (Internet
Archive Wayback Machine reproduction).
77 Id.
78 Four Platforms and Specific Requirements, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, http://www.1000plan.org.cn/
qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
79 The Recruitment Program of Global Experts, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN,
http://www.1000plan.org/qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
80 Four Platforms and Specific Requirements, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, http://www.1000plan.org.cn/
qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd; China Academic Degrees and Graduate Information, Introduction to National
Key Disciplines Project, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN (2008),
http://www.chinadegrees.cn/xwyyjsjyxx/zlpj/zdxkps/257697.shtml.
81 Four Platforms and Specific Requirements, THOUSAND PEOPLE PLAN, http://www.1000plan.org.cn/
qrjh/section/2?m=rcrd.
82 Id.
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These four programs assist China in accomplishing its national S&T goals by
strengthening research in fundamental and cutting-edge technologies and
drastically improving the quality of Chinese universities and research laboratories.
iv.

Chinese Talent Recruitment Contracts Violate U.S. Standards
on Research Integrity

After selection, TTP members sign contracts or “letter of intent to work”
agreements with Chinese institutions.83 The Subcommittee obtained several of
these contracts and one of the Chinese government’s template contracts. The
contracts include provisions that violate U.S. standards of research integrity, place
TTP members in compromising legal and ethical positions, and undermine
fundamental U.S. scientific norms of transparency, reciprocity, and integrity. The
FBI has concluded that TTP members are “usually contractually obligated to
essentially use the knowledge they have obtained from their foreign employers to
successfully fulfill the terms of their contract.”84 U.S. institutions and U.S. grantmaking agencies must be fully aware of such contractual obligations as they could
limit the ability to protect and retain intellectual capital here in the United States.
China’s State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs (“SAFEA”) created a
template contract on which TTP contracts reviewed by the Subcommittee are
based.85 In addition to basic information such as salary and benefits, the template
includes intellectual property ownership provisions and non-disclosure clauses
related to research and intellectual property developed in China, underscoring the
Chinese government’s focus on technology acquisition.86 The template also
encourages entities in China that employ TTP members to incorporate additional
non-disclosure requirements and intellectual property agreements.87
Provisions in some TTP contracts control ownership of intellectual property
created during the performance of the contract, including intellectual property
created in the United States, at U.S. institutions, and with U.S. funds. Though
provisions among the reviewed contracts varied, every contract contained clauses
that gave Chinese institutions at least some rights in any intellectual property
created by the TTP member in the United States. For example, one contract states,
“The intellectual property rights obtained by [the TTP member] during the work of
[the Chinese institution], including copyright, patent rights, trademark rights, etc.,
are owned by the [Chinese institution].”88 The contract permits some sharing of the
intellectual property, but only with the TTP member: “According to the definition of

Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 11 (Oct. 12, 2018).
Id.
85 Contract of Employment/Letter of Intent, STATE ADMIN. OF FOREIGN EXPERTS AFF.,
https://wenku.baidu.com/view/b6ed88102a160b4e767f5acfa1c7aa00b42a9d5e.html?rec_flag=default.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Sept. 10, 2019).
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intellectual property rights between the two parties, [the talent recruitment plan
member] has certain sharing rights within the defined scope.”89 The contract did
not mention the rights of the U.S. institution. This contract also requires that the
TTP member will “apply for more than 2 invention patents” during the course of the
grant and also included non-disclosure and confidentiality provisions.90
Another contract references the possibility that the U.S. institution where the
TTP member works could retain some ownership of any intellectual property
created during the grant, yet that ownership would be “joint” with the Chinese
institution. The U.S. institutions, however, are not parties to the TTP contracts.
This particular contract provides:
Should Chinese scientists contribute to your discoveries in China, as we
anticipate, [the U.S. institution] and our institutions will jointly own,
protect, and manage the commercialization of these jointly-made
discoveries.91
That same contract also states that, “In any publication describing research
that was primarily conducted in China, you will list our institution as your primary,
and [the U.S. institution] as your secondary, site of academic appointment.”92
The scope of work described in TTP contracts also raises concerns. In many
cases, the contracts detail specific expectations regarding research the TTP member
will perform or the business he or she will develop in China.93 This research could
resemble or replicate the work the TTP applicant performs or has performed for his
or her U.S.-based employer. For example, one contract stated, “We recognize that
your research in China will relate closely to your ongoing work at the [U.S.
institution], and that it may be difficult to avoid comingling the results of your
work.”94 In other cases, the Chinese institution has asked the TTP member to
continue operating labs in China characterized as “shadow labs.”95 Another letter
agreement between a TTP member and Chinese institution stated, “We anticipate
that you will make several trips to China each year during the term of your
engagement, but will perform much of your work remotely. [ ] When you are not in
China, your laboratory here will be overseen by [REDACTED].”96
Some contracts explicitly require TTP members to train or recruit additional
students to work for them in the United States. This recruitment model enables
Id.
Id.
91 PorCTP-0000652.
92 Id.
93 Fed. Bureau of Investigation production, 11 (Oct. 12, 2018).
94 PorCTP-0000627; PorCTP-0000651.
95 PorCTP-0000627; PorCTP-0001128. See also Kelvin K. Droegemeier, Director, Letter to the United
States Research Community, OFF. SCIENCE AND TECH. POLICY (Sept. 16, 2019).
96 PorCTP-0000627; PorCTP-0000615.
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Chinese officials to place additional talent recruitment plan members under the
supervision of current members already in the United States. As the recruits
develop expertise and access, they are more desirable as TTP members and this
encourages rapid program growth. For example, one contract’s recruitment clause
required the talent recruitment plan member to build and train a team of 8 to 10
post-doctoral students.97 Another contract provides more detail, stating the Chinese
institution will provide the TTP member with a list of doctoral and graduate
students from which the TTP member should recruit 1 to 2 post-doctoral students
each year.98
One federal agency provided the Subcommittee with a case study detailing
how TTP recruitment can also serve as a way to circumvent export controls.99 A
professor at a U.S. university specialized in a critical, dual-use science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (“STEM”) field.100 He received numerous U.S.
government research grants and was also a member of several Chinese talent
recruitment plans.101 The professor also directed a China-based laboratory
performing applied military research and development.102 Instead of traveling to
China for this work, the professor sponsored visiting students from the Chinese
laboratory to study under him in the United States.103 “This technique, commonly
seen throughout the United States with talent recruitment plan selectees, allowed
the professor to pass dual-use research, and potentially export-controlled research,
to China via the visiting students and scholars without having to physically leave
the United States.”104 In this case, many of the visiting students were “directly
affiliated with research and development organizations involved in China’s military
modernization efforts.”105
The contracts also place TTP members in compromising legal and ethical
positions. Some contract provisions reflect an intent to keep the TTP members’
work in China secret. For example, one contract said “Party A and B shall keep the
contents of the contract confidential. Neither party may disclose it to unrelated
parties without consent from the other party.”106 Several contracts noted that the
TTP member could not cancel their contracts unless their Chinese employer
consented, providing Chinese officials with significant leverage over the TTP

Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Sept. 10, 2019).
PorCTP-0000247.
99 Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Oct. 25, 2019).
100 Id.
101 Id.
102 Id.
103 Id.
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106 Documents on file with the Subcommittee (Sept. 10, 2019).
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member.107 Given these obligations, U.S. institutions should be aware that TTP
members may not voluntarily disclose their other affiliations or external funding
during routine requests for disclosures.
Though TTP members were known to be working for U.S. institutions, some
contracts state that the member cannot “take on any substantive part-time work in
other organizations or institutions” or “conduct any part-time job assigned by any
other party.”108 Yet another contract explicitly recognizes the TTP member’s
employment outside China, but requires he or she to work nine months of the year
for their Chinese employer, raising potential conflicts of commitment.109 The same
contract also requires the member to resign from his or her U.S. position within four
years of the start of the TTP contract.110
B.

Congressional Testimony on Chinese Talent Recruitment Plans

Recent hearings in the Senate and the House have highlighted Chinese
efforts to use the TTP and other talent recruitment plans to leverage U.S. research
spending for their own goals. In July 2019, FBI Director Christopher Wray
expressed concern over the “abuse” of Chinese talent recruitment plans such as the
TTP at a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing.111 Director Wray stated:
The Chinese government and the Chinese Communist Party have a
number of so-called talent plans so you hear about the thousand talent
plans and there is nothing inherently unlawful about the talent plans
themselves. However we have seen through lots of investigations of
abuse of those talent plans and essentially we have situations where it
has created a pipeline in some cases at major universities especially at
the graduate level more so than at the undergraduate level of key
intellectual properties sometimes that has dual use potential flowing
back to China for the advancement of its various strategic plans and the
irony is that the U.S. is essentially funding that economic resurgence
through various money that it provides through grants, etc.112
He also warned of the potential implications that may arise through the TTP:

PorCTP-00001114; PorCTP-00001140. Other TTP contracts permitted TTP members to
terminate the agreement with 30 days written notice. This shows that “mutual consent” to terminate
a contract is not necessarily a requirement under Chinese labor law. See PorCTP-00001127.
108 PorCTP-00001108. PorCTP-00001140.
109 HHS PorCTP-00001138.
110 HHS PorCTP-00001140.
111 Oversight of the Fed. Bureau of Investigation: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Judiciary, 116th
Cong. (July 23, 2019) (testimony of Christopher Wray, Dir., Fed. Bureau of Investigation).
112 Id.
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So I think we do have to be a little bit careful that we don’t find ourselves
in a situation where essentially U.S. taxpayer money has been
misappropriated for the advancement of China’s achievements of
economic dominance over us. There are a lot of cases where those plans
become violations of U.S. law or at the very least violate non-competes
and things like that that might exist and I think universities need to be
more and more aware of who it is they are inviting over and what
safeguards they can put in place.113
At a December 2018 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, Bill Priestap, the
former Assistant Director of the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, stated that
China’s talent recruitment plans are effectively “brain gain programs” that
“encourage theft of intellectual property from U.S. institutions.”114 Priestap
continued, “For example, China’s talent recruitment plans, such as the Thousand
Talents Program, offer competitive salaries, state-of-the-art research facilities, and
honorific titles, luring both Chinese overseas talent and foreign experts alike to
bring their knowledge and experience to China, even if that means stealing
proprietary information or violating export controls to do so.”115
In April 2018, the House Science, Space, and Technology Committee’s
Subcommittee on Research and Technology and Subcommittee on Oversight held a
joint hearing titled “Foreign Plots Targeting Research and Development.” Michael
Wessel, Commissioner of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission, emphasized key threats posed by talent recruitment plans such as the
TTP. Commissioner Wessel referenced a 2011 FBI report that stated:
Chinese talent programs pose a serious threat to U.S. businesses and
universities through economic espionage and theft of intellectual
property. The different programs focus on specific fields deemed critical
to China, to boost China’s national capability in [science and technology]
fields. These subject matter experts often are not required to sign nondisclosure agreements with U.S. entities, which could result in loss of
unprotected information. … One of the greatest threats toward these
experts is transferring or transporting proprietary, classified, or export

Id.
China’s Non-Traditional Espionage Against the United States: Hearing on The Threat and
Potential Policy Responses Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 115th Cong. (Dec. 12, 2018)
(testimony of E.W. “Bill” Priestap, Assistant Director, Counterintelligence Division, Fed. Bureau of
Investigation).
115 Id.
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controlled information, or intellectual property, which can lead to
criminal charges.116
In a July 2018 House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence hearing
titled, “China’s Threat to U.S. Research/Innovation Leadership,” Michael Brown, a
Presidential Innovation Fellow who focuses on Chinese S&T policy issues, explained
how the Chinese government engages in technology transfers through talent
recruitment plans. According to Brown, China has been able to conduct technology
transfers by “sponsoring professional organizations to target talent and using
Chinese students by placing them in sensitive areas of U.S. research.”117
C. China Deletes References to the Thousand Talents Plan
Following public testimony and other U.S. government scrutiny, some
Chinese government websites deleted online references to the Thousand Talents
Plan, according to several U.S. and foreign media reports even though the talent
recruitment plans continue. Some Chinese universities also stopped promoting the
program, and the official TTP site removed a post containing a list of the names of
participating scientists.118 According to one U.S.-based news outlet, China’s selfcensorship followed the August 2018 high-profile arrest of a TTP member who
worked for General Electric and was alleged to have stolen technology secrets from
the company.119
One Chinese language news outlet reported that Chinese authorities had
ordered media outlets to suspend reporting on the TTP.120 That report continued:
An official document, with signatures of the Thousand Talents Plan’s
Youth Program Review Team and the seal of the Representative of the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, has been circulated
online recently. The document shows the team has listed precautionary
measures, asking that for the sake of ensuring the safety of overseas
Foreign Plots Targeting Research and Development: Hearing Before the H. Subcomm. on Research
and Technology and H. Subcomm. on Oversight of the H. Comm. on Science, Space and Technology,
115th Cong. (Apr. 11, 2018) (testimony of Michael Wessel, Comm’r of the U.S. China Econ and Sec
Review Commission).
117 China’s Threat to U.S. Research/Innovation Leadership: Hearing Before the H. Perm. Select
Comm on Intelligence, 115th Cong. (July 19, 2018) (testimony of Michael A. Brown, Presidential
Innovation Fellow).
118 Meng Jeng, China Mutes Volume on Thousand Talents Plan as US Spy Concerns Rise But
Scientists Still Covet Funding, SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST (Dec. 8, 2018), https://www.scmp.com/
tech/science-research/article/2176897/china-mutes-volume-thousand-talents-plan-us-spy-concernsrise.
119 Spy Fears Prompt China to Censor Its Own Recruitment Drive, BLOOMBERG (Sept. 19, 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-19/china-censors-mentions-of-thousand-talents-asspy-fears-grow.
120 Id.
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talents, all work units should use phones or fax instead of emails when
sending interview notifications, and that notices should be sent as
invitations to attend academic conferences or forums in China.121
In the most specific decree from the Chinese government on limiting
references to the TTP, “[t]he official document clearly requests that the phrase
‘Thousand Talents Plan’ should not appear in written circulars/notices.”122 And,
finally, according to one news outlet, one TTP member “was asked to delete
anything related to the Thousand Talents Plan from [his or her] homepage.”123
The Subcommittee examined Chinese websites that previously provided
information on talent recruitment plans that were no longer available. For
example, Northwestern Polytechnical University, a prominent Chinese university
focusing on STEM, scrubbed references to talent recruitment plans from its
English-version online job application.124 In mid-2018, the website highlighted two
different talent recruitment plans, as shown below.125

Id.
Id.
123 Kristin Huang & Kinling Ho, Why Chinese Scientists Would Rather Not Talk about Their Talent
Awards, ASIAONE (Jan. 7, 2019), https://www.asiaone.com/china/why-chinese-scientists-wouldrather-not-talk-about-their-talent-awards.
124 As of this report, Northwestern Polytechnical is now on Commerce’s Entity List. Lists of Parties
of Concern, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (2019), https://www.bis.doc.gov/
index.php/policy-guidance/lists-of-parties-of-concern.
125 Overview, NORTHWESTERN POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (Sept. 28, 2018), https://web.archive.org/
web/20180828021039/https://en.nwpu.edu.cn/EnglishNew/Jobs/Overview.htm (Internet Archive
Wayback Machine reproduction of the Northwestern Polytechnical University “Overview” page
which mentioned “scholars in Thousand Talents Program” through Sept. 2018).
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High-level Talents: scholars in Thousand Talents Program, Distinguished Professors and
Chair Professors of Changjiang Scholars Program and etc.

Overview

1. Qualifications:
a. The talents will be appointed as professors, doctoral supervisors, and NPU provides full payment for 1 or 2 post-

Current
Employment
Opportunities

doctoral research assistants.
2. Compensation and Support:
a. Besides the bonus provided by National Government and Shaanxi Government, NPU provides 600,000 - 1,000,000

High-level
Talents

RMB (pre-tax) annual basic salaries for talents. Short-term scholars will be paid ac.c.o rding to attendance time.
b. NPU provides 148 m2 apartment in Youyi Campus or 230 m2 apartment in Chang'an Campus and no less than
300,000 RMB resettlement allowances for full-time employed scholar. NPU provides apartments for short-term

Post-doctoral
Researchers
New Staff
Reg istration
Process

employed scholars.
c. NPU provides public laboratory platforms, scientific research and work facilities and scientific research start-up
fund~

Young Scholars in Thousand Talents Program
1. Qualifications:

In 2019, the univer sity then ch a n ged the website and deleted both r efer en ces
to its talen t r ecruitment pla n s, as shown h er e.126

I

High-level Talents: Distinguished Professors and Chair Professors of
Changjiang Scholars Program and etc.

Overview
1. Qualifications:

Current Employment
0 pportunities

a. The talents will be appointed as professors, doctoral supervisors, and NPU provides full
payment for 1 or 2 post-d octoral research assistants.

High-level Talents
Post -doctoral
Researchers
New Staff Registration
Process

2. Compensation and Support:

a. Besides the bonus provided by National Government and Shaanxi Government. NPU
provides 600,000 - 1,000,000 RMB (pre-t ax) annual basic salari es for t alents. Short-term
scholars wi ll be paid accord ing to attendance time.
b. NPU provides 148 m2 apartment in Youyi Campus or 230 m2 apartment in Chang'an
Campus and no less than 300,000 RMB resettlement allowances for fu ll-time employed
scholar. NPU provides apartments for short-term employed scholars.
c. NPU provides public laboratory platforms, scientific research and work facilities and
scientific research start-up funds.

I26 Overview, NORTHWESTERN P OLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY, https://en.nwpu.edu.cn/EnglishNew/Jobs/
Overview.htm.
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D . Aft er Implementation of Tale n t R ecruitment Pla n s, More Chinese
Students, R esearchers, and Scientists ar e Returning to China

China's talent recruitment pla n s designed to repatriat e Chinese students and
professionals abroad are succeeding as more Chi nese students are retur ning to
China . Chi nese gover nment report s and data show the number of Chinese stu dents
returning from working or studying abroad h as increased significantly over the past
decade.127 In 2018, 662,100 stu dent s went abroad and 480,900 r eturned- a 78
per cent return rate that Chi na boast ed on its gover nment website.128 Th is was a
marked increase from t h e 30.6 percent return r ate r ecorded in 2007 and t h e
approximate 5 per cent r eturn rat e in 1987.129 China's Ministry of Edu cation
("MOE") dat a, as shown below, highlights t h e growth of Chi nese stu dents studyin g
abroad and the increase in these stu dent s r eturning.130

More Chinese Students Returning to China
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Xinhua, More Chinese St udy Abroad in 2018, MINISTRY OF EDUC. (Mar. 28, 2019),
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12s Id .
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l30 Xinhua, More Chinese Study Abroad in 2018, MINISTRY OF EDUC. (Mar. 28, 2019),
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The MOE has publicly touted China’s success in increasing the return rate of
Chinese students. On April 4, 2018, the MOE issued an English language press
release stating, “The momentum in the number of Chinese students studying
abroad and returning from overseas studies continued last year.”131 It continued,
“An overview of statistics on Chinese students studying abroad between 1978 and
2017 reveals that the number of students returning from overseas studies,
especially high-caliber graduates, has been growing steadily.”132 A year later, the
MOE relayed on March 28, 2019 to Chinese media that:
Nearly 5.86 million Chinese studied overseas from 1978 to the end of
2018. … Among them, over 1.53 million are still in the process of
studying and conducting research overseas, over 4.32 million have
already completed their studies, and more than 3.65 million chose to
pursue a job in China after completing their studies overseas.133

2017 Sees Increase in Number of Chinese Students Studying Abroad and Returning after Overseas
Studies, MINISTRY OF EDUC. (Apr. 3, 2018), http://en.moe.gov.cn/News/Top_News/201804/
t20180404_332354.html.
132 Id.
133 Xinhua, More Chinese study abroad in 2018, MINISTRY OF EDUC. (Mar. 28, 2019),
http://en.moe.gov.cn/news/media_highlights/201904/t20190401_376249.html.
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IV.

EFFORTS TO SECURE U.S. RESEARCH

Openness, transparency, reciprocity, integrity, and merit-based competition
define U.S. success in S&T development.134 The collaborative openness of the U.S.
research enterprise attracts investment, researchers, and students, promotes a free
exchange of ideas, and ensures the distribution of timely and relevant
research.135 International collaboration is also a hallmark of the U.S. research
enterprise.136 Foreign researchers collaborate with U.S.-based researchers, conduct
research at U.S. universities and government facilities, and receive U.S.
government funding.137 The U.S. S&T base has benefited greatly from such
international collaboration.
Scientific research and development falls into two categories: “fundamental,”
or “basic” research, and applied research. Fundamental research is “systematic
study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental
aspects of phenomena and of observable facts without specific applications towards
processes or products in mind.”138 Fundamental research lends itself to
international collaboration and relies on the broad sharing of research results with
the scientific community so as to confirm research findings and create intellectual
capital.139 Applied research, on the other hand, uses this intellectual capital to

See NAT’L ACAD. OF SCI. ET AL, RISING ABOVE THE GATHERING STORM: ENERGIZING AND EMPLOYING
AMERICA FOR A BRIGHTER ECON. FUTURE, 70 (2007); NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A
POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY
COMMUNITIES, 2 (2007).
135 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCIENCE AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON
REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES, 27 (2007). See also L. Rafael
Reif, How to Maintain America’s Edge, FOREIGN POLICY (May/June 2017),
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2017-03-23/how-maintain-america-s-edge (“U.S.
universities have long been a magnet for the world’s most brilliant people, as both students and
faculty.”)
136 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL
DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES (2007). See also About the Office of
International Science & Engineering (OISE), NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/od/oise/
about.jsp (the US “collaborates internationally to advance the U.S. economy, enhance our nation’s
security; give the U.S. the competitive edge to remain a global leader; and advance knowledge and
global understanding”).
137 See NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL
DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES (2007). See also Désirée Schauz, What
is Basic Research? Insights from Historical Semantics, 52 MINERVA 273, 318-19 (2014) (detailing
the development of “basic research” as a concept so federal funding could be secured for research that
does not produce immediate commercial benefit).
138 NAT’L RES. COUNCIL, ASSESSMENT OF DEP’T OF DEFENSE BASIC RES. APP. D, at 49 (2005),
https://www.nap.edu/read/11177/chapter/8#49.
139 See VANNEVAR BUSH, SCI.: THE ENDLESS FRONTIER, 21 (1945) (explaining that the “international
exchange of scientific information is of growing importance … the Government should take an active
role in promoting the international flow if scientific information”) (emphasis in original).
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solve specific problems or to develop a particular scientific application.140 As its
purpose is clear, it is easier to judge the commercial value or national security
implications of technology that comes out of applied research than from basic
research.141 The federal government’s regulatory framework reflects a compromise
of balancing national security and the openness of research. This compromise has
allowed basic science to flourish, largely uninhibited, while placing additional
scrutiny on applied research for national security reasons.142
This section provides an overview of the NSF, NIH, and DOE and the roles
these agencies play with respect to oversight of scientific research and development.
The Subcommittee found that Chinese talent recruitment plan members
misappropriated U.S. government funding, provided early basic research ideas to
their Chinese employers, stole intellectual capital from U.S. basic research before it
was published, and engaged in intellectual property theft. Next, this section details
the FBI’s failure to effectively warn the U.S. academic community of the threat of
Chinese talent recruitment plans, Commerce’s issuance of export licenses of
sensitive technologies to Chinese talent recruitment plan members and other
concerning Chinese entities, and the State Department’s limitations on denying
visas to applicants who may be part of China’s efforts to acquire intellectual capital
and property.

NAT’L RES. COUNCIL, ASSESSMENT OF DEP’T OF DEFENSE BASIC RES. APP. D, at 49 (2005),
https://www.nap.edu/read/11177/chapter/8#49.
141 See generally id.
142 NAT'L RES. COUNCIL, SCI. AND SECURITY IN A POST 9/11 WORLD: A REP. BASED ON REGIONAL
DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE SCI. AND SECURITY COMMUNITIES, 80 (2007) (“the cost of one potential
leak … must be balanced against the national competitiveness and economic benefits gained from
encouraging foreign students and scholars to come to American universities and perform
fundamental research with minimal restrictions”).
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A.

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

The National Science Foundation (“NSF”) is an independent federal agency
established by Congress in 1950.143 The NSF’s mission is “to promote the progress
of science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the
national defense.”144 The NSF funds basic research that forms a foundational
knowledge base that helps drive the U.S. economy, advances national security, and
sustains global leadership.145 While the NSF’s funding of fundamental research is
nearly always unclassified, the research can have unforeseen future applications in
sensitive areas such as artificial intelligence or chemical and nuclear weapons
development.
The NSF annually provides about 27 percent of all federal funds devoted to
basic scientific research at U.S. research institutions.146 This money funds about
12,000 new awards each year, mostly in the form of limited-term grants with an
average duration of three years.147 A small portion of funding goes to equipment
and facilities that would be too expensive for any one researcher or organization to
fund, such as U.S. Antarctic research sites.148 Most awards, however, go to
individuals and small groups of principal investigators through institutions for
specific research proposals judged using “a rigorous and objective merit review
system.”149
Though the NSF requires disclosures from grant applicants, the agency does
not have effective policies and procedures in place to prevent foreign talent
recruitment plan members from misappropriating U.S.-funded research. Recently,
the NSF implemented a new policy in July 2019 prohibiting employees from
participating in foreign talent recruitment plans. The policy, however, does not
apply to NSF-funded researchers despite the fact that they are most likely to be
members of foreign talent recruitment plans. The NSF also does not vet grantees
before awarding them funding. The NSF has no dedicated staff to ensure
compliance with NSF grant terms. Instead, the NSF relies on sponsoring
institutions to vet and conduct due diligence on potential grantees. It relies on the
NSF inspector general to also conduct grant oversight.

At a Glance, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/about/glance.jsp.
NSF Statutory Mission, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2014/nsf14002/pdf/
02_mission_vision.pdf. See generally National Science Foundation Act of 1950, Pub. L. No. 81-507, 64
Stat. 154 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 1861, et seq).
145 At a Glance, NAT’L SCI. FOUND., https://www.nsf.gov/about/glance.jsp.
146 Id.
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1. Fundamental Research
Fundamental research is comprised of basic science and engineering results
that are “published and shared broadly within the scientific community.”150
Fundamental research is often considered the bedrock of scientific success and
innovation and requires a research environment that is conducive to creativity and
the free exchange of ideas.151 Though the participation of international researchers
in this type of research is crucial, America’s “leadership position in science and
technology is an essential element in our economic and physical security.”152
Accordingly, the U.S. government may restrict some research for “proprietary or
national security reasons.”153
Concerns about the balance of national security risks and collaborative
university environments began in the early 1980s.154 In 1981, five presidents from
prominent American research universities sent a letter to the Secretaries of State,
Defense, and Commerce raising concerns about a Defense Department policy that
sought to restrict participation by foreign students in, and dissemination of
information on, a sensitive research program.155 In response, the National Academy
of Sciences (“NAS”)—a private, nonprofit, self-governing membership corporation
for the furtherance of science and technology for the general welfare156—convened a
panel to “examine the various aspects of the application of controls to scientific
communication and to suggest how to balance competing national objectives so as to
best serve the general welfare.”157 The resulting study sought to preclude—as a
matter of policy—the imposition of special restrictions on the bulk of university
research.158
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154 See Neal Lane, Tighter Controls to Prevent Espionage at U.S. Research Laboratories Are Harmful,
in ESPIONAGE AND INTELLIGENCE GATHERING, 106-07 (Louise I. Gerdes ed., 2004).
155 David A. Wilson, National Security Control of Technological Information, 25 JURIMETRICS J. 109,
119–20 (1985).
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As a result of the NAS study, President Reagan issued National Security
Decision Directive 189 (“NSDD-189”) in 1985, which to this day ensures the
openness of fundamental research by exempting unclassified information from
control or access limitations.159 NSDD-189 defines fundamental research and the
desire to keep fundamental research unrestricted.160 In reaffirming NSDD-189’s
foundations, the NSF emphasized that “the United States’ commitment to freedom
of inquiry, innovation, and the marketplace of ideas has helped the U.S. grow,
attract, and retain our world-class science and engineering workforce.”161
NSDD-189 includes some limitations on the use and transfer of even
unclassified foundational research. For example, NSDD-189 specified “where the
national security requires control, the mechanism for control of information
generated during federally funded fundamental research in science, technology and
engineering at colleges, universities and laboratories is classification.”162 Finally,
NSDD-189 suggests that the U.S. government should periodically review “all
research grants, contracts, or cooperative agreements for potential classification.”163
2. The NSF Grant Process
The Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (“PAPPG”) outlines
the merit review system and provides guidance on the preparation and submission
of grant proposals to the NSF.164 The merit review system contains three phases:
(1) proposal preparations and submission; (2) proposal review and processing; and
(3) award processing—each containing additional discrete tasks.165
Phase I: Proposal Preparation and Submission. The NSF publishes
information about funding opportunities through various sources including: Find
Funding, a tool on the NSF website; National Science Foundation Update, an email
newsletter; and grants.gov.166 Next, the individual or organization seeking funding
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must develop and submit a grant proposal.167 Once the proposal is submitted to the
NSF, it is routed to the appropriate NSF Program Officer for review.168
Phase II: Proposal Review and Processing. NSF program officers then
conduct a preliminary review of the proposal to ensure conformance with the
PAPPG guidelines.169 If the proposal conforms to PAPPG guidelines, the NSF
program officer will “identify at least three external experts to review the
proposal.”170 The external peer reviewers evaluate the proposal on two criteria:
Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts.171 NSF program officers are responsible for
ensuring that no disqualifying conflicts of interest exist among the reviewers.172
The NSF program officer considers several additional factors “in developing a
portfolio of funded projects.”173 After the review is completed, the NSF program
officer makes a funding recommendation decision to the division director.174 Final
approval for the proposal occurs at the division level.175
Phase III: Award Processing. An NSF grants and agreements officer reviews
the recommendation made by the program officer and division director for business,
financial, and policy implications, and then processes and issues a grant
agreement.176 The grants and agreements officer then transmits the acceptance
notification and grant agreement to the applicant.177
3. Foreign Support and Affiliation Disclosure
Since 1978, the PAPPG requires applicants to make two disclosures that
relate to foreign support and affiliations.178 First, PAPPG guidelines require the
disclosure of “all current and pending support for ongoing projects and proposals,”
including the proposed project.179 Current project support that must be disclosed
includes that from “[f]ederal, state, local, foreign, public or private foundations,
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industrial or other commercial organizations, or internal funds allocated toward
specific projects.”180
Second, all senior personnel involved in the project must disclose
Collaborators and Other Affiliations (“COA”).181 Senior personnel includes any
principal investigator or project director who is “designated by the proposer, and
approved by NSF, who will be responsible for the scientific or technical direction of
the project.”182 Senior personnel also includes any individual participating in the
project considered to be a faculty member by the performing institution or who
holds an appointment as a faculty member at another institution.183 The NSF’s
definition of senior personnel does not include postdoctoral positions, graduate or
undergraduate students working on the project.184 As such, NSF’s COA process
does not cover a large number of individuals who may be involved with foreign
talent recruitment plans.
The COA submission template contains five tables that each cover a
particular area of disclosure.185 Table One requires the applicant to disclose all
organizational affiliations within the last 12 months.186 The NSF makes clear that
“foreign” individuals, “regardless of whether an individual is located outside the
[United States],” must complete the COA template to declare their affiliations.187
The NSF, however, does not define organizational affiliations.188
The four remaining tables request information meant to assist NSF program
officers in screening peer reviewers for conflicts.189 Applicants must disclose
personal, family, and business relationships; names and organizational affiliations
for the applicant’s Ph.D. advisor and any Ph.D. advisees; names and affiliations of
any co-authors or co-collaborators in the last 48 months; and any editorial boards,
editors-in-chief, or co-editors the individual interacted with over the last 24
months.190
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4. The NSF is Unprepared to Stop Foreign Talent Recruitment
Plan Members From Misappropriating U.S.-Funded Research
Though the NSF requires a wide array of disclosures from grant applicants,
the agency does not have effective policies and procedures in place to prevent
foreign talent recruitment plan members from misappropriating U.S. funds and
U.S.-funded research. While the NSF recently implemented a new policy
prohibiting NSF employees from participating in foreign talent recruitment plans,
that policy does not extend to the principal investigators or researchers actually
performing NSF-funded grant work.
Furthermore, an overall lack of vetting, internal controls, compliance
infrastructure, and fraud detection abilities puts NSF’s grant programs and funding
at risk of being exploited or misappropriated by foreign talent recruitment plan
members. The NSF relies on institutions and sponsors to conduct their own vetting
and due diligence as it does not have a compliance office. NSF also lacks a uniform
grant application despite receiving more than 50,000 grant applications annually in
an unsearchable PDF format.191 This effectively precludes a systematic review of
potential foreign conflicts of interest and commitment, complicating NSF’s ability to
provide oversight and ensure compliance with grant terms and federal regulations.
Though NSF plans to standardize the form and make future grant applications
searchable in 2021, NSF officials admitted that they would still primarily rely on
institutions to conduct vetting and due diligence.192
i.

The NSF’s Policy on Foreign Talent Recruitment Plans Does
Not Apply to Researchers or Principal Investigators

The NSF released a policy in July 2019 regarding “Foreign Government
Talent Recruitment Programs,” which applies only to NSF employees. The policy
does not apply to the more than 40,000 principal or co-principal investigators,
senior researchers, scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and educators who work
on NSF-funded projects.193 The policy states that NSF personnel “are not permitted
to participate in foreign government talent recruitment programs.”194 The policy
further states that “[p]ublic service is a public trust, requiring NSF personnel and
[Intergovernmental Personnel Act assignees] to place loyalty to the Constitution,
the laws, and ethical principles above private gain. NSF personnel and IPAs shall
Interview with Rebecca Keiser, Nat’l Sci. Found., Office of International Science and Engineering
(Aug. 19, 2019) (On file with the Subcommittee). [hereinafter KEISER INTERVIEW (Aug. 19, 2019)].
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05_fy2020.pdf.
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not hold financial interests that conflict with the conscientious performance of
duty.”195
The policy does not apply to a large part of the scientific community,
including researchers or principal investigators conducting working at universities
and other research institutions around the country.196 Rebecca Keiser, NSF’s
Director of the Office of International Science and Engineering, told the
Subcommittee that the NSF did not believe it had the capacity to apply the policy to
individuals who are not NSF employees.197 Additionally, she stated that she
believed there would be “significant backlash from the community” if the policy was
applied more broadly as, at this time, “it’s hard to be clear enough about what the
threat actually is.”198 Keiser stated that the NSF planned to revisit the policy after
more communication with law enforcement and after the NSF’s outside study of this
threat was completed by the end of 2019.199
The NSF also issued a “Dear Colleague Letter” on “Research Protection” in
conjunction with the new policy. NSF Director France Córdova provided additional
commentary on the policy change:
[W]e are issuing a policy making it clear that NSF personnel and IPAs
detailed to NSF cannot participate in foreign government talent
recruitment programs. There is a risk that participation in foreign
government talent recruitment programs by NSF personnel and IPAs
will compromise the ethical principles that bind us. Moreover, such
participation poses significant risks of inappropriate foreign influence
on NSF policies, programs, and priorities, including the integrity of
NSF's merit review process—risks we simply cannot accept.200
Córdova’s letter also detailed other NSF efforts meant to confront the
challenge.201 The NSF is proposing an electronic format for filing grant proposals,
including the grant applicant’s background materials and has hired an independent
scientific advisory group to further study grant security.202
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ii.

Existing Conflict of Interest and Commitment Reporting to the
NSF Does Not Adequately Capture All Researcher Activities

Existing conflict of interest and conflict of commitment reporting
requirements do not adequately capture all principal investigator or researcher
activities.203 As a result, the NSF has proposed clarifying disclosure provisions
concerning “Current and Pending Support” to include in-kind support and activities
outside a principal investigator’s institutional appointment, such as consulting
work during the summer months.204 One research advocacy group asserts that the
research community’s common understanding, however, of existing “Current and
Pending Support” reporting requirements is limited to reporting details that relate
to principal investigators’ involvement in projects within the scope of their
institutional appointment in the United States.205
Many researchers and principal investigators working at U.S. universities
are on nine-month contracts, with three months free in the summer months. Prior
to the new PAPPG proposal, it was unlikely that U.S. institutions disclosed
information on what its principal investigators did during the summer months. The
disclosure requirement, therefore, may not have been effectively capturing potential
conflicts related to activities outside a principal investigator’s institutional
appointment.206

A conflict of interest may exist: (i) if “significant financial interests of the investigator (including
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Keiser told the Subcommittee that the NSF views these PAPPG proposals as
a clarification to help the community understand the disclosure obligations.207 The
research community, however, views these as significant changes to current
reporting requirements that will add to institutional and investigator burdens.208
The Council of Government Relations, responding to the NSF’s proposed changes,
wrote, “[W]e urge NSF to consider the consequential impact to institutions this
change in practice will create and work with the community to minimize the
additional burden.”209
iii.

The NSF Does Not have a Compliance Staff and Relies on
Applicants or Sponsoring Institutions to Conduct Due
Diligence

According to interviews with NSF staff, the NSF relies on applicants and
sponsoring institutions to conduct the vetting and due diligence for potential grant
recipients.210 The NSF does not have employees dedicated to vetting grant
applicants or to ensure compliance with the terms of the grant.211 Instead, Keiser
told the Subcommittee that the NSF relies on the sponsoring entity, typically a
university or hospital, to conduct the due diligence of the principal investigator as
that investigator is nearly always an employee of that institution.212 The
institutions themselves also have an interest in ensuring that the principal
investigator is complying with the terms of the grant as the NSF could potentially
disbar an institution from receiving NSF funding because of violations.213
iv.

The NSF Relies on its Inspector General to Identify Grant
Fraud

Since the NSF does not have a compliance staff, the agency relies on its
Inspector General (“NSF IG”) to identify instances of potential grant fraud, conflicts
of commitment, and conflicts of interest. The NSF IG told the Subcommittee that
investigating foreign talent recruitment plans, including the TTP, resulted in a 20
percent increase in the office’s per-agent caseload.214 TTP investigations alone now
amount to approximately 25 percent of the NSF IG’s Office of Investigations’ overall
workload.215 The NSF IG indicated that as “universities become more familiar with
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the challenges posed by faculty affiliations with [the TTP], that percentage could
increase.”216
The NSF IG told the Subcommittee that that there are some unique
challenges it faces when investigating cases involving talent recruitment plans.
These investigations require significant expenditures in addition to those incurred
with other civil, criminal, and administrative investigations. 217 As another
department’s inspector general’s office noted to the Subcommittee, relying on the
inspector general is not an adequate substitute for maintaining an effective internal
compliance program.218
5. Talent Recruitment Plan Members Misappropriated NSF
Research
According to public and non-public information obtained by the
Subcommittee, TTP members have misappropriated NSF research grants. The
Subcommittee identified public cases that resulted in prosecutions of talent
recruitment plan members involved in NSF grants or with NSF grantees. These
cases involved the TTP and other related talent recruitment plans.
Public Case Examples. First, Percival Zhang, a biological systems
engineering professor at Virginia Polytechnical Institutes and State University
(“Virginia Tech”), founded Cell-Free Bioinnovations, Inc. (“CFB”), a private research
firm located in Blacksburg, Virginia.219 CFB relied exclusively on federal grants,
including funds from the NSF, “for funding its research activities.”220 Zhang had
begun working as a paid researcher for the Tianjin Institute of Industrial
Biotechnology, Chinese Academy of Sciences by, at least, 2014.221 In 2015, Zhang
submitted fraudulent grant proposals to the NSF.222 “Evidence presented at trial
indicated grant funds obtained would be used for research Zhang knew had already
been done in China.”223 “Zhang intended to use the grant funds for other CFB
projects rather than for the projects for which the funds were requested.”224 In an
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effort to obstruct the investigation into his activities, Zhang submitted falsified
timesheets to government investigators.225
In the second case, Feng “Franklin” Tao “signed a five-year contract with
Fuzhou University in China that designated him as a Changjiang Scholar
Distinguished Professor.”226 The contract required him to be a full time employee of
the Chinese university.227 “While Tao was under contract with Fuzhou University,
he was conducting research at Kansas University funded through two Energy
contracts and four NSF contracts.”228 Tao is alleged to have “defrauded the US
government by unlawfully receiving federal grant money at the same time that he
was employed and paid by a Chinese research university—a fact that he hid from
his university and federal agencies.”229
Third, “beginning in 2010, and while employed at NOAA, Chunzai Wang
entered into contractual agreements to work under China’s Changjiang Scholars
Program, the TTP, and was also involved in China’s 973 Program which mobilizes
scientific talents to strengthen basic research in line with national strategic targets
of the People’s Republic of China.”230 “Wang knowingly and willfully received a
salary for his services as an employee of NOAA/AOML, from the People’s Republic
of China.”231 Wang was also listed as an investigator on at least one NSF-funded
project.232
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B.

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

The National Institutes of Health (“NIH”), part of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (“HHS”), is the world’s largest biomedical research
agency.233 NIH’s mission “is to seek fundamental knowledge about the nature and
behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to enhance health,
lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.”234 NIH invests over $39 billion
annually in medical research and distributes 80 percent of this money through
about 50,000 grants to more than 300,000 grantees or principal investigators at
universities, medical schools, and research institutions in every U.S. state and
around the world. 235
NIH has attempted to address the threats presented by foreign talent
recruitment plans like the TTP, but significant gaps in grant integrity efforts
remain unaddressed. These gaps have made it difficult for NIH to engage in
proactive efforts to prevent foreign exploitation of U.S.-funded research. Instead,
NIH is now conducting investigations based on a review of behavior that has
already occurred, identifying the loss of intellectual property and intellectual capital
to China. NIH acknowledged that at least 75 individuals potentially linked to
foreign talent recruitment plans also served as peer reviewers within the last two
years.236 NIH guidelines for vetting peer reviewers for potential participation in
foreign talent recruitment plans do not require that potential researchers be vetted
against any law enforcement database.237 Instead, NIH officials rely on “reviewing
the first page of results from a Google search.”238 NIH also recently acknowledged
the difficulty in fully preventing foreign governments from coopting U.S.-funded
research. NIH’s Director of Extramural Research publicly stated that NIH does not
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“know the scale of the problem” and that it is “concerned that the scale is much
worse than what [it is] seeing.”239
1. NIH Grant Process
NIH’s General Instructions outlines the grant application process.240 NIH
advertises opportunities for grant funding through funding opportunity
announcements (“FOAs”) on both the NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts and
Grants.gov.241 All grant applications must be submitted in response to a FOA.242
The FOAs provide specific instructions that are used in conjunction with the
general instructions.243 NIH has seven different groups of grant funding and each
include a variety of individual grant programs identified by a specific activity
code.244
Generally, NIH’s application process follows three steps: (1) application for
grant funding; (2) application referral and review; and (3) pre-award and award
process.245 The application phase begins after a researcher has identified an
appropriate FOA.246 The FOA and the general instructions provide direction on the
appropriate forms to complete for the chosen grant.247 The forms that need to be
completed are specific to each type of grant and will be communicated in the
FOA.248 They also contain links for unstructured responses to fields such as a cover
page, a biographical sketch, current and pending support, and a project narrative.249
The Center for Scientific Review (“CSR”) reviews the application for
completeness before assigning the application to a specific NIH Institute or Center
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for possible funding.250 The CSR also assigns the application to a review committee
with the expertise to evaluate the scientific merit of the application.251
The grant application then undergoes two levels of peer review.252 The first
level of review is conducted primarily by “non-federal scientists who have expertise
in relevant scientific disciplines and current research areas.”253 The peer review
process is intended “to ensure that applications for funding submitted to NIH are
evaluated on the basis of a process that is fair equitable, timely, and conducted in a
manner that strives to eliminate bias.”254 The second level of review is performed
by Institute and Center Advisory Councils or Boards composed of “both scientific
and public representatives chosen for their expertise, interest, or activity in matters
related to health and disease.”255 Only applications recommended for approval at
both stages of review may be considered for funding.256 Following the funding
recommendation, NIH decides whether to grant an award and what level of funding
to provide.257 The Notice of Award is the legal document used to notify the
applicant that an award has been made.258 The notice includes all applicable terms
of the grant and “contact information for the assigned program officer and grants
management specialist.”259
2. Disclosure of Foreign Support and Affiliations
Current law does not require NIH to “proactively ensure that investigators
disclose all sources of research support, financial interests, and affiliations.”260 The
compliance relationship between NIH and its grant recipients is predicated on
trust—institutions are therefore responsible for soliciting and reviewing disclosures
of significant financial interests from each investigator who is planning to
participate in or is participating in NIH-funded research.261 Institutions are also
responsible for reporting to NIH any significant financial interests that may
constitute a financial conflict of interest (“FCOI”).262 An FCOI exists when an
institution reasonably determines that an “investigator’s significant financial
Receipt and Referral, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/grants/receipt-referral.htm.
Id.
252 Peer Review, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer-review.htm.
253 Id.
254 NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, NIH GRANTS POLICY STATEMENT I-67–68 (Oct. 2018),
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255 Peer Review, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/grants/peer-review.htm.
256 Id.
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258 Id.
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260 HHS IG REPORT: REPORTING at 4 (Sept. 2019).
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interest ... could directly and significantly affect t h e design , conduct , or reporting"
of the res ear ch .263
Investigators a r e r equired to disclose a n y significant fin a n cial interests to the
official at their institution who is respon sible for su ch disclosures.264 "The
institution then determines wh eth er the investigator's conflict is related to h is or
her institution al respon sibilities and if so, wh et h er the significant fin a ncial interest
con stitutes a n FCOI."265 Because an investigator 's r es ear ch su pport, financial
inter ests, and affiliation s may con stitu te a significan t financial int erest , they must
be disclosed to both t h e institut ion a n d NIH.266 The HHS IG produ ced the following
graphic illustrating t h e responsibilities of the investigator s, the institutions, a n d
NIH for ident ifyin g and report ing FCOi s .267
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3. NIH's Divis ion of Grants Compliance and Overs ig ht
NIH's Division of Grants Complia nce and Over sight ("DGCO") ser ves as the
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and enhance compliance oversight by recipient institutions.”268 By accepting NIHfunding, recipients indicate acceptance of the associated terms and conditions,
including compliance with applicable federal statutes, regulations, and policies.269
Though NIH expects grant recipients to properly administer sponsored activities
and comply with relevant regulations and policies, DCGO conducts two types of
routine site visits at recipient institutions to advance compliance and provide
oversight:


Proactive Compliance Site Visits. These site visits assess institutional
understanding of federal policies and regulations, seek to minimize or
eliminate areas of non-compliance, and nurture partnerships between NIH
and its recipient institutions. These visits are not designed to address
specific problems and are not considered audits or investigations.270



Targeted Site Review. These site reviews are an NIH initiative focusing
specifically on compliance with FCOI regulations.271 The reviews are meant
to determine if “(1) recipient institutions are fully and correctly implementing
the FCOI regulation, and (2) reporting requirements are being met.”272
4. The HHS IG Identified Weaknesses in Tracking and Reporting
Foreign Financial Conflicts of Interest

In September 2019, the HHS IG released three reports focused on identifying
and reporting financial conflicts of interest and foreign talent recruitment plans—
including the TTP. The HHS IG identified vulnerabilities in all three reports.
First, the HHS IG evaluated NIH’s reliance on the peer review process for
evaluating grant applications.273 The HHS IG noted that because peer reviewers
conduct “the initial review of research grants submitted to NIH, they have a unique
opportunity to access confidential information in grant applications.”274 While NIH
has taken some steps to address the threat from potential conflicts of interest with
peer reviewers, significant problems remain with NIH’s overall visibility into
potential conflicts. For example, HHS IG found that “NIH focuses on preventing
undue influence generally, but does not specifically focus on undue foreign
influence” like foreign talent recruitment plans.275

Grants Compliance and Oversight, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/policy/
compliance.htm#activities.
269 Id.
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272 Grants Compliance and Oversight, NAT’L INST. OF HEALTH, https://grants.nih.gov/policy/
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NIH also has identified 250 scientists as “individuals of possible concern,” of
which roughly 30 percent served as a peer reviewer over the past two years.276
Additionally, NIH’s guidelines for the vetting of peer reviewers “do not advise
vetting nominees against any type of law enforcement database. Instead, [the
guidelines] suggest generally reviewing the first page of results from a Google
search.”277 As a result, NIH “has efforts underway to address” identifying potential
sources of undue foreign influence with its peer reviewers.278
In an attempt to raise awareness of the importance of confidentiality in the
peer review process, NIH has launched ongoing communications with its staff, the
research community, and grantee institutions—some of which have proactively
raised concerns with NIH. Specifically, NIH issued a notice titled “Reminders of
NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies Related to Financial Conflicts of
Interest and Foreign Components” on July 10, 2019.279 This notice served as a
reminder to the research “community about the need to report foreign activities
through documentation of other support, foreign components, and financial conflict
of interest to prevent scientific, budgetary, or commitment overlap.”280 NIH issued
this notice more than three years after the FBI notified NIH of an extensive peer
review violation in June 2016.281 NIH also “convened a working group of the
Advisory Committee to the NIH Director to explore additional steps to protect the
integrity of [NIH]’s peer review.”282 In addition to the working group, on June 4,
2019, HHS’s Office of National Security issued a policy proposal to create an Insider
Threat program.283 On October 2, 2019, HHS started the first program of this kind
to focus on identifying possible risk, mitigation measures, and technical outreach
assistance to U.S. institutions receiving NIH funding.284
According to NIH, it will be difficult to find a viable solution to address
concerns about talent recruitment plan members and the peer review process.285
Id. at 12.
Id.
278 Id. at 12.
279 Reminders of NIH Policies on Other Support and on Policies related to Financial Conflicts of
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NIH officials said it would take “at least 6 months to a year” to come up with a
“risk-based approach for identifying peer reviewer nominees who warrant extra
security.”286 That effort would also require an additional 100 fulltime employees.287
Second, the HHS IG completed a broader review of NIH’s efforts to uncover
FCOIs with researchers and principal investigators.288 Since a 2008 HHS IG report
that identified “serious gaps in NIH’s oversight of extramural investigators,”289 the
HHS IG found that NIH “has made progress in overseeing FCOIS that extramural
grantee institutions report for their research investigators.”290 Nevertheless, the
NIH could do more to protect taxpayer dollars and national security.291 The HHS
IG noted that NIH does not perform any quality assurance to “ensure the adequacy
or consistency of program officials’ reviews” of potential FCOIs.292 Most alarming,
however, is that NIH could not provide “the number of FCOIs reported in FY 2018
that involved a significant financial interest in a foreign entity (e.g., the
investigator with the FCOI was conducting research in the United States but had a
significant financial interest in a foreign entity).”293 This is because NIH does not
have a mechanism within the FCOI reporting software to identify foreign
entities.294
Third, the HHS IG evaluated the policies, procedures, and controls NIH has
in place to help institutions report all sources of outside research support, financial
interests, and affiliations.295 The HHS IG noted that, as shown below, “[t]he
number of reviews conducted under the FCOI compliance program significantly
decreased from 28 reviews in FY 2013 to only 3 reviews in FY 2018.”296 NIH
officials told the Subcommittee that the decrease in compliance reviews was due to
staffing shortages.297

David Bonazzi & Salzman Art, NIH Reveals Its Formula for Tracking Foreign Influences,
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Addit ionally, th e r epor t fou n d "[n]ot all NIH-funded investigator s may be awar e
that t h ey are r equired to disclose significant fina n cial interests wit h regard to
research support, financial interests, a n d affiliations."299 Mor eover, "[o]f the 1,875
institution s that received NIH funding in FY 2018 a n d wer e required to have FCOI
policies, 1,013 did not have F COI policies posted on their websites."300

5. Weaknesse s in NIH's Internal Controls for Monitoring and
Permitting Foreign Acce ss to Sens itive Data
The HHS IG also found weaknesses in NIH's ability to properly control
foreign investigator access to sen sit ive inform ation. In February 2019, the HHS IG
released a r eport assessing wh eth er NIH h ad adequate intern al cont rols in place
wh en per mitting and monitoring for eign principal investigator s access to NIH
gen omic dat a .301 The IG found that "NIH did not consider the risk present ed by
foreign principal investigator s wh en per mitting access to United States genomic
dat a."302 NIH expect s for eign principal investigator s to "safegu ard NIH dat a and
u se sound security practices in accor dance wit h sign ed user agreemen ts," bu t the
IG's r eport not es t h at "NIH does not verify that foreign [principal investigators]

298
299
300
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have completed security training, even though NIH’s Security Best Practices for
Controlled-Access Data emphasize security training as a key control.”303
Additionally, the report found that NIH had not assessed the risks to
national security when permitting access to foreign principal investigators, and did
not ensure that NIH Policy reflected the current emerging threat to national
security.304 For example, NIH permitted access to genomic data to for-profit
entities, including WuXi Nextcode Genomics and Shenzhen BGI Technology
Company, which the FBI said have ties to the Chinese government.305 In another
example, “NIH did not consider any restrictions on which foreign principal
investigators were permitted access to research data based on national security
risks, such as weaponizing for biological warfare.”306 Finally, the HHS IG noted
that “NIH officials did not consider risks related to the United States’ national
security by foreign [principal investigators] connected to state-sponsored activities,
the presence of United States and international sanctions, or whether the [principal
investigator] is in a foreign country that is on a United States Government watch
list.”307
6. TTP Members Misappropriated NIH Research
While NIH continues to investigate cases of undisclosed foreign support, it
has already identified instances in which TTP members misappropriated NIHfunded research. As of September 13, 2019, NIH had contacted 70 institutions
regarding more than 130 individuals who received or are receiving NIH funding.308
NIH sent confidential communications to institutions that received NIH
funding: “It has come to our attention that there are issues of potential
noncompliance with NIH policies regarding disclosures of outside research support
and relevant affiliations or foreign components.”309 NIH then provided the NIH
researcher or investigator’s name and specific details about that individual’s alleged
participation in the TTP or other source of foreign funding.310 NIH then instructed
the institution to within 30 days to “review these issues” and “confirm that this
investigator and the [U.S. institution that received NIH funding] complied with
[NIH’s] policies.”311
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As of this report, NIH has only received complete responses concerning 51
individuals believed to have undisclosed foreign affiliations.312 NIH was able to
determine that taking administrative action, such as holding awards, changing the
principal investigator, or other grants actions, was necessary for 66 individuals.313
NIH indicated that this statistic does not include those grant recipients who were
either terminated or resigned.314 Additionally, as of late 2018, NIH told the
Subcommittee that it identified roughly 45 individuals who could no longer work on
NIH grants due to their participation in foreign talent recruitment plans.315
The Subcommittee worked with NIH to produce the below case examples of
NIH research grants and connections to the TTP.316 These examples detail specific
instances of misappropriation, or in some instances theft, of U.S.-funded intellectual
property.
Individual Z
In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical school concerning three principal
investigators with potential affiliations with the TTP, Chinese universities, and
other Chinese government funded grant programs.317 The institution conducted an
internal review and initially indicated that it did not identify any financial conflicts
of interests.318 The internal review involved phone interviews and written
questions and answers with the principal investigators at issue.319
NIH, however, submitted additional questions concerning one of the principal
investigators who told the institution that he or she never worked at Peking
University and did not receive any funds from any talent recruitment plans.320 NIH
sent the institution a screenshot of Peking University’s website that identified the
principal investigator as a “Professor” since 2012.321 NIH also sent the institution
information indicating that the principal investigator was likely a TTP member.322
The institution later provided NIH with an affidavit from the principal investigator
stating he or she never held a position at Peking. The principal investigator also
told the institution that Peking University’s web site must be an oversight as he or

Email from U.S. Health and Human Serv. to the Subcommittee (Oct. 19, 2018) (on file with
Subcommittee).
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she never actually accepted the position.323 NIH then informed the institution that
the principal investigator likely had a potential conflict as he or she maintained an
active, unreported Natural Science Foundation of China (“NSFC”) grant.324 The
institution’s representative wrote back to NIH: “Obviously concerning to us.”325
Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the
individual to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet
to take any further action. 326
Individual X
In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical research institution concerning a
principal investigator, Individual X.327 That individual also was publicly listed as
serving in several positions at Huazhong University of Science and Technology.328
Additionally, NIH alleged that the principal investigator also worked on two active
NSFC grants that Individual X did not disclose.329
that it

Subsequently, the institution conducted an internal investigation and stated
may have failed to completely disclose [Individual X’s] affiliation at
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, funding from the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the Chinese
Thousand Talents Program, and foreign components of the awarded
projects in applications and progress reports which designate
[Individual X] as the [principal investigator] or Key Personnel.330

After the institution’s inquiry into the individual’s foreign associations,
Huazhong University deleted the individual’s online resume.331 The institution,
however, asserted that the work did not overlap with past or existing NIH grants.332
Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the individual
to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet to take
any further action.333
Individual Y
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In early 2019, NIH contacted a hospital institution regarding alleged foreign
support for an NIH-sponsored medical researcher, Individual Y.334 Individual Y
worked at the institutions’ Biomedical Informatics and Division of Biostatistics.335
The institution conducted an internal investigation and located a TTP contract
signed by Individual Y.336 The TTP contract required Individual Y to “recruit three
undergraduate students each year … focus on recruiting 1-2 post-doctoral students
each year … [and] publish 12 papers in mainstream international journals.”337
The institution’s internal investigation also discovered that in addition to
being a member of the TTP on contract through 2020, Individual Y had faculty
appointments at two universities in China: Jianghun and Wuhan.338 Individual Y
also received a 2018 award from the National Natural Science Foundation of
China.339 Individual Y also proposed using a U.S. data set for the NSFC-funded
project.340 The institution did not disclose any of the sources of foreign support to
NIH.341 The institution subsequently counseled Individual Y on the “importance of
full and accurate disclosure.”342
NIH also identified potential conflicts of commitment. For example, NIH
asked if the institution was aware that Individual Y “was spending 6 months a year
in China working on this project?”343 The institution reported that it was not
aware.344 As a corrective measure, the institution refunded to NIH Individual Y’s
salary draws for time periods where there was “most likely potential for effort
overlap.”345 NIH continues to investigate the alleged violations.346
Individual 1347
Individual 1 was a professor and researcher working in cellular and
molecular physiology. Individual 1 is also a principal investigator who worked on
an NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Award. On April 11, 2014,
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Individual 1 requested and received a one-year unpaid leave of absence starting in
July 2014 to work at Tsinghua University.
Individual 1 joined Tsinghua Medical School as a recipient of a TTP award in
July 2014. While working at Tsinghua Medical School, Individual 1 worked on
developing special antibodies. Tsinghua provided Individual 1 with other special
opportunities, such as the ability to work with a distinguished Nobel Prize winner,
the use of first-class technology and facilities, and access to the institution’s
renowned structural biology center. Individual 1 even received an award from the
Chinese government that fully supported his or her research and salary at
Tsinghua University from July 2014 to June 2017.
On April 6, 2015 Individual 1 requested and received extended leave
permitting the individual to maintain a 50 percent appointment at the institution
while working at Tsinghua University. The institution also granted permission for
Individual 1 to continue to conduct research at the institution.
While Individual 1 was supposed to conduct all the work at the U.S.
institution’s facilities, Individual 1 directed some of the work to be done in China at
Tsinghua University.348 Individual 1 did not submit a financial disclosure form to
the U.S. institution in 2014 as required by the U.S. institution. The individual also
did not disclose to the U.S. institution the salaries received from Tsinghua
University in subsequent disclosure forms.349
“The institution’s internal investigation determined that it should have
reported to NIH the possibility of collaboration with investigators at a foreign site
that could result in co-authorship and should have provided a Foreign Justification
attachment to Individual 1’s award application.”350 In addition, the institution
failed to include Individual 1’s Tsinghua University’s position on supplementary
reports and failed to report the continuing arrangement with Tsinghua. In
response to repeated violations of NIH policies and TTP membership, the
institution’s only actions was to develop a remediation plan that required Individual
1 to file annual conflict of interest disclosures.351
Individual 3352
A medical school reported that a pharmacology and dermatology professor,
Individual 3, potentially failed to comply with NIH policies requiring disclosure of
outside research support and foreign affiliations or research components.
Individual 3 has an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute. On several
publications, Individual 3 listed foreign support, in addition to his or her NIH
PorCTP-0001532.
PorCTP-0001533.
350 Id.
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352 Id.
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support, and held affiliations with at least five Chinese institutions. None of the
foreign support or foreign affiliations, however, were disclosed on Individual 3’s
NIH grant documents.
When questioned by the institution, Individual 3 said his or her publications
included reference to support from the NSFC because he or she considered it an
honor. Individual 3, however, also claimed that he or she received no financial
support from the NSFC award for his or her NIH-funded, or any other, research.
He or she also claimed that the aim of the project was different than the subject of
his or her NIH award.
During its internal investigation, the institution found online reports
suggesting Individual 3 was a Dean at Jiangsu University, participated in the
Jinshan Scholars Program, and in the TTP. Individual 3 said he or she rejected the
position and never participated in the alleged programs. Individual 3 also worked
with three post-doctoral students on an NIH grant who held concurrent positions at
Chinese institutions. Though these post-doctoral researchers did not list their
foreign government support in co-authoring publications with Individual 3, these
post-doctoral researchers’ co-authors at their affiliated Chinese institutions listed
Chinese government support.
As part of its response to this matter, the institution convened a Committee
on Research Security and Conflicts of Commitment to make recommendations about
how to secure research on its campuses and ensure that researchers’ commitments
supporting their research are not compromised by external relationships. The
institution told NIH that it will also review all of Individual 3’s grant applications
for the next two years.
Individual 4353
NIH contacted a medical research institution after identifying issues of
potential willful non-disclosure of outside research support and relevant affiliations
or foreign components. NIH found that Individual 4, who serves as the Principal
Investigator on an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute, may have
willfully failed to disclose the following affiliations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A distinguished professorship Zhejiang University;
Selection for the Chinese Talents Program;
At least two NSFC grants;
One National Key R&D Program of China grant;
One Shanghai Education Development Foundation “Shuguang Program”
grant;
6. One Chinese Minister of Science and Technology grant; and
7. Two Department of Education of Jiangxi grants.

353
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The TTP contract required Individual 4 to work “at least 9 months” in China
from January 2014 to December 2018 while the individual was a faculty member at
the institution. Further, the Chinese Talents Program contract required awards,
patents, and projects during the contract period would be under the Chinese
Institutions name. The contract also required the individual to resign from the
institution by January 2019 and work full-time for the Chinese institution.
As part of its response to this matter, the institution prepared several
communications to raise awareness across the university research community on
the importance of fully reporting foreign components and relationship with foreign
collaborators as required by NIH policy and other sponsors. The institution also
revised help guides and business processes and outside interest disclosure forms to
better identify the need for faculty to disclose outside relationships with foreign
entities.
The institution, after conducting a preliminary investigation, told NIH that
the only failure to disclose concerned was the affiliation with Zhejiang University.
The other awards did not overlap with the NIH award. The institution did express
concern that the Thousand Talents contract required Individual 4 to work “at least
9 months” in China. NIH continues to investigate the matter.
Individual 5354
NIH contacted Individual 5’s institution after identifying issues of potential
noncompliance regarding disclosure of outside research support and relevant
affiliations or foreign support. Individual 5 serves as a principal investigator on a
current NIH award from the National Institute on Mental Health. While working
on the NIH award, Individual 5 also has a position at Guangzhou Medical
University in China and holds at least two NSFC grants. Several of Individual 5’s
NIH-supported publications were also supported by foreign awards, suggesting
foreign collaborations. The grants and affiliations were not disclosed in applications
to NIH. The institution, however, stated that research activities conducted in
China as part of the consulting agreement did not overlap with the NIH application.
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C.

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

The Department of Energy (“Energy”) is a cabinet-level agency whose mission
is “to ensure America’s security and prosperity by addressing its energy,
environmental and nuclear challenges through transformative science and
technology solutions.”355 Energy is also tasked with “reducing the threat of nuclear
proliferation, overseeing energy supply, carrying out the environmental clean-up
from the Cold War nuclear mission,” and overseeing the 17 National Laboratories
(“National Labs”).356 Energy’s Office of Science is the country’s largest federal
sponsor of basic research in the physical sciences.357
Energy’s prominent role in advanced research and development makes it
particularly attractive to China’s talent recruitment plan efforts. According to the
FBI, Energy is the U.S. government agency subject to the “most penetration
attempts” for technology transfers because of its “prominent role in advanced R&D,
particularly in energy and nuclear weapons development.”358 It comes as no
surprise then that Energy recently identified TTP members who worked on
sensitive research at National Labs.359 Examples include a post-doctoral researcher
who stole 30,000 electronic files from a National Lab and a National Lab contract
employee who filed for a U.S. patent overlapping with Energy-funded research.360
In the most egregious cases, National Lab personnel recruited through foreign
talent recruitment plans later worked on foreign military programs.361
Energy has been slow to address vulnerabilities surrounding the openness of
the U.S. scientific community and its scientific collaboration with countries of risk.
For more than 30 years, federal regulations have prohibited U.S. government
employees from receiving compensation from foreign entities that conflict with their
official duties; however, Energy did not issue guidance to its employees or
contractors on participation in foreign talent recruitment plans until 2019.362
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1. National Laboratories
Energy’s National Labs began as an outgrowth of scientific investment by the
U.S. government during World War II and now serve as leading institutions of
science, with an emphasis on translating basic science research into innovation.363
The National Labs provide access to large-scale, costly research and scientific
facilities that universities typically cannot afford.364 The 17 National Labs use
cutting-edge research to address complex and critical scientific challenges.365
Sixteen of the 17 National Labs are Government Owned, Contractor
Operated (“GOCO”) Federally Funded Research and Development Centers. The
federal government owns GOCO labs, but third-party contractors such as a
universities, non-profits, or for-profit firms operate them.366 These facilities are
designed to address long-term research that cannot be completed effectively at other
government research facilities or in the private sector.367 The other category of
National Lab is Government Owned, Government Operated (“GOGO”).368 A GOGO
lab is operated by a federal agency where all management and staff are considered
government employees and are subject to government employment regulations.369
Each National Lab is overseen by one of six Energy’s program areas and
supports at least one of Energy’s missions, typically the mission of its sponsoring
program area.370 Many National Labs, however, support multiple missions and
receive funding from multiple program areas.371 Three National Labs fall under
the NNSA: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, and Sandia National Laboratories.372 The NNSA is responsible for
“enhancing national security through the military application of nuclear science.”373
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2. Foreign Scientists and the Department of Energy
International competition to develop the most advanced scientific facilities is
fierce and is an important component of economic competitiveness.374 Foreign
nationals play a significant research role at the National Labs. In 2018, for
example, there were more than 35,000 foreign nationals conducting research in
National Labs—about 10,000 from China.375 According to one public report, while
the number of Chinese scientists who previously conducted research at one of
Energy’s National Labs and then returned to China is unknown, “so many scientists
from Los Alamos have returned to Chinese universities and research institutes that
people have dubbed them the ‘Los Alamos club.’”376
Energy’s Office of Science has focused on the construction and operation of
large federally sponsored scientific user facilities. These user facilities are
accessible to foreign researchers.377 These facilities are federally sponsored
research facilities available to scientists and provide access to utilize the most
advanced tools of science, including accelerators, colliders, supercomputers, and
light- and neutron-sources.378 The Office of Science currently operates 26 user
facilities at the National Labs “as shared resources for the scientific community,
with access determined on a competitive basis using peer review.”379 Open user
facilities are federally sponsored research centers utilized by external users to
advance scientific or technical knowledge.380 Researchers, both foreign and
domestic, from academia, industry, and other government institutions can conduct
research at these facilities, but are required to publish their results.381 Proprietary
users can access user facilities, but are subject to full cost recovery.382
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3. Department of Energy Financial Assistance Programs
Energy is the largest federal sponsor of basic research in the physical
sciences.383 Energy’s Office of Science FY 2019 budget of “$6.6B supports a portfolio
of basic research, which includes grants and contracts supporting over 25,000
researchers, including students, located at over 300 institutions and all 17 DOE
national laboratories.”384 The Office of Science solicits grant funding proposals from
“universities, non-profit and for-profit research organizations, National Labs, small
businesses, and other federal research organizations.”385 It provides grants through
two types of funding announcements: (1) Funding Opportunity Announcements
(“FOAs”) which are available to universities, non-profit and for-profit research
organizations, National Labs, and small businesses; and (2) Energy’s National
Laboratory Announcements which are open only to National Labs.386
Funding Opportunity Announcements. All grant proposals must be
submitted in response to an FOA.387 The FOA contains the required application
forms and instructions for the grant application.388 Each FOA issued by the Office
of Science provides: a technical description of the type of work to be funded;
information about the type, size, number, and duration of awards expected;
eligibility criteria; instructions for any submission of letters of intent, preapplications or preproposals, and applications or proposals; due dates and times;
review and selection information, including merit review criteria; and agency points
of contact.389
Energy’s National Laboratory Announcements. Energy’s National Laboratory
Announcements provide National Labs with multi-year funding for specific research
projects.390 These announcements function like the FOAs, but are exclusive to
National Labs. Responses to an announcement include a proposal that Energy staff
evaluate to ensure alignment with Energy’s research priorities.391 Energy awards
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this funding based on competitive merit review and other criteria communicated in
the announcement.392
Grant Process. After an applicant submits an application, the Office of
Science conducts an initial review for completeness and responsiveness.393 A
Program Manager then conducts the merit review.394 During the merit review, both
federal and non-federal technical experts review the application and provide their
assessment to the Program Manager.395 The Program Manager then decides
whether to recommend funding the application.396 Grants and Contracts Support
reviews the file after a series of senior officials approve the recommendation for
funding.397 The Integrated Service Center then releases the Notice of Financial
Assistance Award, the binding award document that contains the assistance
agreement, terms and conditions of award, and other items.398
Disclosure of Foreign Support and Affiliations. During the application
process, Energy requires the disclosure of current and pending support, and
affiliations in the applicant’s biographical sketch.399 At the time of this report,
Energy requires the disclosure of the name and institutional affiliation for any
collaborators and co-editors up to 48 months preceding the submission of the
application.400 The name and organizational affiliations of any graduate and
postdoctoral advisors and advisees must also be disclosed.401
The awardee must also provide a list of all current and pending support for
project directors and senior personnel, including sub awardees, for any ongoing
projects or pending applications.402 A list of all sponsored activities and awards
that required a “measurable commitment of effort, whether paid or unpaid” must
also be provided.403 For every activity, the awardee must provide the following
information:
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Name of the activity sponsor or the source of funding;
Title of the award or activity;
Total cost or value of the award or activity, including direct and
indirect costs;
Total amount of requested funding for pending proposals;
Award period;
Months of effort per year being dedicated to the award or activity; and
Brief description of the research being performed, explicitly identifying
any overlaps with the proposed research.404

4. Energy Did Not Implement Policies Prohibiting Involvement in
Foreign Talent Recruitment Plans Until 2019
Energy recently ramped up efforts to address vulnerabilities in its
collaborative research systems, particularly those risks associated with countries of
risk and foreign talent recruitment plans. Energy formalized its efforts in
December 2018 when it approved “immediate policy changes” to prevent foreign
countries of concern from exploiting the openness of the U.S. scientific community
to the detriment of U.S. national security.405 These new policies will eventually
require all foreign nationals’ resumes be included in Foreign Visits and
Assignments requests to all National Labs, sites, and plants as well as in the
Foreign Access Central Tracking System database.406 Energy also began enhanced
vetting of foreign nationals from sensitive countries seeking Foreign Visits and
Assignments approval.407
Energy is implementing the Strategic International Science and Technology
Engagement Policy (“SISTEP”) to mitigate risks in scientific collaboration with
countries of risk. SISTEP limits scientific engagement on sensitive, but unclassified
technologies with countries and individuals of concern.408 Under SISTEP, a newly
established Federal Oversight Advisory Body reviews and maintains an S&T Risk
Matrix.409 The S&T Risk Matrix details areas of international scientific
collaboration that pose potential risks to U.S. national interests and recommends
research areas and technologies whose access by countries of risk should be limited
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or restricted.410 Energy is still developing the S&T Risk Matrix in consultation with
its National Labs and plans to implement that policy in early 2020.411
Months before finalizing SISTEP, however, policy drafts were leaked and at
least two news reports detailed how Energy was looking to crack down on
participation in foreign talent recruitment plans.412 On February 11, 2019, an
Energy employee wrote in an email, “I’m sure everyone has seen Science Magazine
published an article and referenced the International S&T memo, which has been
leaked. … I think this places greater urgency in getting the S2 guidance memo
signed and disseminated to the labs so we can address any confusion behind the
intent of the memo.”413 Research institutions and an advocacy group contacted
Energy to try to better understanding the situation after a news report based on the
leak generated confusion “among leaders of the academic research enterprise.”414
In early 2019, Dan Brouillette, Energy’s Deputy Secretary, announced that
Energy personnel, including contractors, fellows, interns, and grantees, would be
subject to limitations and possible prohibitions on their participation in foreign
talent recruitment plans.415 Energy issued its policy through directive DOE O 486.1
on June 10, 2019.416 The directive states that Energy will prohibit “DOE employees
and DOE contractor employees, while employed by the DOE or performing work
under a contract, from the unauthorized transfer of scientific and technical
information to foreign government entities through their participation in foreign
government talent recruitment programs” as designated by Energy’s Office of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence.417
This directive requires Energy employees to disclose any participation in a
foreign talent recruitment plan to their immediate supervisor and Designated
Agency Ethics Official before entering into discussions with a foreign talent
recruitment plan.418 If an Energy employee is already participating in the foreign
talent recruitment plan, they must report in writing such participation to their
immediate supervisor and to the Designated Agency Ethics Official within 30
days.419 Those who fail to report are “subject to discipline up to and including
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removal from federal service.”420 If the Designated Agency Ethics Official
determines that participation in a foreign talent recruitment plan conflicts with
legal requirements or Energy’s policies and directives, the employee must cease
participation in the foreign talent recruitment plan within 30 days.421
By September 24, 2019, all Energy contractors were required to revise
employee contracts and implement these new requirements regarding foreign talent
recruitment plans.422 The effectiveness of these policies, however, remains to be
seen. As of October 10, 2019, after full implementation of the policy, less than 12
Energy employees or contractors self-reported participation in a talent recruitment
plan as defined by Energy’s policies.423 Energy’s policy defines foreign talent
recruitment plans as the following:
In general, such programs include any foreign-state-sponsored attempt
to acquire U.S. scientific-funded research or technology through foreign
government-run or funded recruitment programs that target scientists,
engineers, academics, researchers, and entrepreneurs of all
nationalities working or educated in the United States. These
recruitment programs are often part of broader whole-of-government
strategies to reduce costs associated with basic research while focusing
investment on military development or dominance in emerging
technology sectors.424
Energy’s definition of a talent recruitment plan is helpful in that it is the first
publicly available federal agency definition that will aid research institutions in
better understanding the issues and threats.
5. TTP Members Likely Stole Energy Research and Intellectual
Property
Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence produced three case
examples of National Labs and connections to foreign government talent
recruitment plans.425 These case examples detail specific instances of TTP
members likely stealing U.S.-funded intellectual property. The three case studies
provided by Energy are detailed below. Separate from these limited case examples,
Energy officials told the Subcommittee that it is “aware of hundreds of persons who
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have participated in Talent Programs and have ties to the Department of
Energy.”426 In more detailed public testimony before the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Committee, a U.S. defense contractor explained that “Thousand Talents websites
name more than 300 U.S. government researchers who have accepted the program’s
money.”427 Most concerning, however, was Energy’s admission that as of December
2018 it was aware of at least nine former employees linked to TTP who also
maintained U.S.-issued security clearances.428
Individual M
A National Lab employee, Individual M, who accepted a joint appointment at
a Chinese university as part of the TTP likely took National Lab intellectual
property and patent information without consent of other laboratory scientists, in
order to file a similar patent with Chinese collaborators. Individual M subsequently
filed for a U.S. patent that overlapped with the design and claims of the patent held
by the National Lab.429
Individual N
Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence conducted an
investigation of Individual N that applied to the TTP while working at a National
Lab. The investigation determined that Individual N was a supervisor at the
National Lab and oversaw other TTP applicants who worked on sensitive but
unclassified national security topics.430
While employed at the National Lab, Individual N hosted dozens of other
Chinese nationals, worked on numerous Energy funded projects, and visited
multiple Energy labs. The individual hired at least four Chinese nationals and TTP
participants, while at least eight others were known to be no-pay appointments paid
for by other Chinese organizations. The investigation revealed a disproportionate
collaboration with Chinese institutions, and the individual attempted to initiate
official sharing agreements between the laboratory and a Chinese organization.
Additionally, the investigation found that monitoring the group’s work was
complicated by the language barrier, the revolving door of personnel, and the
somewhat insular nature of the group. A later review identified at least six projects
designated as sensitive.431
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Individual O
Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence investigated a postdoctoral researcher, Individual O, whom China selected for the TTP. The
investigation determined that Individual O removed multiple gigabytes of
unclassified data totaling over 30,000 electronic files from the National Lab prior to
departing for China.432
While employed at the National Lab, Individual O was selected for China’s
TTP. In support of the TTP application, the researcher obtained recommendation
letters from U.S. colleagues and detailed some ongoing projects. Shortly after being
selected for the TTP, the researcher took a professorial position in China.433
After Individual O departed for China, Energy discovered that the researcher
uploaded multiple gigabytes of information including presentations, technical
papers, research, and charts, from the National Lab network to a personal cloud
storage account. Individual O told his or her prospective Chinese employer that his
or her research area in the United States would play a critical role in advanced
defense applications. Individual O furthermore planned to leverage the Chinese
university’s strength in national defense and military research to support the
modernization of the People’s Republic of China’s national defense. After returning
to China, Individual O committed to keeping a close and collaborative relationship
with several named research teams at the National Lab.434
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D.

THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The U.S. Department of State (“State”) “leads America’s foreign policy
through diplomacy, advocacy, and assistance by advancing the interests of the
American people, their safety and economic prosperity.”435 State adjudicates
nonimmigrant visa (“NIV”) applications and manages the application process at
U.S. embassies and consulates overseas in coordination with other federal
departments and agencies.436 NIVs are temporary permits given to foreign
nationals seeking to visit the United States to study, work, or conduct research.437
State considers every visa adjudication to be a national security decision.438
State’s role in reviewing NIV applications puts it on the front line in the U.S.
government’s efforts to protect against intellectual property theft and technology
transfers.439 State has a process to examine NIV applicants who may be attempting
to steal sensitive technologies or intellectual property. State’s authority under the
Immigration and Nationality Act to deny visas is limited, leading to a low denial
rate for visa applicants. State denied less than five percent of the visa applications
it determined warranted additional scrutiny due to concerns that the applicant
might violate export control laws. State makes visa applicant files and supporting
documentation available to U.S. law enforcement, but not in easily accessible or
useful formats. Finally, State does not systematically track visa applicants linked
to China’s talent recruitment plans.
1. The Nonimmigrant Visa Application Review Process
State’s Bureau of Consular Affairs (“Consular Affairs”) is responsible “for the
issuance of passports and other documentation to citizens and nationals” and for
the “facilitation of legitimate travel to the United States.”440 Consular Affairs is
funded in part through consular fees it collects for its services.441 Foreign scientists,
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students, and others seeking to acquire a NIV begin the visa process by filling out
an online application called the DS-160.442 The DS-160 collects a significant
amount of information about a visa applicant such as name, marital status, travel
companions, home address, places of employment, previous military experience, and
educational history.443 In addition, the applicant may be asked to provide
supporting documentation such as a resume, research plans and publications, and
information on any universities or other entities with which the applicant is
associated.444 There currently is no online form that would require applicants to
submit these materials in a standardized format, and as a result, State stores these
documents as unsearchable PDFs.445
After completing the DS-160, the foreign national schedules a visa interview
with a consular officer.446 During the interview, a consular official reviews the visa
application, checks the applicant’s name in State’s databases for potential criminal
activity, adverse information, previous visa denials, and other immigration
violations.447 The official also obtains fingerprints and a photograph and ensures
the applicant is eligible for the type of visa.448 Once the consular official determines
that the applicant is eligible for the visa, the applicant is typically notified within 24
hours.449 Consular officials, however, can request a more in-depth review of the visa
application and supplemental documentation from the visa applicant.
2. Security Advisory Opinions
A consular official can request a Security Advisory Opinion or “SAO” if the
visa applicant appears to pose a national security risk to the United States. U.S.
national security agencies screen over 100,000 visa applications every year for
potential issues ranging from the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction to
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illicit transfers of sensitive technology.450 According to a 2005 Government
Accountability Office report on SAOs:
SAOs are required for a number of reasons, including concerns that a
visa applicant may engage in illegal transfers of sensitive technology.
An SAO based on sensitive technology transfer concerns is known as
Visas Mantis and, according to State officials, is the most common type
of SAO applied to science applicants.451
State designed the Visa Mantis process to further four important
national security objectives:





prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and
their missile delivery systems;
restrain the development of destabilizing conventional military
capabilities in certain regions of the world;
prevent the transfer of arms and sensitive dual-use items to
terrorists and states that sponsor terrorism; and
maintain U.S. advantages in certain militarily critical
technologies.452

After a consular officer requests a Visa Mantis review, the officer submits the
application package and visa interview notes through State’s cabling system to
Consular Affairs in Washington, D.C.453 Consular Affairs coordinates with DHS
and other U.S. government agencies to conduct a review of the application and
supporting documents for the visa application.454 State typically gives DHS ten
business days to conclude its review, with extensions granted on a case-by-case
basis.455 After the interagency review process is completed, a consular official
abroad “reviews the SAO and, based on the information from Washington, decides
whether to deny or issue the visa to the applicant.”456 The 2005 GAO report
provides a graphic that further explains the visa adjudication process, including the
Visa Mantis review.457
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3. Cons ular Affa irs Has Limited Authority to Deny Vis a
Applicants on National Security Grounds Related to
Intellectual Property Theft
According to St ate officials, Con sular Affairs has limited authority to den y
visa a pplicants suspected of involvement in int ellectual property t h eft. This is
becau se denial must be specifically linked to violation s of export control laws
related to controlled techn ology.458 The commonly cited export control laws inclu de
the Export Administration Regulation s, including the Commer ce Cont rol list , and
the International Traffic in Ar ms Regulation s .459 Edwar d Ramotowski, with State's
Consula r Affairs , elabor ated on St ate's limited authorities u nder the Immigr ation
and Nationality Act in r ecent con gr essional testimon y wh en he stat ed that a
con sular officer can con sider "whether t h er e ar e r easonable grounds to believe that
a visa a pplicant seeks to ent er the U nited St ates to en gage solely, principally, or
incident ally in activity to viola t e or evade U .S . law prohibit ing t h e export from the
U nited States of goods or t echnology."460

458 STATE DEP'T, BISN INTERVIEW (J uly 23, 2019). If the visa applicant's field of study or work is not
covered by an export law, State indicated that it can rely on a "catch all" provision, 15 C.F .R. § 744.3,
to make denial recommendations. To r ely on this provision, however, St at e would need to explain
how a visa applicant visit could cont ribute to a controlled end use.
459 Student Visa Integrity: Protecting Educational Opportunity and National Security: Hearing Before
the Subcomm. on Border Security and Immigration of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 115th Cong.
(2018) (statement of Edward J . Ramotowski, Dep. Assist. S ecretar y of Consular Affairs, U.S. Dep't of
St ate) [hereinafter RAMOTOWSKI TESTIMONY (J une 6, 2018)].
460 Id.
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As a result, denials must be linked to tightly controlled commodities and
technology that are subject to export controls under the Export Administration
Regulations, International Traffic in Arms Regulations, or other U.S. regulations
such as those imposing economic sanctions.461 Ramotowski further stated that,
“[t]he broader these export controls are, the more often we can use them to deter
and disrupt activities of concern.”462 The Export Control Reform Act of 2018, which
requires Commerce to regularly update Commerce Control List to include
“emerging and foundational technologies,” may provide State greater flexibility to
deny NIV applicants seeking to steal intellectual property as Commerce updates its
list.463
Because consular officials must base a denial on a specific anticipated
violation of an already existing export law, they cannot currently deny a visa
application if they have reason to believe that the visa applicant seeks to “lawfully
gain knowledge through work or study in a sensitive area of technology that is not
export controlled—for example, certain technology related to robotics or artificial
intelligence.”464 Furthermore, State officials told the Subcommittee that
participation in a foreign talent recruitment plan does not automatically lead to
visa ineligibility.465 Those same officials, however, said that State has denied some
TTP members NIVs.466
4. Consular Officers Manually Search State’s “Technology Alert
List” and Other Supporting Documentation
When deciding whether to conduct a Visa Mantis review, a consular official
determines whether the applicant’s background or proposed activity in the United
States could include exposure to technologies on the Technology Alert List
(“TAL”).467 The TAL is a list based on U.S. export control laws published by State
in coordination with the interagency community that “includes science and
technology-related fields where, if knowledge gained from research or work in these
fields were used against the U.S., it could be potentially harmful.”468
While older, incomplete versions of the TAL are publicly available online, the
Subcommittee reviewed the most recent, comprehensive version.469 The more than
Id.
Id.
463 Pub. L. No. 115−232, 132 Stat. 2208 (codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. §4801 et seq).
464 RAMOTOWSKI TESTIMONY (June 6, 2018).
465 STATE DEP’T, BISN INTERVIEW (July 23, 2019).
466 Id.
467 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT at 5.
468 Id. at 5−6.
469 U.S. Dep’t of State: Tech. Alert List, BOSTON U. (Aug. 2002), https://www.bu.edu/isso/files/pdf/
tal.pdf; Tech. Alert List – Info. for Scholars/Students, CARNEGIE MELLON U., https://www.cmu.edu/
oie/foreign-students/docs/tal-students.pdf.
461
462
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60-page document provides 16 categories of technologies that State considers
sensitive, including for example nuclear and missile technologies.470 The TAL also
contains additional instructions on how to evaluate visa applicants and an FAQ for
consular officers.471 The TAL, however, does not contain entities of concern or any
references to foreign talent recruitment plans.472
The Subcommittee identified some shortcomings in Consular Affairs’ process
for reviewing a visa applicant according to the TAL. For example, State officials
told the Subcommittee that a consular officer would have a copy of the TAL
available while interviewing the applicant. As the process is not automated,
consular officers search the TAL manually.473 Some consular officers even refer to
printed copies of the TAL during interviews.474 State officials indicated that while
there are not concrete plans to automate the process of reviewing visa applicants for
concerns related to export controlled technology, there are ongoing discussions
within Consular Affairs to determine if automation would be more efficient.475
5. Chinese Visa Applicants Comprise a Majority of Visa Mantis
Reviews, But Are Rarely Denied
State classified the specific number of visa applicants that receive a Visa
Mantis review. In 2005, however, the last time State publicly released data
regarding State’s Mantis program, the GAO found that “China and Russia account
for roughly 76 percent of all Visa Mantis cases.”476 The Subcommittee learned that
Chinese visa applicants also continue to comprise a majority of Visa Mantis reviews
in 2019.477 State rarely denies visa applicants after the review. A Subcommittee
survey of Visa Mantis reviews showed that State denied less than five percent of
reviewed Chinese visa applicants.478
The Subcommittee asked State to provide case examples of Visa Mantis files
related to visa applicants with connections to China’s talent recruitment plans,
including the TTP.479 State could not provide any of the requested files. State
wrote that it was “unable to provide specific examples of applicants involved in
China’s talent recruitment plans, as [State] does not systematically track this

State Dep’t briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 24, 2019).
Id.
472 Id.
473 STATE DEP’T, BISN INTERVIEW (July 23, 2019).
474 Id.
475 Id.
476 2005 GAO MANTIS REPORT at 16.
477 U.S. Dep’t of State letter to the Subcommittee (July 21, 2019) (documents on file with
Subcommittee).
478 Id.
479 Subcommittee letter to U.S. Dep’t of State (July 31, 2019).
470
471
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information.”480 Instead, State provided 20 classified case examples—unrelated to
talent recruitment plans—of denied Chinese visa applicants to demonstrate State’s
review process.481
6. Ongoing Criminal Prosecution Highlights Problems with
State’s Lack of Scrutiny of Research Scholar Visas
A recent indictment from the Southern District of New York shows that
Chinese government officials are aware of State’s weakness in screening certain
types of visas, particularly student and researcher scholar visas. On September 17,
2019, a complaint was unsealed, detailing an alleged Chinese government
conspiracy to commit visa fraud.482 Zhongshan Liu, a Chinese citizen, was charged
in connection with “his involvement in a conspiracy to fraudulently obtain U.S.
visas for Chinese government employees.”483 As alleged in the complaint, “Liu
conspired to obtain research scholar visas fraudulently for people whose actual
purpose was not research but recruitment” of scientists and researchers.484 Liu
allegedly provided assistance in obtaining visas for individuals claiming to be
research scholars, but in reality his assignment was to recruit for China’s talent
recruitment plans.485
According to the complaint, Liu operated the New York office of the China
Association for International Exchange of Personnel (“CAIEP-NY”).486 CAIEP-NY
is a Chinese government agency that, among other things, recruits scientists,
academics, engineers and other experts in the United States to work in China.487
Liu worked with other Chinese government employees in the United States,
including at Chinese consulates, to fraudulently procure J-1 Research Scholar visas
for a CAIEP-NY employee and a prospective CAIEP-NY employee.488 In addition,
Liu attempted to assist a CAIEP-NY hire to obtain a J-1 research scholar visa
U.S. Dep’t of State letter to the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019) (unclassified cover letter when
separated from classified enclosures).
481 U.S. Dep’t of State production to the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019) (classified S//NF).
482 Press Release, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Chinese Government Employee Charged in Manhattan
Federal Court with Participating in Conspiracy to Fraudulently Obtain U.S. Visas (Sept. 16, 2019)
(https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/chinese-government-employee-charged-manhattan-federal-courtparticipating-conspiracy).
483 Id.
484 Id.
485 Id.
486 See LIU COMPLAINT at 6 (Sept. 13, 2019).
487 Press Release, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Chinese Government Employee Charged in Manhattan
Federal Court with Participating in Conspiracy to Fraudulently Obtain U.S. Visas (Sept. 16, 2019)
(https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/chinese-government-employee-charged-manhattan-federal-courtparticipating-conspiracy).
488 The J-1 Research Scholar visa program permits foreign nationals to come to the United States for
the primary purpose of conducting research at a corporate research facility, museum, library,
university or other research institution. LIU COMPLAINT at 11 (Sept. 13, 2019).
480
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under false pretenses.489 Liu contacted multiple U.S. universities to try to arrange
for a university to invite the CAIEP-NY hire to come as a J-1 Research Scholar.490
Liu was in communication with an individual affiliated with a U.S. university who
explained that it would “be very easy for us to give him/her a J-1 [visa].”491

Press Release, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Chinese Government Employee Charged in Manhattan
Federal Court with Participating in Conspiracy to Fraudulently Obtain U.S. Visas (Sept. 16, 2019)
(https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/chinese-government-employee-charged-manhattan-federal-courtparticipating-conspiracy).
490 Id.
491 LIU COMPLAINT at 15 (Sept. 13, 2019).
489
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E.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Department of Commerce’s (“Commerce”) mission is to create “the
conditions for economic growth and opportunity.”492 Commerce has offices in every
state and territory and more than 86 countries worldwide.493 Commerce consists of
multiple operating units, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, International Trade Administration, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States Patent and
Trademark Office, and the Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”).494
Commerce relies on BIS to advance “U.S. national security, foreign policy,
and economic objectives by ensuring an effective export control and treaty
compliance system, and by promoting continued U.S. leadership in strategic
technologies.”495 BIS conducts industrial base assessments of defense-related
technologies and also “administers export controls of dual-use items which have
both military and commercial applications.”496
To work with controlled dual-use technology in the United States, foreign
nationals and the firms that employ or sponsor them must comply with U.S. export
controls and visa regulations. Commerce, through an interagency review process, is
responsible for issuing deemed export licenses to firms that employ or host foreign
nationals seeking to work on controlled technology projects.497 A Subcommittee
review of those license applications found that Commerce issued deemed licenses to
Chinese nationals who participated in talent recruitment plans and were affiliated
with other concerning entities, including some now on Commerce’s Entity List.498

History, U.S. DEP’T OF COMMERCE (2019), https://www.commerce.gov/about/history; Strategic Plan
2018−2022, U.S. DEP’T OF COMMERCE, 2 (Oct. 7, 2017),
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/us_department_of_commerce_2018-2022_strategic
_plan.pdf.
493 Strategic Plan 2018−2022, U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, 2 (Oct. 7, 2017),
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/us_department_of_commerce_2018-2022_strategic_
plan.pdf.
494 Organizational Chart Final, U.S. Dep’t of Commerce (2015),
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/default/files/media/files/2015/docorgchartfinal.pdf.
495 Budget in Brief Fiscal Year 2019, U.S. DEP’T OF COMMERCE, 47 (2019), http://www.osec.doc.gov/
bmi/budget/FY19BIB/FinalBiBFY2019.pdf.
496 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-19-516, DEFENSE SUPPLIER BASE: CHALLENGES AND POL’Y
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING OFFSHORING AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT RISKS, 7 (Sept. 2019),
https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/701170.pdf.
497 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-02-972, EXPORT CONTROLS: DEPARTMENT OF COM.
CONTROLS OVER TRANSFERS OF TECHNOLOGY TO FOREIGN NATI’LS NEED IMPROVEMENT, 2 (Sept. 6,
2002), https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-02-972.
498 Lists of Parties of Concern, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (2019),
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/lists-of-parties-of-concern. (“The Entity List
identifies foreign parties that are prohibited from receiving some or all items subject to the EAR
unless the exporter secures a license. These parties present a greater risk of diversion to weapons of
492
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1. Deemed Export Licensing
BIS is charged with administering the Export Administration Regulations
which impose licensing requirements on the export of items that are controlled for
national security and foreign policy reasons.499 The Regulations’ export control
provisions serve the national security, foreign policy, and other interests of the
United States by restricting access to items by countries or persons that might use
such items in a way hostile to U.S. interests.500 According to the GAO’s 2002 review
of BIS licensing standards:
Under U.S. export control regulations, a firm is required to seek a
deemed export license if the export of the technology to the foreign
national’s country of citizenship would require a license. If a license is
required, the exporter must submit a license application to Commerce
identifying the technology, the reason it is controlled, the proposed
destination, and the intended end user. In the case of deemed export
license applications, firms must also provide the foreign national’s
resume, visa type, and a list of his or her publications.501
The Regulations obligate U.S. individuals and corporations to apply for and
receive a license from the U.S. government before releasing to foreign-individuals
and employees in the United States certain types of technology.502 This obligation
is commonly known as the “deemed export rule,” as releases of controlled technology
to foreign individuals in the U.S. are “deemed” to be an export to that person’s
country.503
Organizations that commonly use deemed export licenses include high-tech
research and development institutions, bio-chemical firms, and the medical and
computer sectors.504 Individuals with legal permanent residence status or U.S.

mass destruction (WMD) programs, terrorism, or other activities contrary to U.S. national security
and/or foreign policy interests. By publicly listing such parties, the Entity List is an important tool to
prevent unauthorized trade in items subject to the EAR.”).
499 Fact Sheet for Revised Form I-129, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY, 1 (Feb.
18, 2011), https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/deemed-exports/101-dhs-non-immigrantform-i-129/file.
500 CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R41916, THE U.S. EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM AND THE EXPORT CONTROL
REFORM INITIATIVE, 3 (Apr. 5, 2019), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R41916.pdf.
501 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-02-972, EXPORT CONTROLS: DEPARTMENT OF COM.
CONTROLS OVER TRANSFERS OF TECH. TO FOREIGN NAT’LS NEED IMPROVEMENT, 6 (Sept. 6, 2002),
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-02-972.
502 Fact Sheet for Revised Form I-129, U.S. DEP’T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY , 1
(Feb. 18, 2011), https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/deemed-exports/101-dhs-nonimmigrant-form-i-129/file.
503 Id.
504 Deemed Exports, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (2019),
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/deemed-exports.
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cit izen ship and person s gr a nted st atu s as "protected individuals" are exempt from
the deemed export rule.505 A deemed export licen se is only r equired for r elease of
cont rolled t echnology or software to a for eign in dividu al if a licen se would be
required for the export of such items to t h e individual's country of origin.506
A deemed export licen se is r equired if an export licen se is n eeded to export
t echnology described under a n Export Control Classification Nu mber listed on t h e
Commerce Control List and if the for eign n ation al' country of most recen t
cit izen ship or affiliation would require an export contr ol license. 507 An Export
Control Classification Number describes t h e item that is exported and indicat es
licen sing r equirements.508 The Commerce Control List consists of ten broad
cat egories wit h each subdivided into five product gr oups, as shown in the example
below.509
Commerce Control List Clltegories
0 = Nuclear materials, facilities, and equ ipment (and miscellaneous items)
I = Special Materials and Related Equipment, Chemicals,
"Microorganisms," and "Toxins"
2 = Materials Processi ng
3 = Electronics
4 = Computers
5 = Telecommunications and '.'.Information Security=
6 = Sensors and Lasers
7 =Navigation and Avionics
8 = Marine
9 =Aerospace and Propu lsion

;~--

Product Groups

u lrDIIO--pa,,,
S

A. "End items," "Equipment,"
"Accessories," "Attachments,''
"Parts," " Components," and

''Systems"
8 . uTest'', ''Inspection,, and uProductjon

Ccwnt)OA«lts,a,dSysMs

001

Equipment"
C. " Materials"
D. "Software"
E. "Technology"

Id .
Guid elines for Preparing Export L icense Applications Involving Foreign N ationals, U.S. D EP'T OF
COM., B UREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY, 1 (2018),
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/deemed-exports/709-guidelines-for-foreign-nationallicense-applications/file .
507 Commerce Con trol L ist, U.S. D EP'T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (2019),
https://www. bis. doc.gov/index. ph p/regula tions/commerce-control-list-eel.
5os Id .
509 Id . S ee also Introduction to Commerce Department Exp ort Con trols, U.S. D EP'T OF COM., B UREAU
OF I NDUS. AND SECURITY, 3 , https://www.bis.doc.gov/index. php/documents/regulations-docs/142-eccn pdf/file.
505
506
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If an item under Commerce’s jurisdiction is not listed on the Commerce
Control list—typically low-technology consumer goods—it generally does not require
a license.510 If the item is being shipped to an embargoed country, to an end user of
concern, or in support of a prohibited end use, an export license may still be
required.511 Commerce does not regulate all goods, services, and technologies being
exported; other federal agencies have export control responsibilities for regulating
exports that are more specialized.512
To be granted a deemed export license, an employer must fill out an
application requiring the disclosure of the following three items:
(1) how the controlled technology will be used by the foreign individual;
(2) the immigration status of the foreign individual; and
(3) a resume including personal background, educational and vocational
background, employment history, military service, and optionally
special information the applicant believes the BIS should take into
account when reviewing the application.513
Commerce and other reviewing agencies use this information to determine
the risk that the technology could be diverted for unauthorized uses or
unauthorized users.514 Commerce, under Executive Order 12981, conducts the
review of license applications with the Departments of Defense, State, and
Energy.515 Commerce also may request information or input from other federal
agencies, including the FBI, but the Executive Order nor the Export Control Reform
Act, grants the FBI specific authority or responsibility in this process.516
Commerce’s intelligence analysts review open source, classified, and law
enforcement databases when reviewing license applications.517

Commerce Control List, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (2019),
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/regulations/commerce-control-list-ccl.
511 Id.
512 Frequently Asked Questions to Export Licensing Requirements, U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF
INDUS. AND SECURITY, 2, https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/pdfs/286-licensing-faq/file.
See also CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R41916, THE U.S. EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM AND THE EXPORT
CONTROL REFORM INITIATIVE, 3 (Apr. 5, 2019), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R41916.pdf.
513 Guidelines for Preparing Export License Applications Involving Foreign Nationals, U.S. DEP’T OF
COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY, 1 (2018), https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/
deemed-exports/709-guidelines-for-foreign-national-license-applications/file.
514 Id.
515 Dep’t of Commerce briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 20, 2019).
516 Id.
517 Id.
510
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2. A Majority of Deemed Export Licens e s are for Chines e
Nationals

Since 2013, Commer ce has processed 7,777 deemed export license
application s .518 More t h a n 52 per cent of all deemed license a pplication s wer e for
Chinese nation als during t h at time.519 "I n 2018, 3,102 companies submitted a tot al
of 34,851 licen se application s, including deemed exports."520 "1,101 companies
applied for only on e licen se, 506 compa nies a pplied for two licen ses a nd 937
compa nies applied for three to nine licen ses."521 In 2018, a pplications for Chinese
nation als accounted for a pproxima t ely 35 per cen t of a ppr oved a pplication s , as
shown below.522
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Deemed Exp ort Licenses, U.S. DEP'T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND SECURITY (Mar. 5, 2019),
https://www. bis. doc. gov/index. ph p/ documents/technology-evaluation/ote· data· portal/licensing·
analysis/2410-2018-statistical·analysis-of· bis-licensing· pdf/file .
519 Id .
520 Statistics of 2018 BIS License A uthorization, U.S. DEF'T OF COM., BUREAU OF INDUS. AND
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3. Commerce R arely Denies Licens e Applications

Commerce rarely denies deem ed export license application s . As shown
below, Commerce's denial r ate in 2018 was 1.1 percent .523 Commerce also told t h e
Subcommittee t h at it has not revoked a deemed export licen se in the past five year s,
despite t h e recent listing of n ew en tities on Commer ce's Ent ity List .524
Deemed Export Licenses Processed by BIS
2013-2018

I
Aooroved
Rejected
RWA*

2013
1,245
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1,325
RWA: Return without action
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4. Commerce Issued Deemed Expo rt Licens e s for Chines e
Natio nals Linked to Tale nt R e cruitme nt Pla n s a nd Other
Concerning Entities

The Subcommittee examined n early 2,000 deem ed export licen se a pplications
for Chinese nationals that Commerce issued over the past thr ee year s. Following
an int er agency review, Commerce issu ed deemed export licenses to Chinese foreign
nation als linked to t alent recruitment plans a nd other con cerning entities, in cluding
Huawei and Chinese u niver sities with con nections to the Chi nese militar y. Most of
the issued licenses allow "foreign n ationals from count ries of concern to work with
advanced computer, electronic, or telecommunication and informa tion security
t echnologies."525

523

Id .

Email from Dep't of Commerce Legis. Aff. to the Subcommittee (Aug. 5, 2019) (on file with
Subcommittee).
525 Note, however, that not "all domestic transfers of controlled technology t o foreign nat ionals
require a license. For example, certain types of dual-use technology and soft ware may be provided to
foreign nat ionals from India, P akistan, and Israel without a license." U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY
OFF., GA0-02-972, EXPORT CONTROLS: DEP'T OF COM. CONTROLS OVER TRANSFERS OF
TECHNOLOGY TO FOREIGN NATIONALS NEED IMPROVEMENT, 2 (Sept . 6, 2002),
524
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Talent Recruitment Plans. Commerce issued at least 20 licenses to Chinese
nationals associated with various Chinese talent recruitment plans.526 A sample of
these license applications follow below.


In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on
digital cellular radio equipment. According to the application, the
nature of the work would allow the foreign national access to controlled
technology and capabilities of various products in development by the
U.S. company. That same foreign national previously worked on at
least two research projects concerning video-based, real-time object
tracking supported by two talent recruitment plans.527



In 2016, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on
controlled and proprietary wireless technology. That same individual
published a research paper in 2016 on wireless technology that was
funded, in part, by a talent recruitment plan.528



In 2016, a U.S company applied for a Chinese national to work on
controlled cellular technology. That same individual published a
research paper on similar technology funded by a talent plan.529

China’s National Defense Universities. Commerce issued licenses to
individuals associated with one of the seven Chinese universities, known as the
“Seven Sons” that are under “direct supervision” by China’s Military Commission.530
Two of these universities, Beihang University and Northwest Polytechnical
University, are currently on Commerce’s Entity List.531 The other five institutions,
Beijing Institute of Technology, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin Institute
Engineering University, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
Nanjing University of Science and Technology, are not on Commerce’s Entity List as
of this report.532 Commerce granted more than 150 licenses to Chinese nationals
linked to one of the seven defense universities.533 A sample of these license
applications follow below.
Production from the Dep’t of Commerce (June 17, 2019).
Id.
528 Id.
529 Id.
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In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to access
semiconductor technology and converter integrated circuits. That same
individual received a Bachelor’s of Electronic Information Engineering from
Beihang University.534



In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work as a
packaging engineer, providing packaging design, development, and support
for semiconductor technology. That same individual received a Bachelor’s in
Optical Information Science and Technology and a Masters in Optics from the
Northwestern Polytechnical University.535

Huawei. According to information reviewed by the Subcommittee, Commerce
issued at least 65 licenses to Chinese nationals who previously worked for or were
supported by Huawei. Huawei is on Commerce’s Entity List as of this report. A
sample of these license applications follow below.


In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on systems
for telecommunications carriers, cable providers, and data center customers.
This individual previously worked at Huawei as a software engineer.536



In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinse national that previously worked
on machine learning and embedded software for Huawei and also graduated
from Harbin Institute of Technology with a bachelor’s degree in
engineering.537

The Chinese Academy of Sciences (“CAS”). CAS has been referred to as the
“backbone” of the Chinese innovation system. According to the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission, CAS has a research staff of 50,000 and
“employs much of China’s best scientific and engineering talent and has an
extensive system of roughly 100 research institutes and laboratories.”538 The U.S.
Department of Defense also found that CAS is the:

[H]ighest academic institution for comprehensive R&D in the natural
and applied sciences in China and reports directly to the State Council
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in an advisory capacity, with much of its work contributing to products
for military use.539
According to information reviewed by the Subcommittee, Commerce, after an
interagency review, issued more than 60 licenses to Chinese nationals associated
with CAS. A sample of these license applications follow below.


In 2018, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to work on
microelectronics fabrication intended for semiconductor technology. That
same individual received a Master’s in Electrical Engineering from the
Institute of Microelectronics at CAS.540



In 2017, a U.S. company applied for a Chinese national to have access to
semiconductor technology for the development and production of
integrated circuits. That same individual received a Masters of
Electronics and Communication Engineering from the Institute of
Semiconductors at CAS.541

U.S. DEP’T OF DEFENSE, ANNUAL REP. TO CONGRESS: MILITARY AND SECURITY DEVELOPMENTS
INVOLVING THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 2019, 97−98 (May 2, 2019), https://media.defense.gov/
2019/May/02/2002127082/-1//1/2019_CHINA_MILITARY_POWER_REPORT.pdf (emphasis added);
WAYNE M. MORRISON, CONG. RES. SERV., IF10964, THE MADE IN CHINA 2025 INITIATIVE: ECON.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES, (Apr. 12, 2019), https://www.crs.gov/Reports/IF10964?source=
search&guid=404a7bd0aad54011bda40bb9f7d1880e&index=1. China’s State Council is “the highest
Chinese executive organ of state power.”
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F.

THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

The FBI is a federal law enforcement agency that operates under the
Department of Justice’s jurisdiction. The FBI employs 35,000 people, including
special agents, intelligence analysts, language specialists, scientists, and
information technology specialists at its headquarters in Washington D.C. and 56
field offices.542 The FBI has broad law enforcement responsibilities, including
protecting and defending the United States against terrorist attacks, foreign
intelligence threats and espionage, cyber-based attacks and high-technology
crimes.543 The FBI also informs the public and state and local law enforcement
agencies of potential crimes and vulnerabilities to criminal organizations.
Specifically, the FBI is charged with working with state and local law enforcement
“to address crime problems common to federal/state/local agencies” and providing
“timely and relevant criminal justice information and identification services
concerning individuals, stolen property, criminal organizations and activities, crime
statistics, and other law enforcement related data” to “FBI qualified law
enforcement, criminal justice, civilian, academic, employment, licensing, and
firearms sales organizations.”544
The FBI has been slow to respond to threats posed by Chinese talent
recruitment plans. Despite the Chinese government’s public announcements in
2008 of its intent to recruit overseas researchers with access to cutting-edge
research and absorb, assimilate, and re-innovate technologies, the FBI did not
identify Chinese talent recruitment plans as a “threat vector” until 2015.545 In a
2018 FBI document, the Bureau acknowledged that the U.S. government “was slow
to recognize the threat of the Chinese Talent Plans, but that has changed in recent
years.”546 The FBI also took nearly two years to make a coordinated dissemination
of information identifying potential talent recruitment plan participants to federal
grant-making agencies. This delay may have deprived those agencies and
inspectors general additional opportunities to identify talent recruitment plan
members who engaged in crimes, unethical grant practices, or unauthorized
technology transfers. Finally, while the FBI is making progress towards creating a
unified messaging strategy to U.S. research institutions, it still lacks a coordinated
national outreach program to address these issues.
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1. The FBI was Slow to Recognize the Threat
In 2008, the Chinese government announced its plan to recruit top overseasresearchers and to eventually bring their talents and expertise to China to benefit
the government. Despite China’s public declaration of its intentions, the FBI took
nearly ten years to recognize that Chinese government talent programs posed a
threat to the U.S. academic community and federal research grants. In 2015, the
FBI “identified the Chinese Talent Plans as a known vector of the non-traditional
threat.”547 It was not until mid-2018, however, that FBI headquarters in
Washington, D.C. took control of the FBI’s response to the threat.548
An early and significant FBI criminal investigation of a TTP member
resulted in a guilty plea in December 2016. A team of FBI special agents in the
Connecticut field office arrested Dr. Long Yu, a Chinese citizen and U.S. legal
permanent resident, in November 2014 for attempting to take hundreds of
gigabytes of export-controlled, proprietary information to China.549 These materials
included design information for the F-22 and JSF-35 military jet engines.550 In
court documents, Dr. Long confirmed he used his knowledge of U.S. technology to
apply for multiple Chinese talent plans, and he did so while employed by a U.S.
defense contractor.551
As part of his applications, Dr. Long corresponded with Chinese government
researchers and described how he would use his future position to benefit Chinese
government research.552 Dr. Long described the ways he would leverage his
knowledge of U.S. technologies and manufacturing processes to benefit China,
saying, “These unique working experiences have provided me a great starting point
to perform R&D and further spin off business in China. I believe my efforts will
help China to mature its own aircraft engines.”553 In December 2016, Dr. Long
pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit economic espionage and attempted export of
defense articles.554 During the course of the Dr. Long investigation, FBI special
agents who were working the case concluded that Dr. Long’s illegal activity was not
an isolated incident of a talent recruitment plan member’s illegal behavior.
A 2018 FBI PowerPoint presentation titled, “Talent Plan Education Package
Briefing,” recognized that the U.S. “government has identified the Talent Plans as
an avenue of illicit technology transfer.”555 That same presentation also stated that
Id.
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the "[t]he U .S. government was slow to r ecognize the t hreat of the Chinese Talent
Pla n s, but that h as chan ged in recent years."556 The FBl's slow response to Chinese
recruitment operations thr ou gh t he TTP a nd other talent r ecruitment pla n s
provided the Chinese government the opportunity to recruit U.S.-based researchers
and scientists. Though Chinese governmen t st atistics on t he number of TTP
members in China are spa r se, a state-run media outlet lauded China for recruiting
more than 6,000 TTP members by 2016, including 70 Nobel Prize laur eates a nd
academicia n s from the United States and Europe. 557 A U.S. media report showed a
year later t h at the number of TTP members had further increased to over 7,000.558

2. The FBI Took Nearly Two Years to Disseminate Talent
Recruitment Plan Information to Federal Grant-Making
Agencies
The FBI received information concerning members of t he TTP and other
t alent recruitment plans in 2016.559 The FBI took nearly two year s to coordinate a
disseminat ion of t h at informat ion to federal rant-makin a encies.560
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delay may have deprived the NIH, the Department of Energy, and the NSF and
their respective inspectors general from effectively identifying talent recruitment
plan members that engaged in illegal or unethical grant practices using taxpayer
dollars and preventing any unauthorized technology transfers.
3. The FBI Disbanded its National Security Higher Education
Advisory Board
The FBI disbanded its National Security Higher Education Advisory Board
(“NSHEAB”) designed to facilitate security cooperation with the U.S. higher
education community in 2018.566 The FBI created the NSHEAB in 2005 to better
understand “the unique culture, traditions, and practices of higher education,
including the culture of openness and academic freedom and the importance of
international collaboration” and to serve as an “ongoing dialogue about national
security issues between higher education institutions, the FBI, and other federal
agencies.”567 The NSHEAB met quarterly from 2005 until 2014 and included
approximately 20 representatives from leading institutes of higher learning and
research.568
According to the FBI, because participation in the NSHEAB waned in 2014,
the FBI ceased holding NSHEAB meetings, despite the growing threat of foreign
talent plans such as the TTP.569 After a four year hiatus, the FBI sent a letter in
February 2018 to NSHEAB members informing them of the decision to disband the
NSHEAB. The FBI told NSHEAB members that the FBI’s Office of the Private
Sector would reevaluate “mutually-beneficial academic engagement opportunities”
and would potentially initiate “new advisory groups to partner with the FBI.”570
The FBI’s decision to disband its forum for discussing national security issues
with the U.S. academic community came one week after FBI Director Wray’s Senate
Select Intelligence Committee testimony highlighted the Chinese threat to the U.S.
academic community. During his February 13, 2018 testimony, Director Wray
stated:
[T]he use of nontraditional collectors, especially in the academic setting,
whether it’s professors, scientists, students, we see in almost every field
office that the FBI has around the country. It’s not just in major cities.
It’s in small ones as well. It's across basically every discipline. I think
Fed. Bureau of Investigation Email to the Subcommittee (Sept. 27, 2019).
Press Release, Fed. Bureau of Investigation, National Security Higher Education Advisory Board
Confirms Seven New Members (Oct. 3, 2007), https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/news/pressrel/pressreleases/national-security-higher-education-advisory-board-confirms-seven-new-members.
568 Fed. Bureau of Investigation briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019; 11:00 A.M.); Fed.
Bureau of Investigation briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019; 12:00 P.M.)
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the level of naiveté on the part of the academic sector about this creates
its own issues. They’re exploiting the very open research and
development environment that we have, which we all revere, but they’re
taking advantage of it.571
Shortly after the FBI dissolved the NSHEAB, ACE, the Association of
American Universities, the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, and
the Council on Government Relations publicly criticized the FBI’s decision. In a
joint statement submitted during an April 11, 2018 house hearing on foreign plots
targeting America’s research, ACE and the other associations noted that the
disbandment came “at a time when the very types of discussions the Board enabled
between the university community and federal security agencies could be especially
valuable.”572
The FBI has defended its decision to disband the NSHEAB, stating that it
was “no longer the most practical medium for sharing threat information and
engaging academia.”573 Instead, the FBI created the Office of Private Sector
(“OPS”) in 2014 as it recognized the need for more resources, coordination, and
engagement with the private sector.574 The OPS was supposed to reflect the FBI’s
desire to remain “ahead of the threat through leadership, agility, and
integration.”575 The FBI now designates “at least one Private Sector Coordinator in
every FBI field office focused on engagement with the private sector, to include
academia.”576 The OPS also has full-time personnel, including a Supervisory
Special Agent, a senior Management and Program Analyst, and administrative
contractor support, who are “solely committed to academia outreach and
coordination.”577 Notably, the FBI’s OPS did not have a dedicated outreach team for
U.S. universities until July 2019.578 The OPS then began collaborating with the
three largest academia associations—ACE, Association of American Universities,
Worldwide Threats: Hearing Before the S. Select Comm. on Intelligence, 115th Cong. (2018)
(testimony of Christopher Wray, Director, Fed. Bureau of Investigation).
572 Joint Statement of the American Council on Education, Association of American Universities,
Association of Public and Land-grant Universities and the Council on Governmental Relations to the
Subcommittees on Oversight and Research & Technology, Committee on Science, Space, and
Technology, Hearing: Scholars or Spies: Foreign Plots Targeting America’s Research and
Development (Apr. 11, 2018), https://www.aau.edu/sites/default/files/AAU-Files/Key-Issues/ScienceSecurity/Higher-Ed-Assn-Statement-April-11-2018-House-SST-Cmte-Hearing.pdf
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and Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities—on issues of mutual
concern.579
The FBI told the Subcommittee that OPS provides support to FBI field offices
to hold regional academia conferences with universities and “hosts an annual
Academia Summit at FBI Headquarters with university executives, science funding
agencies (such as NIH and NSF), academia associations, and other government
agencies in attendance.”580 To better understand the FBI’s engagement with the
higher education community, the Subcommittee requested on two occasions to
attend the annual Academia Summit. The FBI declined the Subcommittee’s
requests, but offered to brief the Subcommittee after the summit.581
4. The FBI Continues to Lack a Coordinated National Outreach
Program on the Threat from Talent Recruitment Plans
The FBI has delivered mixed messages to the U.S. higher education
community concerning how to respond to threats posed by foreign talent
recruitment plans. More than a dozen U.S. universities and higher education
advocacy groups told the Subcommittee that the Bureau’s outreach efforts were
inconsistent and lacked specificity. The FBI is making progress towards a unified
strategy, but still lacks a coordinated national outreach program to address these
issues.
The Subcommittee met with more than a dozen U.S. universities and higher
education advocacy groups to discuss research security as well as the Bureau’s
outreach efforts.582 The responses varied, but in nearly all cases, the U.S. higher
institutions expressed the need to have more specific information about the threat
that Chinese talent recruitment plans pose.583 This included specific requests for
case examples or talent recruitment plan contracts that could provide more detail
about the loss of intellectual capital and property or violations of federal grant
terms and conditions.584 University officials also described the FBI’s outreach on
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the threat that China poses as “haphazard” or a “mixed bag.”585 These criticisms
were meant to be constructive as many U.S. universities officials also indicated that
they maintained productive relationships with the local FBI field office.586 This
included coordinating with the FBI on threats such as campus security.587
University officials’ criticism of FBI outreach on foreign talent recruitment
plans is well-founded. For example, in one case, the FBI provided a university a list
of suspected TTP members without explaining what next steps the university
should take to protect itself.588 At least one university president wrote in a public
opinion piece that he interpreted the FBI’s outreach as inappropriate direction to
“spy” on “foreign-born students.”589 Several other universities felt compelled to
issue public letters to their university communities to clarify that their communities
remain “open to people from all over the world.”590
Despite OPS forming a team specifically to explain risks to the U.S. higher
education community earlier this year, the FBI continues to lack a coordinated
national outreach program on these issues. Prior to 2019, special agents needing
information before briefing or interacting with higher education institutions in their
area of responsibility would contact FBI headquarters to receive briefing
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information or talking points on a case-by-case basis.591 The FBI maintained
presentation materials on the broader risks associated with Chinese economic
espionage, but not specifically talent recruitment plans.592 In January 2019, OPS
created a publicly available document titled “China: The Risk to Academia” to
increase the information sharing by FBI special agents meeting with higher
education institutions.593 OPS and FBI counterintelligence are currently working
on a standard PowerPoint presentation concerning China’s economic espionage
efforts, including talent recruitment plans, to better coordinate messaging across its
56 field offices.594
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G.

THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (“OSTP”),
established in 1976 in the Executive Office of the President, advises “the President
of scientific and technological considerations involved in areas of national concern”
and serves “as a source of scientific, engineering, and technological analysis and
judgement for the President with respect to major policy, plans, and programs of the
Federal Government.”595 OSTP also facilitates and directs interagency science and
technology efforts, policy coordination, and safety coordination.596
Currently, OSTP is in the midst of a policy review to take a coordinated
approach to adopt best practices across the federal government to mitigate foreign
exploitation of “the U.S. open innovation system.”597 This review is to develop a
“longer-term strategy for balancing engagement and risk without stifling
innovation.”598 The U.S. government’s vast and varied array of grant-making
agencies complicates this policy review. As of today, federal agencies are providing
the academic community with varied messages on the appropriate response to
foreign exploitation.
1. The National Science and Technology Council
OSTP’s National Science and Technology Council (“NSTC”) seeks to
“coordinate the science and technology policy-making process.”599 NSTC is chaired
by the President, and “upon his direction, the Assistant to the President for Science
and Technology may convene meetings of the council.”600 Additionally, NSTC may
utilize “established or ad hoc committees, task forces, or interagency groups.”601
The NSTC is comprised of “the Vice President, Cabinet Secretaries and Agency
Heads with significant science and technology responsibilities, and other White
House officials.”602 NSTC manages six primary committees: (1) Science and
Technology (S&T) Enterprise; (2) Environment; (3) Homeland and National
Security; (4) Science; (5) STEM Education; and (6) Technology.603 In addition,
NSTC operates two special committees: the Joint Committee on the Research
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Environment and the Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence.604 Each
committee oversees various subcommittees and working groups.605
2. Joint Committee on the Research Environment
In May 2019, NSTC launched the Joint Committee on the Research
Environment (“JCORE”) to “coordinate interagency work related to improving the
safety, integrity, and productivity of research settings.”606 JCORE is co-chaired by
representatives from OSTP, the NSF, the NIH, the Department of Energy, and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology.607 JCORE aims to take an
integrative approach to improve “the collective safety, integrity, productivity, and
security of [the] nation’s multi-sector research environment.”608 To further these
efforts, JCORE maintains four subcommittees in the following areas: (1)
Coordinating Administrative Requirements for Research; (2) Rigor & Integrity; (3)
Research Security; and (4) Safe and Inclusive Research Environments.609 Each
subcommittee is comprised of approximately two dozen leaders across numerous
federal science, foreign affairs, and security agencies.610
First, the Subcommittee on Coordinating Administrative Requirements for
Research (“CARR”) works to fulfill statutory requirements and the needs of the
research community.611 CARR’s aim is to create significant reductions in
administrative work and costs in the research community612 and is working to
simplify grant application requirements.613 CARR also has planned initiatives to
consult with the research community when developing next steps and share
Research Business Model efforts with the research community.614
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Second, the Subcommittee on Rigor and Integrity of Research (“Rigor and
Integrity”) “seeks to address concerns over institutional incentives and systemic
practices that undermine rigor and integrity.”615 Rigor and Integrity has identified
areas across federal agencies to promote baseline policies and hopes to work with
stakeholders in the research community to disseminate the recommendations and
best practices.616 Rigor and Integrity will identify policies, practices, and incentives
that do not reward rigor, and create best practices and trainings to address the
issues.617 Rigor and Integrity hopes to maximize federally funded Research and
Development investments.618
Third, the Subcommittee on Research Security (“Research Security”) aims to
“protect America’s researchers from undue foreign influence without compromising
our values or our ability to maintain the openness and integrity of our innovation
ecosystem.”619 In other words, Research Security seeks to balance the need for open
research environments while at the same time protecting national assets. During a
recent congressional hearing, the director of OSTP noted the benefit of collaborative
and open research but emphasized the risks faced in the absence of protocols.620
Additionally, he stressed that the subcommittee’s goal is to generate best practices
that do not place cumbersome burdens on institutions, but rather establish effective
and efficient standards.621
Research Security also collaborates with private and public partners on four
key areas:




Coordinating outreach and engagement with research partners to
help understand and demonstrate the challenges;
Establishing and coordinating disclosure requirements for
participation in the federally funded research enterprise;
Developing best practices for academic research institutions; and

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Update-from-the-NSTC-Joint-Committeeon-Research-Environments-July-2019.pdf.
615 Id.
616 Id. at 3.
617 Off. of Sci. and Tech. Pol’y briefing with the Subcommittee (July 29, 2019).
618 Id.
619 WHITE HOUSE: OFF. OF SCI. AND TECH. POL’Y, UPDATE FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL JOINT COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTS, 3 (July 9, 2019),
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Update-from-the-NSTC-Joint-Committeeon-Research-Environments-July-2019.pdf.
620 Budget and Oversight: Hearing on White House Office of Science and Technology Policy Before the
Subcomm. on House Subcomm. on Commerce, Justice, Sci., and Related Agencies of the H. Comm. On
Appropriations, 116th Cong. (July 24, 2019) (testimony of Kelvin Droegemeier, Director, White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy).
621 Id.
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Developing methods for identification, assessment, and
management of risk.622

Research Security expects to provide best practices to funding agencies and
academia on topics like conflicts of interest, vetting responsibilities, and
enforcement mechanisms.623 Additionally, Research Security is working with
federal grant-making agencies to standardize grant terms, conditions, forms, and
language—a process OSTP plans to complete by early 2020.624
Fourth, the Subcommittee on Safe and Inclusive Research Environments
(“Safe and Inclusive”) “is the primary coordinating body for Federal agencies to
share practices, challenges, and activities to combat harassment of all types in the
research environment.”625 Safe and Inclusive will focus on polices which help to
recruit and retain diverse researchers.626
3. Inconsistent Federal Grant Policies and Outreach Efforts
Complicate OSTP’s Ability to Respond to Foreign Talent
Recruitment Plans
While JCORE’s goal is to make federal grant proposals as harmonized and
standardized as possible, federal grant-making agencies’ policies and processes
currently differ in several key ways.627 These differences complicate the grant
process for applicants, stifle U.S. law enforcement’s ability to investigate grant
crimes, and frustrate the federal government’s ability comprehensively understand
grant spending.
One key problem is different disclosure requirements concerning foreign
support across the government. For example, current NSF conflict of interest and
conflict of commitment reporting does not require investigators to disclose in-kind
support or any activities outside a principal investigator’s institutional

Letter from Kelvin Droegemeier, Director, Exec. Off. of the President, Off. of Sci. and Tech. Pol’y,
to the United States Res. Community (Sept. 16, 2019), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/OSTP-letter-to-the-US-research-community-september-2019.pdf.
623 Id.
624 Id.
625 WHITE HOUSE: OFF. OF SCI. AND TECH. POL’Y, UPDATE FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL JOINT COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTS, 3 (July 9, 2019),
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Update-from-the-NSTC-Joint-Committeeon-Research-Environments-July-2019.pdf.
626 Id.
627 See Budget and Oversight: Hearing on White House Office of Science and Technology Policy Before
the Subcomm. on House Subcomm. on Commerce, Justice, Sci., and Related Agencies of the H. Comm.
On Appropriations, 116th Cong. (July 24, 2019) (testimony of Kelvin Droegemeier, Director, White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy).
622
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appointment.628 On the other hand, NIH “requires reporting of all sources of
research support, financial interests, and affiliations.”629
Another policy difference concerns the permissibility of participation in
foreign talent recruitment programs. The new Energy policy restricts participation
in talent recruitment programs by all Energy employees and Energy contractor
employees.630 NSF’s policy makes it clear that NSF personnel detailed to NSF
cannot participate in foreign government talent recruitment programs, but the
policy does not extend to principal investigators.631 And NIH does not have a policy
specifically concerning foreign government talent recruitment programs at all.632
U.S. university officials told the Subcommittee that they have received letters
from federal grant-making agencies detailing new obligations regarding talent
recruitment plans, but the agencies all have their own approach, and there is a lack
of coordination.633 One U.S. higher education organization told the Subcommittee
“the messaging from federal agencies that foreign talent programs are a concern is
consistent, but federal agency efforts are dissimilar.”634 Other university officials
told the Subcommittee that their institution “is not sure what to do with the
information on Chinese foreign talent programs provided” by the FBI.635 Another
U.S. school told the Subcommittee that there is concern in the academic community
“that an entire group [Chinese-Americans and Chinese students and faculty] is
being painted with a broad brush” and is “under attack.”636
OSTP acknowledged there has not been a clear message on university
administrative responsibilities, noting that JCORE plans to coordinate outreach
and engagement with federal agencies, academic research institutions, companies,
non-governmental organizations, researchers, and students.637 JCORE also will
focus on best practices to combat harassment of all types in the research
See NAT’L SCI. FOUND., NSF-20-1, PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE PROPOSAL AND AWARD POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES GUIDE, II-23 (May 29, 2019).
629 HHS IG REPORT: FCOIS (Sept. 2019).
630 See U.S. DEP’T OF ENERGY, DOE O 486.1, FOREIGN GOV’T TALENT RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS (June.
7, 2019), https://www.directives.doe.gov/directives-documents/400-series/0486-1-order/@@images/file.
631 See NAT’L SCI. FOUND., PERSONNEL POLICY ON FOREIGN GOVERNMENT TALENT RECRUITMENT
PROGRAMS (July 11, 2019), https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/researchprotection/
PersonnelPolicyForeignGovTalentRecruitment%20Programs07_11_2019.pdf.
632 Nat’l Inst. of Health briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 3, 2019).
633 Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 7, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019;
11:00 A.M.); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Oct. 4, 2019; 12:00 P.M.); Briefing with the
Subcommittee (Oct. 1, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019); Briefing with the
Subcommittee (Sept. 17, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (July 17, 2019); Briefing with the
Subcommittee (June 13, 2019); Briefing with the Subcommittee (May 18, 2019); Briefing with the
Subcommittee (Apr. 24, 2019).
634 Briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019).
635 Briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 17, 2019).
636 Briefing with the Subcommittee (Sept. 19, 2019).
637 Off. of Sci. and Tech. Pol’y briefing with the Subcommittee (July 29, 2019).
628
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environment and support recruiting and retaining diverse researchers.638 During
the next few months, OSTP announced it will be “holding meetings at academic
institutions across the Nation to converse with researchers and students on matters
of research security and other topics within JCORE.”639

Id.
Letter from Kelvin Droegemeier, Director, Exec. Off. of the President, Off. of Sci. and Tech. Pol’y,
to the United States Res. Community (Sept. 16, 2019), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2019/09/OSTP-letter-to-the-US-research-community-september-2019.pdf.
638
639
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APPENDIX A
CHINA’S TALENT RECRUITMENT PLAN CONTRACTS
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INVESTIGATIONS
UNITED STATES SENATE

<lJV)

(~1nl{R~~If'Fff~~)

· CJ

Post Responsibilities and Work Duties Agreement

(bvj

Party A: Wuhan University
Unit: School of Information Mana ement
Legal representative:
Address: Wuhan University
Postal code: 430072

Party B (name)-

...

~

;:s
0(5.

db~
..,,,J

~

(l:j

;:>~

~~
.~ ~

q
<§- §

Sex: Male
·v
Date of birth:
ID number / passport n u m b e r : - ~
(lj
Ad&:ess: School of In.formation Management, Wuh~ ~ity
Email: ~gmatl.com
~

..,S) '('

Duration of Agreement:
Appointment expiration

vj

0

As required by the needs in the field <J(~ ~ ~ n management, as well as the school
and research institutions demand for fJ{ofest,..41fs (Thousand Talents Program), Party B
shall perform the following dutie~

,Jc.P

<z . §

( 1) Job Responsibilities
1. Conscientiously imp
t~
ational education policy and provide
educational servic
acc~
ce with national laws and regulations and
university rules
oti
nal ethics.
2. Strive to con ·
ove teaching methods, create new teaching content,
and provide p
tion in undergraduate and graduate courses.
3. Actively se
h~ rovincial and ministerial and above research projects
addres~ in
~ o
's strategic needs and international cutting-edge science.
4 . Be an e
·
field, follow developments, develop original theoretical and
practi
re~ ~
and seek to obtain landmark results.
5. Acti~
pqttipate in the department's work.
6. ~ ~ ly t5ovide local government theoretical and technical advice and
~ po'J§,

(2)W~
asks
1."" ~ hing Work
~ On average, teach one graduate course per year.

Qo
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2) On average, advise two undergraduate students and recruit three graduate
(bV)
students each year.
·~
3) Each year the work time shall be not less than two months.
~
(b
2. Research Work
~.,
1) Seek to create two provincial-level research projects, amon~ ~
national-level project. The funds received shall not be less ~
matching funds provided by the school.
~
~
2) Publish at least 12 papers in mainstream internationa
I
the
relevant discipline during the term of the Agreemen~ e~
as the author
or lead completion work unit of SCI Region 2 anci~ ve~ ers)
·~J qj
3. Team Building and International Exchanges
~ ~
1) Assist in introducing the research institutio~~ or~ mestic and
international talent, helping to build a hi~
vel ~ arch team; or
participate in an existing team; or build ~xibl~ ject-based teams.
2) Participate in at least four internation~
deituc conferences, public papers
in at least three international confer~ s, ~
pt to have three papers read
(lectured on?) at international con~
c~ . 3) Continuously improve academi<;-~ rk ~
fluence, strengthen domestic
and international connecti~~s.. _~d'e~
ges, and serve in positions such as
judge, reviewer, and expe~ ~ o~
c and international research groups.

0

g

4. Social Work
~Q
l) Actively participate in~ d co!?!Plete the social construction work organized
by the school and rese~ ins~ tion (subject level and fundamental
evaluation, review ~
po
).
2) Actively particiJ@ in •
ant public welfare activities organized by the
university and_ r~
h · "tute.
3) Participate ~
dj\~ tivities organized by the research institute, advise
students in e~
urli(!,llar activities, or actively participate in political and
ideolo~ica ~ ca~ of the students, and complete other student advising and
counsel·
~
d.
4) Com e ~ work as directed by the institute.
~~
(3) As"'~
e~
orking Conditions
h ~
i<Z,onditions
'< 1) ~ A shall provide Party B with research start-up funds of2 million
r~
, disbursed in accordance with the annual usage plan [budget].
- J Party B shall use the funds within the three years from the
commencement of the contract, with unspent funds returned to Party A.

.j,

Qo
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2) Party A's post-appointment unit will provide Party B with two lab and
<l)VJ
office rooms.
·~
3) During the first appointment period, Party A will provide Party B wi~
list of doctoral and graduate students and focus on recruiting 1-2 pp.s_fb
doctoral students each year. Depending on actual need_s, ~~ -B's~ tappointrnent work unit may set the graduate student a~
n~
standards based on Party B's requests.
~v
2. Benefits
CS:.~ ~'
1) Give a monthly stipend of I 0,000 RMB in the fo~
a
special
region allowance. Provide international travel ex~ ~ uhan
University two times per year. Provide ho~
u in
W~
University.

;:s

2) Awards are given according to actual high-I

chitiements,

calculated according to the " Interim Meas
fo~
an University
High Level Research Awards."
~0 §
3) Party A will provide Party B with a h~
g s1*dy of 500,000 RMB.
Party B may receive 30% of this sub~ e y ~ne-time disbursal, with
the remainder 70% paid out over e~ ye~~f Party B transfers out of
or is released from the teaching ~ ini'nQt during the term of this
Agreement, Party B will return~ h~ Thg subsidy.

~ e,
§ (J
Q

s

~ ~o
Q <S

c.,~
0~ ·~

;-.'<(lj~
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0
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~~
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Institute of Human Virology , SYSU

September 30, 2~~.,

CZ,

t

Cj

~

0~§
~ o'<'
.~ tf

Pennsylvania fates of America

~~

Dear -

~Q)

~

On behalf of the lustitutc of Human Virology in Su- g_s~
versity, I am writing to
confirm the terms of your engagement by our inst~ ;-~ goal of this engagement is

to obtain your assistance in building a new pro~
i~ ~ nology that will advance our
institutional capabilities in bac;ic medical scie~ . Th~ ollowing paragraphs describe key
elements of the engagement.
<zj

i

§

<ii

Q

I. You will be responsib le fori
· s. t gqr(J)
~ tutions in the establishment of a major
immunology laboratory tha ·
· t~
sic and translational medicine, and
pharmaceutical science. Yo vill ~
de expertise to guide us in recruiting and
training staff, and supe~
g~
h in the laboratory. In conjunction with these
activities, we anticipjt~ t y~'Qill offer periodic lectures, assist in organizing
conferences and s~ ~ c e~ ngcs that promote international collaboration, and
author publicat~
th~
tists here.

2. We anticip~
t Y.O~ ill make several trips to China each year during the term of
your enga~ ent,
perform much of your work remotely. We acknowledge
~
Yremain a professor and principle investigator (Pl) of _
_
for a period oftime, based upon your appointment contract with
~n~ -you are subject to policies, including those concerning
~
tin~
nflicts of interest and intellectual propeny. When you are not in China,
la~ tory here will be overseen by -

b~ ill

Q~

~qj
3. ~ ~ ecognize that your research in China will relate closely to your ongoing work at

~ <all and that it may be difficult to avoid comingling the results of your work. As a
~ consequence.~

ill own your interest in all discoveries or inventions, whether

Qo
I
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Institute ot Human Virology, SYSU

or not patentable, that you may make in the course of your research at or at our • (J<lJ
institutions. This agreement does not give our institutions any right to inventions that ~
are owned solely by However, should Chinese scientists contribute to your (lj

discoveries in China, as we anticipate, llllllllndour institutions will jo~.pwn0
protect and manage the commercialization of these jointly-made discov~ . ~

~

~qj

4. Based on your strong scientific record, we t:xpect that you will ~
gu~
tions
based on your work in China. You will have the right to publi~
r~ ~ ~~f your
research in China without restriction. In any publication d~
mg~
rch that was
primarily conducted in China, you will list our institution•~
ur ~ uuy, and-

as your secondary, site of academic appointment. Autb~ p ~
blications will
follow the guidelines established by the lntemation~~~11m~ of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE).
(ZJO'.
·

0

~ ~~

5.

Your engagement will continue for a term ~ e.J;iJ_,9ears. However, either you or
we ~ay terminate the engagement for a~
so~
giving sixty (60) days advance
~(;j

notice.

Q<zj

.

If these tenns accurately reflect you~ ~rst~ ng o f this engagement, please co-sign
this letter as indicated below. Aga~ ~ e lo~ rward with great anticipation to your
work with us and are confident ~
during the years to come.

.

</.. -

e~

uild a successful research program together

~

CJ -~

Date:

2
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CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
Employer (P~rty A)
Nam~ of the Bmpioyer:

7?•

Legal Representative:
Agent ad ljtem:
Ad.dress: ),..e).."q.

~«t..AJt.s

· Tel:

I
I

I

Sex:

l .
f

-

.. -~

l

:

Nationality:

;

ID Number:

.

Ov_ers+tctrM~

I~ ·

. l'. .
ii

f

T°b-e,VO~~
~ : r-.0
~~ 0--J.

. ~

(t'"1)Both parties, in Une witl'l the principles of legality, fairness,
. ff -~~ . _equality, mutual agreement, bo11esty, and trustworthiness, on a
IJ
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~
~·

1:

.

.
- J,

·I
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Contract l
\

voluntary ha.sis, and in a.·spirit of friendly cooperation, agre~ to
sign .this contract and pledge to f~lfill pil the obligations stipulated·
hereinafter.

.

7

~ ·

·v0

~~ . ·

C:)0

r}"' ~

' '},()ilf,

Il. The term of this con~act sha11 be from ~ J
to .· ~0 · ~f/j, .
A1lJ ; I, ·u01]. ~ with·tile first mohth set as probation peri~d. 0~ ~

..

IU.

~~ o·
Tasks assigned t-0 PA1'fv B (see.th~ appendi.x). . • ~ •~~
.
- ..1
.
.
~
,v~)
. 5~ .~Ml~

IV.

,.

.

v ·

,._/;i~ ~lw)

.

J. · RA,/8 .31;,;, .. . .

, ~..J

.

S'!'

,

.

.

·.

. .

·.

),

1:°to

ofw1ucb ·
% can be con~erted
r~egn·: · ncy ~~ a ·
monthly basis. Plea~e .s~e th~ appenduc~ ter~~d conditions .o~
· other remun~tions and benefits co'f!i/fn,#IJ~
.

v.

.· .

~C:j .

v-

~~ ~0~

.
.
1. Party A shall inform~lelevallt laws and regtl!ations
of the P~ple's ~1io~
ina as well as any .institutions
Party A's ~bligations:

and adminis~~
1st' . ·.on~ concerned with Party B's
employme& h · provided.
·2. Party
uct.·~gala.r su_pervision, -inspection ~d·
tev~of~·B's worki~ p~QI'Dlance. .
. 3.~ ~ I I . proyide P~ B with necessary working·and
. O'l-iVJf!~hditions·.
.
~~. ~ A $hall deploy f~llow staff for Party B for coordination
~ffairs.
Party A sbaU pay Party B··s salary.as scheduled.

~(91ti~

Q{g.

~

...

.

o~ ·.
Q
-2-
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Contract 1

Vi.Party B's ObligatiOllS;
1. Party B shall observe relevant laws al)d ~gulati9n~ of the
People's R.epublip- of China and shalt not interfere in China\s

internal affaits.

. 0~
• C,

~~

e:,0 .

anr

2. Party .Bshall .observe
ilistitu~ions ~d administrativ~
0~.. g,.<>
_stipulati~ns c~ncerned with its ell.lployment, a.nd shall ~e ~ ~~·
subjec.t·to ~arty A ~s a,m.1ng~m.ents., supeIVision* f~spec~d~
:
11eyiew of bisther working·perfonmince. Without f?.~'s~'¢> .

Pal'o/ B sha11 l)ot conduQt ap.y part-titn~~~d
by any other P.~ ~
~0 . ~ ·
CQnse~~

..

3. Party B shall ·fulfilJ the tasks essigned to ~~ bigh
stan.datds wjthin the prescri~d ti~e~.
4. Party 13 shall rt~~t ~~~l~~ p~~;.and _shall not •
con~uct any rehgious ac.t1vtti'~ ~4&)e with hi~et status
as ~ for~igtt.~pert
. ~~ ~ .
·
·
5. Party B sh~U respect~~~~e's etb~ l!Ild cll$!0ms.

d'

I
i

·

1

·~O Teimin~tionofth~
.
·vu...Revis~g~.an4
Con~aet:

1I.

1

1

i'

Both parties
revising~ can

i

.

·t

<:)~

'.
1

. !i

.

0

~ t h·e contract and shall refrain from
rmiuating the contract without mutual

.

consen~.b~ ~ ·
.
.
·
· .
1.~,/~1e rJmtmct. '{his contract~ be revise4 wilh

.
· //r
~nsent. B~fore both parties .have ~ched an ~greement,
O
1, ·
~~ ·o~ct s~all be strictly obs~rv.ed.
.. .
~
. t)~an~llation of the contract. This ~ontract can be canceled.
with mutual con~ent. Before both ~arties ~a'V'? ~ached _an
Ot\.
agreement, the eontract shall be strictly observed.
·~
.
.
.

·J,t
~
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(1) Under t~e fol.low.in8 col)ditions., Party A shall bave th~ right t9

P., ·

• c,0 ·

j_nfonn Party B in writing·of the c·ancellatfo.n of this contract~

a. Party.. B faits to fu.itUl this C'O.ntract or the obligations.
. and

t\."I

agr:eed ~o.n~ti<ms as herein stipulated, an(;l fails to amend .

~~
. 0'--

. ·g

his/1?-~r ac~o~-~fter Pf,\~ .A has r'int~~ i~ out; . . . . .;,0a:, rt,.~
b.. O!l the b~IS oftb.e phySI~tan'.s d••!l')os1s, P11,tzy B fail$ to ~. >...V~
0
.r~s~e no~al work after a sick leave fQr :a period ~
0 ~
suco.essive.30 day$.
.
·
• ~ f/><:5
(2) PiirtY, B·h.~ ~e·right to mf<>.tn1 P~ A ~~w~l~(~
. cancellation of this contract under .the fq~~~tions: .
. a.
A ~ii~ .to provi~e Party~ Wj~ \ . ~~rking and
hvlll:g cQnd1.tions a$·S~pul~ed ~ -~on~\;'~ . .
b.. Party A .fails to pay .Party .8 as.
(3) In 1:liS!> either p~ asks to ~,:C'ii.is contrl!Ct, it.. shall ~fve
. a JQ -~.a.y no~i~~ ~ the
~~in writing; and the coptract
shall only be tenn1~a~~-O. .days. .
·
(4) This_co~traet ~ e ~mated upon mutual agreemelJ,t by.
. both parties
~

°'

6k

~8'.1Y

--'1.,.~ · · . .·

~Sier

0r

.

3.· Termina~r~~ttact.

·
(1) This
be tennil)~te~ o~ it expjres. .
(2) T~n~may be ~nninated with the.mutu3.l consent of
~es, and it sh11:ll be strictly observed until J:?oth parties
~<..o
agreement otherwise, .
.
.

~aan

~ftfb..

)w~.;;,

.
~~?x.
'!&(J.....

'

,.
I

'

!

~O

I. L"'\c,
I V
l
'

Breach Penalty
·
.
When .~ither party fails to fulfill Ell'.lY part or ~11 Qfthe obligations
as stipulated in this oontract, that is, in the event of breach of the ·

.

I•

I
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-~oritract, '.the said party shall pay a brea~h penalty of US$ 800 to
3000 or equivalent to 3 to IO times ~1y ~~s ntQnthly ·salaJ:Y in ·.
iu.m. If both parties consi.der it neci;ssary to determine an lll(act
sum of the breach pen~ty,. or to de.tennine a breach penalty higher .
.or l~wer than the above-mentioned amoun4 it shall·be explicated -~, .- ,s;:..
the appendi?.t of this ~ontract! •,
.
· ~0 ~f/f'
Wb!ln P~rty l3 claims to cancel this COllU'RCt due IQ force~"<:'..:S .
i~ ·s~al~ ~roduce c~rtifying_do~ume~ts iS~l:JC~ _by (;()m.pe~ .~0
authOl'J!ieB; after the contract ts cancelled with Party~~~. .
Party B sball bear i4~ b.'avelin,g expenses tbu.s i.n~q;,wbeil
Parzy B. fails to provide any valid reason. to ~~-~nt;rac.t,.it
shaU ~e~r the traveling;exi_,~nses· thus i n ~ ~ay the breach
penalty to Party A as stipulated in
Whe~.Party A claitnS. to
th' . . n~°'£e to force majeun~,_.
and tJ1e contract i~ thus caJ1
.i.t ~ty B ~onseo~, i~ sh.all
bear Party B's tt'aveling ~~ e ~ ine1:1~d; and _when Party A
~3ils to ·provid~ any vp~e~~o -0.anc~l this eontrae.t,.it ·$hal.l
bear ~e traveling e~!~~~s mcurred to Party B and pay the
bf!ll'Qh p e n a l ~ ~ lmpulated i11 this contra~t .

~,cfJ

e:,0

in

'

i

j

thir'~ ·

!

caanel

I

r
I:

l

·

· IX. Th~A~~~tllls contract furms .an indispQllStlb!C i,art of
this ~.~ shall have the sa1n:e legal ~fleet with the text of
t1..u..~ontc\.~ .
·
·
· ·
· ·

· j.
·

~t~
·~~d

: ~ t shal_l take e~t upon being si~~ by both parties
shaIJ ~e automatically term1n1Jted upon expira~o11. When

;·~o~<J . either·.party req~fres signing a renewed contract, it shall forward

,,
.
0

<J ·.

.

.

.

.

.·
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Contract I

Work Permit No.: _ _ __

Tsinghua University
TENURE CONTRACT

Prepared by the Human Resources Department of Tsinghua University

Po,CTP-1112

,Contract I

1. Fill out this contract. with a fountain pen. Write legibly and concisely.
2. This. contract may not b.e altered after signing. .
3. When there is .not enough space, pages may be added.
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Contract J

P., .

.

To ensure Party A's work is carried out as normal and itS tasks are completed smoothly, as
well as to protect Party B's legitimate rights and· interest, both parties hereby enter into this
co_ntract after reaching _consensus through equal discussion.
~~

.

.

.

This tenure contract is a fixed-term as ~ as open-ended contr~0~ .. ~V .
Al provisions herein are applicable to the first-tenn teflure contra~ th;_ ~ntracts
for subsequent terms. .
.
~

~o

2) Party A's obllgatJons

·

·.

·

.

·

.

3.

: ~($
~J

""-f/j

~~

·
.

Provide Party Ban annual salary.of RMB 800,000, ~ ~ ~ b o t h the State and
the University. For payment method, see Appeod~ ·\.:l(e~tJon Agreemenr of
this contract.
.
.
..
~
Provide a scientific research launch fund of ~
-, , ~ 0 0. This scientific research
launch fund shall be managed according t o ~ •
ject 985 Fund Management
Measures.
.
r,.0
·· ··
·
Set·up a research team. Assign 1 ass
trony1e School (Department. Center) and
hire .Q. assistant through Party A's
e
ooedure.
·
Allow Party B to.reauit PhD
r for three consecutive years.
Provide one apaf1ment for
B Is wor1<irig at Party A.
A ~ratory ~haU be provtd 6 t
ool (Department, Center).
An office shall be provfd..« hy
ool (Department, Center).

~o .

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

.z

~

~) . Party B's obllgatl~

~

~C:j

.

.

·

·

. ..

10. . As a~ academi~dA&vstoJogv, Party B shall cany out work related to
~
at Party A to achieve wortd's leading standard.
11. Party B g~iht
at:
.
·
,
O Patl,Y:
rk at Party A for no less than_ month(s) per year from
- . ~ (month/year) to
·
(month/year). ·
2014; Party B shall work at Party A futl-tlme and may not take on
an
tantive.part-tlme work in other organizations or institutions.

.

· .~0
.

. CJ....Offa °June

i@

1~ Ou ·
.

tenure period, Party B s.hall complete the teaching and scientific research

ecffied by Party A and continuously seek academic progress to o-,n wor1d's

·~ 1ng academic acbievements. Party B shall abide by laws and disciplinary rules·as
~well as the code of conduct for teaching staff and Party A's rules and regulations.
~ . Party 8 shaU ad with honesty and integrity and fulfill his or her obltg,-tions to protect
~
0
Party A's in~lfectual ptoperty rights arid the secrets specified in the confidentiality
O,
regulations (including not disclosing the contef'.115 of this contract to unrelated
r-.,
personnel).
.
.V ·
14; Party B shall use and manage the fund reasonably stnctty according to the State's and
·party A;s relevant financial rules and regulations. Party B shaU agree to be subject to
the supetvision and guidance of the r~l~vant departme~.
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1) Contract type and term
1.
2.

.r'P
~,v

Contract l

4)

Contract modification, cancellation, termination, and re·newal

15.

Where there are changes to the laws, administratiye regulations, and rules and
regulations based on· which this contract is entered into, corresponding modifications
.shall be made to this contract accordingly. ·
Where this contract can no longer be pe!'formed due to significant changes in .the
objective circumstances based on which it is entered into, with consensus reached
between both parties through discussion, correspond.ing modifications shall be made
.•
to this contract accordingly. If both parties are unable to reach consensus on the
.,.l.,v
modification of this contract, either party may cancel the contract and notify the other
~party in writing thirty (30) days in advance.
.
This contract may be cancelled with consensus reached between both partie~ri>u~
di~cussion.
·
·
·
0 · gj,
This contract terminates automatically:
·
~
. (1) upon expiration;
· 0"" ..
(2) · when Party B reaches retirement age; or
·
~
, ~
· (3) when Party B dies or is declared missing or d e
ba
ad
p ~
e\ ~
Following termination or cancellation of this contract, Party Q
car~ work
handover conscientiou~ly, return the office equipment, and
return to
Party A the balance of the disbursed scientific research
h
nused. .
.
.
.
-~
ua·bmty for breach and economic compensation
~0

16.

~

,.0

Cj

17.
.
18.

19.

5)
20.
21.
22.

AV'

Fn1,,..d

O

.

0 ·~
Party A and Party B shall bear liability for bre~~ ~&Jct when they violate any of

the provisions herein.
.
__..(~'- _Q
In-the event Party A bre~ches this contr~a~~uthori,zed unit shall pay Party B
corresponding economic compensa~\(j cfa~s according to relevant State
regulations.
· .
~·~·
In the event Party B breaches ~1Jon
Party A's r~ulations on intellectual
property righ~s. confidentiali~~-, a
uses Party A to incur losses, it shall
compensate Party A econo~ Yo'SSf&aCCOrding to relevant regulations.

. u· .;p~~--- .

8)

Others

23.

')...'5 .

.

(j~ .~C:J

·

.

The following ~ n s ~'ded with CC?flSensus reached between Party A and
Party B t h r o i i ~ ~ :
(1) . Party
d F3f'?iy 8 shall keep_the contents of this contract confidential. Neither
.
pa~~iObse the· contents to unrelated parties without con~nt from ~e

!~~~'e'~ .

.

.

. ·.

24n<.~~act is prepared fn triplicate. Party A's authorized unit, Party B, and the
~· on·
.

(}

's human resources department shall hold one copy each.
.

<;)~

- ~

O"

<:)o
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TENURE CONTRACT·TERM
The first-term contract is a fixed-term contract.

It! Ju!y 31, 2017.

The tenure is f r o m - - - - - - -· 2014, to D. January 31
Tenure position: Tenure Professor
Party A's authorized unit (Seat)
Person-in-charge (Signature)
[Seaij School of Medicine, Tsinghua 'University
[Signatu r e ] -

• . ll

Date: April 1, 2014

:

• I •

•

Date: April 1, 2014

. ~.,.

~0 ~f/j,_
~ .. ')...V'
0 , ..
~

Tsinghua University Human Resources Department (Seat)
[Seaij Human Resources Department, T:si.ngh'!a University
.

The

Date: ·

.

·

.-term contract is a fixed-term contra~.

The tenure is from

·

·

~~ 0~

, _ _ , to (Janua5Q J~~· -:·- . ~~ .

Tenure position:
.

.

. _(S

.

Party A's authorized unit (Seal)
Person-in-charge (Signatur~)

.

Date: _ _ __

0

,,

:::,.tifYB (~ture)
~a:) ~<J
~ o'' .

~

'<,.~

.

Date:·_ __

u~~ Resources Depa_rtment (SeaQ
. 0~ ·~ate: _ _

Tsingh..;,

The--,.~C1"

~o ....,~

· Ten~lt',t~-~--.-· - - - - -

p~ A:...._~orized unit (SeaQ
Perso.~hM
~rge (Signature)

Party B (Signature)

.<:){:)
~

. ate: _ _ __

Date: _ _ __
(

()0

Tsinghua University Human Resources Department (Seal)
Date: _ _ __
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. ~ 'I>~

~~~

~0 . (/j

.;;:..0

0

~ ~

h
. 111e. SiianshuTodl

Ubi-ff.Y (Ibo ~ n ~ k ~ ~ I ! > oiler ro" the postdori of
Prof~r·ln-Residence of.the ~hangluu lnstt
Jmmunochemlcal Stud.1cs (the
"lnstiq,ie• or tllt "SIAIS"). Sliiil!iJlalTec:h
mcneillg IS of lhe I~ day of Jane,
2016 fora~ tQ SI"', ·~ rnbe.r, 2018,
O~ ~
·· ·
·

. .

n

~
.

~~<,~

.

.·

~ RMB pofln•um, Tiu salllrjl ts.peld "1onthly

You will be emltled II> 10Celve •
in equal installments a~er app1~~

. ~uctioll$,

.

. .ts oa~
~-·1s con~ngent
·, ~ ~ f u l compn;tJOJI
,_. of your subffllS$10n
• . of sat10&actoi:y
•..r.
Th
PN<>f·
of your ldenti~ and.. . . .
•zation to work in the PeoplorJ ~q,u~Ji, of China. China's .
law stJpuJates ~ "' l · . •
inform.atlon. In adclldon, as a condition ~f your ~ploy.ment,
you. will bt ~~ ~our -stan~ Bmploymont, Confidential lnf'onnation end lnventi~n

Assignment ~e!!(j .

0

.

.~

.

.

.

.

The U~t(~~tains an ~mplo-ymon~·at·wil~ relationship with I~ ~ployees. You re~n
1o~al ~ ; ~minatc ~is employment relationship at any time and for eny reason. The
. ~ ~ i t§jao retains ttie sanio right. In the event your emplO)'lnetii with the UniveJSitr is
. termi
prior to. the end of the Term. for any reason, then concwrem with such tennination,
·yo~· . entitled t<> receive all comperu,iation ~cd, but un.pt id, up to the daJe of termination.

~Q.. .

~o

.

.

.

.

O ·

<::)
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We look forward .to working with you.
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E~PLOYMENTAGREEMENT
ijl"J:i; . . t ~
Pany A ShanghaiT«:h University

JmtJ1: _tjfj;tijtfi!fJffl&:~.'ii:pffi 393-ls'
Address: No. 393 Huaxia Middle Road, Shanghai

Z15

(PanyB)

~m

(Passport No~)

JlrEJilijlU~.' .

8~,Ellti!U*~~~~-

ft~.

Both parties. in accordan~(l. ~ciples of legality, ,faim~~ equality,
.mutual agreement, honesty, anA~o~$. on a voluntary basis, and in the spirit
of friendly cooperation, 8.,l~to si~is agreement ·and _pledge to fulfill all the
obligations stipulated he~or. ·~,,
·

·----~

0~

~~

.

.

.

*t1.J1tscff:ftl~~~~ ;;f/sJ ffll1Ul1Ae12019~, a, ,e~1i1pis
~~
·· ·· · · ·

1.

'

·~Cj

. lf: ltJbJ\f!_~I•

~~7~ f Agreeme1't &. Extension

·

~o"in ~~fthis agreement is fixed, which sheJI comm~ct retrospectively from
a
and end on December 31. 2024 (hereinafter referred to as the

~'
~ "-'

nn·'); however either party may tcnninau: th I$ agreement for any reai.-on witlt
·

C,' 0 days written notice.

Q.e:,· .
~

~0

<)o

.

m:a.
1.

MifnMRll;l.lii

znliJ~~nlim2Mffl~~1.1riiJ u~~!i.ip~~~-t.~
!flffltl -t'! Iff:it.cat£J:lf1Mii*•· z15.fili;1,1m:..r1-I<-"Fe1i:r-q:ipJr
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ax~:t.JllhiUfllfF~Jmo:r-~U>J<mffltMHBi; .§~~ .
'-1"3JJCiJ~Tit!1€a"U~. ~ffiijt;JlmB:tfsJfflit!lsU11~
§. Z1.JJiiZst:Etb1SlJUJl1iJ~ffi1!~1iAillt:tfaJ. ftgt.J, fiJt.J&tt~i:...llln
·* i»iSi~IIRI!.
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2. Z:.$!!1~~:m~89ffifmffij~~;J<tmi1Ji3!.

EJaptiz~-ffi

*~~~ZniW~~.
A~kle ~ Remuneration

PotCTP-1129

Contract·2.

Is.

~~§5fff9}i)l~j£.

~~-

ffi*~i.Hr1SUBJiJrflt5l'1JJIIITEJln Z~if-

~I~~m~&mff&~.

~~~~~*~g_

.

~tiffi4~§mffl~m~•~-~~ a~~~fl.
Article 5 The Duties and Righ1s of Purty B
.

~41

· J. Party B shall obserYe laws and rcg4lations of the P~ple's- R~puolic of China.

g

.r...

0~ (8- -

~~

2. During the Tenn, P.art)' B shall obser\"~ any instltuti~i:is and administrative~
stipulations concerned with its employment. and shall be subj~ct to P ~ ~ ac ~
review of his/her workingperfonnance.
~
~

~

~~~ied·

0'

3. .Any copyrightable or patentable materials, and pther ,1:elated ~ r ~tual
properties. such as software, protot)'pe, paper, patent and ot • · ~ -·~:R,'~,;hich
·ore created or developed &y Party B (and collaborators) ~ co
f work at
Party A and during dle Agreement period, and shall
ublicized in
the names of both Party Band Party A (Party A shall~ ~flAhor affiliation).
4. To the extent 1hat it is consist~t with the polic~ PaiiN'\·primary employer
Party A shall have the right)kwn
works, software.
y U es1g,n O integrated circuits ~~
~hnological achievements
accomplisbed by Party B in the course ~ o
?tle duties,. or mainly by usine
Party A's resources. if Party· A
tu
contract with Party B on th;
ownershipofintellect.ual prope •
ki
· vision shall p~vaiL Trade secret
conceming Party B's work(~~iituaJ~'°1oposed ~rrns of research •$'Cements,
financial &m1ngements, ?hC,1t1entt(lbsiness information) shall bo owned b)·

~\/;,,s..

Party A.

.

;i-~~fliYL. .

11,~..
J.

c," Q~

Rfltl

· ~ • ~~

=*tbiSl
~ ~ Z ~ Z B i E ~ EJlmA.:;:~, Zn'!A--ffl,
. 11
~~tb»lffi~~. @+~~40F-mt. 1-:.l~XU ·

2.

,..~cfE..~

§!Jltle. .tier Items

L')~${£: A ackno,vledecs that
"

t in c:asc ofconflic1, the poJici(1S of
CJ~ ~II consult wilh each other and m
· ~ · about the agreement

'5-<J
~o.

<:>o

,,

iU'Y employer of Party B, and

,•ill prevail. The t~vo parties
es friendly which may arise

2. The Agreement is in tripliaw:, and aJJ shall take eftect upon being signed _at 1he
same time. Party A holds two, Party B holds one, and all have equal legal effect.
The AgreeJpent is written in both Chinese and English, but has been modified by
Pany·B in the English te,c~ onl)'· ~l'hercfore. the English version shall prevail.
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(P.ar1y A)

Z,"fj (fa'rty R)

,
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National "Thousand Talents·Piao" Employment Contract
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(2) Right.s of P~rty B
.
I. Remuneration package: Party A provides Party B with wages of RMB 500,000 yuan/year and
allowance of RMB 300,000 yuan/year, in a total of RMB 800,000 yuan/year (this income is pre-tax income,
including but not Hmited to payments to Party B for various social insurance premiums and welfare benefits
payable by organizations or ind.ividuals as required by t~e government, such as ~ousing subsidies and medical
insurance and, subsidies for the spouse living in China: Other than the one-time subsidy from the central
government and the science and technology talent incentive awards provided by the Zhejiang provincial
• CJ
government in accordance with relevant rules, Party A will not pay Party B any additional wages or fees. In -\.~
accordance with the relevant rules of the.state and localities, Party A will pay social insurance premiums s ~~
as medical insurance for Party B on time, and the relevant fees shall be withheld and paid by Patt)' A on ~ behalf of Party B) on a monthly basis.
:
~~ ~
· Remuneratiion payment method: Party B's remuneration will !:>e paid according~o
t
tcn~al
$)
Party B works at the U!)iversity. At the end ofthe 'J2th month of each appointment year,
Bs
ettle
the specific-amount to be paid for the current year according to the ~ctual working ~-(l · ~ . Jf
payable amount based on Party B's actual hou~ of work after conversion is Jess t h ~ - ~ ~ actua,lly
paid by Party A, the excess will be deducted one-time by Party A from Party R!s.lJ.nuaJ ~ in the
following year or Party B will make a one-time r~fund to Party A.
• ~,-· f/j,
· ·
After the first phase of the cor:itract, Party B's remuneration pack~d'~nt method wiJI be
negotiated and agreed.upon in accordance with the relev3"t docum:s!nts.
In addition, after Party 8 comes to·work at the university,
·
·1
· ya one-time subsidy from ·
the central government and the provincial government scientific
ch
lent awards provided by ·
Zhejiang Province according to the relevant regulations ~ftheftlG andAej1ang Province:
2. H~u_sing arrangements: Party B can rent a teacher's~~~ ~ Party!', and the rent and other
corresponding expenses shall be borne by Party B. l f ~ ~ e
~~_application criteria for the reserved
housing for high-level talents in Zhejiang University,
ly and purchase a corresponding house.
3. Working conditions: Party A shall provid~~ B · a research start-up fund of RM~ .!Q mmion
(inclu.d ing support funds provided by the state~~t ~ e s and commissions, and provinces and
muni~ipaliti_es for the selection of the natioi:~housJ(ll)°)'aJents Plan").
.
4. Offices and laboratories: Party C
· ;\1'fices and labQratories for .Party B. Party B shalJ pay a
certain amount of ~sour~es usage fees Q
in~
~e reJevant regulations of the university. Depending
·
upon the needs of Party B's wo~k,
P d}. Ole some instruments, equipment, and facilities of Party A
and Party C according to the reJe . gu
s of the university.
.
.
· ·.
5. Team buildi,:ig: Party
Pa
support Party B's team building, and Party A shall provide
remune~tion to Party B ·~~ em
ho meet Party A's employment criteria for the teaching-andresearch teacher position.
e~~
e r~muneration packages of all other personnel shall be included in
party B's research fu~t,n th~p oyment procedures sh_aJJ be handled in accordance with Party A's
relevant person~el~ ~~
6. Student
ssio
eria (including sup~rvi_sing doctors, postgraduates and P.Ost-doetoral staff.
senior visi~'n
.
a ~. : The university first arrang~s and recommends outstanding doctoral and master
students, a
erq~st-doctoral staff and senior visiting scholars. .
·
.
.'M
~~s of Party B
·
.
~or ·
ours at the university: 9 months or more every year beginning January 2.014. Party 8 plans
to reilrt tQ..~ niversity in January 2014_. After the official registration is completed, the salary will be
calculate~
.
.
·
~~onscientiously abide by the Jaws and regulations of the People's.Republic of China and the rules
an~ulations of Party A and Party C. ·
.
.
· _~ 3. Perform job duties, achieve the job objectives and tasks as agreed in Article 2 of the contract, and
~~~ure t~e quality of work. Accept the work arrange.ment, business guidance, inspection, evaluation, rewards
0 and punishments by Party A and Party C.
·

,g

~-s;.,-·
~,

i!i

~

·2
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.

.

.

4. During the t~rm of Party B's employment, if Party B publishes papers and works, or applies for relevant
awards, patents and scientific research projects and funds; Party B shaJJ sigri the names of Party B, Party A _a nd Party
C at the same time (i.e., the author and the author's organization must l;>e both)isted at the same time, and the
·
author's organization must be in the name of Party A and Conly).
5. Party B shall make the total fund use plan and annual use budget for the research funcjs provided by Party A
and P~y C. Party A shall retrieve the part of the annual budget that has i:iot been used a~cording to the rules on the
use of~nds. Party·A will retrieve any unused research funding at the end oft.Ile employment term or when the
contract is rescinded.
·.
·
·
. ·
·
· ·
.,.l.,
6. During the period of employment, Party B will not interfere with China's intemaJ affairs, will abid~~-China's religious policjes, will not engage in activities-that are incompatible -.vith the expert statu~and
Mgeby
the moral standards and customs of the Chinese people.
·
.
· r-"-~ · ~

j

•'-CJ

will

·.

.

.

.

.

0J (/>'~

Article 4 Modification, Rescission and Termination of Contract
~ _~
.
(1) Modification of the ~ontract
e, . .._)-,.'V'
·
Upon agreement ofthe·parties to the contract~the changes may be made, but~h~~pinions shall be
subject to the written opinions ·r eached by the three parties.
·
~
~V:
.
(2) Rescission of the.contract
~~
~
qj,
I. If Party B has one of the following circumstances during the te
ent, Party A has the right to.
notify Party B to rescind_the contract 30 days in advll!)ce in writin~glf A
. s the contract ~ue to any of ·
the circumstances, Party A shall not assume any responsibility for
. 0
-· ·
(1) Party B fails to perfonn the mai-n obligations of the C9 . ; ~ n fulfilling his contractual
.
obligations he fails to _comply with the agreed-upon condition'(o)t fail
make th~ corrections within a reasonable
period after being pointed out by Party A and. Party C;
t\,. '""·
.
·.
· (2) [Party BJ fails to pass evaluation after bei~g ~tecf.n
A and Party C
·
. . i. If Party B has one of the follow.i ng cir<;umst~~~ay unilaJeraJI~ rescind this contract at any
time.
.
.
~~
. · (1). Serious violations of the rules and ·
o~arty A and Party C;
(2) Commission of a criminal act. ·
0
.
.
3. If Pcµfy A fails to pay Party B's r~era6-<;ackage on time 30 days after the deadline, Party B has the
right to notify Party A in writing to res~~- ~"1tt.
.
·
· 4. If the parties to the contrac ~~ b)4
nsus, the contract may be rescinded. Any party that proposes to
rescind the contract by negotiatio
· p11
in accordance with the following procedures:
·
(1) If Party B propose
nni •
e contract for special reasof'!S during the term of employment, Party B
shall ~ubmit a written a'p
p
J"~
i
to P.
A and Party C 3 months in advance, and upon Party A and Par:ty C's
· consent, the contract ma
e ·
.
· (2) If.P arty t\.<l"f
oposes to rescind the contract for special reasons during Party B's employment
period, either p~sJWrioti~arty B iri writing 3 months in advance and fully communicate with Party B.
s: If the c
ca ~ performed nonnaJly due to force majeure during the period of employment, and
the cont~rat'n~~fied or rescinded, the three parties shall properly handle such situation in accordance
with relev
te
ions.
·
·
·
.
·
6.
B~r! .1ses to resig~ from his original employer by January 2019. Jf Party B cannot resign from his
p o s ~ hi~~ft'ginal employer within the stipulated timeframe, _Party A and P~ C have the right to change _o r
can~th~_i.~ct.
.
. ! 3{r"mination of the contract:
.
·
~
contract is terminated when the c9ntract tenn expires orJbe conditions for the statutory rescission or
t e ~ on of the contract arise.
·
.
.
~
3
.

~

rarty

V

·

--~ 0
0
~ -
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Article 5 Supplementary Provisions ·
.
1. Party B confinns that the contact address at the beginning of the contract is the address
where Party A and Party C send written notices to Party B.' If there is any change in the delivery
address of Party B during the perfQnnance of the coptract, Party B shall notify Party A and Party C
in writing. If the address p~ovided by Party Bis inaccurate or Party B does not promptly notify Party A and Party C of such change of address, such that Party A's or Party -C's written notifications are
.
not delive_red or not delivered in time, Party B .shall bear the legal consequences arising therefrom.
~.
2. If the tenris of the "Thousand Talents" employment contract signed in June 2012 conflict ·
with this contract, the·tenns of this contract shall prevail.
· .
· t\,.~
--J
The c<?nclusion, interpretatjon and dispute resolution of this contract shall~ govem~4o
n..._,C::..
the Jaws of the Peop,e's ~epublic of China.
·
·
~ ·
...'O ~v
· 3. When a dispute arises between Party A, Party C and Party B, it shall be sett]
~u
~'
friendly negotiation or mediation. If the negotiation or mediation fails, a party may
· o ··
Zhejiang Personnel Dispute Arbitration Court for arbitration. If any party is
wiff
~~tcom~ o:t~e arbitration, it may file a lawsuit with the'Jocal people\court.at
m~~~arty _

C

0'
~,CJ

c_0

difs
·

.
4. If there are any unfinished matters in· this contract, the ~ree·p~(iJ~ r•otiate and
m*e a.written supplementary.agreement. The written supplementary ~~en~this contract
have equivalent legal effect
r"\~~
5. This contract is signed in Hangzhou, Zhejiang,.Chi~~lttfth . ies of the same
format. EacI1 of Party A, Party B and Party C retains one COJD'~ the .
takes effect w.hen
Party A, B, and C have signed ~d affixed seals to this con~. ' ' ·

.

.

.

Signature of Party A's Representati.ve:
illegible) [signature]

e(J

liJl~le

signature}

·qc;;.

[seal} Zh~iang UnivttSity

. c, . o<::i~

December 6, 2013

0~

~f/j,

S i ~ a t u. "

• ,..ber6, 2013

'h(j ·~
~ <§ ·
,o ~<l. ..
e,·b · ,...,.v
u

·

Signature of Party C 's Representative:
[signature]

.

[seal] Zhejiang University
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Qingdao University introduces high-level talent employment contract
Appointment unit: Qingdao University (hereinafter referred to as Party A)
Appointed expert:
(hereinafter referred to as Party B)
ID card (passport):
In order to protect the legitimate rights and interests of both parties, in accordance with the relevant
national laws, regulations, rules and the personnel and personnel policies of Shandong Province and
Qingdao Municipality, this contract was concluded through negotiation between the two parties.
Article 1 Appointment position and term of appointment
Party A shall appoint Party B to work full-time at the Institute of Cancer Precision Medicine (Qingdao
Cancer Research Institute) of Qingdao University. The first appointment period is five years, counting
from the date of signing the contract. After the expiration of the first appointment, if Party B fulfills the
contractual target, it will automatically renew its employment.
Article 2 Party B's job tasks and objectives
(1) Team building and talent training
A total of 8-10 post-doctoral and doctoral students are trained.
(2) Research and innovation transformation
1. Obtain 2-3 major national or other national major issues and 1-2 national natural youth projects;
2. Published 5-8 SCI papers, including 2-4 articles with 10 or more points;
3. Efforts to achieve a new target for cancer prevention and treatment were first reported in the world
and used for the development of new anti-tumor drugs. Actively cooperate with the research institute
to screen and discover lead compounds with anti-tumor activity.
4. The scientific research results are reported to the provincial and ministerial level results of the first
and second prizes or 1-2 national-level achievements;
5. Apply for more than 2 invention patents;
(3) Disciplinary construction and academic exchanges
Initiate academic reports or lectures 3 times; attend academic conferences and report 3-5 times.
According to the development needs of the institute, it is involved in the construction of related
disciplines.
(4) Public services
According to the needs of the institute, it undertakes or cooperates with the management and service of
the research institute's personnel training, talent introduction, laboratory preparation, discipline
development, scientific research and transformation, and publicity.
Article 3 Rights and obligations
I. Party A’s rights
(1) To manage Party B in accordance with national laws, regulations and relevant regulations of the
school.
(2) To assess Party B in accordance with the relevant provisions of the State and the agreed tasks and
objectives of the post.
Second, Party A’s obligations
(1) Protecting and maintaining the rights that Party B shall enjoy in accordance with the law and
supporting Party B's work.

(2) Providing necessary living and working conditions for Party B to carry out work
1. Salary, insurance and other welfare benefits: the salary structure implements the national policy
wages + special post allowance 200,000 / year + research grants + research awards (a total of about
500,000 yuan / year, of which 100,000 yuan for performance pay, annual Pay after passing the
examination). The payment method is issued on a monthly basis. Party B shall enjoy the welfare benefits
of Party A in the preparation of formal employees. Party A shall pay various insurance premiums and
provident funds for Party B. Party B's personal burden shall be deducted by Party A on the basis of the
formal staff standard.
2. Housing subsidy: RMB 600,000, which is paid once when Party B purchases a house.
3. Research start-up funds: Provide Party B with RMB 2 million for research start-up funds (including
500,000 yuan for schools and the rest will be provided by the Institute) for Party B's research work
expenses. After Party B arrives at the post, it will be allocated according to Party B's work needs.
Third, Party B rights
(1) During the work of Party A, Party B shall implement the relevant provisions of the relevant working
hours and work holidays of the State.
(2) Enjoying the working and living conditions provided by Party A.
Fourth, Party B’s obligations
(1) Party B shall abide by the laws and regulations of the State and the rules and regulations of the
employer.
(2) Party B shall work full-time in Party A. Party A shall not work part-time in the foreign unit without the
consent of Party A, earnestly perform the duties of the post, complete the post work tasks and work
objectives, and accept the assessment of Party A.
(3) The intellectual property rights obtained by Party B during the work of Party A, including copyright,
patent rights, trademark rights, etc., are owned by Party A. According to the definition of intellectual
property rights between the two parties, Party B has certain sharing rights within the defined scope.
(4) Party B shall abide by Party A's relevant confidentiality regulations and keep confidentiality of Party
A's trade secrets and other intellectual property-related confidential matters.
Article 4 Assessment
1. Annual assessment: Party B accepts Party A's annual work assessment during the employment period
and submits the “Working Progress Report of the Year”.
2. Mid-term assessment: During the term of employment, Party B will accept the mid-term assessment
of Party A's work for three years and submit the “Medium-term Work Progress Report”.
3. Appointment assessment: Party B will accept Party A's assessment of the appointment period after
the expiration of the appointment period. The evaluation of the employment period is based on the
tasks and objectives of the employment of the contract, and Party B submits the “Summary Report on
the Employment Period”.
Article 5 Change, Termination and Dissolution of the Contract
(1) Both parties may agree to change the relevant content of this contract or terminate or terminate this
contract.
(2) If Party B fails to pass the examination during the employment period, has a major direct liability
accident or has a violation of law or discipline, Party A has the right to dismiss the employee and
terminate the contract. At the same time, Party B shall pay the remaining amount of research funds paid
by Party A. Return Party A and return the housing subsidy for the remaining years of less than 5 years to
Party A.

(3) If Party B proposes to resign within 5 years, it shall submit a written application to Party A 6 months
in advance. After Party A's consent, Party B may apply for resignation and refund the remaining research
funds paid by Party A
and return the housing subsidy for the remaining years of less than 5 years
to Party A.
Party B shall submit a written application to Party A 6 months in advance after resigning after 5 years of
work.
(4) In the event of any unforeseen circumstances that cannot be prevented by the parties during the
appointment period, the contract may not be properly performed. If the contract needs to be changed
or terminated or terminated, the two parties shall properly handle the contract in accordance with
relevant regulations.
Article 6 Supplementary Provisions
(1) This contract is made in two copies, and Party A and Party B each hold one copy. This contract shall
take effect on the date of signature and seal.
(2) Except for the occurrence of force majeure factors, the parties may strictly perform the terms of the
contract. The parties shall strictly perform the terms and conditions of the contract.
(3) After the signing of this contract, both parties shall have confidentiality obligations for their contents
and shall not disclose it to third parties.
(4) If there are any outstanding matters in this contract, it shall be negotiated by both parties to make
supplementary provisions. Supplementary provisions have the same effect as this contract

Subcommittee Translation of State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs’
Contract of Employment Template
The State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs (“SAFEA”) created a Chineselanguage and English-language version of its Contract of Employment Template.
However, the SAFEA English-language version does not include SAFEA guidance
found in the Chinese-language version. The Subcommittee has provided a
provisional translation of this SAFEA guidance in blue text below.

说 明
各有关用人单位需在申报“高端外国专家项目”（文教类）时提
供工作合同（工作意向书），工作合同或意向书是国家外国专家局
评审和资助的重要依据。
所附工作合同（工作意向书）文本仅供参考，各相关用人单位
应根据本单位情况自行拟定工作合同（工作意向书），相关法律责
任由用人单位承担。
Explanation
All employers are required to provide a contract of employment (letter of intent to
work) in applications for “High-End Foreign Experts Program.” The contract of
employment or letter of intent to work is an important foundation for evaluating and
funding by the State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs.
The attached contract of employment (letter of intent to work) text is for
reference only. Each employer shall prepare its own work contract (letter of intent
to work) according to the employer’s circumstances and be responsible for any
related legal issues.

附件五

工作合同文本（工作意向书）
（仅供参考）

甲方（用人单位）

乙方（受聘专家）

根据中华人民共和国法律法规，双方在平等、自愿、协商一致的基础上
签订本合同（工作意向书）。

甲方

（用人单位，以下简称“甲方”）

法定代表人：
联系人：
办公电话：

乙方(中文)
国籍：

职务：
手机：

（外文）
性别：

护照号码：
居住国通讯地址：

（受聘专家，以下简称“乙方”）
出生日期

年 月 日

电话：

传真：

电子邮箱：

第一条 工作时间
本合同/意向书约定：2013 年乙方在甲方
（或自 2013 年起乙方在甲方

部门工作
部门连续工作

个月

年，其中

2013 年工作 个月，2014 年工作 个月，2015 年工作 个月）
。
第二条 劳动报酬
本合同/意向书约定：
2.1、乙方完成约定的工作量（包括工作时间），2013 年甲方将支付乙方
劳动报酬
2015 年支付

元人民币（税前），2014 年支付

元人民币（税前）
，

元人民币（税前）
。

2.2、甲方应按照中华人民共和国有关规定为乙方代缴个人所得税。

第三条 岗位职责（请用人单位根据情况自行约定）
3.1 甲方聘用乙方在

部门担任

岗位的工作。

3.2 乙方的主要工作任务是：
。

第四条 福利待遇（请用人单位根据情况自行约定）
4.1 乙方在甲方工作期间，除双方另有约定，甲方应按照中国《劳动法》
有关规定，安排乙方执行标准工时制度，即乙方每日工作 8 小时，每周工作
40 小时。
4.2 甲方安排或者同意乙方加班的，应按照法律规定安排乙方补休或支付

加班工资。
4.3 乙方享受中国公民法定带薪节日休假。

第五条 权利和义务（请用人单位根据情况自行约定）
5.1 知识产权保护
乙方在甲方工作期间，在项目工作中所取得的知识产权，包括著作权、专利
权、商标权等，其所有权归_________。

（建议甲乙双方根据工作范围和事项另行签订知识产权保护协议）
5.2 保密义务
乙方须遵守甲方相关保密规定，对甲方商业秘密及其他与知识产权相关
的涉密事项进行保密。
若乙方违反保密义务，除赔偿甲方因此造成的损失外，应按照相关法律
法规承担相应的法律责任。

（建议甲乙双方根据工作性质及实际需要商定保密范围和事项，另行签
订保密义务协议）
5.3 竞业限制
竞业限制的约定不得违反法律、法规的规定。

（建议甲乙双方商定竞业限制的范围、地域、期限以及经济补偿和违约
赔偿金额及相关责任，另行签订竞业限制协议）
5.4 侵害第三方权利的责任
本合同/意向书执行期间，如发生侵害第三方权利情形的，要按照甲乙双
方的过错确定责任，并由过错方依法进行赔付。因乙方过错侵害第三方权利，
而甲方为此先行赔付的，甲方可向乙方追偿。
5.5 其他义务
（1）甲方应按照有关规定协助乙方办理出入境、居留等相关手续，为
乙方开展工作提供必要的条件，按时支付乙方劳动报酬，保障乙方的福利待

遇和正当权益，同时对乙方的工作进行考核评价和成果评估。
（2）乙方应遵守中国法律、法规和用人单位的规章制度，按照合同约
定的时间在岗工作，认真履行岗位职责，完成岗位工作任务，接受甲方的考
核和监督。
（3） 建议甲乙双方明确约定甲方是否为乙方提供国际交通或国际交通

补贴）
本合同/意向书一式两份，由甲方和乙方分别留存。合同/意向书分别用
中、英文书就，两种文本内容完全一致，具有同等的效力。

甲方：

乙方：

法定代表人
（单位公章）

时间： 年 月 日

时间： 年 月 日

Contract of Employment/Letter of Intent
(For Reference Only)

Party A (Employer)

Party B (Employee)

According to the relevant laws and regulations of the PRC, both Parties, in line
with the principles of equality, mutual agreement, and on a voluntary basis, agree to
sign this Contract/Letter of Intent.

Party A
(Employer, hereafter referred to as “Party A”)
Legal Representative：
Contact Person：

Position：

Telephone：

Cell Phone：

Party B (in Chinese)

(in native language)

(Employee, hereafter referred to as “Party B”)
Nationality：
Date of Birth：

Gender：
（year） （month）

(date)

Passport Number：
Address (outside of China):
Telephone：

Fax：

Email Address：
Article 1. Term of Employment
Party B ensures to work in Party A

(Unit) for

months in 2013 (or from

year 2013, Party B ensures to work for ____ years continuously in Party A,
months in 2013,

months in 2014,

______ months in 2015)

Article 2. Compensation or Salary
2.1 If Party B accomplishes his/her responsibilities (including the working
time), Party A should pay
salary in 2013, pay

RMB (before tax) to Party B as compensation or
RMB (before tax) to Party B in 2014 and pay

RMB

(before tax) to Party B in 2015.
2.2 Party A should help Party B go through tax-related procedures in
accordance with the related regulations and policies of the PRC.

Article 3. Job Responsibilities (optional)
(Employers should agree based upon their circumstances.)
3.1 Party A employs Party B as
in
.
3.2 Party B’s job responsibilities are:
__________________________________________________________.
Article 4. Benefits (optional)
(Employers should agree according to their circumstances.)
4.1 Unless the two Parties agree otherwise, Party A will adopt standard working
time for Party B in accordance with the Labor Law of PRC. That is to say, Party B
will work 8 hours a day, 40 total hours each week.

4.2 If Party A asks Party B to work overtime or endorses Party B’s application
for overtime work, Party A shall give Party B overtime payment according to the
relevant laws and regulations.
4.3 Party B is entitled to have paid public holidays of China.
Article 5. Rights and Obligations (optional)
(Employers should agree according to their circumstances.)
5.1 Intellectual Property Protection
_________owns the copyrights of the works, inventions, patents and other
intellectual properties produced by Party B during the Contract period.
(It is recommended that both parties sign an intellectual property protection
agreement in accordance with the scope and content of the work.)
5.2 Confidentiality
Party B should obey the rules concerning confidentiality formulated by Party
A. Party B is obliged to maintain confidentiality of Party A’s secrecy, including
but not limited to trade secrets, issues related to intellectual properties, etc.
If Party B disobeys the confidentiality obligations, he or she shall not only
compensate Party A for the loss but also bear the relevant legal liability in accordance
with relevant laws and regulations.
(It is recommended that Party A and Party B agree on the scope and content of
what should be confidential based on the necessity and nature of the work and
sign a separate confidentiality agreement.)

5.3 Non-Competition Restriction
The non-competition restriction shall be determined according to the relevant

laws and regulations.
(It is recommended that Party A and Party B agree on the scope, geographical
scope, time limit, and the amount of economic compensation and breach of
contract compensation and related responsibilities, and sign a separate noncompetition agreement.)
5.4 Liability for Violation of the Third Party’s Rights
Should any rights of the third Party be violated during the Contract period, both
Parties shall determine the responsible Party who will be liable for reimbursement.
In the event that Party A pays for Party B’s misbehavior, Party A shall be
compensated by Party B.
5.5 Other Obligations
(1) Party A shall help Party B manage issues such as residence, entry and exit,
etc. Party A should provide essential conditions to Party B in order to carry out joint
programs, pay compensation or salary to Party B on time, ensure the benefits and
rights of Party B when he/she works for Party A, and evaluate the work performances
and contributions of Party B.
(2) Party B shall observe all relevant laws and regulations of the PRC, follow
the rules and employment discipline formulated by Party A, start work on the
prescribed date according to this Contract/Letter of Intent，fulfill the tasks assigned
to him/her with high standards within the prescribed timeframe, and be subject to
Party A’s supervision and review of his or her working performance.
(
(3) It is recommended that Party A and Party B clearly agree whether
Party A will provide Party B with international transportation or international
transportation subsidies.)
There are two original copies of the Contract/Letter of Intent, which to be
preserved separately by Party A and Party B. Each copy will be signed in duplicate
in both English and Chinese with both texts being equally authentic.

Party A:
Legal Representative
Date:
（Official Seal）

Party B:

APPENDIX B
CHINA’S TALENT RECRUITMENT PLAN CASE STUDIES
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INVESTIGATIONS

UNITED STATES SENATE
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Chinese Talent Recruitment Case Examples
Individual M
A National Lab employee, Individual M, who accepted a joint appointment at
a Chinese university as part of the TTP likely took National Lab intellectual
property and patent information without consent of other laboratory scientists, in
order to file a similar patent with Chinese collaborators. Individual M subsequently
filed for a U.S. patent that overlapped with the design and claims of the patent held
by the National Lab.
Individual N
Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence conducted an
investigation of Individual N that applied to the TTP while working at a National
Lab. The investigation determined that Individual N was a supervisor at the
National Lab and oversaw other TTP applicants who worked on sensitive but
unclassified national security topics.
While employed at the National Lab, Individual N hosted dozens of other
Chinese nationals, worked on numerous Energy funded projects, and visited
multiple Energy labs. The individual hired at least four Chinese nationals and TTP
participants, while at least eight others were known to be no-pay appointments paid
for by other Chinese organizations. The investigation revealed a disproportionate
collaboration with Chinese institutions, and the individual attempted to initiate
official sharing agreements between the laboratory and a Chinese organization.
Additionally, the investigation found that monitoring the group’s work was
complicated by the language barrier, the revolving door of personnel, and the
somewhat insular nature of the group. A later review identified at least six projects
designated as sensitive.
Individual O
Energy’s Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence investigated a postdoctoral researcher, Individual O, whom China selected for the TTP. The
investigation determined that Individual O removed multiple gigabytes of
unclassified data totaling over 30,000 electronic files from the National Lab prior to
departing for China.
While employed at the National Lab, Individual O was selected for China’s
TTP. In support of the TTP application, the researcher obtained recommendation
letters from U.S. colleagues and detailed some ongoing projects. Shortly after being
selected for the TTP, the researcher took a professorial position in China. After
Individual O departed for China, Energy discovered that the researcher uploaded
multiple gigabytes of information including presentations, technical papers,
research, and charts, from the National Lab network to a personal cloud storage
account. Individual O told his or her prospective Chinese employer that his or her
research area in the United States would play a critical role in advanced defense
2

applications. Individual O furthermore planned to leverage the Chinese
university’s strength in national defense and military research to support the
modernization of the People’s Republic of China’s national defense. After returning
to China, Individual O committed to keeping a close and collaborative relationship
with several named research teams at the National Lab.
Individual Z
In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical school concerning three principal
investigators with potential affiliations with the TTP, Chinese universities, and
other Chinese government funded grant programs. The institution conducted an
internal review and initially indicated that it did not identify any financial conflicts
of interests. The internal review involved phone interviews and written questions
and answers with the principal investigators at issue.
NIH, however, submitted additional questions concerning one of the principal
investigators who told the institution that he or she never worked at Peking
University and did not receive any funds from any talent recruitment plans. NIH
sent the institution a screenshot of Peking University’s website that identified the
principal investigator as a “Professor” since 2012. NIH also sent the institution
information indicating that the principal investigator was likely a TTP member.
The institution later provided NIH with an affidavit from the principal investigator
stating he or she never held a position at Peking. The principal investigator also
told the institution that Peking University’s web site must be an oversight as he or
she never actually accepted the position. NIH then informed the institution that
the principal investigator likely had a potential conflict as he or she maintained an
active, unreported Natural Science Foundation of China (“NSFC”) grant. The
institution’s representative wrote back to NIH: “Obviously concerning to us.”
Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the individual
to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet to take
any further action.
Individual X
In early 2019, NIH contacted a medical research institution concerning a
principal investigator, Individual X. That individual also was publicly listed as
serving in several positions at Huazhong University of Science and Technology.
Additionally, NIH alleged that the principal investigator also worked on two active
NSFC grants that Individual X did not disclose.
Subsequently, the institution conducted an internal investigation and stated
that it

may have failed to completely disclose [Individual X’s] affiliation at
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, funding from the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the Chinese
Thousand Talents Program, and foreign components of the awarded
3

projects in applications and progress reports which designate
[Individual X] as the [principal investigator] or Key Personnel.
After the institution’s inquiry into the individual’s foreign associations,
Huazhong University deleted the individual’s online resume. The institution,
however, asserted that the work did not overlap with past or existing NIH grants.
Despite these violations of NIH grant policy, the institution allowed the individual
to continue as a principal investigator on the NIH grant and NIH has yet to take
any further action.
Individual Y
In early 2019, NIH contacted a hospital institution regarding alleged foreign
support for an NIH-sponsored medical researcher, Individual Y. Individual Y
worked at the institutions’ Biomedical Informatics and Division of Biostatistics.
The institution conducted an internal investigation and located a TTP contract
signed by Individual Y. The TTP contract required Individual Y to “recruit three
undergraduate students each year … focus on recruiting 1-2 post-doctoral students
each year … [and] publish 12 papers in mainstream international journals.”
The institution’s internal investigation also discovered that in addition to
being a member of the TTP on contract through 2020, Individual Y had faculty
appointments at two universities in China: Jianghun and Wuhan. Individual Y
also received a 2018 award from the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
Individual Y also proposed using a U.S. data set for the NSFC-funded project. The
institution did not disclose any of the sources of foreign support to NIH. The
institution subsequently counseled Individual Y on the “importance of full and
accurate disclosure.”
NIH also identified potential conflicts of commitment. For example, NIH
asked if the institution was aware that Individual Y “was spending 6 months a year
in China working on this project?” The institution reported that it was not aware.
As a corrective measure, the institution refunded to NIH Individual Y’s salary
draws for time periods where there was “most likely potential for effort overlap.”
NIH continues to investigate the alleged violations.
Individual 1
Individual 1 was a professor and researcher working in cellular and
molecular physiology. Individual 1 is also a principal investigator who worked on
an NIH Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant Award. On April 11, 2014,
Individual 1 requested and received a one-year unpaid leave of absence starting in
July 2014 to work at Tsinghua University.
Individual 1 joined Tsinghua Medical School as a recipient of a TTP award in
July 2014. While working at Tsinghua Medical School, Individual 1 worked on
developing special antibodies. Tsinghua provided Individual 1 with other special
4

opportunities, such as the ability to work with a distinguished Nobel Prize winner,
the use of first-class technology and facilities, and access to the institution’s
renowned structural biology center. Individual 1 even received an award from the
Chinese government that fully supported his or her research and salary at
Tsinghua University from July 2014 to June 2017.
On April 6, 2015 Individual 1 requested and received extended leave
permitting the individual to maintain a 50 percent appointment at the institution
while working at Tsinghua University. The institution also granted permission for
Individual 1 to continue to conduct research at the institution.
While Individual 1 was supposed to conduct all the work at the U.S.
institution’s facilities, Individual 1 directed some of the work to be done in China at
Tsinghua University. Individual 1 did not submit a financial disclosure form to the
U.S. institution in 2014 as required by the U.S. institution. The individual also did
not disclose to the U.S. institution the salaries received from Tsinghua University
in subsequent disclosure forms.
“The institution’s internal investigation determined that it should have
reported to NIH the possibility of collaboration with investigators at a foreign site
that could result in co-authorship and should have provided a Foreign Justification
attachment to Individual 1’s award application.” In addition, the institution failed
to include Individual 1’s Tsinghua University’s position on supplementary reports
and failed to report the continuing arrangement with Tsinghua. In response to
repeated violations of NIH policies and TTP membership, the institution’s only
actions was to develop a remediation plan that required Individual 1 to file annual
conflict of interest disclosures.
Individual 3
A medical school reported that a pharmacology and dermatology professor,
Individual 3, potentially failed to comply with NIH policies requiring disclosure of
outside research support and foreign affiliations or research components.
Individual 3 has an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute. On several
publications, Individual 3 listed foreign support, in addition to his or her NIH
support, and held affiliations with at least five Chinese institutions. None of the
foreign support or foreign affiliations, however, were disclosed on Individual 3’s
NIH grant documents.
When questioned by the institution, Individual 3 said his or her publications
included reference to support from the NSFC because he or she considered it an
honor. Individual 3, however, also claimed that he or she received no financial
support from the NSFC award for his or her NIH-funded, or any other, research.
He or she also claimed that the aim of the project was different than the subject of
his or her NIH award.
5

During its internal investigation, the institution found online reports
suggesting Individual 3 was a Dean at Jiangsu University, participated in the
Jinshan Scholars Program, and in the TTP. Individual 3 said he or she rejected the
position and never participated in the alleged programs. Individual 3 also worked
with three post-doctoral students on an NIH grant who held concurrent positions at
Chinese institutions. Though these post-doctoral researchers did not list their
foreign government support in co-authoring publications with Individual 3, these
post-doctoral researchers’ co-authors at their affiliated Chinese institutions listed
Chinese government support.
As part of its response to this matter, the institution convened a Committee
on Research Security and Conflicts of Commitment to make recommendations about
how to secure research on its campuses and ensure that researchers’ commitments
supporting their research are not compromised by external relationships. The
institution told NIH that it will also review all of Individual 3’s grant applications
for the next two years.
Individual 4
NIH contacted a medical research institution after identifying issues of
potential willful non-disclosure of outside research support and relevant affiliations
or foreign components. NIH found that Individual 4, who serves as the Principal
Investigator on an NIH grant from the National Cancer Institute, may have
willfully failed to disclose the following affiliations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A distinguished professorship Zhejiang University;
Selection for the Chinese Talents Program;
At least two NSFC grants;
One National Key R&D Program of China grant;
One Shanghai Education Development Foundation “Shuguang Program”
grant;
6. One Chinese Minister of Science and Technology grant; and
7. Two Department of Education of Jiangxi grants.

The institution did express concern that the Thousand Talents contract
required Individual 4 to work “at least 9 months” in China from January 2014 to
December 2018 while the individual was a faculty member at the
institution. Further, the Chinese Talents Program contract required awards,
patents, and projects during the contract period would be under the Chinese
Institutions name. The contract also required the individual to resign from the
institution by January 2019 and work full-time for the Chinese institution.
As part of its response to this matter, the institution prepared several
communications to raise awareness across the university research community on
the importance of fully reporting foreign components and relationship with foreign
6

collaborators as required by NIH police and other sponsors. The institution also
revised help guides and business processes and outside interest disclosure forms to
better identify the need for faculty to disclose outside relationships with foreign
entities.
The institution, after conducting a preliminary investigation, told NIH that
the only failure to disclose concerned was the affiliation with Zhejiang University.
The other awards did not overlap with the NIH award. The institution did express
concern that the Thousand Talents contract required Individual 4 to work “at least
9 months” in China. NIH continues to investigate the matter.
Individual 5
NIH contacted Individual 5’s institution after identifying issues of potential
noncompliance regarding disclosure of outside research support and relevant
affiliations or foreign support. Individual 5 serves as a principal investigator on a
current NIH award from the National Institute on Mental Health. While working
on the NIH award, Individual 5 also has a position at Guangzhou Medical
University in China and holds at least two NSFC grants. Several of Individual 5’s
NIH-supported publications were also supported by foreign awards, suggesting
foreign collaborations. The grants and affiliations were not disclosed in applications
to NIH. The institution, however, stated that research activities conducted in
China as part of the consulting agreement did not overlap with the NIH application.
Circumvention of Export Controls
One other federal agency provided the Subcommittee with two additional
case studies that are detailed below.
Case Study 1
Federal agencies discovered a previously unknown Chinese state-sponsored
talent recruitment program co-sponsored by a Chinese government organization
that conducts military research and development. The talent recruitment program
appears to specifically target US academics who are experts in critical science,
technology, engineering, and math (“STEM”) fields, as well as individuals with
direct placement and access to federally-funded research in US academic
institutions. Some identified US selectees of this talent recruitment program
served as grant managers at a federal agency, making decisions on research grant
awards, while simultaneously being employed and tasked by the Chinese
government. These talent recruitment selectees allocated federal research funds to
other US academics who were themselves selectees of the same and other Chinese
talent recruitment programs. After several years another generation of talent
program selectees were appointed to the same grant management positions with
decision authority over federally-funded research grants. Based on this information,
we assess that this state-sponsored talent program represents part of a coordinated
effort on the part of the Chinese government to target critical STEM fields.
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Talent program selectees have sponsored masters, doctoral, and post-doctoral
students from Chinese universities with which the selectees themselves are
associated, including People’s Liberation Army (“PLA”)-affiliated schools. Talent
program selectees have accepted positions in Chinese universities, including
adjunct or visiting professorships, advisors to research programs, and visiting
lecturers. In some cases these talent program selectees may have contractual
obligations to Chinese institutions and are being directed to sponsor or hire Chinese
students from specific Chinese programs to work with them in their US-based labs
on federally-funded research.
A review of Chinese students sponsored or hired by the talent program
selectees found that many of these students come from labs and research programs
that perform research with defense applications, including PLA-affiliated schools
and research institutes, and civilian universities and programs that conduct
extensive defense-related research. Many of these students have also received
funding from state-run programs such as the China Scholarship Council that
require researchers to return to China after the completion of their studies to
facilitate the transfer of sensitive scientific know-how.
This trend also represents significant economic security concerns. A selectee
of multiple talent recruitment programs sponsored Chinese graduate students to
work in a federally-funded laboratory at a US university. The selectee then cofounded a China-based medical technology business together with the
entrepreneurial component of another talent recruitment program and hired their
former students. The Chinese business now competes with major U.S. companies.
Case Study 2
A Professor at a U.S. University who specialized in a critical, dual-use STEM
field and was the recipient of numerous US government research grants was also a
selectee of multiple Chinese talent recruitment programs and an "overseas
professor'' of a Chinese university. The professor directed a China-based laboratory
performing applied military research and development. Instead of traveling
directly to China to work at this laboratory, the Professor stayed in the United
States and sponsored visiting Chinese students and scholars from the laboratory to
study under the professor's guidance in the United States. This technique,
commonly seen throughout the United States with talent recruitment program
selectees, allowed the professor to pass dual-use research, and potentially exportcontrolled research, to China via the visiting students and scholars without having
to physically leave the United States. Many of these visiting students and scholars
were not only affiliated with the Professor's Chinese laboratory but they were
directly affiliated with research and development organizations involved in China's
military modernization efforts.
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Conclusion: The cases described above are just two examples of identified
talent program selectees and their activities that undermine US national and
economic security. Some of this activity may violate U.S. law in areas such as grant
fraud, computer fraud, misuse of public resources for personal financial gain, or
illegal supplementation of a federal salary. Additionally, some of the activity may
not be illicit in nature, but involve conflicts of interest or commitments and/or
violations of federal research grant terms and ethical or research integrity codes of
conduct. Lastly, it is unknown the extent or scale of China's efforts to incentivize,
employ, or task individuals in the U.S. through these talent recruitment programs
or similar state-sponsored mechanisms.
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Chairman Portman, Ranking Member Carper, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you
for the opportunity to appear before you today, and thank you for highlighting the national
security and economic threat from Chinese talent plans.
Time and time again, the Communist government of China has proven that it will use any
means necessary to advance its interests at the expense of others, including the United States,
and pursue its long-term goal of being the world’s superpower by 2049.
The Chinese government knows that economic strength and scientific innovation are the
keys to global influence and military power, so Beijing aims to acquire our technology—often in
the early stages of development—as well as our expertise, to erode our competitive advantage
and supplant the United States as a global superpower. As part of this effort, China has been
making extensive use of nontraditional collectors. These individuals are not “spies” in the
traditional sense of intelligence officers, but they are nonetheless collecting information sought
by the Chinese government.
Among its many ways of collecting information, prioritized in national strategies such as
the Five-Year Plan, the Chinese government oversees expert recruitment programs known as
talent plans. Through these programs, the Chinese government offers lucrative financial and
research benefits to recruit individuals working and studying outside of China who possess
access to, or expertise in, high-priority research fields. These talent recruitment programs include
not only the well-known Thousand Talents Plan but also more than 200 similar programs, all of
which are overseen by the Chinese government and designed to support its goals, sometimes at
U.S. taxpayers’ expense.

While mere participation in a talent plan is not illegal, investigations by the FBI and our
partner agencies have revealed that participants are often incentivized to transfer to China the
research they conduct in the United States, as well as other proprietary information to which they
can gain access, and remain a significant threat to the United States. In some cases, this has
resulted in violations of U.S. laws, including economic espionage, theft of trade secrets, and
grant fraud.
Talent plan participation can also violate conflict-of-interest policies put in place by
American research institutions or federal grant agencies—particularly if talent plan participants
fail to disclose their sources of funding.
In addition, many talent plan participants sign contracts outlining work that mirrors the
research they perform at American institutions. These contracts subject participants to the broad
laws of the Chinese government and—ironically—strictly protect China’s right to the patents and
other intellectual property developed during work within the talent plan.
It is also important to mention that last year, after we began some high-visibility arrests
and prosecutions of talent plan members, the Chinese government responded by abruptly
removing their public information about these programs and their participants. If these plans are
as innocuous as they try to imply, why the shift to secrecy? By contrast, anyone can go online
and search every grant awarded by the National Science Foundation, for example; the U.S.
Government does not conceal our research funding because we have nothing to hide. The
Chinese government’s abrupt concealment is not just an admission of the ulterior motives of
their talent plans; viewed more broadly, it is yet another illustration of China’s lack of openness,
fairness, and reciprocity, as contrasted with the behavior of free nations like the United States
and our allies.
I would also like to note that people of any ethnicity may be recruited to join talent plans,
so I cannot overstate that ethnicity plays no role in our investigations. Instead, we follow facts
and evidence wherever they lead. We have never asked any university, company, or other entity
to profile people based on ethnicity, and we would be appalled if they did. As is true for all FBI
programs, we investigate specific individuals when we have specific evidence that they are
engaged in unlawful activity or pose a threat to national security.
Nor do we have any intention of chilling academic freedom or curtailing international
exchange—quite the reverse. International collaboration plays a crucial role in the development
of scientific breakthroughs throughout U.S. research institutions. The open and collaborative
nature of the American academic environment produces advanced research and cutting-edge
technology, but it also puts our universities at risk for exploitation by foreign adversaries looking
to advance their own scientific, economic, and military development goals. Our goal is to
preserve academic freedom and free enterprise by maintaining a fair, open environment and
protecting campuses and companies from malign foreign actors.
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It is essential for the FBI to continue protecting American research from unfair
exploitation while ensuring that our academic and business environments remains free and open.
To advance that mission, we have developed strong partnerships with other federal agencies,
some of whom sit beside me today, and we will continue working together to safeguard
American research, technology, and ingenuity.
As a sign of the importance we place on partnerships, since my arrival each of our 56
field offices has established a counterintelligence task force, which brings together the
capabilities of participating agencies in that field office’s area of responsibility. We support this
through a centralized National Counterintelligence Task Force (NCITF), which assists with
matters such as budget and memoranda of understanding, as well as serving a coordination
function in its own right.
Engagement outside of government is another essential part of our work. Each of our 56
field offices has frequent, substantive engagement with universities and businesses in its area of
responsibility, thereby allowing a customized exchange of information about cases, threats, and
trends. This engagement by counterintelligence personnel is done in tandem with private sector
coordinators, field office personnel whose full-time job is to develop and coordinate privatesector relationships across all programs.
We also direct national-level engagement from FBI Headquarters; this takes many forms,
so I will provide just a few examples. Since June 2018, the Counterintelligence Division has
been partnering with the three largest university associations: the American Council on
Education (ACE), the Association of American Universities (AAU), and the Association of
Public and Land-grant Universities (APLU). We have been doing this through a series of
meetings and events coordinated by the FBI’s Office of the Private Sector (OPS), which
facilitates the FBI’s private-sector engagement work across all programs. Since my arrival,
within the Counterintelligence Division we have also created an Engagement Office, which
works with OPS, field offices, and other components to strengthen engagement and promote
messaging on key threats, including threats to U.S. innovation.
The FBI previously also conducted university engagement through the National Security
Higher Education Advisory Board (NSHEAB), a small subset of university presidents who
periodically met at FBI Headquarters. Today, the FBI’s Office of Private Sector continues to
hold events for university presidents, including an annual academic summit that includes
approximately three times as many universities as NSHEAB did. However, as I mentioned
before, our greatest asset in this area is field offices’ ongoing engagement with university
officials at all levels—presidents, vice presidents for research, campus police, chief information
officers, and others—surpassing what could be done through NSHEAB in scope, specificity, and
timeliness.
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That having been said, we always seek new ways to improve our effectiveness. With our
present-day knowledge of the threat from Chinese talent plans, we wish we had taken more rapid
and comprehensive action in the past, and the time to make up for that is now. We appreciate the
conclusions in the report released yesterday by the Subcommittee, including areas for
improvement, so we will take action accordingly.
Thank you for taking time to highlight the critical issue of Chinese talent plans, and I
look forward to our discussion.
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Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, members of the
committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today,
and thank you for highlighting the threat from Chinese espionage.
It is impossible to overstate the differences between the American and
Chinese systems. China is an authoritarian, one-party state where the
Chinese Communist Party reigns supreme. At the Chinese Communist
Party’s direction, the Chinese government dominates every facet of
Chinese life, through actions such as central economic planning,
Internet and media censorship, and leveraging intrusive technologies.
The Chinese government is attempting to acquire or steal, not only the
plans and intentions of the United States government, but also the
ideas and innovations of the very people that make our economy so
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incredibly successful. The Chinese government understands a core
lesson of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet
Union: economic strength is the foundation of national power. The
competition between the United States and China will be greatly
influenced, if not ultimately decided, on the strength of our economies.
The Chinese government means to compete with us in every way
possible, playing by the rules at times, bending them at others, and
breaking them when necessary to ensure their success. They also aim
to rewrite the rules to shape the world in their image, and they have
already made progress on this front. The rules they write seek to
guarantee the dominance of their businesses and root Chinese national
power in the very fabric of an international system.
From my vantage point, it appears we are at the early stages of a
hyper-competitive world. This is not simply a competition between
businesses and industries but also between governments and the ways
in which they govern their societies. Make no mistake: the Chinese
government is proposing itself as an alternative model for the world,
one without a democratic system of government, and it is seeking to
undermine the free and open rules-based order we helped establish
following World War II. Our businesses and our government must adapt
in order to compete and thrive in this world.
Business in a Hyper-Competitive World
Many American businesses are just now starting to understand the new
environment in which they are operating. The continued proliferation of
cyber hacking tools and human intelligence capabilities means that this
environment will only become more hostile and more treacherous for
our companies. Our businesses face competitors in the form of foreign
enterprises assisted or directed by extremely capable intelligence and
security services. These capabilities are used to target not just
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intellectual property, but any proprietary information that could give
Chinese or other countries businesses a crucial edge in the market. As
a result, American companies are increasingly having to compete
against businesses that are their mirror images, built on stolen ideas,
information and innovations, but operating more nimbly and cheaply,
not weighed down by the honest expense of developing intellectual
property.
Part of this new environment is that some foreign governments,
especially the Chinese government, selectively and unfairly create and
enforce laws and regulations to disadvantage our businesses. The
Chinese government is not satisfied to “stack the deck” for its
businesses solely in their domestic market. They are also cultivating
other countries’ economic dependence, partly to gain geopolitical
influence and partly to ensure the success and dominance of Chinese
businesses in overseas markets.
Because the Chinese government creates an uneven playing field, and
because this is done partly to facilitate the transfer of technology to
China, our companies face what appears to be a very grim choice:
participate and compete in the Chinese market and put vital corporate
assets at grave risk, or neglect China and risk the loss of the second
largest market in the world. But this is a false choice for three reasons.
First, a lack of participation in the Chinese market will not spare a
company from the risks the Chinese government and its companies
pose. While the risks may be more acute for companies with business
in China, all companies, even those solely operating in the United
States, are at risk.
Second, while U.S. companies may be able to operate and profit in
China for a time, it is on borrowed time. The Chinese government will
permit foreign companies to operate only so long as it is advantageous
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to China. Is the U.S. company making a product that China needs but
cannot yet produce domestically, such as sophisticated agricultural
machinery? If so, the U.S. company will be allowed to operate, but only
until China learns enough about the business that they can replace it
with a domestic version. Is the U.S. company using sophisticated
intellectual property or a unique business model? Then such
companies may also be allowed to operate, as long as they divulge the
required technology, data, or expertise to a Chinese entity.
Alternatively, a company may be allowed to operate simply to give
China a better opportunity to understand how to copy the business and
outcompete it globally. From the viewpoint of the Chinese government,
many of the foreign companies doing business in China represent a
temporary failure of the domestic market to meet demand. The
government believes that if something can be made in China, then it
should be made in China.
Third, the bulk of the competition between U.S. companies and
Chinese companies is not in the Chinese or American market. It is
everywhere else in the world. American businesses will need a strategy
to compete with China’s national champions globally. Such a strategy
will likely require new and innovative corporate business models that
are tailored to withstand the challenges of various business
“ecosystems” in the world. For example, U.S. companies must carefully
construct their internal enterprise IT infrastructures so that vital data,
communications, and intellectual property are protected, even in
jurisdictions without strong rule of law and even if local regulations are
coercively designed to collect data. They must carefully consider where
to manufacture their products, as this may expose them to risks that
cannot be mitigated. Ultimately, they may need to compete in the
Chinese market, if only to maintain a window on the ecosystem that will
be creating their global competitors.
Government in a Hyper-Competitive World
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It is unclear what it means for governments to compete in the 21st
century. Will it be a second Cold War where we once again count
missiles and warheads aimed at each other? Or, will it be United
States, Inc. versus China, Inc.? Based on our experience so far, it
seems far more likely that competition in the commercial realm will play
a decisive role.
Let me describe what I believe is coming. There will be competition
between companies and industries as outlined above, but we will also
compete with China at a more basic level. Our governments and
economic systems will compete. They will compete for people, for
resources, for ideas and, ultimately, they will compete throughout the
world to be the governmental and economic system of choice: the one
picked by other nations to organize their societies. This will be a
competition of economics, but also of ideals and values, to determine
which system better utilizes the talents and resources of the people, for
the good of the people.
The United States must ensure that we are both developing our
domestic talent and attracting foreign talent from around the globe as
we always have. Our nation will compete for this talent with other
nations just as companies now compete for unique and exceptional
employees. The Chinese government is already far ahead of us in
creating direct financial incentives to draw gifted scientists and
researchers to relocate and do work in their country. At the same time,
the Chinese government has created comprehensive programs to
identify, develop, and retain their most talented citizens. These talent
recruitment and “brain gain” programs (as some in China call them)
also encourage theft of intellectual property from U.S. institutions. For
example, China’s talent recruitment plans, such as the Thousand
Talents Program, offer competitive salaries, state-of-the-art research
facilities, and honorific titles, luring both Chinese overseas talent and
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foreign experts alike to bring their knowledge and experience to China,
even if that means stealing proprietary information or violating export
controls to do so.
To be clear, there are distinct advantages to our decentralized
approach, including the flexibility and agility to respond quickly to
problems, as well as the openness of our system and strength of its
governing institutions. The independence and historical dominance of
the U.S. private sector has helped us attract global talent for decades.
Alternatively, if we do not also develop a holistic national response and
recognize the importance of sharpening our country’s competitive
advantages, we will not continue to attract or keep the people we need.
This competition between the American and Chinese systems will
manifest not only directly, but indirectly as other countries choose with
whom to align themselves and how best to develop their societies.
Countries throughout the world are being affected by unprecedented
transformations in their societies and economies brought on by rapid
technological change. They are searching for the correct model by
which to organize their societies in order to survive these changes and
even benefit from them.
To many, our system of openness and transparency appears to be
under attack. We are being exploited by China, so we are right to shore
up our defenses against this. However, we must also make certain that,
as we address the loopholes and vulnerabilities within our system, we
do not simultaneously undermine the open, free, and fair principles that
have made it thrive. Our efforts must inspire other nations to preserve
similar systems. We must persuade them to choose freedom,
reciprocity, and the rule of law. What hangs in the balance is not just
the future of the United States, but the future of the world.
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Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Feinstein, and members of the
committee, thank you again for this opportunity to discuss the concerns
the Federal Bureau of Investigation is seeing with the China threat. We
are grateful for the support each of you, and this committee, continue to
provide to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I look forward to
answering any questions you may have on this topic.
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CHINA: THE RISK TO ACADEMIA
As of March 2018, more than 1.4 million international students and professors were participating in America’s open
and collaborative academic environment. The inclusion of
these international scholars at U.S. colleges and universities entails both substantial benefit—and notable risk. Many
of these visitors contribute to the impressive successes and
achievements enjoyed by these institutions, which produce
advanced research, cutting-edge technology, and insightful
scholarship. However, this open environment also puts academia at risk for exploitation by foreign actors who do not
follow our rules or share our values.

The annual cost to the U.S.
economy of counterfeit goods, pirated
software, and theft of trade secrets is

$225–$600 BILLION

The vast majority of the 1.4 million international scholars on U.S. campuses pose no threat to their host institutions, fellow
classmates, or research fields. On the contrary, these international visitors represent valuable contributors to their campuses’ achievements, providing financial benefits, diversity of ideas, sought expertise, and opportunities for cross-cultural
exchange. Any research institution hoping to be—and to remain—among the best in the world must attract and retain the
best people in the world, wherever they are from. The FBI recognizes, and values, this unique package of benefits these
international students and professors provide.
However, some foreign actors, particularly foreign state adversaries, seek to illicitly or illegitimately acquire U.S. academic
research and information to advance their scientific, economic, and military development goals. By doing so, they can save
their countries significant time, money, and resources while achieving generational advances in technology. Through their
exploitative efforts, they reduce U.S. competitiveness and deprive victimized parties of revenue and credit for their work.
Foreign adversaries’ acquisition efforts can come in many forms, including overt theft, plagiarism, elicitation, and the commercialization of early-stage collaborative research.
As foreign adversaries use increasingly sophisticated and creative methodologies to exploit America’s free and open education environment, the United States faces an ever-greater challenge to strike a sustainable balance between unrestricted sharing and sufficient security within this education ecosystem. Through a whole-of-society approach that includes
increased public awareness, academic vigilance, industry self-protection, government and law enforcement collaboration,
and legislative support, the U.S. higher education system can continue to enjoy the manifold contributions that international academics provide, while minimizing the risk they (and their affiliated home governments) pose to U.S. security priorities.
The FBI maintains that striking this balance is possible and necessary.
Foreign adversaries exploit America’s deeply held and vital culture of collaboration and openness on university campuses,
with the Chinese government posing a particular threat to U.S. academia for a variety of reasons. First, it does not play by
the same rules of academic integrity that U.S. educational institutions observe. Many recent high-profile examples show
plagiarism is commonplace throughout Chinese academic and research institutions. Illustrative of this endemic plagiarism,
when the Journal of Zhejiang University–Science became the first in China to employ text analysis software to identify
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plagiarism in 2008, its analysis of articles published over a two-year period found approximately 31% of papers exhibited
“unreasonable” copying and plagiarism, according to the journal director.
Second, the Chinese government has historically sponsored economic espionage, and China is the world’s principal infringer of intellectual property. The annual cost to the U.S. economy of counterfeit goods, pirated software, and theft of
trade secrets is between $225 billion and $600 billion.
Lastly, while the vast majority of students and researchers from China are in the United States for legitimate academic reasons and contribute to the diversity of backgrounds and ideas important in our society, the Chinese government uses some
Chinese students—mostly post-graduate students and post-doctorate researchers studying science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)—and professors to operate as non-traditional collectors of intellectual property. These
Chinese scholars may serve as collectors—wittingly or unwittingly—of economic, scientific, and technological intelligence
from U.S. institutions to ultimately benefit Chinese academic institutions and businesses.
Regardless of motive, this exploitation comes at great cost to U.S. interests. When these foreign academics unfairly take
advantage of the U.S. academic environment, they do so at a cost to the institutions that host them, as well as to the greater
U.S. innovation ecosystem in which they play a role. Directly or indirectly, their actions cost money, jobs, expertise, sensitive
information, advanced technology, first-mover advantage, and domestic incentive to innovate.
The FBI values academic integrity and rules-based scholarship, and we recognize international academics infuse
campuses—and greater U.S. society—with a diversity of ideas that helps fuel the continued growth of the U.S. economy. According to the current numbers, immigrants—including many who first came to America as international students—founded almost a quarter of all new U.S. businesses, nearly one-third of our venture-backed companies, and
half of Silicon Valley’s high-tech startups. More than 18% of Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants.
Academic environments represent the very bedrock on which this country is built and upon which its future depends.
These campuses are where young minds from diverse background and countries discover new technologies, learn
novel concepts, establish crucial connections, pursue innovation, and lay the groundwork for America’s continued
leadership in scholarship and technology advancement for decades to come. If these open, free, and collaborative
environments are compromised, limited, or obstructed, all of us here today—and the country’s future generations—
lose. We want to work with you to address these challenges.

DIFFERENCES IN BUSINESS PRACTICES
UNITED STATES

CHINA

Generally accessible market

Highly restrictive market

Market economy

State-run economy

Development by innovation

Development by theft, replication, and commercialization

Independent judiciary and separation of powers

Judiciary subordinate to the government

Laws protecting intellectual property

Unequal protection of intellectual property

No government-sponsored economic espionage

Government-sponsored economic espionage
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CHINA’S DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
The Chinese government’s strategic goals include becoming a comprehensive national power, creating innovation-driven economic growth, and modernizing its military.
It aspires to equal or surpass the United States as a global superpower and influence the world with a value system shaped by undemocratic, totalitarian ideals. Using a
whole-of-society approach to achieve these goals, the Chinese government takes advantage of every opportunity—
from academic collaboration to economic espionage—to
develop and maintain a strategic economic edge.
To achieve its economic, technological, and military goals, the
Chinese government relies on various state-directed plans.
These plans provide insight into the kinds of knowledge, research, intellectual property, and trade secrets the country
targets and seeks to acquire from foreign sources. At present,
China’s government has as many as 100 plans guiding China’s
foreign acquisition, and their scale and influence are impressive. Two of the most important among these plans include the
13th Five-Year Plan and the Made in China 2025 Plan, both of
which help to guide the country’s overall strategic direction.
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Joint
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Comprehensive National Power
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Economic Growth Model
Military Modernization

Academic
Collaborations

Front
Companies
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The Made in China 2025 Plan lists 10 domestic Chinese industries from which the government of China seeks to
eliminate any foreign-produced technology:
• Information technology

• Energy-efficient and new-energy automobiles

• Computer numerical control machine tools and robotics

• Electric power equipment

• Aerospace equipment

• Agricultural equipment

• Marine engineering equipment and high-tech ships

• New materials

• Advanced rail transportation equipment

• Biomedicine and high-performance
medical instruments

ACCORDING TO THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT’S STATE COUNCIL, CHINA USES THE
FOLLOWING FOUR-STEP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS TO GAIN A TECHNOLOGICAL EDGE:
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1

INTRODUCE

The Chinese government uses numerous methods—some legitimate but others, such as stealing
technology from foreign competitors, meant to illicitly introduce foreign technology and knowledge to China.

2

UNDERSTAND

The Chinese government uses its numerous civilian and military institutions and resources to
understand the materials acquired from foreign sources.

3

ASSIMILATE

Those same institutions assimilate foreign technology and knowledge into Chinese infrastructure—frequently by reverse-engineering it.

4

Chinese institutions re-innovate foreign technologies, such as military aircraft, high-speed trains,
RE-INNOVATE and nuclear reactors, to develop new and state-of-the-art technology. Such advances allow China
to achieve generational advances and save time and money on research and development.
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FOREIGN TRADECRAFT USED AGAINST ACADEMIA
Academic Targets of Foreign Adversaries
If your university or institution’s research has technical applications, expect foreign adversaries to target it. If your university
or institution invests significantly in expensive research and development, anticipate foreign adversaries will target it—including those conducting the research and the development processes you use to produce your end products. Some of the
information these adversaries target might seem insignificant, but by bypassing the research and development phase and
stealing your technical information or products, foreign adversaries can gain a competitive economic and military advantage.
Research can lead to the development of products with national security applications. Even if the technologies and their
applications are not currently classified, they could be in the future. Foreign adversaries know this and seek to obtain this
technology when it is least restricted and easiest to obtain: before it is classified.

Foreign adversaries might target your:
• Students, professors, and researchers with access to
research and technical information (particularly graduate and post-doctorate students)
• Pre-publication research results
• Research data
• Techniques and processes
• Laboratory equipment and software
• Pre-classification research
• Access protocols
• Budget estimates and expenditures
• Computer access protocols
• Computer network design

• Customer and employee data
• Equipment specifications
• Passwords for your computer, phone, or accounts
• Phone and property data
• Proprietary research, formulas, and processes
• Prototypes or blueprints
• Software, including source codes
• Technical components and plans
• Vendor information and supply chain
• Confidential documents
• Grant data

CASE EXAMPLE
A Chinese researcher at a Midwestern medical
school was charged with economic espionage for
illegally acquiring an American researcher’s patented cancer research and transferring it to a university in China. The American researcher placed
several containers of a patented cancer research
compound on his desk, stepped away, and found
them gone when he returned. The university’s review of security surveillance footage showed the
Chinese researcher was the only other individual who had entered the American researcher’s
office that day. The Chinese researcher had also
accessed the university’s computer server and attempted to delete proprietary information related
to the research and compound. When questioned
by law enforcement, the Chinese researcher indicated he could not understand English, despite
his coworkers’ assurances he spoke the language
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well and had lived in the United States for several
years. He was arrested only days before he was
scheduled to fly to China and ultimately pleaded
guilty to intentionally accessing a computer without authorization and obtaining information worth
more than $5,000.
This case highlights the vulnerability even protected, patented materials and information face due
to the open, collaborative environment of U.S. academic institutions, further emphasizing the need
for constant vigilance and proactive protection.
This case also highlights the tremendous incentives foreign governments such as China are offering to their citizens to produce or procure (by
whatever means necessary) cutting-edge research
and technology through research funding and talent recruitment efforts.
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THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT USES A WHOLE-OF-SOCIETY APPROACH TO ADVANCE ITS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, ACHIEVE GENERATIONAL ADVANCES IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT, AND SAVE MONEY. YOUR UNIVERSITY OR INSTITUTION’S PROFESSORS, STUDENTS, OR RESEARCH MIGHT BE TARGETED.

CASE EXAMPLE
An American aerospace engineering professor at a
Michigan university accepted a Chinese student’s
request to study with him. The student indicated
she was affiliated with a Chinese civilian institution and expressed an interest in the professor’s
work. However, her China-based address in the
university directory corresponded to a college for
Chinese military officers, and she had previously published an article about improving China’s
anti-satellite technology. According to the professor, the Chinese student pressured him to reveal
secrets about his work and was likely interested in
research with military satellite applications.
This case describes how foreign adversaries like
China sometimes task students to hide connections to a foreign government—in this case, a foreign military. To combat theft of technology and

research, colleges and universities should consider proactive steps to ensure students and faculty
understand how to protect intellectual property
effectively, how to share and protect information
responsibly, and how to avoid potential threats or
compromises before they arise. Universities, as
stewards of taxpayer research dollars, should consider implementing and enforcing clearer—and, in
some cases, more restrictive—guidelines regarding funding use, lab access, collaboration policy,
foreign government partnership, nondisclosure
agreements, and patent applications. Additionally,
the more willing colleges and universities are to
engage with U.S. law enforcement as issues arise
and suspicious circumstances become noticed, the
more likely it is that the FBI and its partners can
help to mitigate risk or minimize damage to these
colleges and universities.

Tactics Foreign Adversaries Use to Target U.S. Academia
Foreign adversaries leverage joint research opportunities, language and cultural training, unsolicited invitations, visiting
students and professors, and state-sponsored industrial and technical espionage to support their military and commercial
research, development, and acquisition.
The tactics below all represent legitimate opportunities for your university or institution. However, foreign adversaries might
use any combination of them to strategically target you and your work.
TALENT RECRUITMENT OR “BRAIN GAIN” PROGRAMS encourage the transfer of original ideas and intellectual property from U.S. universities. For example, China’s talent recruitment plans, such as the Thousand Talents Program, offer
competitive salaries, state-of-the-art research facilities, and honorific titles, luring both Chinese overseas talent and foreign experts alike to bring their knowledge and experience (or that of advisors and colleagues) to China.
Association with talent recruitment plans by itself is not illegal; however, potential participants and their employers should
be aware of legal issues that may arise as a result of participation, including violation of export-control laws, economic
espionage, or violation of employer conflict-of-interest policies. A simple download of intellectual property or proprietary
information has the potential to become criminal activity.
FOREIGN STUDENTS OR VISITING PROFESSORS are usually studying or working at U.S. universities for legitimate
reasons. However, some foreign governments coerce legitimate students into reporting on the research they are doing in
the Unites States—or even offer scholarships or funding in exchange for the information.
5
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LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL TRAINING opportunities can enable foreign adversaries to use universities not only to increase their understanding of the local language and culture, but also to make contacts.
FUNDING AND DONATIONS provided by foreign adversaries can enable universities to establish cultural centers, support academic programs, or facilitate joint research while also fostering goodwill and trust between the donor organization
and university. However, a foreign adversarial funding organization could place stipulations on how the programs or centers function or install its own recruits in positions with little or no university oversight.
ELICITATION of information about your research or work can come in many forms. A foreign adversary might try to elicit information by using flattery, assuming knowledge, asking leading questions, claiming a mutual interest, or feigning ignorance.
JOINT RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES and collaborative environments, such as incubators or joint research centers, can
enable a foreign adversary to obtain your research. They can also provide an opportunity to spot, assess, and befriend
fellow STEM students or researchers who might assist—either wittingly or unwittingly—in passing your research and development to a foreign adversary.
FOREIGN TRAVEL can leave American students, professors, and researchers vulnerable to targeting through searches of luggage and hotel rooms, extensive questioning, manufacture of compromising situations, and confiscation of electronics. Foreign governments do not operate under the same laws or observe the same privacy rights that the U.S. government observes.
FOREIGN VISITORS entering sensitive research areas can pose a security risk to your intellectual property or competitive
edge. Some visitors might verbally elicit information, some might brazenly ignore the security parameters of a tour, and
others might use concealed electronic devices to obtain restricted information or access.

CASE EXAMPLE
A well-known U.S. professor obtained a U.S. Air
Force–funded contract to develop specialized plasma technology to control the flight of military
drone aircraft. The professor inappropriately allowed two international students to work with
him on the government-backed research and permitted the foreign nationals to access restricted,
export-controlled data and equipment. The professor also illegally traveled to China with a laptop
containing export-controlled research data—even
though his university had counseled that the data
must remain in the United States. The U.S. profes-
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sor was convicted of conspiracy, wire fraud, and
15 counts of exporting defense articles and services without a license.
This example illustrates how universities can
protect theft of technology from foreign adversaries by implementing and enforcing clear—
and in some cases more restrictive—guidelines
regarding funding use, lab access, collaboration policy, foreign government partnership, and
nondisclosure agreements.
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CASE EXAMPLE
A Chinese professor at a U.S. university contributed to a classified U.S. Department of Defense
project. He was also a member of the Thousand
Talents Program and an advisor for the Chinese
government’s Institute of Electronics and Automation Engineering at a Chinese university—as
well as the lead scientist for an advanced technology project at a major Chinese research institute. The Chinese professor provided the Chinese
institute with research that closely resembled
the classified work he had performed for the U.S.
Department of Defense.

This example shows the threat posed by programs
like the Thousand Talents Program. Intentional or
not, foreign governments’ talent recruitment and
“brain gain” programs encourage theft of intellectual property from U.S. universities. China’s talent
recruitment plans, such as the Thousand Talents
Program, offer competitive salaries, state-of-theart research facilities, and honorific titles, luring
both Chinese overseas talent and foreign experts
alike to bring their knowledge and experience (or
that of advisors and colleagues) to China at the
expense of the United States.

Spotting Students or Professors
Foreign intelligence services routinely collect information about U.S. universities’ programs, administrators, professors,
and demographics. Foreign adversaries might target students and researchers with current or future access to sensitive
information, including studying their motivations, weaknesses, politics, ambitions, and previous work. They can spend
years targeting an individual and developing a relationship that leads the student, professor, or researcher—either wittingly
or unwittingly—to provide information to the foreign adversary.
Foreign adversaries are particularly interested in American students or researchers traveling overseas who are sponsored
by the U.S. government; conducting research with future, potentially classified applications; or seeking future U.S. government employment.
Foreign adversaries might use any of these techniques to access information or research via students, professors,
or researchers:
• Appeals to ethnicity or nationality
(for example, common ethnic heritage or dual-citizenship)

• Study abroad opportunities

• Social engineering

• Overseas professional
opportunities

• Scholarships or research funding

• Sponsorship of foreign travel

• Talent recruitment programs

• Joint research opportunities

• Coercion
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• Publishing opportunities
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CASE EXAMPLE
American citizen Glenn Duffie Shriver was an
undergraduate studying in Shanghai when he responded to an ad in a Chinese newspaper soliciting essays on U.S.-China relations. Shriver’s essay
submission led to interactions with three Chinese
intelligence officers who represented themselves
as municipal government officials. They developed
a relationship with Shriver over time and eventually asked him to return to the United States and obtain employment with the U.S. government. After
graduating, Shriver spent the next five years attempting to gain employment with the U.S. Department of State and the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), all the while maintaining contact with the
intelligence officers and accepting $70,000 from
them. Shriver knew the purpose of his intended
U.S. government employment was to gain access
to national defense information and provide it to
the Chinese government. While he was being processed for employment with the CIA, Shriver made
false statements to conceal his relationship with
the Chinese intelligence officers. He was arrested
in 2010 and subsequently pleaded guilty to conspiracy to provide national defense information to
a person not entitled to receive it. The following

year, he was sentenced to four years in prison.
The FBI’s short film Game of Pawns: The Glenn
Duffie Shriver Story is based on these events. Accessible at www.fbi.gov, the film educates viewers
about the foreign intelligence threat Americans
face abroad.
This example shows that foreign intelligence services seek to identify U.S. students who can help
them gain access to information or persons of interest—either immediately or in the future. Foreign
intelligence services develop initial relationships
with U.S. students overseas under seemingly innocuous pretexts, such as job or internship opportunities, paid paper writing engagements, language
exchanges, and cultural immersion programs. As
these relationships develop, foreign intelligence
services ask the U.S. students to perform tasks
and provide information (which is not necessarily
sensitive or classified) in exchange for payment or
other rewards, slowly increasing their demands
over time. Without proper awareness about this
threat, U.S. students overseas have inadvertently
become involved in espionage activities and have
been prosecuted for these activities.

Insider Threats
Your university or institution may be vulnerable to damage from an insider—someone who has legitimate or illegitimate
access to your information or research and provides that information to a foreign adversary. Insider threats could begin as
early as the application phase, when applicants might be directed by foreign governments to seek enrollment in, or employment with, universities or research institutions with access to desired programs and persons.
Some of these behaviors might indicate an individual potentially poses an insider threat to your university or institution:
• Insists on working in private

• Takes classified or sensitive material home without
authorization

• Volunteers to help on classified or sensitive work

• Conceals foreign contacts

• Expresses an interest in covert activity

• Lacks concern for or violates security protocols

• Has unexplained or prolonged absences

• Brings audio or visual recording devices into work areas
without authorization

• Displays suitability issues, such as alcohol or drug abuse

• Rummages through offices or desks of others
• Misuses computer or information systems
• Attempts a computer network intrusion
• Has criminal contacts or associates
• Employs elicitation techniques
• Displays unexplained affluence
• Fails to report overseas travel, if required
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• Unnecessarily photocopies or downloads
sensitive material
• Attempts to gain access without a need to know
• Shows unusual interest in information outside the scope
of his or her role
• Takes short trips to foreign countries for
unexplained reasons

CHINA: THE RISK TO ACADEMIA

CASE EXAMPLE
A Chinese-American employee at a U.S. university established an internship placement service for
American students interested in traveling to China
for student exchanges. However, the employee was
also knowingly in contact with a Chinese intelligence officer who targeted American students for
intelligence exploitation. The employee provided
the intelligence officer with personal and identifying information about American graduate students
in China, including their travel logistics, contacts,
and studies. The following year, the employee provided the Chinese intelligence officer with email
communications between the U.S. university and a
U.S. company that managed international education
programs in China. The employee then provided the
Chinese intelligence officer with résumés, interview
information, and personal data to facilitate the targeting of students at several U.S. universities.

This example shows that foreign intelligence services seek to identify U.S. students who can help
them gain access to information or persons of interest—either immediately or in the future. Foreign
intelligence services develop initial relationships
with U.S. students overseas under seemingly innocuous pretexts, such as job or internship opportunities, paid paper writing engagements, language
exchanges, and cultural immersion programs. As
these relationships develop, foreign intelligence
services ask the U.S. students to perform tasks
and provide information (which is not necessarily
sensitive or classified) in exchange for payment or
other rewards, slowly increasing their demands
over time. Without proper awareness about this
threat, U.S. students overseas have inadvertently
become involved in espionage activities and have
been prosecuted for these activities.

Foreign adversaries look for opportunities to exploit individuals’ vulnerabilities and motivations to gain access to your research and development. In the past, foreign adversaries have targeted the following vulnerabilities and situations when
exploiting insiders:
• Ideology (such as divided loyalty to a country other than
the United States)
• Professional or academic opportunities, such
as conferences
• Greed or financial stress

•
•
•
•

Ego or self-image
Coercion or compromise
Anger, revenge, or disaffection
The need for adventure or thrills

Cyber Techniques
Foreign adversaries might conduct computer intrusions by writing or manipulating computer code to gain access to, or
install unwanted software on, your network. To do so, they could employ a variety of techniques.
CLICK-BAITING is when an adversary conceals hyperlinks beneath legitimate clickable content (such as “Like” and
“Share” buttons on social networking sites). Once clicked, the links cause a user to unknowingly perform unwanted actions, such as downloading malware or sending the user’s ID to a third party.
PHISHING is when an adversary conceals a link or file containing malware in something like an email, text message, or
social media message that looks like it is from a legitimate organization or person. If clicked, the link or file compromises
the recipient’s electronic device and/or associated account.
SOCIAL ENGINEERING is when an adversary tricks a user into divulging confidential or personal information that may be
used for fraudulent purposes.
UNPATCHED SOFTWARE EXPLOITATION is when an adversary takes advantage of people or companies that do not
update their software regularly to conduct malicious activity, such as computer exploitation or malware installation.
SOCIAL MEDIA EXPLOITATION is when an adversary uses social media networks to exploit a user’s personal connections—including his or her profile, content, and interactions on social media websites—to spot and assess employees for
potential recruitment.
9
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CASE EXAMPLE
After the FBI alerted it to a cyberattack on its College of Engineering’s network, a large northeastern state university enlisted a third-party expert
to identify the nature of the attack and take appropriate action. The third-party investigation revealed the presence of two sophisticated, previously undetected threat actors and confirmed at least
one of the two attacks emanated from a threat
actor based in China with a history of targeting
victims in aerospace, defense, and academia. Evidence linked the China-based actor directly to the
compromise of usernames and passwords issued
by the College of Engineering and accessed via

its network. The third-party investigation also revealed the university’s network had been compromised for at least two years.
The university president said in a letter to the
university community, “As we have seen in the
news over the past two years, well-funded and
highly skilled cybercriminals have become brazen
in their attacks on a wide range of businesses and
government agencies, likely in search of sensitive
information and intellectual property.” On an average day, the university blocks more than 20 million cyberattacks from around the world.

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR UNIVERSITY OR INSTITUTION
Your organization could consider adopting some of these suggested measures to identify and combat potential insider
threats. Depending on your company’s specific needs, policies, processes, and legal guidelines, you should determine
what security measures are necessary to sufficiently protect your company’s most important assets.
• Educate and regularly train employees on security policies and protocols.
• Ensure proprietary information is carefully protected.
• Employ appropriate screening processes to hire
new employees.
• Develop strong risk management and
compliance programs.
• Provide convenient ways for employees to report suspicious behavior, and encourage such reporting.
• Monitor computer networks routinely for
suspicious activities.
• Provide security personnel with full access to relevant
human resources data.

• Ensure physical security personnel and information
technology security personnel have sufficient threat detection software, countermeasure tools, and protective
processes in place.
• Implement a continuous evaluation program to persistently screen onboard employees.
• Conduct in-depth background checks on potential partners for associations with state-sponsored entities.
• Ensure retired, separated, or dismissed employees turn
in all company-issued property.
• Ensure sufficiency of existing nondisclosure agreement
requirements and policies restricting the removal of
company property.

It is every university and institution’s responsibility to safeguard its information. The FBI actively partners with universities
and institutions to support this effort, providing counterintelligence tools and awareness training to help your schools and
scholars recognize suspicious behavior and better protect your facilities and information. The FBI can collaborate with U.S.
universities or institutions on a wide variety of topics, including:
• Responsibly performing U.S. government-funded
research
• Countering foreign intelligence services’ attempts to
recruit U.S. students and professors
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• Safeguarding personal and sensitive information
• Employing best practices for domestic and overseas
campus safety
• Employing effective cybersecurity measures
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Develop a Security Strategy
Ensure you have a security strategy to protect your institution’s information and employees from potential physical and
cyber threats. To develop this strategy, identify your most important research and assets and ensure you devote appropriate resources to their protection. Establish formal agreements and procedures to determine ownership of intellectual
property.
Develop a prevention, recognition, and response plan tailored to addressing insider, foreign adversary, and cyber threats.
Form teams made up of legal counsel, cyber experts, physical security specialists, and academic supervisors to specifically combat insider threats. Ensure your university or institution’s response policies can be easily accessed by employees
and that they adequately account for privacy and confidentiality.
Talk to your local FBI field office to report any suspicious activities, request training, or ask for threat and awareness materials to ensure you remain up to date on evolving threats.

Combating Foreign Adversaries’ Tactics to Target Your University or Institution
ACADEMIC COLLABORATION is necessary to advance knowledge. Simple security measures, however, can go a long
way in preventing the loss of current research and future opportunities. Consider the hidden risk of unsolicited offers for
employment, research collaboration, or conference attendance.
FOREIGNER VISITS can present potential vulnerabilities to sensitive university facilities. Keep visitor groups together
and monitor them at all times during the duration of their visit to areas containing sensitive technology, products, or personal information. When possible, ensure all visitors have proper clearance and background checks before they enter
your facilities. Be aware of last-minute additions to visitor lists, as foreign adversaries sometimes add individuals at the
last minute in an attempt to steal your information. Prevent unauthorized access to computer systems and ensure visitors
do not record building security access procedures by ensuring visitors do not take videos or photographs or plug portable
media devices into university computers.
MALICIOUS CYBER ACTIVITY can also present potential vulnerabilities. Monitor logs on these systems to better identify this activity:
• Firewalls

• Anti-virus

• Windows event

• Proxy

• Active directory

• Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

• Web Server

• Network Address Translation (NAT)

• Domain Name Server (DNS)

If you suspect a cyber intrusion, assess the nature and scope of the incident by isolating the affected systems, target, and
origin of the activity. Collect the network logs and records. Implement your company’s cyber response plan and report the
incident to law enforcement.

When in Doubt, Report the Incident
When in doubt, report a security violation or cyber intrusion to your institution’s security officer or your local FBI office. Do
not alert the person under suspicion. Your security officers or law enforcement partners will handle the interaction according to their response policies.
Although your first inclination might be to distance your university or institution from a harmful threat, terminate an employee, or expel a student, there is significant value in reporting a security violation or cyber intrusion to law enforcement.
Monitoring and investigating the threat could uncover third party actors and reveal previously unknown vulnerabilities of
your university or institution.
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There are steps organizations may take to identify and deter
potential threats. The FBI offers these for information, but each
organization must assess applicability in terms of its own policies, processes, and legal guidelines.
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Conduct exit interviews to identify potential high-risk employees (such
as terminated employees and retired employees with insider threat
indicators)
Create a program that regularly screens employees for insider threats
Develop strong risk management and compliance programs
Educate and regularly train employees on security policies
and protocols
Employ appropriate screening processes to hire
new employees
Encourage responsible use of social media sites and ensure online
profiles have proper security protections in place
Ensure the company in question has been vetted through
diligent research
Ensure physical security personnel and information technology security
personnel have the tools they need to share information
Ensure proprietary information is carefully protected
Ensure retired, separated, or dismissed employees turn in all
company-issued property
Establish Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) for added
protection
Evaluate the use of nondisclosure agreements and policies restricting
the removal of company property
Install Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs)
Monitor computer networks routinely for suspicious activities
Negotiate joint venture terms and penalize actions that contradict
the agreement
Provide nonthreatening, convenient methods for employees to report
suspicious behavior, and encourage such reporting
Provide security personnel with full access to human
resources data
Routinely monitor computer networks for suspicious
activities
Update software, firewalls, and anti-virus programs

*A non-traditional collector is an individual who is not operating on behalf of an intelligence service but who collects information from the United States
and other foreign entities to support foreign government–directed objectives.
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For More Information
Training Materials
ORGANIZATION

CONTACT

DETAILS

Center for Development of http://cdse.edu/catalog/
Security Excellence
elearning/INT101.html

Insider Threat Awareness Course (INT101.16)

Center for Development of http://www.cdse.edu/
Security Excellence
toolkits/insider/index.php

Insider Threat Toolkit

Software Engineering
Institute, Carnegie
Mellon University

https://resources.sei.
Common Sense Guide to Mitigating Insider Threats,
cmu.edu/library/assetFifth Edition
view.cfm?assetID=484738

Federal Bureau of
Investigation

http://www.fbi.gov

Numerous publications and videos on the threat from foreign
adversaries targeting U.S. businesses.

Additional Contacts
ORGANIZATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

FBI Field Offices

https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices

FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center

http://www.ic3.gov

National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force

855.292.3937 | cywatch@fbi.gov

National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

888.282.0870 | NCCIC@hq.dhs.gov

CONTACT US:
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For more information, contact your local field office at
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices
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(U) Chinese Talent Programs

INTRODUCTION

(U) Chinese Talent Programs are a vital part of Chinese industry. Talent programs recruit
experts to fill technical jobs that drive innovation and growth in China's economy. National, provincial, and municipal talent recruitment programs provide opportunities for
experts to work in industry and academic organizations supporting key areas deemed critical to China's development. The talent programs recruit experts globally from businesses,
industry, and universities with multiple incentives to work in China. Associating with these
talent programs is legal and breaks no laws; however, individuals who agree to the Chinese terms must understand what is and is not legal under US law when sharing information. A simple download of intellectual property (IP) or proprietary information has the potential to become criminal activity.
(U//FOUO) The large number of foreign students, researchers, scientists, and professionals in the United States, combined
with current technological capabilities, allows foreign governments to contact and recruit individuals with the hopes to acquire
advanced technology without research costs. While the majority of the population are law abiding individuals, anyone has the
capability to acquire information. The theft of information can come from current or former employees, business partners,
consultants, contractors, temporary hires, foreign agents, suppliers, or even vendors who have access to proprietary information.
(U) Recruiting these individuals allows China to:
•
•
•

(U//FOUO) Gain access to research and expertise for cutting edge technology
(U//FOUO) Benefit from years of scientific research conducted in the United States supported by US Government grants and private funding
(U//FOUO) Severely impact the US economy.

(U) The goal of this SPIN is to provide an overview of the potential threats posed by the Chinese Talent Programs.

(U)

CHINA'S TWELFTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN

(U//FOUO) China's National People's Congress approved a new national development program that will last for the next five
years. These Five-Year Plans emphasize higher quality growth by determining themes and targets to ensure long-term prosperity. China is currently on its Twelfth "Five-Year Plan" covering 2011 to 2015, which focuses on the following:

New Energy: Nuclear, wind, and solar power
Energy Conservation and environmental protection: Energy reduction targets
Biotechnology: Drugs and medical devices
New Materials: Rare earths and high-end semiconductors
New Information Technology: Broadband networks, Internet security infrastructure, and network convergence
High-end equipment manufacturing: Aerospace and telecom equipment
7. Clean energy vehicles

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(U) Among the plan's goals is the transformation of China from a manufacturing hub to a world leader in innovation, which will
be partly met by an increase in highly skilled workers from 114 million to 180 million by 2020. Additionally, the Chinese Government spending on talent development is expected to increase from 10.75 percent of ttie country's gross domestic product
(GDP) to 15 percent by 2020, which is approximately $1.3 trillion based on the 2014 China GDP. China's talent development
program acts as a vehicle to achieve the Five Year Plan's goals.
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ND TALENTS PROGRAM

(U//FOUO) China's most prominent national talent recruitment program is the
"Recruitment Program of Global Experts," which is commonly known as the Thousand
Talents Program. It focuses on identifying key national-level organizations and associated personnel involved in implementation and management.
(U) Its goal is to recruit ethnic Chinese experts from Western universities, research centers, and private companies to boost China's national capabilities in the science and
technology (S&T) fields and to move China forward as an innovative nation. The program also implemented sub-programs for both young and foreign (non-ethnic Chinese)
experts.
(U//FOUO) Originally, this program had a five-to-ten year goal of recruiting 2,000 professionals worldwide who could lead innovation and pioneering work in key technologies,
and promote the development of emerging industries. However, this program expanded
its scope - recruiting far more than the initial goal of 2,000 individuals - and extended
its life through at least 2020.
(U) In order to be eligible as a candidate for the Thousand Talents Program, an individual must be in a field of study the Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) deems critical or meet the following criteria:
. (U) Expert or scholar with full professorship in a prestigious foreign university or research and development (R&D) institute
• (U) Technical managerial professional in a senior position at an internationally known company or financial institution
. (U) Entrepreneur holding IP rights or key technologies and possesses overseas experience

(U)

HUNDRED TALENTS PROGRAM

(U//FOUO) The Hundred Talents Program was launched in 1994 and was China's first overseasoriented program to recruit high-level talent. The program is exclusively designed for cultivating scientific research personnel at CAS and focuses on attracting a younger talent pool.
(U//FOUO) The primary goal of the program is to cultivate a group of leaders in their areas of specialty to work at various CAS organizations. Although focused on recruiting overseas Chinese, the
Hundred Talents Program will accept applicants who are currently in China. These domestic-based
applicants must demonstrate internationally-recognized expertise. Most of the Hundred Talents selectees have become "chief scientists" of various 973 Program (National Basic Research Program)
projects; "responsible persons" on 863 Program (National High Technology R&D Program) projects; associated with Project
111, which recruits the world's top researchers and scholars regardless of nationality or ethnic origin to work with Chinese
universities; directors of state key laboratories or CAS key laboratories; or have taken high-level leadership positions within
CAS institutes or offices. Selectees of this program are given 600,000 RMB (about $99,000) for resettlement costs and two
million RMB (about $330,000) in startup funding for research.

(U)

OTHER TALENTS PROGRAM

(U//FOUO) The Innovative Talent Promotion Program is another Chinese Government-sponsored program. This program's
ultimate goal is to create a cadre of world-class scientists and entrepreneurs who will lead technological innovation and allow
China to compete internationally in S&T and strategic emerging industries.
(U//FOUO) The Thousand Youth Talents Program for Distinguished Young Scholars is a development program for young talent. Top candidates are sent to first-class universities overseas to study. These individuals are groomed into business professionals needed for the future development of China.
(U//FOUO) Lastly, there are programs that seek to develop entrepreneurial talent by focusing on building an internationally
competitive corporate management cadre. The program plans to cultivate entrepreneurs with "world foresight, strategic thinking, pioneering spirit, and operating capability," and it sets a goal of having 10,000 talented personnel in management who
have expertise in strategic planning, capital management, human resources management, finance and accounting, law, etc.
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(U//FOUO) Chinese Talent Programs pose a serious threat to US businesses and universities
through economic espionage and theft of IP. The different programs focus on specific fields
deemed critical to China, to boost China's national capability in S&Tfields. These subject matter experts often are not required to sign non-disclosure agreements with US entities, which
could result in lost of unprotected information that jeopardizes contracts or research funding.
One of the greatest threats toward these experts is transferring or transporting proprietary,
classified, or export-controlled information, or IP, which can lead to criminal charges.
(U//FOUO) The threat not only targets businesses or universities but potentially targets the
researchers or scientists themselves. The technology researched or developed not only costs
millions of dollars but costs years, if not decades to develop. Additionally, the theft of information or IP creates a risk that someone else could take credit for the researcher's efforts. The
information stolen can be recreated, resold or claimed by others, which in turn will cost the
originator creditability and potential funding for future endeavors.

(U) bas of Interest for

Recruitment
lnfa~matlon Technology
$Jeteelilnology
~eiespace
Maleliials&
Manl!lfacturing
Samsets & Optics

lmetgy & Environment
!Sask: Sciences

(U) Theft of intellectual property is an increasing threat to organizations and can go unnoticed
for months or even years. In today's society, technology affords easier access to every aspect
of academia and business. Some of these tools have become effective for recruiting, such as
social media. Social media websites often display large amounts of personal data, such as
who an individual works for, phone numbers, known associates, previous jobs, and locations.
Additionally, websites like Linkedln have full resumes, detailing the history of an individual's
achievements and accomplishments.
(U) The FBI assesses each year the United States loses billions of dollars due to technology
transfer. While it is important to conduct collaborative research, it is vital for the survival of US
businesses and universities that they protect their information and mitigate lost or stolen information.

{U)

MEDICAL CENTER OF WISCONSIN
(U) Zhao, J. Hua - (DPOB: 1971, China) In February 2013, Zhao, a research assistant at Medical
College of Wisconsin (MCOW) under Professor Marshall Anderson, stole three vials of C-25, a compound patented by Anderson and used in his cancer research. Security footage examined during an
internal investigation revealed Zhao entering Anderson's office and leaving shortly after.
(U) Zhao was reprimanded previously for placing laboratory data on his personal computer. The internal investigation found research data on C-25. Zhao claimed the data would be used to conduct
further studies at Zhejiang University.
He was ordered to remove the data from his computer and place it on an MCOW computer. Additionally, MCOW discovered a posting by Zhao on an Internet site called Researchgate indicating he
discovered a cancer fighting compound he wanted to bring back to China.

(U) In March 2013, Zhao was arrested. In addition to the 384 files found on Zhao's personal computer relating to Anderson's research was an application to the National Natural Science Foundation of China that provides
funding for many talent programs and to a Chinese foundation claiming he invented C-25 and requesting funding for additional research. This application was an exact translation of the grant application written by Professor Anderson several years
earlier. It was also determined that Zhao accessed his MCOW computer remotely on the day he was suspended and attempted to delete the files he stole relating to C-25. Zhao was convicted to time served in August 2013.
(U//FOUO) Zhao had a previous history of disregarding the appropriate handling of university property and had full access to
Professor Anderson's lab. His access allowed him the ability to walk in and out of the lab at his own discretion to steal the
vials of C-25 and laboratory data. Had C-25 not been patented by Anderson, Zhao could have claimed and patented the cancer-fighting compound for himself. Additionally, Zhao's Linkedln profile indicated he held a position at Zhejiang University,
which has ties to the Thousand Talent Program.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY
(U) Liu. Ruopeng - (DPOB: 1983, China) In 2006, Liu, a graduate student at Duke University, worked
in the laboratory a US researcher studying metamaterials. Liu had full access to the researcher's lab,
which conducted basic and fundamental research. While working for this researcher, Liu arranged
meetings between the researcher's lab and Cui Tie Jun, a Chinese program manager associated with
Project 111 (focused on basic science and advanced technology by recruiting the best international
experts to China to study from). The idea behind this connection was to share ideas, however, the US
researcher eventually realized most of the ideas were coming from his lab.

(U) Over the next few years, he discovered pictures and information related to his research used to
market a business started by the Liu. The business originally seemed plausible to him, because he
knew Liu was applying for positions with Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which tends to favor
faculty members who also have an entrepreneurial bent. The information marketed by Liu attracted a Chinese technology
company. Additionally, Liu invited two Chinese visitors associated with CUl's lab from Southeast University to visit the lab. The
visitors took photographs of all the equipment in the lab, including the make and model, which in turn were used to reproduce
the lab in China.
(U) In 2009, the US researcher received a book entitled Metamateria/s: Theory, Design, and Applications by Cui, Liu, and the
researcher that was published in the United States. Unknowingly, the researcher had in fact signed off on some forms and
received multiple e-mails regarding the book by relying on Liu's interpretation. At the same time, Liu, Cui, and another Chinese individual collaborated on a research idea based on a paper regarding carpet-cloak theory later published in 2009 in an
issue of Science. Located in the article is a footnote acknowledging the support from Innovation Technology, National Science
Foundation, National Basic Research Program (973) of China, Natural Science Foundation of Jiangsu Province, and Project

111.
(U) While the researcher's lab does not conduct restricted research, it receives funding from the US Department of Defense
and US Intelligence Community. Since the research was not restricted, there were no rules against or restrictions on the lab's
collaborative research efforts. Liu did not have to sign a non-disclosure agreement. Liu moved back to China after the researcher retracted his recommendation for Liu's employment at Princeton with Dr. Stephen Chou, the head of the nanotechnology laboratory. Liu has reportedly est1;1blished a research institution in Shenzhen.
(U//FOUO) By convincing the US researcher to collaborate with Cui, Liu was able to freely share information and invite visitors
to the lab. Although this was not restricted research, the metamaterials research could have both military and civilian applications. The US researcher risked his research by allowing visitors to come into his lab without personally looking at their background and being too trusting of his scientific relationship with Liu.

(Ill)

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR ORGANIZATION

(U) The first step to protecting your business or university is to identify the threat.
•

Who would benefit from your information, processes, or strategies?

•

Who are your competitors?

•
Have individuals been unusually interested in what you do?
(U) The next step is to identify proprietary or trade secrets or IP. This includes, but is not limited to the manufacturing process, financial information, list of suppliers and customers, chemical formulas, marketing strategies, and R&D data. By understanding the threat and your business or university's critical technologies, it can help you identify methods in which they can be
easily stolen. Theft, bribery, espionage, blackmail, hacking, and electronic intercepts are just
some of the different methods individuals may use to steal trade secrets.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intellectual ··
Property

(U) Have professors, students, and employees sign non-disclosure agreements.
(U) Identify foreign personnel who are sponsored by professors/employees.
(U) Understand agreements between international organizations and US businesses and universities.
(U) Identify and label or mark IP or sensitive data that is most important to US businesses and universities.
(U) Identify methods in which professors and employees are contacted (for example, e-mail, social media, conferences)
and educate them on what solicitation looks like.
(U) Report any incidents or concerns to your security office and local FBI field office.
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(U} If you wonder about the safety of your research or intellectual property, or the legalify of your Interactions with China, ask
yourself the following questions. If any of the answers concern you, or you would like additional information, please contact
your local FBI Strategic Partnership Coordinator or FBI field office.
•

(U) Do you collaborate with anyone who is currently in China?

•

(U) Do you have any publications? If so, in which journals and with whom? Which institutions are they associated with?

•

(U) What type of funding do you have to conduct your research? Where do you obtain your funding?

•

(U) Do you belong to any professional societies? If so, which ones and where are the based?

•

(U) Do you travel regularly to China? Is it for business or pleasure or both? How long do you stay in China during these
trips? Are you working with anyone in China on your research during this time?

•

(U) How do you maintain contact with your laboratory in the United States while in China? Do you contact it via computer
(login to laboratory site)?

•

(U) Do you plan to return to China permanently? What will you do for employment?

•

(U) Where did you attend school? What type of degrees did you earn? How did you apply for a fellowship, post-doctoral
position, guest researcher or other employment with your current employer? Did someone you know refer you to this lab,
university, or principal investigator?

•

(U) What type of research do you conduct? What are the applications of this research? Do you expect to get a patent
from this research?

•

(U) With whom are you working at your laboratory? Do you collaborate with individuals from other research institutions in
the United States or abroad?

Sources
(U) KPMG; China's 12th Five-Year Plan: Overview; 2011; http:// www.kpmg.com/CN/en/ lssuesAndlnsights/
ArticlesPublications/Documents/China-12th-Five-Year-Plan-Overview-201104.pdf; accessed 04 March 2015.
(U) Online Article; Chinese Academy of Science: Thousand Talents Program; 2012; http:/ /english.ucas.ac.cn/ JoinUs/ Pages/
default.aspx; accessed 04 September 2014.
(U) OSC Analysis 14-024; accessed 06 March 2015.
(U) Wang, Huiyao; China 's National Talent Plan: Key Measures and Objectives; 2010; http://www.brookings.edu/research/
papers/2010/11/23-china-talent-wang; accessed 06 March 2015.
(U) Robertson, John; Investigating Intellectual Property Crime; 2010; https://intranet.fbinet,fbj/ccrsb/CyD-old/ CCS/CCU-3/
CCTF Document Li brarv/2010%20CCTF%20Conference%20Presentation%20Materials/ lPR%20Presentation.ppt; accessed
09 March 2015.
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Mo tt Cancer Center shakeup: CEO
and others resign over China ties
The actions come amid a widening federal
investigation of foreign attempts to take advantage of
U.S.-backed medical research.
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Dr. Alan List, CEO of Moffitt Cancer Center, meets in September with the Tampa Bay Times editorial board to discuss
Log in
a multi-million dollar expansion of the center's hospital campus in Tampa. List resigned from his post on
Wednesday, along with five other Moffitt employees. [SCOTT KEELER | Times]

By Justine Gri n
Published Yesterday
Updated Yesterday

Dr. Alan List, the CEO and president of H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center &
Research Institute, resigned under pressure Wednesday amid a controversy
that linked him and others at the hospital to possible exploitation of
American-funded research by China.
List was joined by Thomas Sellers, a vice president and director at Moffitt,
and four of the cancer center’s researchers, who also resigned abruptly. The
departures come during a time of heightened scrutiny by federal agencies of
foreign attempts to take advantage of American-backed medical research.
Among the investigating agencies is the National Institutes of Health, one of
the largest funding sources for medical research in the world.
Ad
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Timothy Adams, Moffitt’s board chairman, will assume responsibilities for
operating the center while a national CEO search is underway.
Moffitt’s internal compliance office launched an internal investigation into
the hospital’s partnership with any China research arms and found several
“compliance violations,” officials said. Most were linked to Moffitt employees’
personal involvement in China’s “Thousand Talents” program, which is
https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2019/12/18/moffitt-cancer-center-shakeup-ceo-and-others-resign-over-china-ties/
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designed to recruit researchers and other experts from American and
European universities and companies.

Log in

List, Sellers and others were found to have violated conflict of interest rules
through their work in China. The center did not elaborate.
“About last summer, the NIH began warning institutions to be on alert,”
Adams said. “Our compliance team spent countless hours reviewing the
findings of the investigation in this unfortunate circumstance. I believe we
took the appropriate action.”
The center’s namesake, former Florida House Speaker H. Lee Moffitt, also
weighed in Wednesday. “This great institution did its job," he said in a
statement. “We listened to the warnings from NIH, conducted a proactive
review, and took strong action when it was needed.”

Chris Sprowls
@ChrisSprowls

The actions of Moffitt’s CEO and implicated researchers are
indefensible. To accept vast sums of public money - state and
Federal - and then have the CEO and other employees secretly
accepting money from China violates the public trust.
twitter.com/tb_times/statu…
Tampa Bay Times

@TB_Times

Moffitt Cancer Center shakeup: CEO and others resign over China
ties dlvr.it/RLXN4Y
26 4:47 PM - Dec 18, 2019
See Chris Sprowls's other Tweets

The center shared the preliminary findings of its review with the federal
government and is continuing to investigate. The Washington Post reported
in July that the FBI is among the federal agencies working to tighten
enforcement of disclosure rules regarding medical research funding and grant
proposals, which can contain confidential information.
https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2019/12/18/moffitt-cancer-center-shakeup-ceo-and-others-resign-over-china-ties/
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Officials said there is no indication that Moffitt research was compromised or
that patient care has been affected.

Log in

Moffitt is also reviewing its 12-year research and education partnership with
the Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital, a 2,400-bed
hospital outside of Beijing. Last year, Moffitt also celebrated five years of
collaboration with China’s International Personalized Cancer Center. Both
relationships gave the Tampa-based cancer center a physical presence in
China.
RELATED: In need of an upgrade, Moffitt Cancer Center seeks millions
more from state cigarette tax
Since 2008, Moffitt and Tianjin have conducted joint research projects.
Graduate students, post-doctoral fellows, physician scientists and research
nurses from Tianjin came to Moffitt from training, according a news release
from 2018. The allure, the release said, is that Tianjin is located in a “free
trade zone” that expedited approvals for clinical trials.
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In 2016, List received the Hai River award while on a visit to China for the
collaboration.
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This “open exchange of ideas” between countries was once encouraged by the
U.S. government, Moffitt officials said. But the Trump administration has
become worried that foreign interests, especially China, are targeting
American academic and medical centers to copy research and technology
projects and steal intellectual property.
“We started that relationship at a time when foreign policy was about
bringing China into the fold of the rest of the world,” Adams said. “We looked
at that as a great opportunity to collaborate. Cancer knows no borders.”
Earlier this year, three scientists from the University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston were fired amid similar concerns. NIH
investigation reports tied these researchers to institutions in China, and
accused them of failing to disclose international collaborators. Others were
fired at Emory University in Atlanta for similar allegations.
Federal officials have said that some scientists have been involved in "shadow
laboratories” where American-funded research was being conducted in China
instead of the United States.

RELATED: Moffitt survey: Too many doctors don’t know enough about their
LGBTQ patients
List has been the CEO and president of Moffitt since 2012. Aside from his
executive roles with the cancer hospital, he is still a practicing physician. He’s
known for his work in treating myelodysplastic syndromes and acute myeloid
leukemia, cancers that start in bone marrow.
List was leading a push to expand the Moffitt campus across Tampa Bay, and
had met with state lawmakers earlier this year to secure financial support.
https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2019/12/18/moffitt-cancer-center-shakeup-ceo-and-others-resign-over-china-ties/
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Adams said that project remains a top priority.
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“The patient need remains the same. The need to cure this terrible disease
remains the same,” Adams said. “I expect we will not miss a beat.”

Marco Rubio
@marcorubio

#China has undertaken a broad effort to exploit our openness &
culture of scientific collaboration to steal valuable scientific
research.
Sadly Moffitt Cancer Center,a fantastic institution in #Florida,
was victimized.
tampabay.com/news/health/20…

Moffitt Cancer Center shakeup: CEO and others resign over C…
The actions come amid a widening federal investigation of foreign
attempts to take advantage of U.S.-backed medical research.
tampabay.com
1,722 4:43 PM - Dec 18, 2019
1,471 people are talking about this

Before becoming CEO, List held a variety of roles at Mofffit, including the
executive vice president and physician-in-chief and chief of the malignant
hematology division. He came to Moffitt in 2003 after working as a professor
of medicine at the University of Arizona, Tuscon. There, he also worked as the
director of the leukemia and blood and marrow transplant program and the
director of the division translational/clinical research program.
https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2019/12/18/moffitt-cancer-center-shakeup-ceo-and-others-resign-over-china-ties/
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List graduated with a medical degree in 1980 from the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. He completed an internship and residency in
internal medicine at the Good Samaritan Medical Center in Phoenix. He also
held fellowships in hematology and medical oncology at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville.
He could not immediately be reached for comment.

JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Medical Reporter
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University of Florida also a target
in foreign research scandal
In a scenario similar to last month's revelations about
Moffitt Cancer Center, four UF faculty members were
found to have ties with foreign recruitment programs.
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Century Tower rises at the center of the University of Florida campus, where four medical school researchers recently were
found to have had foreign interactions that violated university rules. [University of Florida]

By Justine Griffin
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Four faculty members from the University of Florida have left the school amid
a widening investigation into foreign exploitation of American-funded
medical research.
Three of the researchers resigned and one was terminated after the university
received a letter from the National Institutes of Health regarding questionable
foreign meddling in grant research and funding. The terminated employee
worked part time for the university's College of Medicine. Two were from the
College of Engineering and one was from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.

Two of the researchers were tied directly to the inquiry by the federal agency,
which gives out $30 billion a year to American scientists and universities for
biomedical research. Activity by the two others came to light during the
university's own review, said UF spokesman Steve Orlando.
The National Institutes of Health awarded UF more than $190 million in
grants last year, more than any other Florida university. The school now joins
the ranks of Tampa's Moffitt Cancer Center, which last month became part of
the government's inquiry into whether America's investment in top scientific
research is being systematically stolen by foreign actors.
Moffitt cut ties with its CF.Q Dr.t Alan List ann five other employees over their
! t ~sing tnissne, you agree"'to our
failure to disclose ties to ~
ipq>gc\1ll'p81d:hiat aim t•.:.· improve the quality of
that country's research aJ N'M&~tion by luring back esteemed scientists.
Researchers would be paid for their work, sometimes in Chinese currency.
Others would steal ideas from peer-reviewed proposals that originated the
U.S. and were funded by U.S. agencies.
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Evidence was found that the six Moffitt employees were potentially
compensated by a Chinese talent recruitment program and failed to disclose
it, officials at the center said. Moffitt officials did not divulge whether List and
others accepted money from China, but said an internal investigation revealed
conflicts of interest and a lack of disclosure of international collaborators.

The NIH has launched 180 individual inquiries into 70 institutions related to
foreign attempts to take advantage of U.S.-backed medical research.
"The university has identified certain faculty members who were participating
or were seeking to participate in a foreign talents program. The university has
addressed or is in the process of addressing each of these matters," UF
President W. Kent Fuchs wrote in a Dec. 13 letter to U.S. Senator Rick Scott.
Earlier in the month,_Scott _sent_leUers to.Florida_ university_presidents
requesting more information on any steps they have taken· to protect
intellectual property from "the influence of foreign adversaries, including
Communist China".
Chris Hartline, Scott's communications director; confirmed that three
responses from universities have been received. The University of South
Florida in Tampa had yet to submit a response as of Monday.
RELATED: Florida_House _speaker. calls_for_investigation_into_China-Moffitt
ties
At the state level, Rep. Chris Sprowls is leading a committee in the Florida
House to investigate the Moffitt case and others in the state. That committee
will meet for the first time on Jan. 21, Sprowls said.
Meanwhile, other connections to Chinese recruitment programs are being
discovered at research institutions across the country. A federal judge _will
~e-~!_q~-~h~~-J?.~-~9-~ ~~--9.f~~1;n~,~~~-6t~~engim~ering professor, for
allegedly working for ChiM~~o$eif~ w1e also working for the University of
Kansas. Another cancer researcher in Boston is accused of trying to smuggle
stolen lab samples in his luggage. He was attempting to board a flight to
Beijing when authorities stopped him, ~~~-~~9-J.P.-K~~-~h~.N~Y?..K:qr.k..'.f.~!!]~~-
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RELATED: Moffitt.turmoil began with _national_ concern over Chinai.stolen
research
The University of Florida launched a_ website outlining the proper disclosure
requirements for researchers last year. It also developed a new international
risk assessment process to screen activities with foreign institutions and
developed an electronic system to monitor the disclosures of outside activities
and interests, which Fuchs outlined in his letter to Scott.
The UF president also offered to travel to Washington, D.C., to meet with
Scott in person.
"The university does not approve participation in foreign talents programs as
an outside activity," Fuchs wrote. "Any faculty member who fails to disclose
their participation in a foreign talents program is subject to discipline,
including termination for cause."

JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Medical Reporter

By using this site, you agree to our
updated Privacy Policy and our
erms of Use.
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The spies among us: More Chinese
agents digging up secrets in Florida
By MARIO ARIZA
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL | JAN 17, 2020
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FBI Deputy Director David Bowdich speaks at a news conference to announce a criminal law enforcement
action involving China, at the Department of Justice in Washington in 2018. U.S. officials were announcing
criminal charges and an operation to thwart Chinese economic espionage. Florida has become an
increasingly attractive destination in the shadowy war of spies between the United States and the People’s
Republic of China. (Pablo Martinez Monsivais / AP)

They’ve been caught taking photos of military installations, arrested
trespassing at Mar-a-Lago, convicted of illegally exporting critical
technology, and sentenced for working at federal research institutions
while still on their home countries’ payroll. National security officials say
it’s only the tip of the iceberg.
Florida has become an increasingly attractive destination in the shadowy
war of spies between the United States and the People’s Republic of China,
given that the Sunshine State is home to research institutions, defense
installations, universities and, yes, even President Donald Trump’s Mara-Lago estate in Palm Beach.
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And the pace of Chinese spying in Florida appears to be quickening,
according to a review of federal court filings, along with conversations
with espionage experts, state and national politicians, and national
security officials. In just the past two years, at least nine Chinese nationals
were detained in Florida while engaging or possibly engaging in
espionage-related activities. Five of those arrests happened in just the past
few months.
“Recent incidents remind us that concerns about Chinese espionage are
not hysteria," Florida Sen. Marco Rubio told the South Florida Sun
Sentinel. “China poses a serious and long-term challenge to the United
States that requires an enduring comprehensive response."
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A rich history of spies
Florida has a long history of spy craft, particularly high-profile cases in
South Florida.
The University of Miami’s South Campus was once the home of a massive
CIA outpost.
For decades, Cuban-exile paramilitary groups waged a violent and bitter
covert campaign against the Castro regime from the shores of Biscayne
Bay, bombing airliners and even making attempts against the life of Fidel.
In the late 1990s, five intelligence operatives from that Caribbean island’s
communist government were arrested in Miami and convicted of
espionage. And according to the Miami Herald, Cuban operatives may
have been probing the security at Miami International Airport as
recently as last spring.
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Mar-a-Lago is one of the locations that have increasingly become the focus of potential Chinese
intelligence gathering, as the president’s presence there makes it a plum target.

But the spies from the Middle Kingdom aren’t waging your grandfather’s
Cold War cloak-and-dagger conflict.
“Chinese espionage is vastly different,” said Nicholas Eftimiades, a retired
senior intelligence officer and the author of the book “Chinese Intelligence
Operations.”
Chinese espionage operations — unlike those of Cuba or the former USSR
— aren’t always carried out by professionally trained spies, and are just as
often focused on economic targets as on military targets, Eftimiades said.
China’s “approach to intelligence gathering employs both amateurs and
intelligence officers to support the nation,” he said.
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maintains a database of all Chinese nationals prosecuted for L O G IN
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espionage around the globe for the past 30 years as part of his research.
His data shows that Chinese intelligence objectives seem to be set by highlevel brass, and that they closely align to the countries’ stated
development goals, meaning that Chinese spies often go after
technology that their leaders believe will help expand an economic sector
they have expressed interested in developing.

Stealing trade secrets
Experts and defense officials have long warned of a broad and
comprehensive intelligence gathering operation carried out across the
United States by or at the behest of Chinese security services.
A review of federal anti-espionage prosecutions carried out by the Justice
Department against Chinese nationals last year shows that the majority of
cases hinged on technology theft or the purloining of trade secrets, as
agents from China were accused of attempting to steal everything from
autonomous vehicle technology from Apple to live biological samples from
cancer-research centers.
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first glance, Florida appears to be just one front in a wider struggle. Of
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the 304 federal Chinese espionage prosecutions conducted in the past 30
years, only 11 occurred in the state, according to an independent database
maintained by researchers at Penn State.
But Florida increasingly has been in the crosshairs.
“It’s a target-rich environment,” says Chris Sprowls, the Speakerdesignate of the Florida House of representatives, of Florida’s industrial
and research infrastructure.
Amin Yu, of Orlando, was working part-time at an unnamed university in
Orlando when authorities caught up with her. A federal judge sentenced
her to 21 months in prison in September 2016 for exporting “systems and
components for marine submersible vehicles." Basically, Yu was shipping
submarine parts to China.
The Department of Justice said her co-conspirators would use what she
obtained “in the development of marine submersible vehicles, including
unmanned underwater vehicles, remotely operated vehicles and
autonomous underwater vehicles.”
A federal sentencing memo said Yu was a graduate of Harbin Engineering
University, a school with “historical and modern relationship with aspects
of the Chinese Navy,” and that she maintained a close correspondence
with an unindicted co-conspirator affiliated with the school.
Yu pleaded guilty to working as an unregistered agent of a foreign
government, a charge traditionally reserved for espionage prosecutions.
But David Haas, Yu’s defense attorney, said the case wasn’t about
espionage. “At no point did the government ever call my client a spy,” he
said.
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institutions.
Chunzai Wang, an oceanographer employed by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration research center on Virginia Key, also was
employed by a Chinese agency at the same time. That’s a violation of
federal law.
Wang was sentenced to time served in February 2018 for being involved
"in China’s 973 Program, which mobilizes scientific talents to strengthen
basic research in line with national strategic targets of the People’s
Republic of China,” according to the Justice Department.

RELATED: Two more Chinese Nationals Arrested in Key West »
Wang’s attorney could not be reached for comment, but national security
officials point to his case as one that highlights the worrying influence of
China’s espionage services in American academic and research circles.
It’s an influence that the National Institute of Health, which funds medical
research, is concerned about. In August 2018, the health institute put out
a letter warning that “foreign entities have mounted systematic programs
to influence NIH researchers.”
And in December, Sen. Rick Scott sent a letter to the presidents of
universities in Florida warning that China was “stealing our information
to ultimately use against us,” and asking the leaders for information about
links between academic researchers and China.
In Florida, the letters seemed to have an effect.
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Last month, the CEO and president of H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center &
Research Institute in Tampa resigned after an internal review revealed
that they and four other researchers were collaborating with China’s
“1000 talents program,” a suspected espionage program, according
to the FBI.
There have been no accusations of espionage in that case, though the
resignations did come about as a result of efforts by the National Institute
of Health to stamp out foreign attempts to steal American medical
research.
And on Jan. 13, the Tampa Bay Times reported that four University
of Florida faculty had left that school as a result of that institution’s audit
of its researchers ties with the people’s republic of China.
The worries about Chinese espionage in academic and research settings
also has prompted the Florida Legislature to create a committee focused
on ferreting out the phenomenon, the first of its kind for any state.
The concern is that researchers with undisclosed ties to China may be
passing that country valuable intellectual property.
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inadvertently subsidizing research and development for a foreign
country,” Sprowls, the Speaker-designate of the Florida House and the
chair of the bipartisan committee, told the Sun Sentinel.
“The more I learn,” said Sprowl’s of Chinese espionage activity in Florida
research and academic institutions, “the more horrific it gets.”
On Tuesday, Scott released a follow-up statement to his December letter,
saying, “I’m still waiting to hear from many universities in Florida.
Everyone needs to understand this risk.”

Raising security concerns
David Kris is the former head of the National Security Division of the
Department of Justice, which handles espionage prosecutions. He sees
something larger afoot from all the spy work. “These latest developments
are part of this larger pattern," said Kris, now a principal at Culper
Partners, a consulting firm.
“And of course, the Chinese efforts that we discover and block are only
part of the story — there are surely many such efforts that we may never
discover."
Even if the majority of China’s espionage aims may be focused on stealing
tech and research, it doesn’t mean they don’t engage in real spy stuff
carried out by assets or agents of the People’s Liberation Army or China’s
Ministry of State Security, and focusing on more traditional military or
defense targets.
In Jacksonville, Fan Yang, a U.S. Navy lieutenant, his wife and two
Chinese nationals were indicted in November for allegedly attempting to
export seven “military style inflatable boats" and eight "military outboard
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Department of Justice.
Fan Yang held a top-secret military clearance and was a trained flight
officer on submarine hunting aircraft, according to federal court
documents.
One of the indicted Chinese nationals had received “tactical weapons
training by hiring U.S.-based firearms and tactical instructors with prior
military experience, including some with specialized tactical training from
their respective experiences serving as Special Forces operators,”
according to the criminal complaint.
Yet even when it comes to traditional espionage targets, the Chinese
intelligence services often employ rather unorthodox methods.
Lyuyao Liao, a 27-year-old Chinese national enrolled in a law program at
Washington University in St. Louis, was arrested in Key West on Dec. 26
on the charge of trespassing onto the Truman Annex of Naval Air Station,
Key West.
Liao claims to have entered into the secure area out of a desire to take
photos of the sunrise, according to federal court documents. But he has
been charged with taking photos of U.S. military installations after an
image of the Truman Annex was found on his camera.

RELATED: Mar-a-Lago trespasser Yujing Zhang sentenced to 8
months in prison »
“My client never intended to trespass,” said Daniel Lawrence Rashbaum,
Liao’s attorney. “He wanted to take pictures of the sunrise, like many
other tourists in Key West, and he will be vindicated at trial.”
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other Chinese nationals were accused of trespassing and
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photographing parts of Naval Air Station, Key West in just the past year
and a half. Two were nabbed barely a fortnight after Liao was arrested.
One, Zhao Qianli, was sentenced to one year in prison in February 2019
after taking photos of antennae equipment at the base.
“This is not professional intelligence work,” Eftimiades said.
Current and former American security officials also think the pattern of
intrusions at Key West fits into China’s intelligence gathering practices.
“As a general matter, China’s intelligence collection playbook has long
included gathering information on sensitive American facilities at home
and abroad. Whether the individuals recently arrested in Key West were
engaged in such activity is a matter for the FBI and Justice Department to
determine,” says Dean Boyd, communications executive for the National
Counterintelligence and Security Center at the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence.
The incursions also drew concern from Rubio, the state’s senior senator. “I
have discussed the most recent incident with the relevant
counterintelligence officials," he said in a written statement. "Florida is
home to more than 20 military installations, and it’s important we ensure
that all areas sensitive to national security are protected.”
Mar-a-Lago is another location that has increasingly become the focus of
potential Chinese intelligence gathering, as the president’s presence there
makes it a plum target.
“The ultimate goal [of any intelligence service] is to get someone as close
to the president or the national security team as they can,” explains Ray
Batvinis, a retired FBI supervisory special agent.
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In this April 15 courtroom sketch, Yujing Zhang, left, a Chinese national charged with trespassing at
President Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort, listens to a hearing before Magistrate Judge William
Matthewman in West Palm Beach, Fla. (Daniel Pontet/AP)

Yujing Zhang, a Chinese businesswoman, was sentenced to time served
in November after being convicted of lying to the Secret Service about
wandering the grounds of Mar-a-Lago.
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Zhang, who represented herself at trial, was apprehended with several
electronic devices in her purse, one of which was an iPhone in a Faraday
cage, an anti-tracking device often used by intelligence professionals.
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A second Chinese national was recently arrested at Mar-a-Lago. But is
unclear if the Dec. 18 arrest of Lu Jing, a Chinese national, is being
investigated by the Secret Service as a possible instance of espionage. Jing
was picked up by the Palm Beach Police Department on charges of
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and resisting an officer without violence after attempting to enter
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the resort that night.
According to a probable cause affidavit filed in Palm Beach Circuit Court,
Jing entered Mar-a-Lago through a service entrance after being turned
away from the door. Surveillance footage described in the affidavit shows
Jing reached about 100 yards into the compound, taking photos as she
went, before being waylaid by security.
The Secret Service and representatives of the People’s Republic of China at
their U.S. embassy could not be reached for comment.
“I’ve been harping on this issue for the past 30 years,” Eftimiades said of
China’s unorthodox intelligence gathering practices. “It hasn’t filtered
through to the U.S. government, which is not structured to contend with
Chinese espionage as it is practiced.”

Mario Ariza

South Florida Sun Sentinel

Mario Alejandro Ariza covers federal courts for the South Florida Sun Sentinel. He
is a Dominican immigrant to the United States, and the author of Disposable City:
Miami’s future on the Shores of Climate Catastrophe, forthcoming from Bold Type
Books in summer 2020.
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NIH probe of foreign ties has led to undisclosed rings—and refunds from
institutions
By Jeffrey Mervis Jun. 26, 2019 , 5:10 PM

An aggressive effort by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to enforce rules requiring its grantees
to report foreign ties is still gathering steam. But it has already had a major impact on the U.S.
biomedical research community. A senior NIH o cial tells ScienceInsider that universities have red
more scientists—and refunded more grant money—as a result of the effort than has been publicly
known.
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/06/nih-probe-foreign-ties-has-led-undisclosed-firings-and-refunds-institutions
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Since August
2018,
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Maryland–based NIH has sent roughly 180 letters to more than 60
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U.S. institutions about individual scientists it believes have broken NIH rules requiring full disclosure
of all sources of research funding. To date, the investigation has led to the well-publicized
dismissals of ve researchers, all Asian Americans, at MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston,
Texas, and Emory University in Atlanta.
But other major U.S. research universities have also red faculty in cases that have remained
con dential, according to Michael Lauer, head of NIH’s extramural research program. And some
have repaid NIH “hundreds of thousands of dollars” in grants as a result of rule violations, he says. “I
can understand why [the universities] aren’t talking about it,” Lauer says. “No organization wants to
discuss personnel actions in a public forum.”
SIGN UP FOR OUR DAILY NEWSLETTER

Get more great content like this delivered right to you!

Email Address *

Lauer suspects some of the cases NIH has uncovered may result in the U.S. government banning
certain scientists from receiving federal funds, a process called debarment. NIH has referred at
least 18 cases to its parent agency, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), for further
investigation. “We are still reasonably early on in the process,” Lauer says, “and for a number of
cases we don’t know where we’ll end up.”
He also thinks other federal agencies that fund academic research may soon copy NIH’s aggressive
approach. “I wouldn’t be surprised if other agencies follow our lead and start doing similar things,”
he says.

Connecting the dots
This week, Lauer sat down with ScienceInsider at his o ce on the NIH campus to talk about how
NIH became concerned about foreign in uence and what it is doing to defend the process used to
spend more than $20 billion annually on outside research projects.
He says the agency’s concerns were initially sparked by reports that scientists were violating the
con dentiality of NIH’s peer-review process, in which thousands of volunteer reviewers rate tens of
thousands of grant proposals every year. In mid-2016, he says, NIH received a report from the HHS
O ce of Inspector General that a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) probe had uncovered an MD
Anderson researcher sharing proposals he had been asked to review with several other people.
That’s a clear violation of NIH rules intended to ensure the con dentiality of every grant proposal,
Lauer says. But few such breaches ever trigger an FBI investigation. “There are people who will
download an application and share it with a postdoc or a buddy down the hall and ask a question,”
he says. “People are not supposed to do that, but maybe that’s not a hanging offense.”
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other nations, Lauer says about the case. “It was quite scary. Initially, we thought it was [the work of]
a few rogue scientists, very unfortunate, but probably nothing more than that.”
It turned out, however, that such breaches were just one aspect of what Lauer regards as a much
larger assault on the integrity of NIH-funded research. Over the next 2 years, he says, NIH grant
managers would nd numerous examples of NIH-funded scientists at U.S. universities who were
publishing papers that listed a foreign institution—often in China—as their primary a liation and
cited foreign funding sources in the ne print. But the scientists hadn’t reported those a liations
and grants to their institutions or to NIH, as required.
The discovery was serendipitous, Lauer explains, and grew out of the agency’s routine monitoring of
progress reports led by grantees. “We have about 1300 people here, fully trained scientists, who
oversee our [extramural] scienti c programs,” Lauer says. “They are assigned a set of grants. And
each year they look at progress reports to make sure things are OK. And one question we ask is,
‘What have you published?’”
The program managers were looking for exciting new scienti c results, Lauer says. But they also
found troubling discrepancies between the a liations and funding that a grantee had reported to
NIH and what they wrote in their papers.
“It’s fascinating,” Lauer says. The reporting discrepancy “had been going on for a number of years,
apparently, but it took a long time before we noticed it. That’s when we decided there was
something going on.”

Initial resistance
NIH’s rst step was to notify all grantee institutions that it was launching an investigation. That
August 2018 letter, from NIH Director Francis Collins, was followed by inquiries from Lauer about
speci c researchers.
Many universities pushed back, he says, telling him the agency’s suspicions were misplaced. “What
we heard was that there’s nothing going on,” Lauer says. A typical response from a senior university
o cial went like this, according to Lauer: “The faculty member says he’s never been to China, he
doesn’t receive any support from the government, and he has no a liation with any Chinese
university. They told us we’re just blowing smoke.”
But Lauer says most university o cials changed their tune after NIH showed them evidence that
included grant numbers from foreign funders and employment contracts with foreign institutions.
“So then what happens is that the university digs a bit deeper and nds that, yes, there is a lot going
on,” he says.
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and deans have told us that they were surprised, shocked, and horri ed when they learned about
[these arrangements],” Lauer says. “They said they had no idea some of their employees were
spending 4, 6, 8 months away from their institution.”
“We found one person with a $5 million startup package from a Chinese university that wasn’t
disclosed to anybody, not to his American university, and not to us,” Lauer asserts. “This is not
subtle. It’s not an, ‘Oops, I forgot to list it on a form.’ We’re talking about really, really egregious stuff.”
Those absent without leave scientists were not just sti ng their home institutions, Lauer points out.
They were also eecing NIH and, by extension, U.S. taxpayers. The rip-off became clear, he says,
whenever their time commitment to funded research projects exceeded 12 months.
“The American institution thinks it has a 12-month employee who’s working for them,” Lauer
explains. “And we give them funding for research that will take 8 months of their time. But they
already have 9 months of outside time commitments. So it adds up to 17 months. And that’s not
possible.”
Uncovering that faulty math has had nancial repercussions, Lauer notes. “Several universities have
actually refunded us money for salaries paid during times when, as best they could tell, the faculty
member wasn’t at the institution and couldn’t have been working on the NIH grant,” he says. Some of
the refunds, Lauer says, are for “hundreds of thousands of dollars.” That is money NIH could have
spent on other researchers who are playing by the rules, he adds.

What NIH has learned
Lauer says he hasn’t done a thorough analysis of the 180 cases in which NIH believes scientists
have withheld information about their foreign ties. But a few things stand out.
“Most of the scientists are well-funded, meaning they have multiple NIH grants,” he says. “Most are
ethnically Chinese, although some of our more serious cases are not ethnically Chinese.” Lauer says
the scientists work at institutions all over the United States: “We have examples from the northeast,
the southeast, Texas, obviously, the southwest, and elsewhere.”
No particular eld seems to have attracted more than its share of bad actors, according to Lauer.
“All the people at MD Anderson work on cancer,” he says. “But we’ve also seen [cases involving
scientists in] mental health, cardiology, neurology, basic cell biology, and so on.”
Lauer declined to speculate on why these scientists chose not to disclose their foreign ties. But he
said NIH has found several cases where the omissions were selective. “We’ve seen scientists who
reported other foreign grants and a liations, but not the Chinese grants and a liations,” he says.
Among U.S. lawmakers and the media, some of the concern about foreign in uence in U.S. research
has focused on the role of the Thousand Talents Program, part of China’s decadelong campaign to
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/06/nih-probe-foreign-ties-has-led-undisclosed-firings-and-refunds-institutions
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with generous packages to set up and operate labs at a Chinese research institution or university.

Lauer says some of those Thousand Talents awards come with very speci c instructions to the
researcher, including what they are expected to study and the number of papers they must publish in
top-tier journals. But the provisions about what activities should and should not be disclosed are not
uniform.
“We have seen contracts that say all the intellectual property that this scientist generates must stay
in China and cannot be reported to their American university,” he says. “You can imagine that U.S.
universities are not happy when they see that. U.S. universities expect to reap the bene ts of
research done at their institution, and they are losing that [opportunity].”
Other contracts lean in the opposite direction, Lauer says. “They say every paper a scientist
publishes must cite the Chinese university,” he says. “Some have gone so far as to say their
university must be cited rst.” Lauer says those scientists are also required to cite the Chinese entity
funding their research funding, “for the same reason we require people to cite their NIH grants: We
want to make sure we get credit for the research we have funded.”

Guilt by association?
Many members of the Asian American community believe that U.S. government agencies have been
targeting Asian-born scientists simply for their participation in Thousand Talents and similar
Chinese foreign recruitment programs. Lauer says NIH has no problem with U.S. scientists who
participate in Thousand Talents so long as they disclose that relationship fully in their grant
applications and research progress reports.
“Thousand Talents is not a threat [to the United States],” he says. “It’s not the speci c conduct we
are focusing on, it’s the failure to disclose it.”
To make his point, Lauer offers an alternative scenario of what he considers to be acceptable
behavior. “A U.S. scientist goes to their boss and says, ‘I would like to work in China for 3 months a
year, and I managed to secure a part-time employment arrangement. I’ll tell you what I’m working on,
and how intellectual property will be handled, and how much they will pay me.’ And then they report
all of that in their biosketch.”
That should be the norm, he says. But it’s not. “If that is what was happening,” Lauer says, “you and I
would not be sitting here today.”
Posted in: Scienti c Community
doi:10.1126/science.aay5369
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The Science Security Threat
At gathering of university research officers, federal agency officials document foreign
governments' efforts to persuade scientists to engage in academic espionage.
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Roger Wakimoto of UCLA moderates science security panel.

SAN DIEGO -- Some of the university research administrators in the audience seemed loaded for bear, ready to
scold the Trump administration officials in front of them for what many academics have perceived to be racial
profiling of Chinese scientists in recent months.
Roger Wakimoto, vice president for research at the University of California, Los Angeles, didn't soft-pedal the
issue as he introduced the session on science and security here Monday at the annual meeting of the
Association of Public and Land-grant Universities.
"We've been told repeatedly that this is a partnership," Wakimoto
said of the effort to "protect U.S. science from undue foreign
influence," as the se,ssion was titled. "If this is a partnership,
stopping our faculty at the airport is not acceptable."
Over the course of the next hour, what might have been an
uncomfortably confrontational situation took a different course.
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But two things averted what might have been a train wreck.
First, the officials from the U.S. Department of Energy, the

ro
all jobs on Inside Higher E
Careers » (/lca reers,insidehighere .com?

National Institutes of Health and the National Science

utm_source=Ihe&u tm med Iu m==editoriaI·
site&utm content=artlcle-Rromo-box-

Foundation (who noted that they were at the meeting on a

link&utm camgaig!EJQ.!IB)

federal holiday that would otherwise have been a day off, which
won them some points) emphasized that -- despite the positions they hold and message they were delivering -they were colleagues with those in the audience.
'The American university system is justifiably the envy of the world," said Chris Fall, director of the Energy
Department's office of science. "I could talk all day about great things we're doing with you, and I would prefer
that. But we're here to talk about science security and about threats to our system of labs."
Fall and his federal colleagues -- Jodi Black, who directs the NI H's office of extramural research, and Rebecca
Keiser, who heads the office of international science and engineering at NSF -- sought throughout to make clear
that they understand how central openness and collaboration are to scientific work. And that the growing
emphasis on trying to prevent intellectual property theft (and worse) is in direct tension with those traits.
"We recognize that addressing these [security] risks, these very real problems ... must be weighed together with
the openness and transparency and collaboration that has always characterized American science," Fall said.
Several people in the audience said they appreciated the federal officials' collaborative nature, which they said
showed a marked change from the much more confrontational approach Trump administration officials took
on this issue a year ago.
But it wasn't the officials' attitude that most changed the direction of the session: it was the information they
presented, which, taken together, seemed to dispel any doubts anyone in the room harbored about whether
there is a security threat to American science.
"When I came in [to science policy] in the '90s, we were dealing with nonproliferation issues at NASA, and the
funding going to former Soviet weapon scientists," said Keiser of the NSF. ''I'm here to tell you that the
challenges we're facing today are different, in scope and complexity. As we peel back the onion, the layers just
keep growing -- this is the most giant onion I've ever seen."
These being scientists, data and facts mattered more than words -- and the federal officials delivered those.
The presentation by Black of the NIH was especially jarring.
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to co-opt discoveries and ideas from American universities -- in ways that divert proprietary information,
undermine peer review and "distort our [science] funding model," by giving grants to scientists on the payrolls of
other countries that could have gone to other deserving scientists.
Again, words . But Black had the rapt attention of the audience when she launched into a discussion of China's

Thous

nd Talents Program (httg://www.1OOOglan.org.cn/en/)_(see Inside Higher Ed coverage

tIBre

(bllP.s://www.i·nsideb ,g he red.com/news/2019 /04/16/ federa t- gran ling-agencies-a nd-1awmakers-steg-scruti ny.:
foreig ru:esearc h)_and here (httgs://www.lnsidehig her ed.com/news/2018/06/0711awmakers-discuss-nationa 1secu rity,-concerns-and-ch inese-students )_) .
Her presentation was complete with slides (which she asked attendees not to share) containing documents
showing that participants in the Chinese government's talent-recruitment program were openly told not to tell
their U.S. university employers about the program, not to report their intellectual property to their U.S.
institutions, and they were being paid in many cases for time commitments of six to 1O months -- arguably
making it difficult if not impossible for them to do their U.S. jobs.
The endgame for these arrangements: to move their labs to China, in the meantime extracting information from
the labs' work back to China.
Black said that NIH had identified "at least 120 scientists at 70 institutions" that had in some way failed to "fully
disclose substantial contributions from other organizations, including foreign governments," failed to disclose
financial conflicts of interest, diverted proprietary information or sent information gleaned by participating in the
peer-review process to other countries .
''They were not all ethnically Chinese," she said, directly addressing Wakimoto's assertions that the intensified
government scrutiny is, intentionally or not, singling out Chinese scholars -- many of whom are U.S. citizens.
"We are not trying to racially profile anybody."

Profiling, Purposeful or Not?
One research administrator joined Wakimoto in pressing the federal officials directly on whether their efforts to
clamp down on scientific security was resulting in unfair treatment of individuals -- and of a broader "chilling
effect" on foreign scholars and graduate students, especially from China.
She recounted stories of one University of California, Berkeley, scientist who had been taken off a flight at
Newark International Airport and made to feel "like a spy," and a Harvard University scholar who had been
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Fall, of the Energy Department, said that there was "no connection" between the Department of Energy and
agencies like the Department of Homeland Security and Customs and Border Protection. 'There is no excuse
for people being treated inappropriately at the border, and it's troubling what you said."
But this isn't about racial proftling, he emphasized. "This is about an organized effort by states, including China,
including Russia, to appropriate technology" and other innovations through their work at American universities.
Maybe so, said Wakimoto of UCLA, but other corners of the government are sending other messages -- like that
"any Chinese student can be a spy."

"We've got to work on our messaging,'' he said.
Read more by Doug Lederman
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NIH Concerns and Actions Related to Undue Foreign Influence at U.S. Research
Institutions
In the past year Congress, federal science agencies, and the media have highlighted concerns about the
impact of undue foreign influence in U.S. federally funded research. In a series of AAMC
communications on the topic, we will provide background information, relevant federal policies, and
institutional considerations related to this issue. This first document focuses on the NIH’s actions
and communications to the grantee community.
Key Dates: NIH Communications Regarding Threats to the Integrity of U.S. Biomedical Research
August 2018: NIH Director Francis Collins issued a statement and sent a letter to over 10,000 grantee
institutions, outlining three areas of concern for the agency:
•
•
•

Diversion of intellectual property to other entities, including other countries
Sharing of confidential information on grant applications by NIH peer reviewers with others
Failure by researchers working at NIH-funded institutions to disclose substantial resources
from other organizations
The letter also noted that the NIH Office of Extramural Research (OER) would reach out to specific
institutions “regarding grant administration or oversight questions or requests about specific
applications, progress reports, policies, or personnel.”
December 2018: An NIH Advisory Committee to the Director released a Dec. 2018 report on foreign
influences and research integrity, containing recommendations for recipient organizations related to:
•
•
•

Communicating with investigators (education campaigns on disclosure requirements;
guidelines for visitors)
Mitigating risk (assessment of internal controls, proactively notifying NIH about breaches)
Ongoing monitoring (developing ‘flags’ for audit, considering post-travel questionnaires for
select countries, and working with federal security agencies on best practices)

July 2019: NIH released relevant guide notice and FAQs (see below)
Scope of NIH investigations
As of July 2019, the NIH has contacted over 60 research institutions regarding 180 individual scientists
that the agency believes have failed to disclose substantial financial ties to foreign agencies or have
failed to uphold the confidentiality of the peer review process. Investigations conducted in
collaboration with awardee institutions are ongoing and several institutions have returned grant funds
to the NIH and in some cases dismissed researchers for violations of agency and/or institutional
policies. The NIH has recently sent at least a dozen cases to the Department of Health and Human
Services Office of the Inspector General for external review, and OIG has referred some cases to the
Department of Justice for prosecution.
The NIH is directing questions to its Division of Grants Compliance Oversight and has also
encouraged institutions to work directly with their local FBI offices.
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Applicable NIH Policies and Guidance
As described in a July 2019 guidance document, institutions receiving extramural funding from the
NIH are subject to several relevant policies and regulations:
•

The NIH Grants Policy Statement (NIHGPS) requires grant applicants to disclose Other
Support to ensure no scientific, budgetary or commitment overlap, including “all financial
resources, whether Federal, non-Federal, commercial or institutional, available in direct support
of an individual's research endeavors.” (Section 2.5.1)

•

The NIHGPS also requires recipients to determine whether activities it supports include a
foreign component, which may or may not involve the direct use of NIH grant funds (e.g.
performance of work by a researcher or recipient in a foreign location or a collaborator outside
of the U.S. who performs experiments in support of an NIH-funded project or with an expected
co-authorship).

•

Federal conflict of interest regulations (42 CFR Part 50, Subpart F) include a requirement for
researchers to disclose to their intuitions significant financial interests (SFIs) in addition to any
reporting required by NIH policy. (See more generally at www.aamc.org/coi)
o NIH clarified in 2018 that while these regulations do not require disclosure of certain
SFIs from “an Institution of higher education,” this is only for U.S. institutions, and
remuneration from foreign institutions is a disclosable SFI.

A related FAQ updated July 11, 2019 confirms that these policies and regulations are already in place
and that the guide notice serves as a reminder to the community, not an expansion of the Other Support
policy. Institutions should note that one FAQ instructs that “Outside Activities such as teaching or
consulting that may be compensated or uncompensated constitute Other Support if they are in any way
related to the investigator’s research endeavors or expertise.” [Update: As of July 23, 2019, the FAQ in
question was removed after the community expressed concerns about its scope to NIH].
A blog post from the NIH OER, provides additional context for the timing of the guide notice and
states that “depending on the severity and duration of the noncompliance… (it) may contact the
affected institutions, impose specific award conditions, disallow costs, withhold future awards for the
project or program, suspend the award activities, make a referral for investigator suspension or
debarment, or terminate the award.”
Institutional Responses and Next Steps
Individual institutions have taken a number of steps to address this issue, including clarifying existing
institutional policies for disclosure and reporting, and reminding investigators of appropriate university
resources to assist with compliance and conflict of interest management. Many institutions have also
issued statements of support of international collaborations and researchers. In addition to this
document and the recent AAMC News article, the AAMC will continue to develop resources for the
community.
For questions, please contact Ross McKinney, MD, Chief Scientific Officer (rmckinney@aamc.org) and
Heather Pierce, JD, Senior Director of Science Policy and Regulatory Counsel (hpierce@aamc.org).
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